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SYNOPSIS
Previous land use may have a significant effect on the hydrogeology of an area. Sites 
where extensive deep and opencast mining activities have taken place are often 
characterised by complex groundwater regimes. Many of the vast areas of disused and 
derelict terrain resulting from these activities, have now been developed as landfills. As 
landfill sites may constitute a major source of groundwater contamination, the 
hydrogeology of a site must be understood prior to the design and construction of disposal 
facilities.
A heavy reliance is currently placed upon the ability of predictive groundwater models to 
simulate flow behaviour, irrespective of the hydrogeological setting. The applicability of 
most of these models to extensively mined strata is questionable. In addition, many 
researchers place little emphasis upon the development of an accurate conceptual model. 
This is indicative of an overconfidence in the ability to characterise most groundwater 
systems, by the direct input of hydrogeological data into numerical models.
This thesis describes the hydrogeological investigation of the largest landfill facility ever 
developed in Scotland, situated within the former opencast site at Greengairs near Airdrie, 
Lanarkshire. A detailed conceptual model is developed for the site which is based on 
various stages of interpretative study, inclusive of a comprehensive assessment of water 
quality and groundwater flow relationships. A full hydrological assessment of the site 
catchment is presented, which identifies the magnitude of surface water/groundwater 
interaction relative to a large surface water feature in the area. A review of groundwater 
flow theory and modelling techniques is presented, as is an attempt to develop a computer 
model which simulates groundwater flows through the various forms of 'channels' afforded 
by deep mining activities.
This work illustrates the degree, time permitting, to which a conceptual groundwater model 
can be developed. In particular, the reliability of the Soil Conservation Service runoff 
procedure to produce an accurate representation of catchment behaviour, in quantitative 
terms, is demonstrated, as is the vital importance of detailed field observations for 
hydrological studies. A sufficient level of evidence is presented to suggest that the 
conceptual modelling phase of a hydrogeological investigation, is an essential prerequisite 
to numerical modelling studies and should not, in any circumstances, be omitted.
This study concluded that the primary mechanism for groundwater movements in worked 
coal measures strata, will relate to the artificial features associated with deep mining 
activities. A secondary level of 'pathways' for groundwater movements is provided by the 
presence and associated characteristics of discontinuities within the rock mass. The ratio 
of artificial, subsurface features, beneficial to fluid movements, to the fracture dominated 
flowpaths within unmined strata, will determine the 'weighting' that can be applied to the
n
influence of each mechanism for flow. Neither Darcian or Discrete Fracture Network 
modelling approaches, permit the level of interaction afforded by these features to be 
incorporated within a groundwater model. However this work has shown, for the first 
time, that graphical computer programs, designed for the simulation of water networks, 
may provide the basis for the development of a model which is 'truly' representative of flow 
behaviour in extensively mined coal measures strata.
Many aspects of this study, and in particular the conceptual modelling techniques 
presented, contribute significantly to knowledge concerning the hydrogeological 
characteristics of worked coal measures. Recommendations for further research studies are 
included.
m
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The continued urbanisation of rural areas, in combination with an increased level of 
water demand, has 'threatened' the maintenance of potable water supplies from groundwater 
sources in many areas. The risk to groundwater associated with industrial, agricultural and 
landfill activities, has led to the establishment of Source Protection Zones [NATIONAL 
RIVERS AUTHORITY, 1992], In addition, an increase in abstraction rates has resulted, in 
many instances, in a drop in aquifer yield and a depletion in river baseflows. Legislation is 
now in place (Water Resources Act 1991), to prevent both the loss of future water 
resources and adverse environmental damage incurred by over abstraction. The emphasis 
placed upon the protection of both the quality and sustainability of these resources, has led 
to a marked increase in hydrogeological studies. This has resulted in a vast range of 
groundwater modelling packages, which aim to predict changes in flow patterns, water 
quality and aquifer characteristics, corresponding to proposed abstraction or discharge 
schemes. A number of these models have been designed to synthesise the breakout, and 
migratory behaviour, of pollutants associated with landfill activities.
The legacy of both deep and opencast mining activities throughout the United 
Kingdom, has resulted in vast areas of disused and derelict terrain in various states of 
restoration. The historic problem associated with the development of these areas was one 
of subsidence risk. However the problems associated with polluting waters from abandoned 
mines have, as a result of a number of prominent pollution incidents, now received a 
considerable level of attention and research. Many of these areas have now been developed 
as landfill facilities, disposing of vast quantities of domestic and industrial wastes generated 
by the surrounding city and town areas. Landfill practice is still a developing technology, 
and different design methodologies, including both attenuation and containment schemes, 
have been adopted at various sites.
The applicability of many predictive groundwater models, to landfills situated above 
extensively mined strata, is questionable. The hydrogeological characteristics of these areas 
are undoubtedly complex, and a number of separate groundwater flow regimes with 
different levels of magnitude may exist. These regimes are associated with flow through the 
rock matrix, fracture dominated flow and flows along the artificial conduits afforded by 
abandoned mine features. These flow regimes will collectively interact at depth to comprise 
the overall groundwater behaviour, which will be inextricably linked to the physical 
characteristics of this complex and composite form of aquifer.
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1.2 BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH.
The largest landfill project ever developed in Scotland is situated within the former 
opencast coal site at Greengairs near Airdrie, Lanarkshire. A planning consent and site 
licence to restore the area by infilling with waste materials, was granted to Shanks and 
McEwan (Northern) Ltd in 1988. Their aim is to fill and reshape the landscape to produce 
a new visually attractive and natural looking landform, which when complete will have 
restored and reclaimed over 280 hectares of land, which is at present unsightly and useless 
[PHELPOTT, REID et al, 1992].
Prior to the granting of planning consent, an investigation was initiated by Shanks 
and McEwan to determine the hydrogeological characteristics of the area, and to estimate 
the available material for use in the construction of a safe landfill site [ANON, 1986]. 
Further works were undertaken, after the planning consent had been granted, to assess the 
site characteristics that would influence the suitability and subsequent design of the future 
stages of the landfill development [CROWCROFT and DAVIES, 1989]. On reviewing this 
work a number of problems were highlighted relating to the groundwater regime in one of 
the proposed cell areas. These problems were;
a) A large surface water feature in the area (East Loch), appeared from the existing 
information to be unconnected to the main groundwater body. If this water feature 
is pumped and the subsequent void used for landfill purposes, will the water return, 
and if so to what depth?
b) If this surface water feature is connected to the main body of groundwater, what 
influence will its utilisation as a landfill site have upon the recharge characteristics of 
the underlying aquifer, and subsequent localised groundwater behaviour?
c) If leakage occurs from the landfill in this area, can its movement through the ground 
be predicted?
The need for an independent appraisal of the hydrogeological information available 
led to this research study, with the overall aim of building upon this data, to produce a 
conceptual and computational model describing the flow of groundwater under the site, 
with particular emphasis on the East Loch area.
2
1.3 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES.
The aim of this research project was to present a methodology for the 
hydrogeological investigation, and modelling of groundwater flows, in extensively mined 
coal measure rocks.
The main 'theme' of this study is site specific to the groundwater regime at 
Greengairs landfill site, and the investigation and modelling phases of the research are 
inextricably linked to this area. However the methodologies described, and hydrogeological 
information presented, within this thesis, is equally applicable to many areas where deep 
coal mining operations have taken place.
It follows that the aim of this research was achieved by means of a phased study, 
inclusive of both site specific and global objectives. These were;
a) To characterise the Greengairs site in hydrogeological terms and develop a detailed 
level of knowledge concerning the evolution of both the site topography and subsurface 
mining characteristics.
b) The identification of additional data requirements essential to initiate the modelling 
of the Greengairs site in conceptual terms.
c) To plan, design, supervise and interpret the subsequent ground investigation phase 
aimed at fulfilling the additional data requirements.
d) The development of a representative conceptual model describing the groundwater 
regime at the Greengairs site. To include an assessment of surface water/groundwater 
interaction via the East Loch feature, and the influence upon groundwater flow afforded by 
geologicahmining characteristics inherent within worked coal measures strata.
e) To complete a critical review of groundwater modelling techniques, in order to 
assess their applicability for modelling flows through various types of geological formations 
with diverse aquifer characteristics.
f) Develop a computer model, specific to the site at Greengairs, which is representative 
of groundwater flow behaviour in extensively mined coal measures rocks.
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1.4 ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS.
As this research study is first and foremost a hydrogeological investigation, the 
structure of the thesis ’broadly’ follows the framework generally adopted, in industry, for 
this type of work. The maintenance of this framework, combined with the level of detailed 
investigation completed, has necessitated the inclusion of a number of particularly lengthy 
chapters within this thesis.
The results of each stage of the research, together with a full and concise discussion, 
are presented at the end of each chapter or section, in some cases by the direct reference to 
tabular and graphical information contained within the text, or to various drawings which 
are contained in Volume II of the thesis. Reference is also made, throughout the text, to 
certain Appendices presented in Volume ID of the thesis.
The site investigation phase of the research, from desk study to ground 
investigation, is described in chapter two. This chapter describes the hydrogeological 
characteristics of the study area, based on site information from a multitude of sources, and 
includes a critical review of previous investigative studies. It then develops this information 
through a series of additional studies, to identify requirements for the ground investigation 
stage of the study. The design, co-ordination and reporting of the site works phase, 
inclusive of results, is presented in the final sections of this chapter.
Chapter three presents four stages of interpretative study, which collectively 
comprise the 'Conceptual Model' for the Greengairs site. A detailed geological 
interpretation is included, together with a comprehensive assessment of water quality and 
groundwater flow relationships. In addition, a full hydrological study of the East Loch 
catchment is presented, which identifies the magnitude of East Loch/groundwater 
interaction. Information derived from all of these preceding interpretative phases, is then 
combined to present a conceptual groundwater flow model in the final section of this 
chapter.
A review of groundwater flow theory and a variety of modelling techniques, ranging 
from Darcian based continuum to Discrete Fracture Network models, is presented in 
chapter four. This aims to establish the link between current approaches to groundwater 
flow modelling, and elementary groundwater relationships. This was necessary to evaluate 
the applicability of each modelling approach to a particular hydrogeological 'setting'.
Chapter five presents an attempt to develop a computer model, which would 
simulate the flow of groundwater directly beneath, and immediately adjacent to, the landfill 
site at Greengairs. The adaptation of a graphical computer program designed for the 
analysis and simulation of water networks (WATNET3), to facilitate groundwater flow 
modelling, is described in full, together with the results of the modelling phase. In addition, 
further data/research requirements, identified by this study, necessary to develop this form 
of model, are presented.
A summary of the findings and main conclusions drawn from this research study are 




An effective site investigation is an essential pre-requisite to any major Civil 
Engineering works. Poorly planned and inefficiently co-ordinated site investigations can 
lead to inappropriate and subsequently uneconomic design measures [INSTITUTION OF 
CIVIL ENGINEERS, 1991]. This observation is as applicable to hydrogeological and 
contaminated land investigations, as the construction based investigation geared towards the 
practical design of structures. As the hydrogeological study of the former opencast site at 
Greengairs was a form of site investigation, the method employed followed the general 
pattern laid down in the Code of Practice for Site Investigation [BRITISH STANDARDS 
INSTITUTION, 1981].
The long history of previous site usage, that related directly to the hydrogeological 
characteristics of the site, together with the limited level of funding available for ground 
investigation works, led to a heavy emphasis upon the desk study phase. Consequently a 
considerable level of detailed research was completed into a number of study areas, such as 
mine abandonment plan and aerial photograph interpretation. The desk study phase was 
coincident with a protracted period of site inspection which developed considerably, in 
terms of co-ordination and objectivity, as the hydrogeological characteristics of the site 
began to unfold. This phase was primarily devoted to terrain evaluation, and in particular 
the study of catchment behaviour essential to facilitate hydrological assessment.
These initial phases of the investigation, together with a series of preliminary studies, 
yielded sufficient information to co-ordinate an effective and economic ground investigation 
programme. The successful outcome to these works provided the data essential to permit 
the accurate conceptual modelling of the study area.
2.2 THE DESK STUDY.
2.2.1 Aim of the desk study.
The aim of the desk study was to produce a realistic appraisal of the hydrogeology 
of the area. This information was necessary to create a firm base for investigative studies in 
locations where detail was limited, and the hydrogeological parameters, critical to the study, 
were unknown. Consequently a high quality approach to a comprehensive desk study of the 
site area was initiated.
Previous land use may have a significant effect on the hydrogeology of an area. This 
is particularly true in areas such as Greengairs, where quarry and mining operations have 
left large tracts of land derelict, and significant disturbance to the rock structure has 
occurred. As the subsurface structures, both natural and manmade, may provide channels 
for groundwater movement, their extent and relative locations will have an important 
influence on the movement of groundwater across the site. Collated information regarding
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the mining activities, both deep and opencast, in the area, was minimal and the research 
began with a determined search for information regarding the local mineral workings.
Opencast operations have the effect of altering the catchment characteristics of an 
area, affecting infiltration rates, run-off directions and existing watercourse flowrates 
[BRASSINGTON, 1982., NORTON, 1982., ALDOUS, SMART and BLACK, 1986., 
SENGUPTA, 1993]. The extensive pumping that normally accompanies such activities will 
effectively lower the regional groundwater table, leading, upon the cessation of the pumping 
operations, to what may prove to be a significant rebound of water levels. The absence of 
an effective restoration programme at Greengairs allowed the large opencast voids around 
the worked area to fill with water. A number of these surface water features are fed by 
surface run-off, rising and falling in sequence with the patterns of seasonal rainfall, but it 
was suspected that some may be linked directly to the main groundwater body. The desk 
study provided the information essential to initiate the investigation of these complex issues, 
and to allow a progressive time based evolution of the site topography to be developed.
2.2.2 Site description.
The site is situated within the Central Coalfield of Scotland south of the village of 
Greengairs in Lanarkshire (see Fig 2.1). This area has been worked extensively for coal, 
ironstone and fireclay for over 150 years. Subsequently the landscape has been scarred by 
the widespread underground mine workings and the more recent opencast operations.
The 'street village' of Greengairs forms the northern boundary of the site and the 
surrounding road system borders the area on the west and southern sides. A large surface 
water feature known as the East Loch constitutes the eastern extremity of the proposed 
future landfill development (see Plate 2.1). The Cameron Bum, an important hydrological 
feature, originates within the site and flows north-west along the southern side of the 
village, providing essential dilution of the sewage effluent discharge, from the treatment 
works at the nearby village of Wattston. Two prominent groundwater springs discharge 
into the Cameron Bum, along a section of the stream north-west of Greengairs and 
downstream of the treatment works. The original configuration of the Cameron Bum has 
been disturbed by the opencast activities, and it effectively ceases to exist within the site as a 
consequence of restoration works following opencasting.
Old peat workings, field boundaries and associated drainage patterns can be located 
in the areas untouched by the opencast operations. The site is however, mostly covered in 
opencast wastes, and spoil heaps associated with old colliery positions are prominent 
features of the topography. The peat deposits vary in thickness across the site and evidence 
exists of extensive peat dumps at depth, overlain with backfill materials from opencasting. 
A number of the old opencast roads are still in existence and the south of the site has 
remained unrestored since the opencast operations were halted (see Plates 2.2 and 2.3). In 
this area rock exposures predominate and where opencasting has exposed stoop and room 
workings, small groups of coal pickers work the coal from the accessible pillars (see Plate
2.4). The water filled opencast voids around the site, are surrounded by highly weathered
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FIGURE 2.1 SITE LOCATION PLAN
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PLATE 2.1 THE EAST LOCH (Looking northwest across the Loch towards Greengairs village and the landfill development)
PLATE 2.2 OPENCAST AREAS AT THE SOUTH OF THE SITE.
and broken sections of the rock strata. In some areas the characteristic surface pattern of 
'crown holes' caused by the collapse of shallow stoop and room workings are visible.
PLATE 2.3 EDGE OF OPENCAST WORKS WITH OVERGROWN BACKFILL 
MATERIAL AND DUMPED PEAT IN THE FOREGROUND.
PLATE 2.4 AREA WORKED BY COAL PICKERS AT THE SOUTH OF THE SITE
The initial phase of the landfill development is complete and the second phase of the 
works is currently underway. A large landscaped screening bund has been engineered 
between the village and the landfilling area, and a series of surface drainage ditches have 
been installed, to control the surface water movements across both the north and south of 
the site [PHILPOTT, REID et al, 1992], The preparation of further 'cells' for infilling has 
now progressed to within 300 metres of the western edge of the East Loch.
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2.2.3 Geological description.
The site lies within the Midland Valley of Scotland, on the western side of the 
Central Coalfield, near its northern edge. The sedimentary rocks within the site date from 
the Westphalian succession of the Carboniferous period [CAMERON and STEPHENSON,
1985], and incorporate the Middle and Lower Coal Measures, comprising cyclic sequences 
of mudstones, sandstones and siltstones. Interspersed within this sequence are seams of 
fireclay, ironstone and coal, although most of the coals are thin, rarely exceeding a metre in 
thickness [CLOUGH, 1926]. The area is traversed by numerous faults which break up the 
strata into a large number of fault blocks and wedges.
The rocks consist primarily of fine to medium grained white or buff sandstones, grey 
siltstones and mudstones. The majority of the coal seams within the site, i.e. Virtuewell, 
Ladygrange, and Kiltongue seams, are of the common bituminous type [CLOUGH, 1926]. 
Underlying these seams however is an excellent 'steam' coal, the Upper Drumgray, and the 
chief anthracite coal within the region, the Lower Drumgray or Coxrod seam. The lateral 
splitting of major coal seams into two or more leaves does occur in some instances such as 
the Kiltongue Coal, which was mined in two leaves, separated by a fireclay parting, south of 
the village of Wattston, but to the east and south of this location it thins to a single seam.
Clayband ironstones composed of soluble ferrous carbonate and an insoluble clay 
matrix are common throughout the sequence [WHITTOW, 1977]. A prominent example is 
the Kiltongue Musselband, a Clayband Ironstone characteristic for its abundant 
Carbonicola shells underlain by a thin coal [CLOUGH, 1926]. The Blackband Ironstones 
such as the Airdrie Blackband, notable for containing sufficient combustible carbonaceous 
material to render them self-calcining [WHITTOW, 1977], were of particular importance to 
the industrial development of the Greengairs area (see 2.2.16).
A fluvio-deltaic environment existed at the time of strata deposition, in which only a 
few short-lived intervals of marine influence occurred [CAMERON and STEPHENSON,
1985]. The limited number of thin marine bands present, provide marker horizons within 
the stratigraphical classification, an important example being the Vanderbeckei (Queenslie) 
Marine Band which marks the base of the Middle Coal Measures (see Figure 2.2). 
Although marine horizons are rare, non-marine bivalves are common within the strata which 
in conjunction with the marine bands form a means of stratigraphic correlation throughout 
the coalfields [CAMERON and STEPHENSON, 1985].
In the central Midland Valley persistent Quartz-Dolerite dykes trending east-west, 
commonly following fault planes, are known to intrude into the Coal Measures 
[CAMERON and STEPHENSON, 1985]. They are generally regarded as components of 
the Midland Valley Sill-Complex and are of Permo-Carboniferous age. The Bedlay- 
Greengairs dyke has intruded along the line of an east-west fault, outcropping along the 
north side of the Cameron Bum. South of this feature a thinner dyke, not seen at the 
surface, crosses the Cameron Bum south of the village and then enters the northern 
boundary of the site. This offshoot terminates at its intersection with a north-south fault
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and evidence exists of burnt coal seams along a narrow margin either side of the intrusion 
(Ref: Volume n , Drawing No's B l, and B4). The dykes depart very little from the vertical 
and their intrusion through carbonaceous rocks can cause a localised alteration, forming a 
white argillaceous rock known as 'white trap'. Generally the degree of alteration and/or 
burning of the coals caused by the dykes is relatively small, often of no greater a distance 
than half the width of the dyke [CLOUGH, 1926].
In the areas of the site undisturbed by opencast operations the bedrock is overlain by 
a sandy boulder-clay arranged in smooth gently rounded ridges, generally trending east- 
west. The boulder-clay has attained thicknesses on the site of up to 18 metres and is 
commonly found at its deepest along the ridge features. Lying in the hollows between the 
boulder-clay ridges are deposits of peat, which in some cases are up to 6 metres in depth.
2.2.4 Ordnance Survey maps.
2.2.4.1 Current maps.
The current series of maps covering the research area, last revised in 1962, formed 
the initial base plans for the study. The scale adopted for the base plans, 1:2500, was 
chosen to provide effective overall coverage of the study area, and to facilitate the overlay 
of geological, mining and topographical information with a plotting accuracy of less than 2 
metres.
As the major opencast works on the site operated throughout the 1970s and into the 
early 1980s, details of changes to the landform, as a consequence of the mineral extraction, 
were not represented on these maps. The maps did however provide details relating to the 
original configuration of the Cameron Bum and a number of surface water bodies linked 
directly to this feature. The East Loch, a consequence of a large opencast excavation, was 
absent from the current maps, and the circumstances surrounding its history in terms of the 
magnitude of mineral extraction, the reason for cessation of opencasting, and the date of 
abandonment were all unknown.
A number of significant features were transferred directly on to the base plans, such 
as the sinks, issues and springs, field drainage patterns, old refuse tips, slag heaps and small 
areas of opencasting. Unfortunately the maps provided no contour information across the 
area, an essential requirement for catchment studies, and the spot heights given were too far 
apart to be used for the generation of contours. It was clearly evident, after a number of 
site visits, that the area had undergone significant changes since the maps had last been 
revised.
2.2.4.2 Superseded maps.
In order to investigate the industrial history of the site, superseded maps were 
obtained dating from 1898, and 1913. These maps had the advantage of showing the
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various pits in operation, or in existence up to 1913. A number of shaft positions were 
marked on these maps and this was particularly useful in identifying these features from 
aerial photographic records, in conjunction with details from the mine abandonment plans. 
They also provided points of reference invaluable in cross referencing the mine 
abandonment plans and delineating boundaries of worked areas within the various coal 
seams. Farms, buildings and land ownership boundaries, no longer in existence, but 
essential to collocate old mine workings, and old well and spring positions were all essential 
features transferred directly to the base plans.
2.2.5 Mine Abandonment plans.
The geology of the site in relation to the natural and manmade subsurface structures 
was crucially important to the study. It followed that the extensive mining that had taken 
place beneath the area required thorough investigation. The start point for this line of 
research was the mine abandonment plans for collieries within and around the site area. 
These plans constitute a copy of the working plan of the mine up to the date when work 
stopped, and the mine was abandoned. A comprehensive study was made of these plans, 
detailing the coal, fireclay and ironstone workings beneath the site from 1838 to 1964. This 
however did not provide the complete record of underground mining activity, as in a 
number of cases representative plans of the mines had not been documented. A complete 
list of these plans along with other sources of information referred to within the desk study, 
can be found in Appendix A.
The plans varied considerably with respect to quality, scale and the manner in which 
the detailed information was represented. Many of the plans detailed the locations and 
geometry of the faults encountered within the workings. The fault details were quite 
accurately plotted, as in most cases it was the fault lines that determined the extent of the 
workings in the seams. The manner in which the mines were worked, predominantly 
longwall or stoop and room, were given and the main driveways and passages clearly 
detailed. The boundary lines showing the extent of the workings were in some cases dated, 
and quantitative values of the extracted coal along the worked faces were given. The 
progress of work through a particular seam with respect to the time scale involved could 
then be visualised. Notes of difficulties encountered within the workings, such as water 
ingress and rock instability, proved to be of great assistance in the hydrogeological 
interpretation. This was of particular relevance when studying the area beneath the East 
Loch, where extensive deep mining operations had taken place (see Figure 2.3). The 
manner in which the sequence of coal extraction had occurred, in relation to both the 
geology and the water ingress at a particular fault position, was to be linked at a later stage 
in the study to the opencast operations and the reasons for the abandonment of the works.
The pit head locations were clearly shown with the corresponding surface levels and 
the depths to the various seams, and a number of spot levels within the passages and drive 
roads were detailed on some of the plans (see Figure 2.4). The extent of the mine workings
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FIGURE 2.3 ABANDONED VIRTUEWELL COAL WORKINGS AT THE EAST LOCH AREA.
FIGURE 2.4 ABANDONED FIRECLAY AND LADYGRANGE COAL WORKINGS AT THE NORTH-WEST OF THE SITE.
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necessitated the sinking of a number of air shafts across the worked area, and these are 
marked on the plans, as are a number of underground drift mines providing access from one 
worked seam to another at a different stratigraphic level.
Prints of the plans at the base plan scale were obtained but where single plans had 
detailed the workings in two separate seams, utilising colour to differentiate between them, 
this distinction was lost in the reproduction process, necessitating time consuming 
confirmatory visits to the mine records office. In addition to the mining details, the plans 
showed surface features and land ownership boundaries in existence at the time the plan was 
compiled. The cross referencing of these features with superseded mapping details allowed 
the transfer of the mining information, on to the base plans for the area. The end result of 
this line of study was a series of overlays for each major coal seam worked in the northern 
area of the site, detailing; level information, fault locations and downthrow values, shaft and 
driveway locations, formation dip values, and boundaries relating to the extent of the 
workings (see Drawing No's B1 to B4).
An additional, important, feature common throughout the abandonment plans were 
the cross sections detailing the seam characteristics. The characteristics of each coal seam 
varied considerably across the area, not only in relation to the seam thickness, but 
sometimes in terms of the surrounding stratigraphy. This aspect, together with the high 
degree of faulting across the site, made geological interpretation particularly difficult. To 
alleviate these difficulties a reference drawing was compiled showing the major seams 
worked in the area, detailing the strata above and below the seams, thicknesses where 
appropriate, and delineating the upper and lower boundaries of the mining excavation. 
These individual sketches were attributed, by means of a grid reference, to specific areas of 
mine workings across the site. This information was used extensively when completing 
geological cross sections and for linking voids documented in drilling logs, to mine 
workings in a particular coal seam.
2.2.6 Aerial Photographic records.
2.2.6.1 Introduction.
Aerial photographs give a very good indication of how sites have developed over 
the years, and greatly assist and supplement the site investigation process, particularly in 
relation to features not evident at ground level. Photographic records were consulted and 
contact prints of the Greengairs area were obtained dating from 1947 to 1988. These 
vertical air photographs were used purely for photographic interpretation purposes, 
although most of the photographs studied were taken for photogrammetric use.
Most of the interpretative work in this study was completed adequately with a 
pocket stereoscope, but where scrutiny of features at a greater magnification was necessary, 
a larger mirror stereoscope was used. The stereoscopic examination of air photographs and 
its illusion of depth, permits the interpretation of objects not apparent in single photographs.
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The use of stereoscopic pairs of photographs and the subsequent exaggeration of vertical 
distance, emphasises small but important changes in elevation, and allows the interpreter to 
differentiate between features on the ground.
The air photographs were studied in conjunction with the present and superseded 
mapping, which proved particularly useful in associating photographic features with disused 
mine shaft positions. Air photographs provide a detailed and exact record of the site, unlike 
maps they are not selective in what they portray, showing features as they are, and not as in 
the case of a map, by conventional representation [DUMBLETON, 1983].
DUMBLETON and WEST [1970], provide a particularly useful report as it, 'uses a 
range of aerial photographs to illustrate a variety of interpretative features, such as faults, 
mineshafts, workings, waste heaps, etc...'. This report provided the basis of the 
methodology to be adopted in the photographic interpretation of the Greengairs area. 
Subsequently one of the first tasks was to determine the type of features likely to occur in 
the area of Greengairs, between 1947 and 1989, from a study of its industrial history and 
geology. Photographic interpretation was then initiated with these features in mind.
The identification of features from photographic images, and their individual and 
overall significance within the terrain being studied, is dependent upon a number of 
interpretative principles [RABBEN, CHALMERS et al, I960]. The shape, size and spatial 
arrangement, or 'pattern', of an object are major clues to its identity as a feature. The 
distinctive pattern associated with a single or multiple range of objects, can enable the 
classification as a natural or manmade feature to be made. An example of this was the 
pattern displayed on a number of photographs, of a regular series of depressions which 
related directly to stoop and room mine workings, that had either subsided above the 
rooms, or had been exposed as a consequence of the opencast operations. As the objects 
are viewed in plan, shadows cast across the ground proved useful in identifying a number of 
features which otherwise would have been difficult to interpret. The chimney structures 
associated with the brickworks, formerly present on the site, were identified in this manner. 
Tone, colour and texture were other useful aids to identification, although bodies of water 
across the site appeared in tones ranging from light to dark, depending on the angle of the 
sun at the time of the air survey.
Although in-depth studies of aerial photographs used to decipher the presence of 
groundwater, have been completed by a number of authors [NEFEDOV and POPOVA,
1969., HOWE, 1958 and I960., RAY and FISCHER, I960., ZINKE, GRIFFITH et al, 
1960], the complexity of this branch of photographic interpretation has prevented this line 
of research at Greengairs. This complexity is due to the fact that the object of the study, 
groundwater, is not directly depicted in the photographs. This type of study uses direct and 
indirect indications of water, assessing the geological structure, tectonic peculiarities, relief, 
climate, soil type and vegetation, as determining factors in groundwater evaluation 
[NEFEDOV and POPOVA, 1969]. The evaluation from aerial photographs of surface 
materials, drainage, land form and use, has in many studies been directly linked to 
groundwater conditions, resulting in the compilation of a groundwater map [HOWE, 1958]. 
Although this form of study would be possible at Greengairs, the landform has been subject
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to so much significant change as a consequence of the deep and opencast mining, that the 
topography is no longer in any way indicative of soil type and geologic formation. The 
delineation of soil type across the area is particularly difficult, and in most cases it was only 
possible to estimate the boundaries of the opencast operations and the subsequent 'virgin' 
areas of the terrain.
Interpretative work did however allow details of these changes to the site 
topography to be fully assessed. Bodies of surface water, easily identified on the 
photographs, and watercourses linked within the overall drainage system, allowed the 
catchment boundaries and areas of water retention to be identified. Although not linked to 
the location and movement of groundwater, these features proved invaluable in the 
investigation of how surface water catchment characteristics have altered across the site. 
Changes in field drainage patterns and agricultural land use, and measures to control the 
surface water drainage, initiated as the opencast operations progressed, were all factors in 
this assessment. Transfer of these details to a base map for the area allowed the preparation 
of a detailed drainage map (Ref: Drawing No's E3 and E4).
2.2.6.2 Topographical features: Deep mining.
Although the last recorded deep mine in the Greengairs/Wattston area was 
abandoned in 1964 (Ref: Appendix A, Table A2), the aerial photographic coverage from 
1947 and 1955, provided an excellent indication of both the extent of mining operations 
throughout the area, and the limited number of pits still in operation at this period in time. 
A great deal of information was obtained by comparing the aerial photographs with the 
abandoned mine overlays. The examples given overleaf clearly indicate the use of this form 
of study.
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PLATES 2 5 AND 2 6 THE AREA NEAR HILL OF DRUMGRAY FARM: EXTRACT FROM AERIAL SURVEYS DATED 1947 (a), AND 1955 (b).
(Reproduced at a scale of 1:5000).
Plates 2.5 and 2.6
Area A: Prominent trackway leading towards the adit entrance to stoop and room
workings (Ladygrange coal seam), beneath the line of the Cameron Bum.
Area B: Evidence suggesting the start and continued development of small opencast
works above the site of Greengairs No 10 mine, which had worked fireclay until its 
abandonment in September 1951. It follows that the primary function of the buildings and 
associated infrastructure shown on the photographs (Area C), was as an operational 
brickworks (note the prominent shadow of the chimney). This site was also that of the Hill 
of Drumgray coal pits (No's 7 and 13), and it is feasible that Ladygrange coal extracted at 
the same time as the underlying fireclay, was used to fire the bricks. Coal surplus to the 
requirements of the brickworks may have been transported by the railway system 
immediately south of this position, which was still in operation at this time.
AreaD: The ground disturbance associated with the adit entrance to Hill of
Drumgray No 9 mine, which was abandoned in 1951.
AreaE: Abandoned mine shaft position at the Hill of Drumgray coal pit No 13,
which had served as an entrance to longwall workings in the Ladygrange seam, covering a 
large area of the site.
General features of note: Surface scarring associated with subsided stoop and room
workings, is clearly visible in the 1947 photograph. The original configuration of the 
Cameron Bum, prior to the major opencast operations is shown on both photographs.
2.2.6.3 Topographical features: Opencast mining.
Opencast works on the site from the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s, were 
relatively small scale operations centred around the Ladygrange coal reserves at the 
northwest of the area. A small amount of Virtuewell coal was opencast from two small, 
central areas of the site in the late 1960s and early 1970s. However a relatively large 
opencast area, subsequently restored, working both Ladygrange and Virtuewell seams, was 
documented at the northeast of the Cameron Bum, bounded to the north by Greengairs 
village (Ref: Drawing No El). It was during the 1970s that major opencast operations 
began, across most of the central and northeast sections of the site. The seams worked in 
these areas were the Musselband, Virgin, Sour Milk, and Splint coals. It was the 
exploitation of these coal seams that led to the formation of a large flooded void which 
became the East Loch.
The following series of photographs illustrate, in part, the effect opencast works 
have had upon the topography at the north of the site. The associated notes indicate areas 
of opencast with respect to the coal seams worked, and areas of ground restored upon 
cessation of opencast operations.
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PLATE 2.7 OPENCAST WORKINGS AT THE NORTHWEST OF THE SITE: EXTRACT FROM AN AERIAL SURVEY DATED 1968.
(Reproduced at a scale of 1:5000).
PLATE 2 8 OPENCAST WORKINGS ACROSS THE NORTH OF THE SITE: EXTRACT FROM AN AERIAL SURVEY DATED 1977
(Reproduced at a scale of 1:5000).
Plate 2.7
Area A: Buildings linked via prominent roadways to the surrounding opencast
workings. The function of these buildings at this time period is unknown, although the 
Damgavil brickworks may still have been operating from this location.
Areas B / C: Opencast operations working the Ladygrange coal and possibly the
underlying fireclay seam.
Area D: Opencast operations working the Virtuewell coal seam.
Area E: Northern Strip Mining opencast operations working the Ladygrange and
Virtuewell coal seams.
Plate 2.8
Area A: Unrestored, flooded opencast voids forming prominent pond features at the
northwest of the site.
Area B: Large area of restored ground associated with Ladygrange coal opencast
operations. Note the surface water drain which passes through this restored area and 
ultimately into the line of the Cameron Bum immediately south of the village. This feature 
can be traced from its origin at the east of the site.
Area C: Large area of restored ground associated with Virtuewell coal opencast
operations.
General features of note: Major opencast infrastructure across the northeast of the site, 
showing the associated haul road system and worked areas at a number of locations, 




PLATE 2.9 OPENCAST WORKINGS ACROSS THE NORTH OF THE SITE: EXTRACT FROM AN AERIAL SURVEY DATED 1983.
(Reproduced at a scale of 1:5000).
Plate 2.9
Area A: Small opencast void working the Virtuewell coal seam. This feature, which
revealed old mine workings at the base of the excavation, subsequently flooded and is 
notable as being the injection position for tracer tests conducted in 1987 and 1988 (see 
2.2.11).
AreaB: Large area of backfill, including an extensive depth of peat 'stripped' from
other parts of the site.
Area C: Edge of the now 'East Loch' feature showing disused haul road positions,
and the flooded lower level of the opencast void.
General features of note: The majority of the area shown on the photograph is either 
restored or in need of final restoration. Extensive areas of backfilled materials exist across 
the site, but the delineation of these areas is difficult, as the entire opencast history is not 
covered in the series of photographs available. The original line of the Cameron Bum, 
through the north of the site, has been completely obliterated as a consequence of the 
mining activity.
2.2.6.4 Hydrological features.
The study of aerial photographs led to the identification of a number of hydrological 
features not detailed on current and superseded maps. These features, viewed from above 
in relation to their surroundings, were assessed in terms of their development and 
subsequent function within the site catchment. This proved invaluable in relation to 
catchment studies, completed during the site inspection phase of the investigation (see
2.3.3) . The surface water drainage patterns shown on a number of the photographs, 
enabled the delineation of the catchment boundary at one particular part of the site. This 
delineation was essential to the subsequent development of the conceptual model (see
2.5.3) . The method chosen to assess the catchment behaviour was highly dependent upon 
the evaluation of soil type, and the corresponding runofifiinfiltration characteristics. The 
complexity of the site, afforded by its diverse industrial history, in relation to ground 
characteristics, made aerial photographic interpretation a particularly useful tool for 
identifying virgin ground (marsh, peat or pasture), and disturbed ground (backfilled, 
restored or unrestored).
The following photographs and associated notes, provide prominent examples of a 
number of important aspects of the investigation.
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PLATE 2 10 THE NORTHWEST OF THE SITE: EXTRACT FROM AN AERIAL SURVEY DATED 1980
(Reproduced at a scale of 1:5000).
Plate 2.10
Area A: Partly flooded opencast workings that has resulted in three distinct pond
features. A drainage ditch can be seen linked to the north pond, which would allow water 
from the pond to enter the field drainage system, which is coincident with the field 
boundaries in this area. These field drains feed surface water runoff downhill to the north, 
and eventually into the Cameron Bum.
Area B: Four regularly spaced rectangular ponds linked to the west, by a prominent
drainage ditch, to the larger ponds at 'Area A'. Another drainage ditch can also be seen 
leading into the ponds from the east of the site, where opencast works were still in 
operation. The pond to the southeast has an unidentified feature along its western edge, 
which could be a pump installation. A system of hoses/cables run south from this feature, 
along a disused haul road, to the prominent buildings which obviously serve as a base for 
the opencast operations.
These ponds are thought to be part of a water management system aimed at 
removing sediment from water, pumped during opencast operations, prior to discharge 
ultimately into the Cameron Bum (see 2.3.3).
Area C: Flooded opencast workings, isolated in hydrological terms, but notable as
being the tracer test injection location referred to in the text.
General features of note: Large area of restored ground north of'Area B ', bounded to the 
west by Virgin' pasture land, and to the east by areas of backfilled ground and continued 
opencast workings. It is notable that this area of opencast workings and subsequently 
disturbed ground, has removed any trace of the original course of the Cameron Bum in this 
location. A small section of the bum is visible to the west of this area, but it no longer 
constitutes a prominent watercourse across the north of the site. Evidence of deep mining 
operations can still be seen in isolated pockets of ground between the opencast areas.
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PLATE 2.11 DENTRITIC DRAINAGE PATTERNS AT THE EAST OF THE SITE: 
EXTRACT FROM AN AERIAL SURVEY DATED 1947.
Note the regular pattern of peat workings, and the coal wagons halted on the railway at the 
top of the photograph, (reproduced at a scale of 1:5000).
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2.2.6.5 The development of the East Loch.
The hydraulic behaviour of the East Loch was central to the research, and so the 
search for detailed information regarding its development into a large surface water feature, 
was a primary concern throughout the desk study. Aerial photographs provided the 
majority of this information.
Prior to the major opencast works that operated throughout the 1970s, the northeast 
of the site remained relatively undisturbed (see Plate 2.12). The line of the disused railway, 
together with the surface scarring and trackways associated with the deep mining 
operations, formed characteristic features of the landscape. A prominent mine shaft 
position, now flooded, which served as the main entrance to No 9 pit, that had extensively 
worked the Virtuewell coal seam, is clearly visible. The original surface level at this shaft 
position was 193.8m A.O.D., with workings at around 50 metres depth. The slightly 
undulating landscape consisted primarily of wet marshy ground, with large areas of peat 
bog, particularly to the northeast. A borehole situated south of the present East Loch 
position, indicated 2.5 metres of superficial deposits (peat overlying clay), above the Coal 
Measures bedrock.
By 1977 opencast operations had began to encroach upon the east of the site, and 
the relatively shallow Coatbridge Musselband coal was worked south of the disused railway 
line (see Plate 2.13). Workings had progressed, in some areas, to the southern edge of the 
12.7m fault, along the predominant dip direction to the north, 'chasing' the thinner Virgin 
and Splint coals, overlying the Musselband coal seam. Zones of instability within the 
surrounding landscape, induced by the opencast operations, are evident along the 
boundaries of the workings. The characteristic pattern of circular slip failure, within the 
saturated peat deposits to the northeast of the 'disturbed' area, are clearly visible.
In 1980 the configuration of the opencast void to the east of the site, closely 
resembled the East Loch feature of today (see Plate 2.14). The lower level of workings 
south of the prominent central boundary, was flooded to a level of around 181m A.O.D., 
and a line of hoses are visible, leading from a series of pumps positioned to the north, 
running south into the water filled void. The central boundary is coincident with the line of 
the 12.7 metre fault, which necessitated a change in working level, and a subsequent 
shallower void, to the north of this feature. The northern boundary of the excavation was 
dictated by the 47.5 metre fault, which in conjunction with the uncontrollable flooding of 
the workings, eventually led to the cessation of opencast activities in the area. It is 
interesting to note that a drainage system has been cut into the ground at the east of the 
void, to facilitate future removal of the peat.
The following three years led to an approximate 1 metre increase in water level to 
around 182m A.O.D., with no effort being made to restore the large area disturbed by 
opencast operations (see Plate 2.15). The East Loch eventually rose to a level of 184m
A.O.D. by 1988 (see Plate 2.16), when the last aerial photographic survey of the area was 
made.
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PLATE 2.12 THE EAST LOCH AREA: EXTRACT FROM AN AERIAL SURVEY
DATED 1968 (Reproduced at a scale of 1:5000).
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PLATE 2.13 THE EAST LOCH AREA: EXTRACT FROM AN AERIAL SURVEY
DATED 1977 (Reproduced at a scale of 1:5000).
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PLATE 2.14 THE EAST LOCH AREA: EXTRACT FROM AN AERIAL SURVEY
DATED 1980 (Reproduced at a scale of 1:5000).
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PLATE 2.15 THE EAST LOCH AREA: EXTRACT FROM AN AERIAL SURVEY
DATED 1983 (Reproduced at a scale of 1:5000).
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PLATE 2.16 THE EAST LOCH AREA: EXTRACT FROM AN AERIAL SURVEY
DATED 1988 (Reproduced at a scale of 1:5000).
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2.2.6.6 Aerial photograph study.
The following section provides an example of the type of details obtained from 
photographic interpretative studies, in relation to a particular set of contact prints. The 
method adopted within these studies was the direct comparison of features, known and 
unknown, with the superseded mapping and abandonment plan overlays.
Survey date: 15th August 1947.
Ref no: CPE/SCOT/UK269.




Not a particularly clear set of photographs, but indicative of the area prior to the 
large opencast operations which transformed the landscape. The line of the Dykehead 
Branch Railway which passed across the site and through the now East Loch position is 
clearly visible. Both the Hill of Drumgray and Mochriesinch farms, now long gone, are 
visible, as are the extensive areas of peat workings, with their characteristic regular pattern.
The original line of the Cameron Bum and isolated areas of ponding associated with 
mining operations are visible. A clear view is given of the dentritic drainage pattern south 
of the now East Loch, indicating the nature and direction of the watershed, and in some 
areas delineating the catchment boundary.
b) Comparative study: superseded mapping (1898 edition).
The shaft at the northern end of the now East Loch, and the scar on the landscape running 
north-south are both clearly visible (GR 79515 70449).
A shaft is visible, but this position is not detailed in the 1913 edition, possibly indicating that 
the open shaft had by then been blocked and capped (GR 79105 70405).
Shaft visible. Comments as above (GR 79365 70381).
The spoil heaps associated with Brownrigg Colliery are clearly visible, now forming the 
prominent high feature south of the East Loch. The old line of the dismantled tramway that 
originally fed into the colliery area can be picked out from the ground features.
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c) Comparative study: superseded mapping (1913 edition).
Old shaft position clearly visible (GR 79515 70449).
Most of the 1913 field boundaries are still evident in the photographs.
Evidence of surface scarring associated with deep, or possibly small scale opencast, mining 
(GR 791704).
Prominent pond feature linked to mining activities (GR 793706).
Intersection of trackways associated with surface routes for mining access (GR 792706).
Remnants of scarred landscape from Greyrigg Colliery at No 2 Pit. No remaining buildings 
or infrastructure, but the waste heaps are prominent (GR 796699).
Areas delineated on the map at Damgavil No 4 Pit are visible, but the arrangement of the 
buildings has changed indicating a possible change in function. The nearby opencast 
workings may in fact be removal of fireclay to facilitate brick manufacture, and this may 
furthermore explain the prominent chimney features clearly visible on the photographs. 
These features may however be the machinery / winding equipment at the head of the 
known shaft positions at the colliery. The reasoning against this however, is that the 
'chimney1 positions are a distance away from the plotted shafts greater than any expected 
margin of error.
Evidence that the Hill of Drumgray coal pits are still utilising the railway. A small amount 
of rolling stock is visible on the line. Same comments as for No 4 P it, building layouts have 
changed and a 'chimney* arrangement is evident. This lies on the site of what became the 
Damgavil Brickworks.
A number of coal pits were in operation at this period in time, and the upgrading of these 
pits during the 1940s to increase the coal production, required during the war years, is a 
possible explanation of the photographic evidence. No reliable information exists 
concerning the establishment of brickworks in the area, although opencast operations at the 
north-west of the site provided a supply of fireclay, and stoop and room fireclay workings 
are documented beneath Ladygrange coal workings in the early 1950s.
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d) Comparative study: Workings in the Virtuewell and Musselband coal seams.
Air pit associated with Musselband workings visible (GR 79258 70584).
Pond feature at GR 793706 is above 'waste' in Musselband workings, where notes by the 
mining surveyor indicate the cessation of working due to the bad roof. It follows that the 
pond may be a surface expression of a subsidence incident.
Air pit associated with Virtuewell workings visible (GR 78848 70325).
Possible shaft position and/or surface subsidence effects around GR 78918 70300.
Scar on landscape visible on the photograph is a disused adit at GR 78830 70241.
No 9 Pit at the Loch area (GR79515 70452), No 10 Pit south of the Loch area GR 79940 
70073), and adit at GR 78720 69665 are all clearly visible on the photographs.
e) Comparative study: Workings in the Ladygrange coal seam.
Surface scarring and regular subsidence pattern associated with stoop and room workings at 
north-west of site clearly visible (GR 788704 and GR787703).
Line of adit at GR 78775 70032 in a north easterly direction associated with documented 
mine entrance.
Scarred landscape visible at GR 786700 associated with shallow workings.
No 13 Pit at GR 79031 69910 visible on photographs.
f) Comparative study: Workings in the Kiltongue coal seam.
Surface disturbance on photograph directly above the position of a blind' pit driven from 
the Kiltongue to the Upper Drumgray coal seams. This indicates either subsidence above 
the abandoned shaft position or an unrecorded extension of this shaft to the surface 
resulting in a surface feature (GR 79082 70352).
Adit visible at GR 78355 70360.
g) Comparative study: Workings in the Upper Drumgray coal seam.
Surface evidence of No 2 Pit (GR 782705), and mine adit (GR 782703) visible on 
photograph.
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2.2.7 Geological Survey records.
2.2.7.1 Memoir information.
Although the Geological Survey Memoir for the area was last revised in 1926 
[CLOUGH, 1926], it is still the principle source of information regarding the geological 
structure, distribution of rock type and general characteristics of the Greengairs area. As it 
was written when many of the pits were in operation it produced details directly linking the 
pit numbers, seam characteristics, pit locations and dates of working. It also provided an 
insight into the mining problems associated with the individual pits, and in some cases 
detailed the reasoning behind their abandonment.
2 2 .1 2  Geological maps.
The solid geology maps contained the information essential for the geological 
interpretation of the area, in particular the fault information verified the interpretation 
synthesised from the various mine abandonment plans. As the geological maps have been 
revised more recently than the Ordnance Survey maps, i.e. 1987, they show the more recent 
and extensive opencast operations that have taken place over many parts of the site. In 
particular, the extent of the opencast workings that now constitute the East Loch can be 
clearly seen. This provided the evidence that the level of mineral extraction and the 
subsequent boundary of these workings were controlled by a number of large faults.
In order to facilitate the cross referencing of features with the mine abandonment 
overlays, allowing the study of fault, shaft and adit locations, the information from the 
geological maps were transferred to a set of base plans (see Drawings Cl and C2). These 
plans detailed the surface expressions of major faults and coal seams across the area, and in 
addition delineated the various opencast works, specifying the coal seams extracted. The 
contour information, already part of the base plans, allowed the topographical detail to be 
linked to the opencast operations and in particular the fault regimes in the East Loch area.
In addition to the conventional solid geology series, environmental maps available 
for the southern side of the site, indicating shaft and adit locations, mining within 30m of 
rockhead and drift lithology were obtained. These maps show areas of drift and their 
corresponding thickness, whilst also differentiating between made ground, peat and boulder 
clays. The plan detailing mining in close proximity to rockhead was useful in the assessment 
of both subsidence risk and the potential for infiltration and link, by surface waters, to the 
main body of groundwater across the site. The risk and potential degree of subsidence 
across the site, although not directly linked to the study, was of value in assessing a number 
of surface water features, lying in close proximity to ground disturbance attributable to 
previous subsidence events. This is significant as the disturbance to the rock structure 
leading from the mine workings to the surface above may explain the relationship between 
fluctuating surface water levels and piezometric data from nearby boreholes.
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2.2.7.3 Borehole records.
The British Geological Survey hold a number of borehole records from the 
Greengairs area, dating from the turn of the 19th century to around 1965 when a 
considerable amount of exploratory bores were sunk, locating coal seams and proving clays 
for brickmaking. A series of written notes and observations, detailing the characteristics of 
the coal seams and the surrounding strata, were compiled from these records.
A borehole sunk by the Damgavil Coal Company in April 1903 was of particular 
interest as it was driven through, and subsequently described, all of the major coal seams 
worked in the north of the site. Its location was at a position where the East Loch is now 
situated, but the stratigraphic detail was relative to the original ground level before 
disturbance by opencast operations. It consequently afforded an excellent general vertical 
section for reference purposes, particularly when used in conjunction with the seam 
characteristics compiled from the mine abandonment plans (see Drawing Dl).
2.2.8 Previous Reports.
2.2.8.1 Site Investigation reports.
A phased series of site investigations covering the proposed landfill area were 
commissioned between 1986 and 1989, providing the information necessary to obtain 
planning consent and a site license for the initial phases of the development.
The report from 1986 [ANON, 1986] had two main objectives; an investigation into 
materials availability across the site (for utilisation as lining material and intermediate fill), 
and a survey of surface water drainage patterns. The latter aim being an essential 
prerequisite to the design of an effective surface water management system. The borehole 
information contained in the report proved to be of limited value for geological 
interpretation work. Thirteen boreholes were advanced using rotary open hole drilling 
techniques with airflush, which, since cores are not produced, limits the reliability of the 
strata description. The voids and old mineworkings encountered whilst drilling are 
recorded in the borehole logs and these were particularly useful for cross referencing with 
the mine abandonment plans. Piezometers were installed in ten of the boreholes, enabling a 
piezometric surface for the southern part of the site to be estimated, using data from 
boreholes 8, 9, 10 and 11. Unfortunately, the piezometric levels measured at any of the 
observation boreholes, were not presented in the report. The piezometric surface, shown in 
Figure 3 of the report, suggests that the regional flow of groundwater is from the south to 
the north. However a rapid rise in water level around borehole 10, that can be attributed to 
a period of heavy rainfall, had the effect of creating a local infiltration mound, from which 
radial flow to the regional groundwater system occurs. The report concludes that the major 
discharge point for the groundwater, recharged through the site, are the springs discharging 
into the Cameron Burn at Greengairs. However the possibility of discharge at two other 
locations, Arden Glen and Roughcraig Glen, is mentioned.
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In order to investigate the interaction of the on-site ponds with the groundwater 
system and with each other, gauge points were set up at nine of the surface water bodies 
including the East Loch. It was suggested that the ponds constitute the main sink for 
surface runoff from unvegetated areas of the site. The East Loch, (referred to as pond 3 in 
the report), is stated as being the main sink for runoff from the eastern part of the 
Greengairs site, losing water to the groundwater system at a rate of 6.7 1/sec. A number of 
water samples from three of the ponds, two of the boreholes, and Greengairs spring were 
taken to allow chemical analysis and subsequent comparison of results. The report 
concludes that the water discharging from the Greengairs spring is chemically the same type 
of water as is present in the ponds on the site, and indicates a rapid transit time through the 
site. However the report does not give a quantitative estimate of the transit times between 
the ponds and spring discharge positions.
The piezometric surface presented in the report provides a simplistic and limited 
appraisal of the regional flow of groundwater for the southern section of the site. The 
report states that sufficient data exists for the north of the site, to plot a piezometric surface 
linking flows associated with disused workings. However this piezometric surface is not 
presented in the report, but a brief statement is made affirming that groundwater flow in the 
northern part of the site is towards the north. Although mention is made of the potential for 
disturbance and/or channelling of flows by major fault regimes, and the conduits afforded by 
old mine workings, this line of study is largely ignored.
The possible interaction of the water filled opencast voids with the main body of 
groundwater is not dealt with fully, even though the water within these voids are, as a 
consequence of the chemical analysis presented in the report, shown to be chemically the 
same as the main groundwater discharge for the site at Greengairs spring. The report 
estimates the total losses from surface ponds to the groundwater system at around 18 1/sec. 
Although a loss of 6.71/sec is attributed to the East Loch, the mechanism linking this loss to 
the Greengairs spring discharge, of which it clearly forms a considerable proportion, is not 
explored. If the East Loch, which runs for a considerable length along the northern section 
of the site, is directly linked to the spring discharges into the Cameron Bum, then the 
regional flow of groundwater would be east to west for a substantial part of the site.
The possible influence of the Bedlay-Greengairs dyke, which cuts across the 
northern site boundary, is not mentioned in the report. This igneous intrusion may be acting 
as an impermeable barrier to any northerly groundwater movement, necessitating a change 
in flow direction and effectively channelling the groundwater in a westerly direction towards 
the spring discharges. Alternatively the East Loch may be acting as a recharge area for the 
aquifer, behaving in a similar manner to what was suggested in the report for the 'infiltration 
mound' around borehole 10, i.e. a radial flow distribution to the groundwater system This 
radial flow distribution from the East Loch may in turn be influenced by the dyke, and the
47.5 metre fault bounding the feature on the northern and eastern sides. The structural 
geological characteristics of the northern part of the site are largely ignored within the 
report, but undoubtedly will have a significant effect on groundwater behaviour.
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The plans within the report included contour information inherited from survey 
work by Northern Strip Mining Ltd. This information was transferred on to the base plans 
for the study and represented the topography of the site prior to the landfill development 
works, but subsequent to the major opencast operations.
The site investigation report from 1989, [CROWCROFT and DAVIES, 1989], 
constitutes a more comprehensive study than its predecessor, detailing the extensive ground 
investigation works carried out between February and April 1988. Fifteen boreholes were 
advanced using shell and auger techniques allowing bulk and undisturbed samples to be 
obtained for laboratory testing. Together with a further three boreholes, advanced by a 
rotary rig, rockhead level was proved at all locations allowing the compilation of the 
rockhead contour drawing presented in the report. These boreholes allowed the assessment 
of on-site materials and their overall site availability. In addition twenty hydrogeological 
boreholes were driven with a rotary drilling rig, using open hole, air flush methods, into the 
Coal Measures bedrock. These boreholes were all fitted with piezometers providing an 
array of observation boreholes across the site. Two large diameter wells were installed to 
facilitate pumping trials, aimed at assessing the potential to control groundwater 
contamination by pumping from a line of wells. These pumping wells were progressed with 
a Down Hole Hammer mounted on a rotary rig, with a foam and air flush.
The hydrogeological boreholes were all subject to permeability tests but only nine 
gave results suitable for analysis. The report states that in most cases the response was too 
rapid to measure and affirms that the permeability of worked coal measures is largely 
dependent on the fractures, bedding characteristics and artificial voids due to mining. 
Following borehole completion, standing groundwater levels were monitored in all 
piezometers for a period of six weeks.
Although the report includes the field data and yield drawdown curves for the two 
initial pump step tests, and the time drawdown curve for the main test, the discussion of the 
pumping test trials and the summary of the implications of the results is dealt with in a 
separate report (see 2.2.8.2). The report does include the chemical analysis of a number of 
water samples taken from open water bodies, piezometers and the pumping wells. It also 
mentions a tracer test carried out initially in November 1987, and repeated by the Clyde 
River Purification Board (C.R.P.B.) in December 1988, proving a link between a pond 
within the site and the Greengairs spring. No further details of this test are given within this 
report (see 2.2.11).
The information available from the exploratory boreholes regarding rockhead levels, 
has been largely ignored in the compilation of the rockhead contour drawing presented in 
the report. Its subsequent over simplification has resulted in a misleading and essentially 
incorrect representation. Upon completing a similar exercise with exactly the same data, the 
rockhead contours, mainly as a consequence of the extensive opencast works, are anything 
but simple in form, and bear no resemblance whatsoever to the drawing given in the report.
As previously mentioned groundwater levels were monitored in all piezometers for 
an overall time period of six weeks. The results, presented in a tabular fashion within the 
report, indicate that a number of boreholes were monitored only three or four times during
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this time period, i.e. boreholes A, E, K, L, M, N, and P. The remaining boreholes were 
monitored on an erratic basis, sometimes for two weeks continuously followed by a four or 
five day period where no measurements were taken. Although this information could have 
allowed the preparation of a piezometric surface representing the groundwater flow 
directions at the north of the site, this line of study was not followed. Similarly the report 
includes chemical data sheets relating to water samples taken from boreholes across the site, 
but no further interpretative work utilising these results was carried out.
During the course of the site investigation studies, a drawing was produced detailing 
a variety of surface features across the site. This excellent study (dating from September
1986), used trial pit and borehole data, in conjunction with other sources of information, to 
distinguish between ponding in opencast voids, perched waters on peat moss and ephemeral 
pond features. It also documented positions of natural and manmade watercourses, and 
indicated 'observed' runoff routes across the site. This drawing was invaluable for initiating 
the catchment assessment (from the summer period in 1988), and in compiling an overlay 
detailing changes in catchment boundaries and site drainage conditions (see 3.3).
The two site investigation reports described above, provided very little specific 
information concerning the proposed next phase of the site, and failed to address fully the 
relationship between the East Loch and the overall hydrogeological site characteristics. 
Only two boreholes were driven through the superficial deposits into the Coal Measures 
bedrock within the proposed area of Phase 3, and as both piezometers were soon blocked, 
no cumulative groundwater records in the area existed. As mentioned previously, the 
drilling methods adopted did not produce an accurate description of the stratigraphical 
sequence, making geological interpretation between borehole locations particularly difficult. 
In some cases the borehole logs documented the complete loss of returns after encountering 
voids in the rock structure, but descriptions of the underlying strata were still given, these 
descriptions being completely unreliable.
2.2.8.2 Pumping trial report.
A number of pumping tests were completed as part of the 1988 ground 
investigation. Upon completion of the two large diameter wells, PI and P2, step tests were 
conducted using a submersible pump and a rigid rising main (see Fig 2.5). During these 
tests, pumping rates were increased from 5 to 25 litres/sec in five equal increments, each 
increment being maintained for a time period of 100 minutes. Throughout the tests, water 
levels were frequently measured, and at the end of step 5 the pump was switched off, and 
measurements were taken to monitor the well recovery. The report, [ANON, 1988], 
includes the field drawdown curves for the step tests, which indicate that PI provided the 
least drawdown at all pumping rates, and during the final increment of the P2 test, a 
'breakthrough' occurred and the water level in the well rose sharply.
The main test was completed at well PI with the yield maintained at a value of 25 
litres/sec for a period of 14 days. Throughout this time, water levels were measured in the 
well and at observation boreholes located within a 200 metre radius, although the report
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contains none of these observation borehole measurements. The report states that a 
'shallow cone of depression' was evident upon analysis of these results. A summary of the 
overall results of the pumping trials includes the following points;
a) PI did not produce the modelled drawdown at the pumping rate used in the trials, 
and will require a much higher pumping rate to achieve reversal of the hydraulic gradient.
b) The results of the main test indicate that a link exists between PI and a substantial 
body of water. This body of water, which responds very rapidly to rainfall, is thought to be 
held within mine workings and may be connected to the lake in the north-east comer of the 
site (i.e. East Loch).
c) It is evident that whilst the scheme (i.e. to control groundwater contamination by 
pumping from a line of wells), may prove effective in some areas, it would require too high 
a pumping rate to be practicable at other locations.
This report is generally indicative of poorly designed and inadequately interpreted 
pumping test trials. The design of these tests and the subsequent analysis of results have 
been covered by many authors, e.g. DAVIS and DE WIEST, 1966., CLARK, 1977 and
1988., DRISCOLL, 1986., SWAMEE and OJHA, 1990. The pumping test results could 
have provided a 'measure' of the aquifer characteristics, such as storativity, hydraulic 
conductivity and transmissivity. The possible (and in this case highly likely), interference to 
surface water levels by the cone of depression, was not accounted for throughout the tests. 
For example, the large ponds at the north-west of the site, lying above subsided stoop and 
room workings, were not monitored throughout the pumping tests.
The report refers to a 'modelled drawdown', but no further reference is made, or 
details given, in relation to any predictive model of the groundwater behaviour during 
testing. Reference is also made within the report to a rapid groundwater response to 
rainfall, observed during the main pump test. However no meteorological data or 
measurements taken to indicate groundwater level fluctuations, are presented in the report. 
An assessment and possible cause of the 'breakthrough' experienced in the P2 step test is not 
given, and the relevance of this event in relation to the entire concept of establishing a line 
of pump wells across the site, is not explored. Indeed extensive dewatering operations may 
have a significant effect upon the stability of open mine workings, which, if underlying the 
operational landfill site, may compromise the structural integrity of the attenuation blanket, 
essential to prevent leachate breakout and migration. Due to the mining operations and the 
subsequent disturbance to the underlying rock mass, which varies considerably across the 
site, it would be very difficult to achieve from these two tests, a representative and effective 
demonstration of the anticipated drawdown effects produced by a line of pump wells.
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FIGURE 2.5 LOCATION PLAN SHOWING THE POSITION OF PUMPING WELLS PI AND P2.
1̂ 1
2.2.8.3 Mining subsidence report.
During the course of an investigation examining the possible utilisation of open mine 
voids as a route for the discharge of surface runoff, the level of shallow workings across the 
area, not identified in previous investigative reports, prompted this subsidence risk 
assessment study [QUIRK, BOLDON et al, 1990].
The report culminates in the form of a subsidence susceptibility drawing, relating the 
depth of mine workings in proximity to rockhead, with the anticipated loading contours 
from the future landfill development. It regards the large number of old mine shafts Uttering 
the area, some of which may still remain intact, as constituting the highest risk of 
subsidence. It also states a number of points relevant to the possible groundwater 
movements across the site, that is;
a) All deep mine workings are interconnected both verticaUy and horizontally by mine 
shafts, adits, roadways, boreholes and exploratory drives through fault zones.
b) DrilUng operations which have encountered old mine voids have proved the 
structural integrity of workings with competent sandstone roofs.
Some of the statements made within the report were found to be, as a consequence 
of the desk study work, not strictly correct.
i) The report refers to the Ladygrange coal seam as rarely being worked in the area, 
leading to the statement that the interval between the heavily worked Virtuewell seam, and 
the underlying Ladygrange is 'stable'. The Geological Survey memoir from 1926 provides 
evidence to justify the line of thought followed in the report, but the Ladygrange coal seam 
was extensively deep mined across the site from 1921 to 1964, evidence of which exists 
within the Ladygrange mine abandonment overlay (Ref: Drawing No B2).
ii) The major fault regions across the site are said to have severely hindered the mining 
operations, which again is not the case. Although the faults may have interrupted the line of 
extraction being followed in the mines, the abandonment plans clearly show workings 
across fault regions where the seam was again picked up and continued to be extracted. In 
only a small number of cases were serious difficulties encountered as a consequence of the 
faulting, leading to a cessation of mining. The most prominent example being the water 
ingress associated with the deep mining in the Virtuewell coal seam, in proximity to the 12.7 
metre fault running across the now East Loch location.
iii) The report also gives a maximum value of void thickness attributable to the 
abandoned workings (within the Virtuewell coal seam), as 1.5 metres. This value is then 
used to estimate the maximum possible subsidence expected across the site as a result of 
shallow mine workings. Information from the desk study, in particular the abandonment
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plans, describing the seam characteristics, allowed the heights of the voids created by the 
mining process to be quantified. Greyrigg No's 1, 2, and 5 Pits, working the Virtuewell 
seam, detailed the roadways as between 1.62 and 1.75 metres in height. The Mochriesinch 
Mine and Easter Greengairs No 13 Pit, both extracting Virtuewell coal, gave values of 1.85 
and 1.98 metres respectively. This range of values would correlate with the voids 
encountered in boreholes A and F from the 1989 site investigation report, where heights of
1.7 and 1.8 metres were documented, higher than the 1.5 metre value described as a 
maximum within the report.
2.2.8.4 Surface water drainage report.
The main aim of this report was to identify the existing catchments, and 
subsequently propose site gravity drainage routes, to isolate the initial phase of the landfill 
from water ingress [BOLDEN, DAVIES et al, 1991]. The uncontaminated surface water 
from phases 1A, IB and 2, was designed to enter a sink north of the landscaped bund, 
situated above old mine workings.
The report states that during the summer of 1988, the main site drain which had 
previously percolated into mineworkings beneath the proposed phase 1A, was diverted to 
discharge into the East Loch. The subsequent drainage outflow capacity of the East Loch 
was less than current inflows, prompting the report to recommend a number of measures. 
The implementation of the suggested perimeter drainage scheme would effectively reduce 
the East Loch catchment area by 20%. In addition, the report suggests the commencement 
of pumping from the Loch at an early stage, to provide adequate dewatering for the phase 3 
development. The installation of pumping equipment would be aimed at a two year 
drawdown for groundwater level stabilisation, followed by a one year monitoring period.
The recommendations made within the report have been to some extent initiated on 
site, particularly with respect to the perimeter cut off drainage system, although the 
pumping of the East Loch has never been implemented. The northern perimeter drain, 
which begins at the north-west comer of the East Loch, constitutes part of the overall 
surface water drainage scheme. The report recommended the construction of a perimeter 
drain around the southern, eastern, and northern sides of the East Loch. The unstable 
ground conditions prevalent at the east of the Loch, in particular with regard to the 
continual slip circle failures occurring in the overlying deep peat deposits, would discount 
the use of the simple trench drain system recommended in the report. The report indicates 
that ground levels, along the proposed line of the drain, would in some sections necessitate 
a 5 to 6 metre deep trench, which in engineering terms, although not impossible, constitutes 
an unrealistic and uneconomic option which would be very difficult to implement.
In its present form, the northern perimeter drain directs flows from the East Loch at 
periods of sudden and heavy rainfall, when the water level rises above 190.8m AOD. It also 
serves to intercept low flows from the north, directing both into the sink position north of 
the screening bund. The southern perimeter drain, which was initially designed to 'sweep' 
north along the eastern edge of the East Loch, has been engineered to direct surface water
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off site to the east, and ultimately into the River Avon, and subsequent Forth River, 
catchment. This is a particularly effective drain which in periods of heavy rainfall intercepts 
a substantial rate of runoff) flowing from the high ground south of the Loch and towards the 
landfill area.
The numerous figures outlining the present and proposed drainage schemes, 
contained in the report, proved to be particularly useful when studying the change in the 
catchment characteristics, in relation to the continuing engineering works on site. The 
report also states that within the area immediately to the east of the site a watershed exists 
between the Clyde and Forth river catchments.
2.2.9 Local historical information.
The historical section of Airdrie library was visited to conduct a search for 
information. Unfortunately a number of old maps, registered in the library catalogue, were 
missing, however copies of two geological maps dating from 1863 and 1914 were obtained 
(see Figures 2.6 and 2.7). These maps detailed faults, surface expressions of coal seams, 
colliery positions, pit shafts and borehole locations across the site. The geological notes 
given on the maps relate primarily to the mining operations, detailing depths to the various 
coal seams at the shaft and borehole locations, but outcrop characteristics along the line of 
the Cameron Bum, are also given.
In addition to the geological maps a land ownership boundary map from 1864 
provided details essential in locating some of the older abandonment plans. This map 
complemented the topographical information obtained from the 1898 and 1913 superseded 
maps, and as over twenty of the abandonment plans preceded 1898 it proved to be of great 
value to the study.
Greengairs village had always been linked in one form or another with the research 
area, so interviews were conducted with a number of the people previously associated with 
the mining or opencast operations. As previously mentioned, in some areas of the site 
reserves of coal are readily accessible from the surface, and a number of coal pickers work 
the area. One or two of these coal pickers provided detailed information relating to, seam 
characteristics, fault positions, minor subsidence events across the site, and in one instance, 
details of opencast operations at the East Loch area. In the case of the latter, a former 
exploratory driller, now coal picker, indicated positions where large pumps were established 
and hoses were laid, to keep the effects of water ingress from a fault region to a minimum 
as the excavation was worked. Confirmation of these details was provided when studying 
aerial photographs of the East Loch area, taken during the early stages of the opencast 
operation.
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FIGURE 2.6 GEOLOGICAL INFORMATION. (Extract from a Geological Survey map edition dated 1863).
o
FIGURE 2.7 GEOLOGICAL INFORMATION. (Extract from a Geological Survey map edition dated 1914).
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2.2.10 Shanks and McEwan records.
2.2.10.1 Groundwater levels in boreholes.
As a result of the 1986 and 1988 site investigations, an array of hydrogeological 
boreholes, installed with piezometers, had been established across the site. Shanks and 
McEwan had kept records of groundwater level measurements relating to eleven of these 
boreholes, and in addition were monitoring a British Coal borehole at the south of the site. 
These records provided piezometric level measurements from May 1992, and priority had 
been given to the observation boreholes referred to within the monitoring requirements of 
the site licence [BOLDEN and DAVIES, 1989]. However a number of boreholes existed 
that were not currently being monitored, the monitoring of which would prove 
advantageous to the groundwater study.
Consequently during the summer of 1993 a search was initiated to locate these 
boreholes and if necessary clear any blockages, and fit protective steel covers. Vandalism 
had been a constant problem on the site and it was no surprise to discover that a number of 
the boreholes had been purposely blocked with site debris, borehole L located near to the 
East Loch being such an example. But a number of the boreholes were successfully cleared, 
and borehole E was located near the northern edge of the East Loch having been covered 
by the surface water, which had continuously risen since its installation. This borehole was 
fitted with an extra length of casing and a protective cover, and was surrounded with soil 
and rock material to facilitate access for monitoring.
As a result of these measures a further nine boreholes were added to the existing 
monitoring programme and groundwater measurements in these boreholes have been 
recorded since August 1993 (see 3.5.4).
2.2.10.2 Surface water levels.
Gauge boards had been established in a number of locations to allow the monitoring 
of surface water levels. Only one of these gauge boards had remained intact and this 
provided a measure of the variations in level, in the East Loch, from November 1988. In 
addition a number of other surface water bodies, including the large waterlogged opencast 
voids at the south of the site, were monitored at irregular intervals after February 1994. 
But unfortunately, water level measurements were not continued and the isolated and 
limited data available, was of no use for investigating surface-sub surface hydrological 
relationships.
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2.2.10.3 Water quality monitoring.
Records were obtained relating to the chemical analysis of groundwater samples 
taken from boreholes across the site, this being an integral part of the monitoring 
programme. As further boreholes became available for monitoring purposes the breadth of 
water quality data increased. Results were also available relating to a number of surface 
hydrological features such as the Cameron Bum, the Greengairs springs and the East Loch 
which are all regularly sampled and subject to chemical analysis.
These water quality records were essential when studying the change in 
groundwater chemistry across the site, and investigating the possible link and interaction 
between a number of surface water features and the groundwater regime (see 3.4).
2.2.10.4 Engineering works.
Since the summer of 1988 the site has changed considerably as a result of the 
progressive landfill development. This has had an effect upon the East Loch catchment 
characteristics, particularly with regard to the various engineered drains completed as part 
of the ongoing surface water management programme. Subsequently a number of survey 
plans were obtained allowing the transfer, on to the base plans for the site, of the following 
topographical features (see Figure 2.8);
a) The landscaped screening bund north of phases 1 and 2.
b) The central drainage ditch running south of the main east-west haul road, ultimately 
discharging into the East Loch.
c) The northern perimeter drain leading from the East Loch, to the sink position above 
old mineworkings north of the screening bund.
d) The southern perimeter drain diverting surface water off site to the Avon and 
subsequent Forth river catchment.
e) The drain at the south-west of the site, diverting surface water west towards the 
Meikle-Drumgray road.
f) The edge drain at the north of Phase 2B leading into the northern perimeter drain.
g) The boundaries of the excavation work, south of phases 1 and 2, and in particular 
the delineation of areas where bedrock has been exposed.
In addition to the accurate positioning of these features, it was essential to place 
each minor development within a time margin, to allow the catchment to be modified on a 
retrospective time basis. The dates relating to these development works were provided, in 
most cases, allowing an accurate assessment of the catchment to be made (see 3.3).
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FIGURE 2.8 LOCATION OF ENGINEERING WORKS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LANDFILL D EVELOPM EN T
OJ
Two of the major features of particular significance to the study, are the 
groundwater springs discharging into the Cameron Bum north of the village. The 
combination of spring discharges is greater than the flow rate in the Cameron Bum itself 
and these springs have been the subject of investigation by the local authority in the past. 
Consequently permanent gauge stations were established by the C.R.P.B. to monitor both 
springs and the Cameron Bum discharges. This information, obtained direct from the local 
authority, proved particularly useful when forming hydrological relationships and potential 
correlation of data. Unfortunately both spring gauge stations were destroyed in the 
beginning of 1994, resulting in the loss of valuable hydrological data.
Mention had been made in a previous report that a number of tracer tests were 
carried out to investigate the link between a pond within a proposed landfill cell area, and 
the springs entering the Cameron Bum. A lithium chloride tracer proved the hydraulic 
continuity between the springs and this water filled void within the landfill. This 
groundwater route, more than likely through the extensive mine workings breached when 
opencast works ensued, is of great importance. Details were sought from the Clyde River 
Purification Board in order to identify the following;
a) Response time of the tracer from source to spring.
b) Grid reference of the tracer injection point position.
c) Type of tracer utilised.
d) Means of tracer injection.
e) Immediate tracer recovery information and additional resurgence data.
f) Tracer sampling technique adopted.
Although previous studies had suggested the possibility that groundwater recharged 
through the site may discharge at Arden Glen and Roughcraig Glen, samples were not taken 
at either of these locations during the tracer test. Problems were encountered with the 
spring samplers which prevented the level of testing that had been anticipated. 
Consequently the data was very sparse at certain time periods, although immediate tracer 
measurements for the 8 days following the start of the test, were available. Additionally, 
underground resurgences were monitored up to a 90 day time period.
The information received relating to the tracer tests was incomplete, and lacked 
details regarding the method of tracer injection and the tracer sampling technique adopted. 
However the data proved to be useful when studying groundwater flow relationships where 
the use of advective-diffusion theory, enabled groundwater velocities to be approximated 
(see 3.5.2).
2.2.11 Clyde River Purification Board (C.R.P.B.) records.
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2.2.12 Meteorological data.
Daily rainfall figures dating from January 1988 were obtained from the local weather 
station at Longriggend which is situated approximately one mile east of the landfill site. 
These figures, in conjunction with potential open water evaporation values, were used for 
calculating effective rainfall and subsequent runoff values for stream catchments across the 
site. They also allowed quantitative values to be given to the anticipated level fluctuations 
in the East Loch, due to effective rainfall.
2.2.13 Opencast records.
The transfer of mining details from the Mine Abandonment plans on to the base 
plans, did not fully categorise the site from either a historical, or hydrogeological 
perspective. The opencast operations had in some areas removed entire levels of deep 
mine workings. This was the case particularly at the north of the landfill site where stoop 
and room mining within 30 metres of rockhead was not uncommon. Plans, originally 
drafted to identify coal reserves in the area were viewed. These plans detailed the 
boundaries of the opencast operations, the coal seams worked and estimates of the time 
scales involved. From these plans it was possible to differentiate between worked and 
unworked areas, and to determine the stratigraphic level worked, which gave an indication 
of the magnitude of fill materials now present across many parts of the site, and the 
corresponding disturbance to the deep mines as shown on the mine abandonment overlays.
The detailed information obtained from the records of opencast operations available, 
primarily utilising the coal reserve plans, were transferred on to an overlay of the site area 
(see Drawings El to E4).
2.2.14 British Coal records.
As a result of consultations with British Coal, geological logs from a number of 
boreholes located to the east and south of the Loch feature were obtained. This information 
allowed interpretative work regarding the high degree of faulting evident in these areas, to 
be completed. In addition access was permitted to three hydrogeological boreholes to the 
south-west of the site, where information concerning groundwater behaviour was 
particularly limited. These boreholes, all fitted with piezometers to facilitate groundwater 
level measurement, became an integral part of the monitoring regime established for the site 
area.
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2.2.15 Northern Strip Mining Ltd records.
Between July 1981 and February 1982 extensive drilling operations to identify coal 
reserves took place around the Greengairs area. Northern Strip Mining Ltd initiated the 
exploratory work with a view to evaluating the potential for further opencast mining. 
Borehole logs were obtained from 267 separate boreholes which, although mostly located 
on the west and south-east of the site, afforded a wealth of information for geological 
interpretative work. The position of these boreholes, together with others referred to in this 
study, are shown on Drawing No's FI and F2.
2.2.16 Previous land use information.
Coal was mined for smithy and milling purposes as early as 1740 within the parish of 
New Monkland [MACARTHUR, 1890]. The villages of Greengairs and Wattston have 
always had strong links with the various mining activities that have evolved within the 
parish. Many of the early workings at the outset of the coal mining industry were bell pits 
and shallow adits driven in from outcrop, attention being concentrated on the more 
accessible seams at shallow depth [CAMERON and STEPHENSON, 1985]. Although no 
records exist of these early workings, a primitive form of the longwall method of mining 
was introduced into Lanarkshire before 1793. This gradually began to replace the 
uneconomic, but well established, 'stoop and room' method of mining which, on average 
throughout Scotland, necessitated that one third of a coalfield was left in the pillars (or 
stoops) [DUCKHAM, 1970].
The development of the Newcomen type engine, in the early years of the 19th 
century, led to an increased development of the area in the new industrial age. A prominent 
aspect of this development was the exploitation of the TBlackband Ironstones', which when 
discovered near Airdrie in 1801, were rejected by the miners as 'wild' (i.e. inferior) coal 
[WHITTOW, 1977]. The invention of the blast furnace around 1830 allowed these 
ironstone bands, notable for their combustible content, to be fully utilised. Clayband 
ironstone had been mined prior to this period by means of shallow surface workings, 'where 
the iron nodules could be easily extracted from the accompanying shales' [WHITTOW, 
1977], Although a prominent and important activity in the area for most of the 19th 
century, ironstone mining suffered a rapid decline in the early part of this century.
The mining of coal has always provided the mainstay of industrial activity in the 
area, the thin coal seams being largely compensated for by their general good quality, 
shallow depth, and freedom from water troubles [CLOUGH, 1926]. In this area of 
Lanarkshire a greater number of pits have been worked than in any other comparable area 
of the country. This is due to the isolation of sections of the coalfield bounded by the 
numerous faults that criss-cross the area. However the presence of peat in the vicinity of 
the coal pits gave these workings a notoriety throughout Britain. This peat, or 'moss', 
behaved in a very unpredictable manner, particularly after heavy rain, and consequently 
afforded a potential danger to the miners. In 1861 after a period of heavy rainfall a 'great
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moving bog' was recorded moving westwards towards the village of Slamannan at five to 
six miles an hour, which left deposits of peat on the roads, railways, and on a number of 
fields [ANON, 1918]. From a mining perspective, the margin of boulder clay overlying 
rockhead and separating the shallow workings from the peat above was, in some instances, 
far too heavily relied upon. In July 1918 nineteen men and boys, mostly from Greengairs 
and Wattston, were killed at Stanrigg and Arbuckle colliery at the south-east of the site, 
when saturated peat engulfed the miners working the Humph coal seam. Eleven of the 
bodies were never recovered and are still entombed at the scene of the disaster [O'HARE,
1987].
Deep mining for coal continued in the area up until 1964 with the abandonment of 
Greengairs No 1 Mine, which had worked the Ladygrange coal seam. The early years of 
the 1960s saw a series of small opencast works develop across the area, mostly extracting 
the Ladygrange coal and what limited stock remained of the Virtuewell coal seam. The 
area had by now attracted another form of industrial activity in the form of brick 
manufacture. The Damgavil Brickworks Ltd had been operating from the site for a number 
of years, and fireclay had been mined 500 metres south of Greengairs village, by 'stoop and 
room' methods up until September 1951. The relatively thick deposit, about 1.7 metres, of 
good quality fireclay underlying the Ladygrange coal, was ideal for the brick making 
process. A range of exploratory bores were sunk to evaluate the availability of this and 
other fireclay seams across the area. After 1951 however, the fireclay was extracted by 
conventional opencast methods, most probably at the same time as the Ladygrange coal was 
worked.
The 1970s saw a rapid increase in relation to both the number of opencast works, 
and the scale of the operations involved across the area. Large sections of the site were 
systematically opencast, backfilled and restored, in many cases after working to depths 
sufficient to extract two or three separate coal seams. Northern Strip Mining Ltd were a 
prominent opencast operator in the area, responsible for a number of extensive operations 
up until the early 1980s. One such opencast operation, working the Musselband and Virgin 
coal seams, was halted at the east of the site leaving a large void in need of final restoration. 
Work here ceased due to the heavy inrush of water, which constant pumping could not 
control. The opencast void, now waterlogged, constitutes the surface water body known as 
the East Loch. This episode marked the cessation of all opencast operations around the 
Greengairs area, and for a number of years the area lay quiet and devoid of any activity. In 
the surrounding areas unaffected by the opencast activities, peat has continued to be dug 
commercially at a number of sites, for horticultural purposes and for use as a fuel.
Following the development works initiated in the summer of 1988, the area's only 





The site consists of a large surface area, which when completed as a landfill project, 
will have developed and restored over 280 hectares of land [PHILPOTT, REID et al,
1992]. Visits to the site were conducted on a regular basis and topographical features 
visible on aerial photographs, but not readily identifiable by any of the conventional 
interpretative methods, were investigated directly on the ground. This combination of 
investigation, linking unknown photographic images with on-site study allowed the 
disclosure of a number of important features, such as shaft and adit positions, and surface 
evidence of subsidence from old workings. Slip circle failures in deep areas of peat at the 
northern and eastern sides of the East Loch, and positions of field drainage schemes 
installed by local farmers were located in a similar manner.
Features such as surface drainage routes, issues, sinks and on-site ponds, detailed in 
the various mapping overlays produced in the desk study, were all identified on the ground. 
In addition some of the larger features that dissect the site such as the abandoned railway 
lines, opencast haul roads, and the Cameron Bum, all essential as they constitute common 
reference points, were fully investigated.
The continual changes in land type evident across the site area, was one aspect of 
the terrain not fully disclosed through the desk study sources of information. Scrutiny of 
the site, at first hand, allowed the delineation of areas comprising backfill from opencast 
operations, natural superficial deposits, and deep peat horizons. The latter land type was 
particularly evident from a study of the side slopes of the deep perimeter drains, bounding 
the northern and southern sides of the East Loch.
2.3.2 Site survey work.
During the preparation of the site overlays detailing information extracted from 
Ordnance Survey maps, (present and superseded), and previous reports, (contour and 
borehole location details), an error between features common to both sources of reference 
was noticed. Although a problem of distortion would be expected when transferring details 
from superseded maps, (dating from 1898 and 1913), to current map sheets, the margin of 
error between the current mapping and figures from previous investigative reports was not 
easily accountable. As the latter source of reference provided the contour information 
essential to the research, this potential error had to be accepted and minimised. This was 
achieved by 'local' association of common reference points, which although being tedious to 
implement, maintained an adequate degree of accuracy. As the site surveyor had utilised a 
number of distinct features, shown in figures from previous reports, when establishing 
control stations across the site, this error was inadvertently transferred across to the 
positioning of these control points. The subsequent accuracy of all survey drawings
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detailing boundaries of the landfill operations, screening bund positions and perimeter 
drains, which relied heavily on the accuracy of these initial station positions, was doubtful, 
and in some cases proved to be quite inaccurate.
In order to transfer topographical features such as ponds, ditches, shaft positions 
and subsidence events picked up by ground reconnaissance, accurately, on to the base plans 
for the site, a prime survey base was an essential pre-requisite. Consequently a ten station 
closed traverse survey was conducted in the northern area of the site. The station locations 
were chosen to be a considerable distance away from existing landfill operations and 
proposed future engineering works.
It had been recognised at an early stage in the development of the research proposal, 
that a hydrographic survey of the East Loch would be necessary. Subsequently a survey 
had been carried out, using an echo-sounder fitted within a boat travelling along a fixed line 
between two pre-set positions. This survey information, obtained directly from the 
surveyor, proved essential in evaluating the volumetric change within the East Loch, 
accountable in relation to changes in water level.
2.3.3 Catchment studies.
From visits to the site, made at an early stage in the research, it was evident that 
engineering works relating to the peripheral drainage system, had been initiated to a varying 
degree. These works were largely dependent upon the location of the active cells within the 
landfill, and the continuing development of the future phases of the development. The 
drainage system comprised mainly of a series of perimeter drains, in the form of open 
ditches, with the primary aim of isolating the landfill from water ingress by surface runoff. 
These measures were also designed with the secondary aim of reducing surface water flows 
into the East Loch, and providing a continuing flow of water to be fed into the Cameron 
Bum. During the research study, the preparation and formation of phases 2A and 2B, in 
line with the advancement of both the tipping and capping operations, altered the catchment 
characteristics and subsequent runoff behaviour.
As the landfill operations comprise a small and isolated area, in relation to the 
overall catchment, it was essential to investigate the surrounding catchment characteristics. 
A comparison was made between the mapping details from the desk study, and the actual 
surface water drainage patterns observed on the site. From a series of subsequent 
observations it was apparent that a number of hydrological features, existing on the site, 
were not shown on the plans. In addition by observing the site in periods of heavy rainfall, a 
fuller understanding was obtained in relation to the catchment behaviour, enabling a more 
accurate hydrological assessment of the area. A number of hydrological observations, 
concerning the area in general terms and in relation to a number of distinct features, is given 
below;
a) The original configuration of the Cameron Bum has changed considerably as a 
consequence of the opencast, and subsequent restoration, operations south of Greengairs
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village. A number of ponds, immediately north of the screening bund, now serve as its 
source, feeding flows through a strip of marshy ground into a defined watercourse (see 
Plate 2.17). These ponds are fed by flows from the northern perimeter drain and a culvert 
through the screening bund, which diverts perched surface water from the prepared future 
phases of the landfill (this culvert was closed upon completion of phase IB).
PLATE 2.17 FEEDER PONDS FOR THE CAMERON BURN 
(Looking north from the top of the screening bund).
The annual average flow in the Cameron Burn, measured at the Greengairs road 
bridge gauging station, is around 0.04 m3/sec, and flows are measurable at this location 
even in long periods of dry weather. However between its source and a position 
immediately south of Greengairs village, the watercourse is often totally dry during the 
summer months. This lack of baseflow, along this particular stretch of the burn, is 
indicative of a lack of interaction between the main groundwater body and this feature. As 
the burn flows southwest between the road and the line of the disused railway, it is almost 
lost within an area of marshy ground stretching for around 350 metres, within which the 
flow is 'strengthened'. The feature then intersects with a watercourse from the west, which 
supplements the flow passing under the road bridge and beyond the gauge station position.
b) The groundwater springs that discharge into the Cameron Burn (see Plate 2.18), 
have annual average flows of 0.045 and 0.020 m3/sec. These comparatively strong spring 
flowrates, are within twenty metres of each other, and upon close inspection can be seen to 
flow directly from the fractured rock structure (in one case resembling a collapsed adit), 
which outcrops along the western edge of the Cameron Burn.
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PLATE 2.18 SPRING DISCHARGE INTO THE CAMERON BURN 
(Note the C.R.P.B. gauge station position).
It was noticed after a number of site visits that another groundwater spring existed 
in the area, northeast of phase 2B (see Plate 2.19). In this location a marshy patch of 
ground, surrounded on one side by opencast waste and bounded on the other by the 
northern perimeter drain, discharges flows into the drain for most of the year, drying up 
only in periods of prolonged dry weather. This spring position is coincident with the line of 
a major fault, and on a number of occasions a reddish-brown suspension, characteristic of 
ferruginous groundwater, has been observed flowing into the perimeter drain.
PLATE 2.19 FLOWS FROM A FAULT SPRING INTO THE NORTHERN
PERIMETER DRAIN
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c) At the northwest of the site there are a number of surface water ponds which 
constitute isolated areas of water retention within the catchment (see Plate 2.20). The sub­
catchments feeding runoff into these ponds are very small however, and it may be significant 
that the ponds have formed within opencast voids. These opencast operations (for fireclay 
and Ladygrange coal), have disturbed the underlying shallow stoop and room workings. 
These abandoned Ladygrange coal workings still exist beneath the areas surrounding the 
ponds, and evidence of 'crown holes' and general ground disturbance attributable to 
subsidence, can be seen in the area.
PLATE 2.20 SURFACE WATER FEATURES AT THE NORTHWEST OF THE SITE.
The aerial photographic study provided evidence of a previous use of these ponds, 
as part of a water management system linked to opencast operations in other parts of the 
site. These large ponds were linked by a ditch feeding water from settling ponds, whose 
function was to remove quantities of sediment, prior to the discharge of water to the larger 
ponds and ultimately into the Cameron Burn. The 'silt' ponds, clearly visible on aerial 
photographs, lie to the northeast of the larger ponds and still exist on the site today, 
comprising of four rectangular, regularly spaced features (see Plate 2.10). The link between 
these ponds, and the larger surface water features, no longer exists as a watercourse, and 
each remains isolated within the catchment.
d) North of the large pond features described above, a number of drains located along 
the edges of the field boundaries, direct small amounts of surface runoff north to the 
southern edge of a disused railway embankment. A number of hydrological features are 
documented in this area, notably an 'issue' and a 'sink', both of which are identifiable on the 
ground. The combination of water from the issue and the field drainage, flows under the
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railway bridge and into the marshy areas bounding the Cameron Bum. These flows are 
generally of a low order, and in the summer months dry up completely.
e) The topographical ridge feature which bisects the site from east to west, acts as a 
catchment divide for the northern part of the site. Surface water runoff flows north from 
this feature, notably along the old opencast haul roads, constructed from compacted low 
permeability waste material which results in a high rate of runoff. These flows lead into 
ponded areas at the south of the landfill development, and at conditions of heavy rainfall, 
water is routed through a series of drains and ditches (culverted beneath the haul roads), 
into the East Loch (see Plates 2.21 and 2.22).
PLATE 2.21 SURFACE WATER PONDING SOUTH OF THE
LANDFILL DEVELOPMENT.
PLATE 2.22 CENTRAL DRAIN INTO THE EAST LOCH.
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f) A number of small field drains at the northern and eastern sides of the East Loch, 
feed small amounts of water into the loch feature. As on both of these sides, the East Loch 
is bounded by deep deposits of saturated peat, a steady seepage into the loch is fed by 
overland runoff and infiltration. At the south of the loch however, the drains carrying high 
volumes of runoff from the southeast to the northwest, are no longer contributing to the 
East Loch catchment, as a consequence of the southern perimeter drain (see Plate 2.23).
PLATE 2.23 THE SOUTHERN PERIMETER DRAIN.
g) During storm events the extensive areas of opencast wastes, with their high 
mudstone/shale content and poor site drainage, become either a series of large ponds 
perched above the low permeability material, or if gradient conditions permit, constitute a 
substantial source of runoff water. The southern perimeter drain diverts high flows off site 
to the Avon catchment, while flows also take place along the northern perimeter drain from 
the East Loch (see Plate 2.24). Due to the gradient of the last twenty metres of the 
northern perimeter drain as it reaches the East Loch, it is only during storm events, when 
the loch attains a water level above 190.8 m A.O.D., that this flow ffom the loch can occur.
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PLATE 2.24 FLOW FROM THE EAST LOCH INTO THE 
NORTHERN PERIMETER DRAIN.
The capped areas of the landfill result in extensive overland flow, particularly in the 
location above the culvert (now blocked), at the screening bund (see Plate 2.25). Surface 
runoff from across the landfill flows into the feeder ponds for the Cameron Bum, during 
periods of prolonged or heavy rainfall. These ponds, effectively isolated from each other by 
low permeability waste material, regularly overflow during storm events (see Plate 2.26).
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PLATE 2.25 RUNOFF FROM THE LANDFILL DEVELOPMENT FLOWING
ACROSS THE SCREENING BUND.
PLATE 2.26 TITE OVERFLOW OF THE FEEDER PONDS
FOR THE CAMERON BURN
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2.3.4 Geological assessment and mapping.
The extensive opencast operations across the area, together with the absence of an 
effective restoration programme at the south of the site, had resulted in a large number of 
rock exposures. In most cases the highly weathered condition of these exposures, and the 
degree of fracturing associated with the opencast activities, made them largely unsuitable 
for the purpose of surface geological mapping (see Plates 2.27 and 2.28). However, a small 
number of exposures were identified, whose relatively good condition allowed field 
measurements to be taken, detailing joint, bedding and shear zone characteristics. Five rock 
exposures were mapped, and over 170 groups of measurements were taken, largely within 
competent bands of sandstone where joint sets were more easily recognisable (see Plate 
2.29). The field data sheets of the five mapped rock exposures are included in Appendix B.
One of these locations, situated at the north of the site, was exposed during 
excavation works for landfill cover material. This rock exposure provided a means of 
assessing the joint patterns and associated stress conditions relative to both the northern and 
southern parts of the site (see 3.2).
PLATE 2.27 HIGHLY FRACTURED, WEATHERED AND UNSTABLE ROCK
EXPOSURE AT THE EDGE OF UNRESTORED OPENCAST WORKS 
SITUATED AT THE SOUTH OF THE SITE.
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PLATE 2.28 LARGE ROCK EXPOSURE AT THE SOUTH OF TH E  SITE.
PLATE 2.29 SANDSTONE BAND DISPLAYING CONJUGATE JOINT SETS
SANDWICHED BETWEEN HIGHLY WEATHERED MUDSTONES 
AND SHALES.
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2.4 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.
The desk study generated a vast amount of information which prompted the 
formation of a database system, to allow the study and comparison of data collected from 
the various sources of reference. The Paradox 4 data management program was customised 
to provide a database system for the Greengairs study. This facility was initially developed 
to assist in the formation of the conceptual groundwater flow model, and for linking 
observations from ground investigation studies, to mining and geological data stored within 
the system The database system was however designed with the following 'broader' 
operational aims and objectives;
1. The database must provide the ability to store all forms of information obtained from 
the diverse sources of reference. This will form an integral part of a methodology for initial 
investigative procedures, and continued monitoring of landfill sites prior to the engineered 
operational phase, during this phase, and upon cessation of tipping and beyond the 
programme of restoration.
2. To provide the ability to view graphically time based trends of rainfall, surface water 
and piezometric levels, and water quality parameters.
3. To synthesise the geological information obtained, into a series of files formulated 
on the basis of co-ordinate positioning, level and time. This will facilitate the direct input of 
data into the groundwater modelling package.
4. To provide an information search facility on the basis of a keyword or keytime 
association. A search for data will also be achieved by the delineation of an area using a 
four figure grid reference in combination with a keytime and/or a keyword. This grid 
reference search may also be utilised on a singular basis to perform an overall collation of 
data relating to a specified area in terms of both surface and sub-surface features.
The investigation routes for the database were established within the information 
search facility. This allows searches to be initiated and continued from one main data group 
to another, by means of direct or indirect common attributes. The ability to move between 
the diverse blocks of information make this tool particularly useful for interpretative work. 
The structure of the database and the inherent framework linking each source of reference, 
is described in Appendix A.
The database system was developed to perform as planned, but the time limitations 
imposed on this peripheral line of study, did not allow the full input of investigative data. 
Consequently it was not fully utilised as an aid to the hydrogeological interpretation. 
However the minimal information that was input, did allow the flexibility and potential of 
the system to be established, hence its inclusion within the Appendices.
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2.5 PRELIMINARY STUDIES.
2.5.1 Assessment of the East Loch behaviour.
The initial step taken in this assessment was to compare the variation in the East 
Loch water level, with the patterns of effective rainfall across the site, over a 60 month time 
period. This exercise, which consisted of a series of graphs depicting loch water levels and 
effective rainfall with respect to time, utilised monthly effective rainfall data (see Figures 2.9 
and 2.10). In general terms, the loch level fluctuations are related to the rainfall patterns, 
but a 'lag' exists between periods of high, or low, effective rainfall in relation to the 
accompanying increase or decrease in loch level. A closer inspection of the graphs revealed 
occasions when the loch level had dropped quite sharply throughout periods of prolonged 
positive effective rainfall. This latter observation may indicate a loss of water from the East 
Loch to the groundwater system The only other identifiable means whereby water may 
flow out of the loch, is along the northern perimeter drain, but as mentioned previously this 
only occurs during periods of heavy rainfall for a loch level of 190.8m A.O.D. Inspection of 
the graphs indicated three occasions when overflows into the perimeter drain will have 
occurred, but even at levels less than 190.8m A.O.D., losses during periods of positive 
effective rainfall could be identified.
If losses from the East Loch to the groundwater system are occurring, then the 
mechanism for movement could be any one or a combination of the following;
a) Highly fractured rocks at the base and lower levels of the opencast excavation that 
constitutes the East Loch.
b) Mineshafts in the base of the loch, linked to abandoned mine workings and 
subsequent intact mine driveroads beneath the loch area.
c) Major fault patterns bounding the loch at the northwest and 'cutting' through the 
loch from east to west, facilitating flow through the breccia within the fault zone.
d) The considerable depth of superficial deposits (consisting mainly of opencast waste 
material), along the western edge of the East Loch may provide a 'permeable' route 
for groundwater movements towards the west and southern sides of the loch.
The abandoned Virtuewell mine workings overlay provided the basis for the 
possibility of'conduits' at depth beneath the loch. These 'conduits', consisting essentially of 
intact mine driveroads, could be linked either by partly blocked, rubble filled mine shafts 
(analogous to a vertical french drain), or by a high degree of fracturing in the rock structure. 
This fracturing process emanating downwards from the base of the loch, could be 
attributable to the mechanical disturbance associated with the previous opencast operations, 
and may link with the fractured zones above the underlying deep mine workings.
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FIG U R E  2.9 L O C H  L E V E L /R A IN F A L L  D A TA
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FIG U R E  2.10 L O C H  L E V E L /R A IN F A L L  D A T A
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The fault positions documented in the desk study were an unknown element within 
the investigation, particularly with respect to the large 47.5m fault bounding the East Loch's 
northern and eastern edges. The 12.7m fault which cuts across the loch feature is shown in 
the old mine plans to be associated with heavy inflows of water, and from limited, and 
unconfirmed, information relating to the opencast operations, it is thought to be responsible 
for the flooding of the excavation that two 6 inch pumps working at a rate of 1000 gal/min 
(4.55 m3/sec), could not prevent.
The depth of the superficial deposits along the western edge of the loch is largely 
unknown, but boreholes 14 and 15 from the 1988 site investigation, indicated depths below 
ground level with regard to the made ground overlying the Coal Measures bedrock, of 
10.55 and 7.40 metres respectively. These values may be indicative of an average depth of 
superficial deposits along this edge, down to a level of around 187m A.O.D., which if acting 
as a highly porous structure, would be very significant in relation to the East Loch losses. It 
would also imply, if this provided the main mechanism for water losses from the loch, that 
the loch losses and their effect upon the regional groundwater behaviour, would be localised 
to the opencasted and subsequently backfilled areas west of the feature.
A further series of graphs, showing the variation in piezometric levels, measured in a 
number of boreholes across the site, relative to the fluctuating East Loch levels, allowed the 
possible interaction of the loch with the main body of groundwater on the site to be 
investigated. However due to the lack of piezometric data and the inadequate continuity of 
the data that was available, it remained difficult to establish any credible relationships 
between borehole and East Loch water levels. The graphs did however indicate an 
important feature with regard to boreholes N, P, 3 and 8. In the case of these boreholes, 
fluctuating piezometric levels bore a close resemblance to the water level variation in the 
loch. This was even more interesting as all of these boreholes are located at the south of the 
site, and in some cases are a considerable distance from the East Loch (the nearest, 
borehole 8 is over 900 metres distance from the southern edge of the loch). The 
relationship between the East Loch water level and the groundwater levels recorded at 
borehole P (approximately 1000 metres from East Loch), is shown in Figure 2.11. No 
similar relationships were obtained with regard to boreholes W, G, T and J, which he to the 
west of the loch and are much closer to the feature (borehole W is 570 metres west of the 
loch).
If the piezometric level variations monitored in boreholes at the south of the site are 
related to fluctuating loch levels, then it could follow that abandoned mine workings 
provide the common and most obvious link between the two areas. Unfortunately the desk 
study had resulted in a series of overlays which only detailed abandoned mine workings in 
the north of the site. It was subsequently decided at this stage in the research to extend the 
mine abandonment plan study, in order to provide detailed overlays of the site as far south 
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The considerable level of borehole information gathered during the desk study in 
relation to the northwest of the site, and in particular the Northern Strip Mining records, 
allowed the completion of a number of geological sections (Ref: Drawing No G3). These 
sections permitted the investigation of the geological structure 'normal' to the assumed 
direction of groundwater movement, towards the spring positions at the Cameron Bum. An 
extract from one of these sections is shown in Figure 2.12.
By combining fault positions and corresponding downthrow values (encountered at 
various depths and documented in the abandonment plans), with the stratigraphic sequence 
and geological description detailed in the borehole logs, a comprehensive picture of the 
subsurface was obtained. The seam characteristics drawing (Ref: Drawing No Dl), allowed 
the identification of the coal seams (in some instances verifying the drillers notes), which 
provided, together with details of ironstone, mussel bands and 'hard bands' of sandstone, a 
high level of confidence in the interpretative process. As the formation dip in the area is 
generally very slight (usually between 1 in 10 and 1 in 20), the use of different horizontal 
and vertical scales did not result in any significant interpretative restrictions.
The sections clearly show that the topographical ridge feature, trending southeast to 
northwest, is directly linked to and subsequently follows, a major fault line identified in the 
study. This fault has resulted in an outcrop of sandstone along the eastern edge, which 
constitutes a more resistant material than the downthrown side of the fault to the west. The 
clay gouge and breccia material, associated with the faulting process, has resulted in the 
formation of an erosion hollow to the west of the sandstone ridge, these materials being less 
resistant to the weathering and erosion processes at, and near to, the ground surface.
Water strikes documented in the drillers logs are also shown on the sections, and in 
some cases are indicative of faults obstructing groundwater movements. This observation 
emphasises the need to identify the extensive patterns of faulting across the site, and the 
classification of these faults as either permeable conduits for groundwater movement, or as 
relatively impermeable barriers to flow. The geological interpretation of these sections, and 
others completed at a later stage in the research, is given in section 3.2.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the accuracy of the limited stratigraphic 
descriptions detailed in the borehole logs from the 1986 and 1988 site investigations was 
questionable, thereby restricting their use in compiling similar geological cross sections 
across other areas of the site. It would be important however to incorporate borehole 
positions subject to groundwater monitoring, within a series of similar geological cross 
sections. This would allow the identification of the piezometric response zone at the 
borehole position, and its geological significance and broader relationship with the 
surrounding rock structure. In order to develop conceptual relationships (an essential 
prerequisite to 'realistic' modelling), relating groundwater movements to geological 
structure, this was an essential requirement.
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FIGURE 2.12 GEOLOGICAL SECTION AT THE NORTHWEST OF THE SITE 
(Extract from Drawing No G3).
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At this stage in the research the only field derived, geological information available, 
relating to the East Loch was limited to four borehole logs. Two of these boreholes (i.e. 
boreholes E and L), had been fitted with piezometers whose response zones lay deep within 
the Coal Measures bedrock. Unfortunately the only piezometric data available from these 
boreholes, covered a period from March to April 1988 (boreholes E and L were added to 
the existing monitoring programme from August 1993, see 2.2.10.1). The remaining two 
boreholes (i.e. boreholes 14 and 15), were driven through the superficial deposits and into 
the Coal Measures bedrock a distance of around two metres, their only function being to 
prove rockhead at these locations.
It was soon apparent that the data available was inadequate to proceed with the 
hydrogeological study of the East Loch. In particular the absence of piezometers within the 
area, and the subsequent lack of an efficient monitoring programme, prevented any kind of 
preliminary assessment of the groundwater regime. In addition the complete lack of 
stratigraphic information immediately east of the loch, made this area an unknown aspect of 
the investigation. The possible influence of the Quartz-Dolerite dyke, which passes across 
the north of the site and beyond the East Loch feature, upon the groundwater regime was 
another aspect of the study that necessitated further investigation.
In order to evaluate the main body of groundwater across the site, and its possible 
interaction with the East Loch and the large surface water features at the northwest of the 
site, a comprehensive monitoring regime was an essential research requirement. There was 
a need to investigate relationships between borehole positions across the site, with a view to 
formulating groups displaying similar trends with respect to piezometric level fluctuations.
In addition, although the geological mapping studies had allowed broad relationships 
to be established, primarily with regard to vertical joint systems at a limited number of 
outcrop locations, detailed information regarding horizontal fractures within the rock 
sequence was non-existent. It would be essential to investigate the level of fracturing in 
relation to;
a) Rock type and surrounding geological condition.
b) Proximity to abandoned mine workings.
c) Zones of disturbance attributable to the major fault regions identified across the
site area.
2.5.3 Hydrological assessment.
Using monthly data from the C.RP.B. and the Meteorological office, the flowrates 
of the Cameron Bum and the groundwater springs were plotted, together with effective 
rainfall data, against a time base covering a period of 60 months (see Figure 2.13). This 
graph provided clear evidence of the close relationship between the bum/spring flows and 
the effective rainfall. However the main reason for this study was to ascertain the 'lag' time 
between increased groundwater discharge at the springs, and the period of peak effective
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rainfall identified within the overall graphical relationship, as being directly responsible for 
this increase. Unfortunately it was impossible to determine the precise time difference 
between these relative peak values, using monthly effective rainfall data. Although daily 
rainfall data, recorded at Longriggend weather station, was available, it was necessary to 
obtain weekly potential evaporation values directly from the meteorological office in 
Edinburgh. From this stage in the research it was the daily rainfall figures and weekly 
potential evaporation values, that were used to develop relationships either directly or 
indirectly involving patterns of rainfall.
If groundwater losses were taking place from the East Loch, then it would be 
essential to investigate the catchment characteristics of this feature, in order to establish the 
volume of surface water runoff feeding into the loch, throughout the period of the research. 
The first problem to arise was the delineation of the catchment boundary at the east and 
southeast edges of the loch. Although contour information had been obtained in the desk 
study, it did not cover this important area to the east of the site. Fortunately this area has 
remained, at least in topographic terms, largely undisturbed, apart from small changes in the 
configuration of peat workings at the south of the loch area. Subsequently a set of aerial 
photographs dating from 1983, which provided excellent details of the drainage and runoff 
patterns in the area, was used to establish the catchment boundary. Features from the 
photographs, that still exist today, were used as reference points to facilitate a grid system, 
which enabled the transfer of the boundary, on to the overlay detailing the catchment 
characteristics.
The continual development of the landfill site, in relation to the engineering works 
associated with new tipping areas (including surface water drainage schemes), and the 
continual excavation activities for formation and cover material, has a direct effect upon the 
catchment characteristics. The change in land type resulting from these operations alters the 
infiltration capacity of an area, thereby directly influencing the runoff behaviour. It would 
be necessary to complete a time based study of the changes incurred by these activities upon 
the East Loch catchment, as a prelude to evaluating surface water runoff volumes into the 
loch feature. Ideally the two main drains that direct flows in or out of the East Loch, i.e. 
the northern perimeter and central site drains, should have had some form of rigid hydraulic 
structure (e.g. a thin plate V-notch weir), with an established stage-discharge relationship, 
installed. Unfortunately although this was proposed at an early stage in the research, the 
vandalism problem that exists on the site proved to be a restrictive factor (indeed this 
problem had prevented the installation of gauge boards at a number of surface water 
features across the site area).
At this time there was an insufficient number of water quality results, relating to 
samples taken from borehole positions and a number of surface water features, to permit a 
study of the chemical parameters subject to analysis.
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2.6.1 Objectives of the investigation.
The information obtained through the desk study, and the subsequent identification 
of the additional data requirements, necessary to proceed with the hydrogeological 
investigation, enabled the efficient planning, co-ordination, and supervision of a six week 
ground investigation contract at Greengairs, during November and December in 1993.
The overall objectives of the investigation were;
a) The identification of the stratigraphic sequence in the immediate vicinity of the East 
Loch, and within the area east of the large 47.5m fault bounding the loch on the 
north and eastern sides.
b) The investigation of the two major fault systems that had dictated the level of 
mineral extraction in the East Loch area.
c) The investigation of fractured zones within the rock structure attributable to;
i) Abandoned mine workings.
ii) Opencast operations.
iii) Faulting activity.
d) The investigation of the depth of superficial deposits at the west of the East Loch, 
and underlying the base of the feature.
e) The investigation of the structural integrity of the deep abandoned mine workings.
f) The identification of aquicludes and aquifers within the rock sequence.
g) The installation of piezometers to enable the future collection of piezometric level 
information at the north and east of the East Loch.
h) To conduct a series of hydraulic tests (packer tests), within isolated sections of the 
strata to enable the calculation of permeability with respect to;
i) Sandstone with varying degrees of fracturing.
ii) Mudstone with varying degrees of fracturing.
iii) Packed mine waste.
iv) Fault breccia material.
i) To conduct a series of downhole geophysical tests, upon completion of a number of 
boreholes, prior to piezometer installation.
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2.6.2 Outline programme of the Ground Investigation works.
2.6.2.1 Rotary drilling.
The suggested positions for rotary drilled boreholes are shown in Figure 2.14, 
comprising of two inclined and six vertical boreholes. Unfortunately due to restraints 
imposed by costs, and the decision by a local landowner to prohibit the movement of the 
drilling rig, over a 200m stretch of ground within his property (the only viable means of 
access), boreholes 3 and 8 were not drilled.
The rotary drilling phase of the investigation subsequently consisted of two inclined 
and four vertical boreholes, producing rock cores from the base of the superficial deposits 
into the Coal Measures bedrock. The rotary drilling plant consisted of an Atlas Copco A30 
drilling rig, which was mounted on a county tractor suitably modified by the contractor, in 
preparation for the soft ground conditions expected throughout the duration of the contract. 
The rock coring operations utilised a '412' core barrel in conjunction with a compressed air 
flushing medium, which produced 76mm diameter core samples ('NX' size). The 
positioning of these boreholes, particularly the inclined holes, to fulfil the investigative 
requirements, necessitated a substantial amount of interpretation, and simplified geological 
cross sections were produced to maximise the potential for a successful outcome to the 
works (see Figures 2.15 to 2.17).
2.6.2.2 Hydraulic (Packer) borehole testing.
Although the investigation objectives in relation to this mode of testing had been 
clearly established, the location of the section of strata to be tested within a borehole, was 
decided on site during the drilling operations. By examining the hydraulically extruded 
sections of rock core after a 'run' was complete, particular sections of the borehole were 
identified, and if necessary an instruction to the driller was issued to conduct a packer test. 
The packer tests comprised of five stages, consisting of three increasing pressure increments 
and two decreasing increments of the same amount. Indirect measurements of the volume 
of water that had escaped from the test section within the borehole, with respect to both 
pressure and time, were recorded.
By remaining at the drilling rig position, during rotary coring, throughout the 
investigation, a quick decision to set up a packer test in relation to a suitable test section 
within the strata, could be made. This allowed minimal contract time to be lost, which, as 
the Christmas period and worsening weather was approaching, was critical to the continuity 
of the investigation. Another result of being in a position to proceed testing immediately, 
was that all but one of the tests were of the single packer type, where the undisturbed rock 
structure at the bottom of the hole forms the seal at the base of the test section. The only 
exception was in relation to borehole 1, driven at an incline of 45 degrees from the vertical, 
where a double packer test was completed in a band of sandstone at the northwest of the
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FIGURE 2.14 BOREHOLE LOCATIONS.
FIGURE 2.15 PREVIOUS MINING ACTIVITY (Note the position of cross sections XX' and YY').
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East Loch. Six single packer tests and one double packer test were completed as part of the 
investigation, providing information relating to packed waste, sandstone, mudstone, and 
fault breccia.
2.6.2.3 Geophysical testing.
The level of geophysical testing to be undertaken within the investigation, was 
dependent upon the limited budget available, and the subsequent economical co-ordination 
of testing within the rotary drilling programme. Initially it was hoped to run a number of 
tests along each of the boreholes, prior to piezometer installation in the case of the vertical 
boreholes, or grout infilling at the inclined borehole locations. These tests were to utilise 
the following downhole logging tools;
a) T emp erature/conductivity probe - to provide depth based measurements of both 
parameters in absolute and differential forms.
b) Natural gamma detector (run in combination with the above) - to measure natural 
gamma ray emissions from the sedimentary rock sequence.
c) Four arm dipmeter probe - to determine the magnitude and direction of formation 
dip.
As the investigation progressed, the site conditions proved particularly difficult and 
problematic for the drilling operations. Moving the drilling rig, and associated equipment, 
across areas of saturated peat on route to boreholes 6 and 7, resulted in a number of 
incidents which led to a slow rate of progress. It was subsequently decided in consultation 
with Robertson Geologging, to limit the geophysical tests to the two inclined boreholes (i.e. 
boreholes 1 and 2). Unfortunately both of these boreholes encountered open mine 
workings, which ultimately prevented the geophysical tests being performed, as the 
instrumentation used was unable to 'bridge' the gap in the strata, which in the case of 
borehole 1 measured over two metres.
In anticipation of problems with the rotary drilling, the feasibility of running 
formation density instrumentation along the piezometer tubes at boreholes 4 and 5, was 
discussed with Robertson Geologging. Access to these two borehole positions was good, 
and the recovered cores and subsequent detailed logging, would enable a site calibration for 
the gamma measurements to be established. Subsequent runs could then be carried out 
along the piezometer tubes, installed in the hydrogeological boreholes from the 1988 site 
investigation works. The borehole logs relating to these holes were subject to the inherent 
inaccuracies of the particular mode of operation (i.e. rotary open hole), utilised at the time. 
From a technical viewpoint this programme of testing was entirely feasible, and afforded the 
opportunity to gain a more accurate stratigraphic description, to a point within the response
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zone (dictated by the base of the piezometer tube), than the information detailed within the 
site investigation report.
Subsequent to successful calibration runs at boreholes 4 and 5, tests were performed 
along the piezometer lengths of eleven boreholes from the 1988 site investigation.
2.6.2.4 Piezometer installation.
The main criteria which determined the configuration of the piezometer design, was 
the internal piezometer tube diameter necessary to facilitate water sampling and piezometric 
level measurement. With regard to this site however, with its history of vandalism, it was 
necessary to ensure that the expensive installation of a hydrogeological borehole, was not 
lost through a destructive act, which could have been prevented by a number of simple 
protective measures. The design of the monitoring boreholes adopted for the ground 
investigation works is shown in Figure 2.18, which has since proved to be a reliable and 
relatively Vandal proof system
Upon completion of rotary drilling at the borehole location, the cores were 
examined and a decision was made as to the piezometer installation depth, and the required 
response zone. Piezometers were installed in all four vertical boreholes, with response 
zones established within sandstone aquifers identified through careful core examination.
2.6.3 Results of the investigation.
2.6.3.1 Vertical and inclined boreholes.
The completion of the ground investigation contract at Greengairs, largely fulfilled 
the provisional aims of the investigative studies. The site conditions were particularly 
difficult for the drilling operations, but the vertical boreholes were all successful, although 
problems encountered in two instances necessitated the termination of the holes, prior to 
achieving a value approaching the scheduled depths (see Table 2.1). Depths of 60 metres 
for the vertical boreholes, and lengths of 75 metres for the inclined holes, had been 
scheduled within the tender documents relating to the works. Most of the problems 
encountered during drilling, related to bands of soft and highly fractured mudstone within 
the rock sequence (in a number of cases thought to be 'closed' mine workings). These soft 
bands of rock, resulted in broken fragments of material falling around the core barrel, 
making its retrieval after each drilling run, increasingly more difficult. Borehole 4 was 
terminated at a depth of 37.1 metres within an area of highly fractured mudstone and 
sandstone, attributable to either a fault region or the area directly above old mine workings. 
At this depth a combination of compressed air and sparks from the tungsten carbide bit, 
caused the ignition of a pocket of methane gas. This gas was probably an isolated 'pocket' 
that had migrated along the fault region (known to be in the area), or up through a fractured 
zone, having been produced as a consequence of old abandoned mine workings. After
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FIGURE 2.18 MONITORING BOREHOLE DESIGN (Not to scale).
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completing a packer test within the fractured zone, a piezometer was installed within a band 
of grey sandstone at the upper limit of the fractured area.
Another feature of borehole 4 was the loss of air, experienced while drilling at a 
depth of 19.3 metres within an area of packed mine waste. Even after extending the casing 
to a depth of 19.5m, air losses still occurred, clearly visible as a 'blowback' in a pond 
situated within a marshy area of ground north of the drilling position. This area is where 
there is thought to be an unrecorded spring position along the line of a fault (see 2.3.3).
PLATE 2.30 INCLINED DRILLING AT BOREHOLE 1.
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TABLE 2.1 GROUND INVESTIGATION: ROTARY DRILLING WORKS.
Borehole: Total Depth of Total core Remarks:
depth: overburden: recovery:
(m) (m) (m)
1 50.9 13.0 32.0 Inclined hole. Slow progress.
Void encountered at 48.2m. 
Cored beyond base of void and 
then abandoned. Loss of 
equipment too big a risk.
2 62.3 33.3 24.1 Inclined hole. Hit void (1.4m
length). Core runs achieved 
past this point without casing. 
Jamming at 60.8m necessitated 
the use of foam flush to free 
equipment. Abandoned after 
reaching breccia material 
associated with the 12.7m 
fault.
4 37.1 12.5 24.1 Terminated due to the ignition 
of a pocket of methane gas.
5 60.2 14.0 45.0 Achieved scheduled depth.
6 39.3 17.6 21.0 Core barrel jamming. Air
losses encountered at 39m 
Possibility of losing drilling 
equipment unless casing depth 
was extended. Borehole 
abandoned.
7 54.4 15.5 38.6 Problems with fractured
mudstone, made slow progress. 
Good depth achieved.
Total: 184.8 metres of rock core.
The inclined holes yielded some interesting results, but were partially unsuccessful as 
the drilling operations did not progress into the areas of the fault breccia, far enough to 
allow hydraulic testing of the fractured zones. Both of these boreholes did prove 
conclusively however, that abandoned mine workings at depth are not all closed, and in 
some instances provide structurally sound, open channels for groundwater flow. In the case 
of borehole 2, which was driven beneath the East Loch, a number of important observations 
were made regarding air losses experienced by the drillers, and the associated air bubbles 
evident on the surface of the loch. Observations relating to three distinct periods of air loss, 
during the drilling of borehole 2, were noted;
a) As the borehole was progressed through the substantial made ground deposits along 
an inclined length of over 30 metres, extensive bubbles of air were visible within the East 
Loch, at a distance of 25 to 30 metres directly east of the drilling position. The casing 
depth was subsequently extended to an inclined length of 33.3 m, and no further air losses 
were experienced for a number of core runs.
b) After drilling deep into the Coal Measures bedrock a void was encountered at a 
vertical depth of 28.2 metres (an inclined length of 40m). With subsequent core runs, slight 
air losses, presumably along the line of the old workings, were experienced, and air bubbles 
were again visible within the loch, this time southeast of the drilling position, around 30 
metres offshore.
c) After progressing beyond a depth of 61.3 metres into highly fractured rock, 
associated with the 12.7 metre fault region, major air losses occurred during the next core 
run, and a distinctive diagonal line of bubbles across the loch feature was clearly visible 
from the drilling position.
Over 180 metres of rock core were examined provisionally on site, and at a later 
date at the University, providing stratigraphical information that was to prove invaluable 
when compiling geological cross sections, and subsequently interpreting the area around the 
East Loch. The rock cores also enabled the study of the level of fracturing above 
abandoned mine workings (closed and open), and in relation to areas of faulting identified 
within the rock sequence.
The assessment of the cores during rotary drilling, allowed upon completion of each 
vertical borehole, the accurate siting of the piezometer response zone within an aquifer at 
depth in the Coal Measures bedrock. Piezometer installation was trouble free, and the 
design specification adopted has maintained their continued effective role as monitoring 
boreholes ever since. These piezometer positions now afforded the opportunity to study 
the groundwater regime within the areas surrounding the East Loch. The water 
observations made during the drilling of boreholes 6 and 7, in conjunction with the 
monitoring data available, enabled the investigation of groundwater levels at the northeast
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of the East Loch, for the first time. The table below shows the information relative to the 
piezometer installation in each of the vertical boreholes;
TABLE 2.2 GROUND INVESTIGATION: PIEZOMETER INSTALLATION.
Borehole: Response zone: 
(m A.O.D.)
Aquifer type: Remarks:
4 159.8- 162.3 Sandstone. Broken with slip surfaces, ironstone 
nodules throughout.
5 162.4- 165.4 Fractured
sandstone.
Open, rough, irregular, subvertical 
jointing. Coaly laminae.
6 155.2- 157.7 Fault Breccia. Highly fractured sandstone. 
Open joints throughout. 
Mineralised cavities.
7 165.4- 167.9 Sandstone. Prominent open, rough, planar, 
vertical jointing.
2.6.3.2 Packer testing.
The packer tests, completed as an integral part of the ground investigation, provided 
permeability values for the main rock types present within the cyclic sequences, that 
constitute the Middle and Lower Coal Measures. Tests were completed within a range of 
rock types and all gave satisfactory results, and subsequent field permeability estimates. 
One of the aims of the investigation was to assess the hydraulic properties of the packed 
waste material, within closed abandoned mine workings. While drilling borehole 4 a band 
o f’firm* packed waste was identified within the strata. Although only 1.3 metres in depth, 
this layer of waste afforded the opportunity to conduct a single packer test, before further 
advancing the borehole. The test was completed and the following points are of note;
a) The packer was installed further than the limits of the casing, into the roof structure 
of the mine driveway packed with waste.
b) The first stage of the test proved successfiil in that the pressure was maintained by 
the waste material, and flowrate information throughout the 15 minute test period was 
obtained.
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c) On increasing the pressure in line with the second increment, the pressure gauge 
flickered intermittently and then dropped gradually back to zero. This implied a 'flush' 
through the waste material allowing free flow into the workings.
d) The results obtained from the first stage of the test were used to estimate a field 
permeability value for the packed waste material.
The field report forms relating to each packer test are given in Appendix B. The 
table overleaf summarises the test results, and indicates the important aspects of each 
particular test.
PLATE 2.31 PREPARATION OF MATERIALS FOR PIEZOMETER INSTALLATION 
(The Atlas Copco A30 drilling rig mounted on a modified county tractor is 
shown in the background).
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TABLE 2.3 GROUND INVESTIGATION: PACKER TEST RESULTS.
Borehole: Test no/type: Rock type: Fracture Index: Average Permeability:
(m/s)
Remarks:
1 1 / Double Sandstone 8 3.2 x 10-6 Fine to medium grained sandstone. Graphical plot slightly concave, 
indicating a small degree of fracture enlargement during testing.
4 1 / Single Packed waste N/A 1.5 xlO-5 Test completed in firm packed mine waste. Loss of pressure, 
accompanied by free flow through the workings, occurred during 
the second stage of the test.
4 2 / Single Fault breccia N/A 6.5 x 10'6 Highly fractured mudstone, siltstone and sandstone. Slip surfaces 
throughout and slickensides. Alteration of mudstone. Enlargement 
of fractures occurring during initial test stages. Slight decrease in 
pressure during the fourth and fifth stages.
5 1 / Single Sandstone 11.4 3 x 10*6 Fine grained sandstone with smooth, open, planar vertical joints. 
Slight fracture enlargement initially, with good linearity during the 
last two stages of the test.
5 2 / Single Mudstone 16.3 4 x 10-7 Black carbonaceous through to silty mudstone. Thinly bedded and 
slightly weathered. Slight fracture enlargement.
7 1 / Single Sandstone 7.58 3.2 xlO-6 Fine to medium grained seat sandstone and sandstone. Vertical 
open rough undulating, and subvertical open rough planar jointing. 
Convex plot indicative of fractures becoming blocked during test.
7 2 / Single Mudstone/Coal 17.93 1.6 xlO-6 300mm layer of broken coal, sandwiched by weathered mudstone 
above, and by weathered seat mudstone and mudstone, with
irregular open slickensided jointing below. Slight enlargement 
attributable to flushing within the layer of broken coal.
2.6.3.3 Geophysical testing.
Although due to reasons outlined earlier in this section, the level and type of 
geophysical testing achieved within the investigative works, was not as originally 
anticipated, some useful results were obtained. The calibration of geophysical 
measurements, using boreholes 4 and 5, allowed accurate lithological interpretations of 
eleven boreholes from the 1988 site investigation, to be made. This resulted in the extra 
detail necessary to incorporate these important hydrogeological features, within a number of 
geological cross sections. An example of this is given in Figure 2.19, extracted from a 
geological section (Ref: Drawing No G6). In this instance the finer lithological detail, 
obtained from the geophysical study, in relation to borehole L, has resulted in its 'accurate' 
inclusion within the cross section.
It should be noted that to avoid confusion between borehole numbers from various 
times and sources of reference, boreholes from the 1993 ground investigation were prefixed 
with the letter D'. Subsequent reference to these boreholes in geological cross sections, 
groundwater flow relationships, and the further chapters of this thesis, makes use of this 
designation.
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FIGURE 2.19 EXTRACT FROM A GEOLOGICAL SECTION ALONG THE 
WESTERN EDGE OF THE EAST LOCH.
BHL BHD5 BHD2
i i ;
* - P  Piezometer Response Zone.
......PL Upper and lower piezometric levels.
_?_W  Water strikes.
-------*  Water observations from drilling logs.
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3: THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL.
3.1 INTRODUCTION
A considerable quantity of information was gained throughout the various stages of 
the site investigation process. The development of a conceptual model which would 
combine, process and interpret this data, was an essential prerequisite to any form of 
numerical modelling.
LEGRAND [1979], describes a groundwater conceptual model as a hydrogeological 
overview which requires the identification of the following;
a) What features are similar to those of other settings already studied.
b) Degree of variance of features.
c) Various physical boundary conditions.
d) Base of the system.
e) Effects of topography and climate.
f) Dependence on porous granular materials such as soil on slopes and alluvium in 
valleys.
g) Geologic and hydrologic history.
h) Significance of surface expression in evaluation.
i) Value of interpolation and extrapolation.
j) Characteristics of water table behaviour.
BLACK and BRIGHTMAN [1996], describe a conceptual model in more general 
terms, as the identification of the 'process or processes which cause groundwater 
movement, together with the major limits and boundaries on these processes'.
Unfortunately in many cases the emphasis upon conceptual modelling varies 
considerably between researchers. The development of new 'tools', and in particular user 
friendly groundwater modelling packages, has led to a limited level of detailed 
hydrogeological interpretation. Many researchers now feel that conceptual models are only 
required for groundwater systems with complex control processes and/or boundary 
conditions. This is indicative of an overconfidence in the ability to characterise most 
groundwater systems by the direct input of hydrogeological data into numerical models. 
BLACK and BRIGHTMAN [1996], make the statement that for 'normal' groundwater 
investigations, the identification of an 'appropriate conceptual model is usually trivial'.
Some authors dispute this form of approach to groundwater studies, and an 
excellent review by REGAN, CONTE and MITCHELL [1992], 'urges a return to the roots 
of geologic practice that historically formed the basis for ground water investigations'.
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The complexity of the groundwater system at Greengairs, which is not in itself 
uncommon for many areas subject to extensive deep mining operations, necessitates in the 
opinion of this author, the formation of an accurate conceptual model. This conceptual 
model is based upon four stages of interpretative study;
• The hydrogeological interpretation.
• East Loch catchment assessment.
• Interpretation of water quality results.
• Groundwater flow relationships.
Relationships derived from each stage are then combined, and a conceptual model 
representative of the processes, and their boundaries, which control groundwater flow 
behaviour at the Greengairs site is presented.
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3.2 THE HYDROGEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION.
3.2.1 Basis for interpretation.
The hydrogeological information used to complete this interpretative section was 
derived from the desk study, site inspection and ground investigation stages of the research.
The desk study provided the information necessary to compile a series of overlays, 
detailing deep and opencast mining activities, fault positions and shaft and adit locations. 
The borehole records, from a number of sources, combined with memoir information 
describing the regional geological characteristics, permitted the completion of a number of 
cross sections at the northwest of the site. The detailed logging of the boreholes, completed 
as part of the ground investigation works, combined with the geophysical survey of existing 
monitoring borehole positions, provided a considerable quantity, and quality, of geological 
information. This allowed the completion of an additional number of detailed cross sections 
covering the whole site. These sections include water strike information (when available), 
and the upper and lower piezometric levels for monitoring borehole positions included as 
part of the sections. The ground investigation phase also provided data describing the 
fracture characteristics, and the permeability values, relative to each principal rock type.
During the site inspection phase, the geological mapping of five rock exposures 
resulted in 147 groups of measurements, detailing joint, bedding, and in some cases, shear 
zone characteristics. The input of this data into a specialist computer software package 
allowed the generation of a joint contour plot for the site. These very important features 
were then assessed in a regional context relative to the site geology.
This section attempts to characterise the site in geological terms, with particular 
emphasis upon those parameters which will directly influence the groundwater behaviour. 
Where necessary information from other sources is used to reinforce a particular issue, and 
to place further emphasis upon the importance of a geological feature, or features, as an 
influence upon groundwater flows.
3.2.2 Geological cross sections.
The site investigation provided the borehole information necessary to prepare a 
number of geological cross sections across the area (Ref: Drawing No's G3 to G7 
inclusive). In addition to the lithological detail presented in these sections and the inclusion 
of groundwater observations, made during and subsequent to drilling operations, 
information from the mine abandonment plan overlays, and details regarding the seam 
characteristics, have also been included. This combination of geological data enabled the 
accurate positioning of faults, and has permitted the identification of many of the coal seams 
recorded in the drillers logs. In addition, voids and bands of packed waste encountered
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during drilling operations, have in most cases been assigned to a particular horizon of 
abandoned mine workings in a specific coal seam.
The quality of stratigraphic description presented in the borehole logs vary 
considerably, relative, primarily, to the drilling method employed. However a high level of 
accuracy was achieved when compiling the cross sections, which was largely attributable to 
the frequency, depth, and position of the boreholes advanced across the site.
Drawing No G3 shows two cross sections at the northwest of the site, roughly 
parallel to the line of the disused railway between Wattston and Greengairs. Drawing No 
G4 shows a long cross section trending northeast from the Meikle Drumgray road at the 
west of the site, to the western edge of the East Loch. Two short sections are also included 
on this drawing, detailing the area to the northwest of the loch feature. The long cross 
section passes through phases 1 and 2 of the landfill development, and reveals the 
geological characteristics immediately south of the tracer injection position, referred to in 
section 3.4. A cross section trending northeast, from a position south of Wattston, which 
skirts the northern boundary of the East Loch, and terminates at a point on the disused 
railway line east of the loch feature, is shown on Drawing No G5. In Drawing No G6 a 
north-south orientated cross section is shown, originating at the south of the site, passing 
through a number of monitoring borehole positions as it progresses north. This section 
finishes at the quartz-dolerite dyke, located approximately 250 metres north of the East 
Loch. A number of short cross sections to the east, and immediately to the south, of the 
East Loch are shown on Drawing No G7.
The full key to the geological cross sections described above are shown on Drawing 
No's G1 and G2, which indicate each borehole position utilised as a source of data. 
However a more 'concise' key to these sections is provided overleaf in Figure 3.1.
Upon reviewing the completed cross sections a number of observations were made. 
These observations, corresponding to each of the cross sections referenced, are presented 
below.
a) Drawing No G3:
• The rockhead profile, for both cross sections, shows a sandstone outcrop situated on the 
upthrown side of a prominent fault. This fault is one of a series of parallel faults with a 
similar downthrow direction. On the downthrown side of this fault, and bounded to the 
west by another step fault, an erosion hollow has formed. This faulted zone, which persists 
across the west side of the site, results in a small ridge feature coincident with the trend of 
the faulting, and the line of the upthrown sandstone block (see Chapter 2, Figure 2.12). 
The prominent rockhead hollow, directly west of this ridge, is situated above a highly 
fractured zone of rock, which intersects the line of the Cameron Bum immediately 
northwest of a former railway bridge position (see Drawing No Gl). Immediately south of 
this feature and directly above the conjectural line of the erosion hollow, Ordnance Survey
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FIGURE 3.1 KEY TO GEOLOGICAL CROSS SECTIONS
maps indicate a groundwater issue which may be associated with the underlying geological 
characteristics described above.
• Both sections show the western boundary of opencast operations at the northwest of the 
site. Borehole logs have recorded an increasing depth of mudstone and sandstone fill 
material, as investigations progressed to the east. These backfill materials are associated 
with opencast activities, throughout the 1970s, working the Ladygrange coal seam (Ref: 
Drawing No El).
• Sandy clays comprise the predominant superficial deposit, and the Coal Measures 
bedrock is generally overlain by these cohesive soils. The thickness of these deposits, in 
areas undisturbed by opencast activities, is generally between 1.5 and 2.0 metres. However 
in two separate locations, one being the erosion hollow referred to previously, the soil cover 
locally increases to a 3 metre thickness.
• A large number of boreholes indicate extensive bands of packed waste up to a metre in 
thickness. These zones of high permeability will facilitate 'preferred' pathways for 
groundwater flows.
• The line of the Kiltongue (Upper and Lower leaves), Lime, and Upper Drumgray coal 
seams can be traced across much of the southerly cross section. However stratigraphic 
correlation becomes difficult to the east of both cross sections, which is possibly the result 
of unrecorded fault zones in this area.
• Water strikes are shown on both sections, and if these observations are taken to be an 
indicator of the groundwater potential at each borehole position, then the direction of 
groundwater flow can be inferred. However the influence of low permeability strata, and 
their subsequent confining effects within this 'composite' form of aquifer, may preclude the 
confident use of this information. Considering the position of the water strikes in 
stratigraphic terms, would suggest that the aquifer has a 'general' level of response, and a 
pattern which may be indicative of the water table position, is evident (Figure 3.2). As the 
borehole logs, including water strike details, used to compile these sections were taken from 
one investigative study, further confidence can be attributed to the development of 
relationships founded upon observations made within a similar period in time.
Based upon these observations the groundwater flow direction, for the northwest area of 
the site, is from the east and towards the west. The water table at the east is at a level of 
approximately 173m A.O.D., directing flows towards a 'low' of 161m A.O.D., situated at 
the west of the site at BH220. Flows will also be directed towards this position from the 
extreme west of the site, where the water table is at a level of 166 m A.O.D.
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FIGURE 3.2 GEOLOGICAL SECTION SHOWING WATER STRIKE DETAILS (Extract from Drawing No G3)
oOJ
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b) Drawing No G4:
• The larger section included on this drawing, indicates the significant disturbance to the 
landscape afforded by opencast activities. The east of this section displays the deep 
deposits of backfill materials, associated with opencast operations primarily working the 
Virtuewell coal seam (Ref: Drawing No El).
Three separate periods of opencast mining are documented along the line of this section. 
The most westerly area of backfill is associated with Virtuewell coal workings from the 
1970s, and is notable as being the injection position for Lithium Chloride tracer tests carried 
out in November 1987 and December 1988. At this time the cessation of opencast works 
had resulted in a flooded void, whose base was documented on geological mapping to lie 
directly above abandoned deep mine workings. Moving east leads to an older area of 
opencast mining from the 1960s, where less recent backfill materials were in some cases 
incorrectly logged as natural boulder clay deposits. The presentation of this information, in 
the context of a regional study allowed the conjectural line of disturbed ground to be 
included as part of the cross section. The final and most extensive zone of backfill, which is 
up to 14 metres thick, is associated with large scale mining activities working the 
Musselband, Virgin, Sourmilk, and Splint coals. The depth of opencast increases on the 
downthrown side of a 27 metre fault trending northwest, which allowed the extraction of an 
increased number of economic seams.
• The west of the section, which details an area undisturbed by opencast activities, shows 
deep deposits of brown, sandy clay overlying the Coal Measures bedrock. These drift 
deposits are between 8 and 14 metres in thickness, but in one position, located directly 
above a graben feature, this thickness locally increases to around 19 metres.
• A prominent feature of this section is the presence of open voids, associated with 
abandoned mineworkings, situated in the centre of the site. These voids, recorded as being 
between 1.5 and 1.8 metres in thickness, may indicate the continued structural integrity of 
mine driveroads beneath the site. The connection of these driveroads between coal seams, 
and across many parts of the area, may result in significant groundwater flows along these 
’major' conduits. •
• The accuracy of stratigraphic correlation achieved, decreases from the west of the cross 
section to the east. However the geological characteristics, from the west of the site to a 
position beside the East Loch is well described by the cross section. Unfortunately the 
absence of water strike information precludes the assessment of the water table 
configuration in the area.
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FIGURE 3.3 GEOLOGICAL SECTION AT THE NORTHWEST OF THE EAST LOCH
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• The two short cross sections also included on the drawing, were completed to assess the 
influence of two prominent fault zones documented in a number of abandonment plans.
The first fault, trending northwest, has a 27 metre downthrow to the north (recorded in the 
Musselband coal seam and documented in abandonment plans for the area). North of this 
fault the Musselband coal was extracted at roughly an equivalent level to the Virtuewell 
coal workings to the south. As indicated by these cross sections, not all of the coal was 
extracted, although open mineworkings, measuring 0.7 metres in thickness, were recorded 
to the south of the fault region. A prominent feature of this fault is that it appears, on the 
basis of the water observations included on the sections, to restrict groundwater flows 
across its boundary. Indeed a 'backing up' of groundwater seems to occur immediately 
south of this feature (Figure 3.3). However abandonment plans show that the mine 
workings either side of the fault region were connected by a drift mine. This feature, even if 
partly or fully collapsed, may provide a mechanism which channels groundwater flows 
through the faulted region, but only at a restricted rate of flow.
The second fault, which is shown between BH408 and BH4, is part of the fault zone that 
passes beneath the East Loch, situated directly to the east of this area. South of this fault 
region, on its downthrown side, a band of packed waste 1.3 metres thick and within 7 
metres of rockhead, is shown.
The combination of these faults results in an upthrown block of rock, with an east west 
orientation.
c) Drawing No G5:
• This detailed cross section shows the influence upon the stratigraphy imposed by the 
degree of faulting in the area, and the significant topographical changes associated with the 
extensive opencast activities. •
• The position of the major fault lines indicate a series of step faults to the west of the site, 
a graben below BHD4, and two parallel faults to the east of the site. The first of the two 
faults located at the east, which has a 47.5 metre downthrow to the west and a wide margin 
of brecciation, effectively bounds the northern and eastern edges of the East Loch. The 
most westerly fault shown, which downthrows the strata 15 metres to the west, results in a 
sudden rise in rockhead level on the upthrown side. A waste horizon 0.55 metres in 
thickness, associated with the Upper Drumgray coal seam, is recorded to be within 2 metres 
of rockhead within this upthrown area.
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• A relatively thin layer of drift deposits, ranging between 1 and 6 metres in thickness, 
overlies the bedrock to the west of the site. Moving east these natural soils are replaced by 
a succession of made ground deposits, comprising opencast waste materials, which in some 
positions 'sandwich' bands of dumped peat, associated with surface stripping operations. 
The far east of the site, predominantly on the upthrown side of the 47.5 metre fault, remains 
undisturbed by opencast activities. In this area bands of peat up to 3 metres in thickness 
overlying a narrow band of sandy clay, are positioned above a deep layer of clay. The drift 
deposits in this area, up to 14 metres in thickness, will comprise a high level of confinement 
to the upward migration of groundwaters.
• The relative position and level of the Kiltongue, Lime, and Upper Drumgray coal seams 
are shown to the west of the cross section. These seams, and the abandoned workings 
associated with them, can be partially traced through the series of step faults in this area. In 
the central part of the site the Virtuewell and Ladygrange coal seams have been identified. 
Within the prominent graben feature to the east of this area, a waste horizon has been 
identified which is associated with the Musselband coal seam (Figure 3.4). This horizon is 
above ironstone bands interspersed with a thin and 'dirty' coal, which is most probably the 
Airdrie Blackband coal and ironstone formation. On the eastern side of the graben, the 
Musselband coal outcrops at rockhead, and the upthrown block exposes a void associated 
with workings in the Virtuewell coal seam. These seams are faulted out to the east of this 
position and interpretation becomes difficult. However the coal seam shown in close 
proximity to rockhead in BHD7, is most probably the Upper Drumgray seam, which has 
been worked to the east of the fault, downthrowing 15 metres, shown at the end of the 
section.
• Extensive bands of packed waste are present across much of the area covered by the 
section. It is also notable that open voids, attributable to deep mining operations, have been 
recorded on the drillers logs as being up to 2 metres in thickness.
• The water strikes recorded in the drillers logs indicate a number of interesting features. A 
water strike was recorded when a borehole 'breached' the roof of an old working, packed 
with waste, associated with the Kiltongue (Upper leaf), coal seam. On two separate 
occasions a steady ingress of water resulted from the advancement of boreholes to a 
position directly above an abandoned working (in one case a region of packed waste, and in 
the other an open mine void). These observations relate to the west of the cross section, 
however water strikes occurred east of this area, within the zone of step faulting, in 
positions a considerable distance below abandoned mineworkings.
Water strikes were recorded in two instances, BHG and BHD6, associated with the 
breaching of thick bands of mudstone overlying sandstone. The subsequent groundwater 
response in both cases is indicative of the confining effect of the mudstone layers with their 
comparatively low intrinsic permeability.
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FIGURE 3.4 GRABEN FEATURE (Extract from Drawing No G5).
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In the centre of the site after progressing through opencast backfill materials, comprising 
predominantly of clay and shale deposits, water strikes were experienced at rockhead 
resulting in a surge of artesian pressure. In both cases where this occurred, the final rest 
water levels indicate a roughly equivalent potentiometric surface. The lateral restriction of 
groundwater flows, afforded by the fault zones either side of this area, may facilitate this 
localised zone of elevated groundwater potential.
• This cross section includes a number of monitoring borehole positions, which display a 
range of piezometric response zones, of various lengths, in different rock types. The upper 
and lower boundaries of the piezometric levels, recorded during the monitoring of these 
positions, appears to relate very well across the central and eastern parts of the site, 
indicative of a groundwater flow direction from east to west. It is notable however, that the 
piezometric levels recorded at BHD6 and BHD7 are, on average, 10 metres lower than the 
East Loch water level. The position of BHD6 is less than 60 metres from the north bank of 
the East Loch.
d) Drawing No G6:
• This section illustrates the geological characteristics at the south of the site, and the 
changes in stratigraphy evident towards the far north of the research area. The 
configuration and level of the quartz-dolerite intrusion, known to exist at the position 
indicated on the section, is purely diagrammatic.
• Towards the south, the thicker coal seams of the Middle Coal Measures, have been 
extensively mined in close proximity to rockhead (Figure 3.5). The horizons of packed 
waste achieve a considerable thickness (up to 1.7 metres), in this area. Deeper workings in 
the Lower Coal Measures are also documented at the south of the site, and the conjectural 
position of the Virtuewell and Ladygrange coal seams are shown.
• The almost continual upthrow to the northeast recorded on the faults encountered during 
mining, gradually fault out the majority of coals in the Middle Coal Measures. The main 
economic seam within this succession, worked at the north of the site, is the Musselband 
coal, which was extracted by both deep and opencast mining methods. However an 
opencast area to the north also worked, albeit locally, the Virgin, Sourmilk, and Splint coal 
seams. This area is indicated, in part, by the extensive depth of backfill materials between 
BHL and BHE. •
• The rockhead profile indicates a fall in level from the south to the north of the site. The 
extent of the predominantly sandy clay soil cover is well illustrated, as is its localised 
interruption by opencast activities. A prominent hollow in the rockhead profile, directly 
above a large fault position, is situated below BH192. This hollow is most probably
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attributable to erosion processes acting on the highly fractured rocks associated with the 
faulting process.
• Although bands of packed waste and open mine voids are a common feature throughout 
the site, this section indicates a number of positions where it is highly likely that the 'closure' 
of mineworkings has occurred. This is well illustrated in BHD5 and BHD2 which, as they 
were carefully and accurately logged, facilitate a high degree of correlation between these 
positions. The cross section shows the relative position of a worked seam between these 
boreholes, indicating the presence of an open mine void to the north and a highly fractured 
band of mudstone to the south, along a coincident line of bedding. A high level of 
confidence can therefore be placed upon the description of the latter position, as a 'closed' 
working (see Chapter 2, Figure 2.19). Other highly broken zones of rock recorded in this 
area are shown on the section by a symbol ('B'), and may be indicative of either closed 
workings, or subsidence associated with a lower level of mining activity.
If voids cease to exist along the line of an abandoned driveroad, either suddenly by collapse 
or slowly by heaving processes, then an array of 'channels' may be closed for groundwater 
flows. However, the areas along the former driveroads that still remain open, may 
collectively facilitate subsurface reservoirs for groundwater storage.
• Water observations for the south of the site were minimal, and comments by drillers made 
at various periods in time, relative to different ground investigation contracts, cannot be 
confidently used to infer relationships between one position and another. However, a 
groundwater monitoring borehole (BH8), in this area, indicates piezometric levels no 
greater than 175m A.O.D. The response zone at this position is coincident with the 
brecciated margin of a major fault zone. Previous investigations to the south of this 
position record 'dry* conditions to a level of around 168m A.O.D.
• To the north of the site, three monitoring borehole positions provide the information 
necessary to assess the groundwater regime. In this area a prominent 6 metre thick band of 
sandstone, passes beneath the backfilled zone of opencast operations. Two piezometric 
response zones have been installed within this sandstone band (BHL and BHD5), and 
groundwater levels at these positions display a general similarity (see Figure 2.19). It is 
notable however that water strikes were recorded at different stratigraphic positions for 
each borehole.
BHE indicates a slightly elevated groundwater level which may infer, if all monitoring 
positions are linked to the same body of groundwater, that the flow direction is towards the 
south. At this position (BHE), a water strike was experienced at rockhead, which almost 
rose to the equivalent groundwater level measured from the subsequent piezometer 
installation at depth. The comparison of rest water levels, associated with water strikes 
recorded in this area, is also indicative of a general flow direction to the south.
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FIGURE 3.5 GEOLOGICAL SECTION AT THE SOUTH OF THE SITE
(Extract from Drawing No G6).
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Drawing No G7:
• This drawing shows a number of short, but detailed, cross sections located at the east 
side of the East Loch. The only exception to this is the section between BH303 and 
BH306, which is situated, along the predominant dip direction to the north, to the 
southwest of the loch feature. This section shows a band of packed waste, associated with 
workings in the Virtuewell coal seam, known to continue beneath and across the boundaries 
of the East Loch.
• The section between BH316 and BH252, which is parallel to the eastern shoreline of the 
East Loch, indicates the sudden change in stratigraphy afforded by a large fault. A heavy 
surge of water was experienced in BH252, which is possibly associated with the brecciated 
margin on the downthrown side of the fault.
• The three remaining cross sections, whilst largely devoid of water observations, are 
sufficiently detailed to identify each of the coal seams shown. These parallel cross sections, 
indicate the high degree of faulting in the area. The level of geological interpretation 
achieved by the use of 'accurate' borehole logs, supplemented with a knowledge of fault 
positions, and characteristics of the stratigraphy, is well illustrated in the section between 
BH251 and BH258 (Figure 3.6).
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FIGURE 3.6 GEOLOGICAL SECTION TO THE EAST OF THE EAST LOCH
(Extract from Drawing No G7).
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3.2.3 Physical factors affecting groundwater flows.
3.2.3.1 Ground investigation works.
Improperly plugged boreholes and excavations, may artificially create vertical 
conduits between hydrogeologically separated bands of strata [AVCI, 1992], This will 
certainly constitute a major influence upon groundwater behaviour across the Greengairs 
area, due to the extensive drilling and mining operations that have taken place. Although in 
the case of drilling operations, measures are taken to plug boreholes above old mine 
workings, achieving an effective seal is extremely difficult. This is further compounded by 
localised effects surrounding the drilled hole in the soft rocks of the Coal Measures. The 
extent of the drilling operations that have taken place in the area is indicated on Drawing 
No's FI and F2.
3.2.3.2 Mine workings.
By far the largest influence on the groundwater behaviour at Greengairs, will be the 
subsurface, and in some instances surface, characteristics either directly, or indirectly, linked 
to the extensive mining operations. Studies of groundwater flow through, and into, 
abandoned mine workings in coal measures rocks, have been made by numerous researchers 
[HOBBA, 1981., CIFELLI and RAUCH, 1986., ALDOUS, SMART and BLACK, 1986., 
HARPER, OLYPHANT and HARTKE, 1990., XIAO, IRVIN and FARMER, 1991., 
YOUNGER, 1995]. Observations made during these 'prominent' studies include the 
following;
• When subject to groundwater rebound, the gravitational flow of water in the unsaturated 
zone is impeded by the seat earth clays underlying the coal seams. Although usually 
extracted during mine roadway formation, these low permeability clays are largely retained 
during mining within the extracted coal panels. Flows are subsequently directed downdip, 
on the seatearth surface, into small streams along the abandoned road driveways.
• Tracer tests, conducted in flooded mine workings, have shown that flows are 
concentrated into major conduits, such as the abandoned road driveways.
• Few extensive workings greater than 10 years old are open, although many main 
roadways are still accessible after 125 years. Many of these roadways were walled with 
blocks of sandstone.
• Abandoned driveroads and collapsed panels comprise levels of relatively high 
permeability material which will facilitate groundwater flows across the area. This is as 
equally applicable to the dense, tightly packed waste horizons as well as the looser waste/fill 
materials attributable to subsidence and/or mining methods employed.
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• Subsidence associated with abandoned mines, may increase the permeability of the rock 
strata for more than 100 metres above the mined level.
• With the exception of some thicker and coarser sandstones, unmined coal measures strata 
are rarely very permeable.
• The flows that occur during groundwater rebound, subject to steep hydraulic gradients, 
will almost certainly deviate from laminar flow conditions.
• If aquifer rocks are known to comprise the predominant strata above longwall faces, then 
heavy inflows of water may occur. These inflows are dependent upon the proportion of 
weak, low permeability rocks in the region above the worked face. If this proportion is 
above 30%, within a 30 metre rock zone directly above the face, then these inflows are less 
likely to occur.
• Bed separation in strong sandstone rocks, directly above abandoned workings, may 
facilitate the formation of water 'reservoirs', which if connected to 'high pressure aquifer 
sources', can cause heavy inflows upon the partial roof collapse of a working. This 
mechanism is analogous to methane gas, originating from worked coal seams, trapped 
within the roof strata above flooded abandoned mine driveroads. This pressurised gas may 
displace groundwater, and upon release can result in a sudden fall in groundwater levels.
The series of overlays, showing abandonment plan details relative to each worked 
coal seam, provide a graphical history of deep mining operations in the Greengairs area 
(Drawing No's B1 to B7 inclusive). Although many older and relatively shallow mines 
remain unrecorded, the overlays provide the most efficient means of assessing the 
disturbance, and potential pathways for groundwater flows, afforded by the mining 
activities, at a variety of stratigraphic levels.
Workings in the Virtuewell seam (Drawing No's B1 and B5), show the irregular, 
dentritic pattern characteristic of early mining techniques, where coal was extracted by 
hand-drawn, advancing shortwall methods. The solid lines shown on the overlays, represent 
the network of roadways associated with these workings, and indicate the high degree of 
connectivity between workings beneath the East Loch, and those situated to the south of 
the site. Smaller and older areas of workings to the west of the site, are largely isolated 
from those to the east. Musselband and Virtuewell coal workings to the north of the site, 
are bounded by the zone of altered strata associated with the large dyke, and the fault 
patterns in the area.
Drawing No's B2 and B6 show the extensive workings associated with the 
Ladygrange coal seam. This coal was extracted at the northwest of the site by stoop and 
room mining methods, but longwall techniques predominate across the remaining areas of
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the site. A high degree of connectivity, afforded by a network of access roadways, is 
evident throughout these workings.
The close proximity between the Kiltongue and Upper Drumgray coal seams, often 
led to the combined, but staged, extraction of both coals, through a constantly expanding 
network of longwall workings. These two seams were linked by 'blind' pits (subsurface 
shafts linking coal seams), and drift mines at a number of positions across the coalfield. The 
extent of these workings, and the potential pathways deep within the Coal Measures strata, 
for groundwater movements across most of the site, is well illustrated on Drawing No's B3, 
B4 and B7.
Stoop and room methods can only be employed to a limiting depth, at which point 
the roof pressure approaches the compressive strength of the coal. When this point is 
reached stoops are liable to be crushed, and coal forced out into the roadways. BANKS 
[1951], suggests that the limiting depth is approximately 500 yards (457 metres). However 
this method is generally only suitable for coal seams greater than 1.2 metres (4 feet), in 
thickness, and alternative modes of working are usually adopted for thinner seams. The 
adoption of this method at the northwest of the site, was linked to the shallow depth of the 
Ladygrange coal, and the variable condition of the overlying strata. As the majority of 
worked seams at Greengairs were thin (generally less than one metre), the predominant 
method of working was longwall. Abandoned, but relatively intact, stoop and room 
workings can act as subsurface reservoirs of a considerable size. If the conditions relative 
to the extent of the workings, formation dip, and geometric form are suitable, then 
significant hydraulic storage areas may be present at depth within the strata.
Investigation of shortwall mining methods in the Lanarkshire Coalfield, by EVANS 
and LAWRENCE [1988], found, as a consequence of their site investigation, that the 
roadway positions documented on mine abandonment plans, were an accurate 
representation of the confirmed network of roadways in the underlying workings. Open 
voids, associated with these abandoned driveroads, were recorded in this study as being 
between 1.2 and 2.0 metres deep. In longwall workings the dimensions of the roadways 
vary from between 1.8 to 3.0 metres in width, with a roadway height of at least 1.6 metres 
[KERR, 1914].
The condition of abandoned workings beneath the site will determine the degree to 
which waste horizons, voids, and access roadways influence groundwater movements. The 
collation of 'evidence' associated with deep mining activities at Greengairs, from a large 
number of borehole logs, led to the compilation of Drawing No G10. This drawing details 
the description, position, thickness, base level, and coal seam, corresponding to recorded 
waste horizons, voids, closed workings, and highly fractured 'roof strata. The cluster of 
'observations' to the northwest of the site shown on the drawing, is a reflection of the large 
number of exploratory holes in this area, and does not imply a marked increase in the 
intensity of subsurface mining associated features. It does however illustrate the significant 
disturbance to the underlying strata, which still contains open voids bounded by highly 
permeable zones of waste and/or fractured rocks.
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It seems reasonable to conclude that the characteristics of the various worked 
seams, known to vary across different parts of the site, will be indicative of the physical size 
of subsurface feature still in existence. The characteristics of each of the coal seams worked 
in the area, are shown on Drawing No Dl. An extract from this drawing is included below 
(Figure 3.7), and Table 3.1 presents this information as a series of notes, which attributes 
the recorded features of a worked seam to a particular area of the site. The location and 
thickness of open voids encountered during drilling works, associated with abandoned mine 
workings, are shown in Table 3.2. This table illustrates that open mine voids up to 2.4 
metres in thickness exist beneath the site. These details provided a means at a later stage in 
the research, of inputting accurate 'channel' sizes, representative of mine driveroads, into a 
pipe network computer model.
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FIGURE 3.7 SEAM CHARACTERISTICS (Extract from Drawing No Dl).
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TABLE 3.1 SEAM CHARACTERISTICS:
COAL SEAM: SIZE OF 




MUSSELBAND 1.04 791706 Removal of mudstone above to give 
competent sandstone roof. 
Underlain by mudstone and fireclay.
2.46 797701 Coals are separated by a thicker band 




GENERAL NOTES: Varies in seam thickness (0.25 - 0.36). 
Overlain and underlain by coal.
(0.13 above and 0.36 below).
VIRTUE WELL 0.94 782694 Sandstone roof.
1.14 786699 Sandstone roof.
2.00 788703 Thick coal with thin sandstone roof 
and 0.5m of mudstone above.
Removal of this strata in order to reach 
a thicker band of sandstone made for a 
larger working.
1.50 789706 Mudstone above mostly removed.
1.00* 796703 Thick band of mudstone above. 
How much was removed to stabilise 
the working, is not known.
1.63 795699 Mudstone 'breaking' documented in 
mine plan.
LADYGRANGE 0.36* 785700 Seam overlain by mudstone.
0.71* 788703
789703
Thin coal above the main seam which 
is a feature of this seam in most areas 
of the site.
(Seam thicknesses fairly uniform 
between 0.35 and 0.46).
KILTONGUE 0.51 781701 Upper Kiltongue. Sandstone roof.
0.56* 781701 Lower Kiltongue. Mudstone roof. 
(2.5 m between seams).
0.87 783701
784703
Mudstone roof. Dimension given for 
'brushing'.
1.12 GENERAL Two seams separated by fireclay.
UPPER 0.48* 782696 Mudstone roof.
DRUMGRAY 0.56-0.81 783701 Small band of mudstone above 
removed to provide sandstone roof.
0.43 800702 Sandstone roof.
* The value given is not inclusive of mudstone removal in the roof of the working. This 
practice was necessary, particularly with soft mudstones, for stability reasons.
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TABLE 3.2 ABANDONED OPEN MINE WORKINGS:








































NOTE: Compiled from information shown on Drawing No G10 
(Subsurface Mining Associated Features).
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The very number of shafts marked on mining maps relative to the Central Coalfield 
of Scotland, indicate that 'they were sunk and abandoned with comparative frequency' 
[DUCKHAM, 1970]. This is certainly true with regard to the Greengairs area which is 
littered with abandoned shafts and adits. The recorded positions of these features across the 
site are shown on Drawing No G9. In many cases the depths to underlying coal seams are 
detailed, which, for many of the 'major' colliery positions, is indicative of the connection by 
shaft, or drift mine, of a variety of worked coals at different stratigraphic levels. A number 
of 'blind' pits are also documented, as are the locations of air pits essential to maintain 
ventilation by convection. Information regarding the composition and size of abandoned 
shafts in the area was minimal. In addition, the consolidation and/or capping of a number of 
these positions may have taken place upon closure of the mine collieries, or at a later date 
during restoration works subsequent to opencast operations.
KERR [1914], in his technical handbook for miners, provides a useful insight into 
the determining factors concerning shaft position and size;
• The size of a shaft depended upon the daily output of coal, the lifespan of the coalfield 
(lease or exhaustion), the distance of seams from the surface, the amount of water to be 
pumped, and the size of the 'tubs' employed for hauling the coal.
• For small outputs (300-400 tons/day), working up to depths of 200 yards (183m), a 
typical shaft would measure 10-11 feet (3-3.35 metres), in diameter, or if rectangular, 14-15 
feet (4.27-4.57 metres), by 5.5-6 feet (1.68-1.83 metres). For deeper workings, between 
600-800 yards (548-731 metres), below the surface, this size would increase to 20-25 feet 
in diameter (6.1-7.62 metres), or 26-28 feet (7.92-8.53 metres), by 11-12 feet (3.35-3.36 
metres). The majority of shafts employed in this part of Scotland were rectangular, 
although in some cases elliptical shafts were sunk.
• The shaft was generally sunk as near to the centre of the coalfield as possible. If in an 
area requiring extensive pumping operations, the shaft would be positioned to have as much 
of the working area to the rise as possible. In 'dry' mines the opposite was adopted as 
haulage was cheaper from the 'dip workings'.
Investigative work by this author, in the Glasgow District, associated with 
mineworkings of a similar age, type, and working depth, indicated a striking similarity in the 
reported sizes of abandoned mine shafts in this area. In many cases, these rectangular shafts 
measured 3.66 metres by 1.83 metres (12 feet x 6 feet). It was a common practise in this 
area to erect timber staging at a position within the shaft, above which infilling took place. 
This however, led in many case to the eventual decay of the timber, resulting in a collapse of 
the infill material comprising colliery spoil, demolition rubble, wood and soil.
These features may, in a similar manner to investigative bores sunk across the site, 
comprise vertical conduits for groundwater flow. However the main difference between a 
badly sealed borehole, and a partly consolidated shaft position, is one of size. The location
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of two abandoned shafts beneath the East Loch, known to have been sunk to the Virtuewell 
coal workings a significant distance (25-30 metres), below the base level of the feature, may 
facilitate the interaction of surface waters with the underlying groundwater regime.
Although a large number of mine adits have been recorded, predominantly at the 
northwest of the site, opencast operations will have destroyed many of these features. 
However some adits will still exist, in a partly or fully collapsed form, which may facilitate a 
direct link to zones of shallow mineworkings. If these features behave in a manner 
analogous to a french drain structure, then during a period of prolonged and heavy rainfall, 
a localised recharge of the groundwater regime may occur. These positions may lead to the 
formation of infiltration mounds, afforded by the relative extent of the mineworkings, with a 
life cycle proportional to the duration and intensity of the storm event, and the intrinsic 
permeability of the surrounding strata.
The Coal Measures have evoked a number of detailed investigations, linking soft 
rock characteristics to rock mechanics theory, enabling improved design methods relative to 
underground mining operations, to be developed [THILL and JESSOP, 1982., WILSON,
1983., RAKOWSKI, FIALOVA, POLACEK et al, 1990]. These studies have inevitably led 
to the development of numerical models, aimed at predicting stratigraphic deformation 
following coal extraction, e.g. SUMMERS and JEFFERY [1992]. However the degree of 
variability in Coal Measures strata, makes the prediction of the nature, extent, and 
mechanism associated with void migration and subsidence, above abandoned workings, 
particularly difficult. During extensive investigative studies into collapse mechanisms, 
associated with roof strata above open mine voids, EVANS and LAWRENCE [1988], 
made the following observations;
• Clearly defined bed separation often occurs in competent bands of sandstone.
• Random or laminae Assuring develops in mudrocks.
• Horizontal planes can promote collapse by bed separation and parting.
• Converging sub-vertical jointing can either lead to block falls, or wedging effects 
which assist in the support of the roof strata.
• Spalling of the rock material, promoted by Assuring and the enlargement of 
discontinuities, gradually infills the original void leading to a vertical void migration.
• The resultant void reduces in size, by 'bulking' processes, and may eventually 
reach the ground surface where a 'crown-hole' may develop.
A number of these features are shown in Figure 3.8, which details various forms of 
strata deformation, associated with poor roof support, in a mined horizon.
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Ribside Pack o f Previous Face
FIGURE 3.8 STRATA DEFORMATION ASSOCIATED WITH INADEQUATE ROOF 
SUPPORT [AFTER FERRARI AND WARDELL, 1951],
The extent of subsidence effects, both below and at the ground surface, is described 
by the 'angle of draw'. This is the angle between the line joining the edge of the worked 
area, to the limit of subsidence.
FIGURE 3.9 CONFIGURATION OF SUBSIDENCE IN AN INCLINED SEAM 
[AFTERFERRARI AND WARDELL, 1951].
The 'angle of draw' is dependent upon the nature of the strata and the dip amount of 
the strata in relation to the workings [FERRARI and WARDELL, 1951], The differing 
proportions of rock types in Coal Measures strata can lead to a significant variation in this 
angle. Ferrari and Wardell make the observation that angles as little as 5 degrees, and as 
much as 45 degrees, have been recorded in mined Coal Measures rocks.
The three main types of subsidence, associated with abandoned mineworkings, are 
shown in Figure 3.10.
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FIGURE 3.10 PIT, TROUGH AND SHAFT SUBSIDENCE 
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Apart from the obvious constraints to development afforded by these forms of 
subsidence effects, the localised changes to permeability relative to collapsed and highly 
fractured zones of strata, will affect groundwater movements. Opencast activities may 
further 'aggravate' these processes and create hydraulic links to fractured zones directly 
above a mined horizon, by the generation of an additional zone of fracturing, emanating 
from the pavement level of the surface mine. This is a very important hypothesis with 
regard to this study, as the East Loch comprises a large opencast void known to have been 
extensively undermined. Fracturing processes, at depth and from the surface, may facilitate 
through a highly fractured and permeable zone of rock, a direct interaction between surface 
and subsurface waters. This is also equally applicable to the 'pond' features evident at the 
northwest of the site, and a small number of hydrological features that may be directly 
linked to subsidence events.
3.2.3.3 Faults.
Faults are often interpreted, in groundwater investigations, as being impermeable 
barriers to lateral flows, but they often act as water containers, which if they extend far 
below the surface allow the ascent of deeper groundwater. Many springs owe their 
existence to the damming effects of faults, but many others are the outlets of waterways that 
follow faults, which can in the case of the latter, produce large yields [MEINZER, 1923].
An excellent study of fault/fluid flow behaviour by LOGAN [1992], led to a number 
of observations which include;
a) A fault zone is characterised by highly fractured rock.
b) Within the fault zone, generally close to one or both boundaries, thin regions 
of highly comminuted fault gouge are found.
c) Porosity and permeability of the gouge zone, on a microscale, are (in relation to 
most sedimentary materials), 95% below those of the country rock.
d) The fractured outer zone may have significantly higher permeability than the country 
rock.
Based upon these observations it is reasonable to conclude that flows across fault 
regions may be impeded, but enhancement of flows parallel to the line of the fault may be 
induced. In simple terms faults may act as both barrier and conduit. Underground 
catchments can be controlled by regional fault patterns, where each individual fault block 
forms a drainage area [WESTERMANN, 1981]. The large faults which constitute 
boundaries with respect to these fault blocks, are fed by the catchment, predominantly, on 
their downthrown side.
The facility of the brecciated zone of a fault to transmit, or store, groundwater is 
well known. In some cases if this 'zone' is broken a very heavy ingress of water may be 
experienced. Upon exposure of the Ochil fault at the Westfield opencast site in Fife,
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considerable quantities of'fault' water entered the pit [ROBINS, 1990]. A similar heavy 
inflow of water, associated with the breaching of a 12.7 metre fault at Greengairs, led to the 
flooding of an opencast excavation, which necessitated the cessation of mining operations 
and in time created the East Loch feature. Abandonment plans, which detail Virtuewell coal 
workings in this area, also record flooding and water troubles in close proximity to this fault 
zone.
The transmission of groundwater along a fault is inextricably linked to the thickness 
of the highly fractured brecciated zone, and the physical characteristics of the breccia itself. 
Studies of faulting have been completed which attempt to link the breccia thickness to the 
fault displacement, relative to a variety of rock types. ROBERTSON [1987], concluded 
that although credible relationships between fault displacement and strike length do exist, 
further studies are required to determine, in quantitative terms, the effects of 'many' 
parameters on the 'amount and kind of brecciation'. WESTERMANN [1981], in addition to 
establishing ratios of fault throw to length, observed the proportionality between the throw 
on a fault and its hydraulic conductivity. Westermann also made the point that 'if a fault 
'dies' out vertically as well as laterally', then the resulting fracture pattern would resemble a 
large penny shaped 'Griffiths' crack.
The position, persistence, and throw amount of faults, encountered during deep 
mining operations, were often recorded on abandonment plans. Drawing No G8 presents 
this information and distinguishes between the various worked seams in which each fault 
was encountered. The conjectural surface patterns of the major fault positions at rockhead, 
as detailed on geological maps, are also shown. The 'pattern' of faulting detailed on the 
drawing is indicative of two separate fault systems, with the following strike directions;
• Northwest - southeast
• East - west
The predominant strike direction is northwest-southeast, but the limited number of 
east-west orientated faults* effect a 'control' upon the position of the northwest striking 
faults. A study of 142 faults in the Central Coalfield of Scotland, in an area of ground 
comprising Coal Measures [ANDERSON, 1951], established the relative ages of these two 
prominent fault systems. The termination, and in some case deflection, of members of the 
northwest series by east-west faults, infers the northwest series to be the 'later' of the two 
systems. This characteristic of the two fault systems is shown in Figure 3.11, which details 
the fault patterns recorded at the south of the site.
The relative position of faults across the research area, as recorded at different 
stratigraphic levels, indicate that the majority are normal faults. This would be expected as 
both systems of faulting are related to separate periods of pressure relief in all horizontal 
directions. However, a small number of thrust and/or wrench faults were observed in one 
rock exposure at the far south of the site, although its inaccessible position precluded direct
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FIGURE 3.11 FAULT PATTERNS AT THE SOUTH OF THE SITE (Extract from Drawing No G8).
measurements to be made of these features. Calculations of dip angle, corresponding to 
most fault positions, was subject to error inherited from the inaccurate positioning of faults 
on abandonment plans. As very few faults were exposed to facilitate direct measurement, 
these plotted positions remained the only Viable' indication of dip angle. The study of the 
East Loch area, completed prior to the ground investigation, provided values of the angle of 
dip corresponding to the two major faults in this area. As shown in Figure 2.17 (Chapter
2), the 12.8 metre fault, at the south of cross section YY, has a dip angle of around 47 
degrees, while the visibly steeper 47.5 metre fault, to the north, forms a dip angle of 
approximately 67 degrees.
In some instances a fault was recorded, at various stratigraphic levels, which 
indicated a change in both throw and persistence. In addition, in a small number of cases, 
conflicting throw directions were documented, although these may be the result of incorrect 
seam interpretation by the mining surveyor responsible for compiling the abandonment plan. 
The throw amount, persistence, and strike direction details of 159 fault positions, recorded 
in a variety of coal seams, were input into a spreadsheet program In some cases a fault was 
described, and subsequently input, a number of times, relative to observations in different 
levels of working. The conjectural surface positions of faults shown on geological maps 
have not been included.
Figure 3.12 shows the graphical relationship between strike direction and the 
persistence of these faults. The cluster of data points indicate the predominant strike 
direction as northwest-southeast, although a small number of north-south faults are shown, 
in addition to the 'older' but less frequent east-west faults. Out of the 24 fault positions with 
a persistence greater than 300 metres, 22 form part of the northwest-southeast system of 
faulting.
The relationship between fault throw and persistence is shown on Figure 3.13. This 
graph suggests that based upon this data, there is no connection between these two fault 
characteristics in Middle and Lower Coal Measures rocks. Indeed there is a considerable 
number of persistent faults with very small throw values. The persistence of northwest 
faults in this area, is largely controlled by the relative position of earlier faults associated 
with the east-west fault system. These older faults, in addition to often 'blocking' and 
terminating the northwest faults, are also known to deflect the fault orientation, and 
subsequently alter, and often increase, the throw amount of faults associated with this 
subsequent phase of faulting [ANDERSON, 1951]. It follows that the adoption of fault 
throw to length ratios, must be subject to the conditions imposed by the 'regional' geological 
characteristics. These regional conditions that can, as in this case, effect an erratic but 
'definite' control upon fault character, may preclude the use of 'general' relationships. 
Studies attempting to link fault throw, persistence, breccia type and thickness, as a means to 
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Drawing No G8 provides evidence to suggest that the change in throw amount with 
stratigraphic depth, may comprise a fracture pattern which will resemble an elliptical crack. 
This is conditional upon the assumption that these changes indicate the 'dying out' of a fault, 
along the fault plane. However in some cases faults exhibit the tendency to decrease, and 
subsequently increase, their throw amount, quite arbitrarily, with increasing depth. This is 
shown in Figure 3.14 which details a fault, recorded in four coal seams, that decreases from 
a throw of 0.76 to 0.61 metres, between the Virtuewell and Ladygrange coal seams, and 
then increases in throw amount to 0.76 and 0.91 metres in the Kiltongue and Upper 
Drumgray coal seams respectively. The repeated expansion and contraction of the fractured 
zones associated with these changes in throw would invalidate, in this instance, the analogy 
to the 'Griffith' form of crack.
In a horizontal direction this 'dying out' of a fault would result in a decrease in throw 
amount along its length. This feature is evident on Drawing No G8, but further studies of a 
considerable number of fault patterns would be required to ascertain if the 'erratic' change in 
throw, that can occur with depth, can also occur along the strike of a fault. The stress 
conditions that can impose these erratic changes, may also directly affect many forms of 
discontinuity inherent within the rock structure. These features may question the validity of 
modelling flows, in fracture dominated coal measures strata, by the statistical generation of 
elliptical fracture patterns.
The complexities of the hydrogeological characteristics afforded by faults, are 
compounded in this instance by extensive mine workings. A hydraulic barrier thought to be 
provided by a fault (or indeed any geological structure), may be entirely negated, 
conceptually, by the presence of intact driveroads driven through the fault region. This is 
certainly true of this area, as the study of abandonment plans provided conclusive evidence 
that these driveroads do exist. These 'conduits' may confine flow patterns through a series 
of particular routes, and influence the groundwater potential variations across the site, 
which will be further compounded by the relative permeabilities of the surrounding rocks.
The combination of heavily faulted and extensively mined Coal Measures strata at 
Greengairs, may induce differential movements along fault planes of a considerable 
magnitude. In an excellent study into the effect of faulting on mining subsidence LEE 
[1966], makes the following observations;
• Differential movement on a fault plane can be caused by the first workings near the fault.
• Once this movement has occurred, further workings in the area may cause renewed 
movement out of all proportion to the thickness and extent of the extraction.
• The likelihood of movement is not influenced by the depth of the seam but mainly by the 
position of the face.
• Workings beneath the hade of the fault are more likely to cause movements.
• The differential movement, although predominantly vertical, can also be accompanied by 
lateral and horizontal displacements.
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FIGURE 3.14 FAULT PATTERNS SHOWING THE VARIATION IN THROW AMOUNT WITH DEPTH (Extract from Drawing No G8).
The mining activities at Greengairs, in close proximity to major fault positions, were 
often at a multitude of levels. In many cases a considerable time period existed between the 
cessation of mining in one coal seam, and the extraction of coal at a lower level. 
Differential movements, such as those described above, will have undoubtedly occurred. 
This may account for the 'erratic' changes in throw amount recorded at a variety of levels, 
and referred to earlier in this section. In the example shown in Figure 3.14, movements 
induced by previous mining activities close to the fault, may have resulted in a further and 
more substantial movement when worked at a later date. Further investigative studies 
would be required to link changes in throw amount along fault planes, to the position and 
relative level of abandoned mineworkings.
3.2.3.4 Dykes.
ANDERSON [1951], provides evidence that the 'eras of intrusion and faulting' (in 
the Central Coalfield of Scotland), 'were not mutually exclusive, but to some extent 
overlapped'. The period of pressure relief) in late Carboniferous or early Permian times, 
although present in all horizontal directions, was greatest from north to south. This resulted 
in the east-west system of faulting, which was followed by the intrusion, along the faulted 
zones, of a series of parallel quartz-dolerite dykes. The Bedlay-Greengairs dyke and a 
parallel but smaller dyke, situated at the north of the site, are components of this 'era' of 
intrusion.
The latter system of faulting, northwest-southeast, believed to be of Tertiary age, 
'cut' many of these dykes and the related quartz-dolerite sills to which the former act as 
'feeders' [ANDERSON, 1951]. Although this system of faulting was accompanied by a 
series of north-westerly dykes, only a small number of these features occur in the Central 
Coalfield of Scotland, and none are recorded within the site boundary.
Dykes almost invariably constitute impermeable structures to groundwater flows, 
afforded primarily by their low intrinsic permeability. The line of the two quartz-dolerite 
dykes, detailed on geological maps, that exist at the north of the site, may comprise a 'no 
flow1 boundary condition in this area. Evidence of the lateral distribution of these intrusions 
within the strata, is provided, in part, by records of 'burnt' coal shown on abandonment 
plans. However as pointed out by KERR [1914], coal which is sometimes designated on 
colliery plans as 'burnt', may in fact be 'calcareous' coal.
A number of authors have described the partial replacement of strata within the Coal 
Measures by carbonate minerals. MYKURA [1965], records a number of cases where small 
igneous intrusions have, in addition to converting the adjoining coal seams to 'coke', been 
partly or completely altered to white trap. This conversion, which occurs at low 
temperatures, is associated with 'organic gases distilled from carbonaceous material'. The 
formation of a 'residual fluid high in calcium bicarbonate' leads to calcite deposition in joints
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and vesicles. As noted by FRANCIS, READ et al [1970], these effects, combined with the 
reddening of the strata due to oxidation processes, are often recorded by miners as burnt' 
horizons.
A study of the abandonment plans and supplementary information gained 
throughout the site investigation stage, led to the following observations;
• Both dykes appear to persist, along a predominantly vertical attitude, through all 
of the worked coal seams in the area.
• There is no evidence to suggest the presence of small, localised, concordant 
intrusions associated with either of the documented dyke features.
• There is no evidence to suggest the breaching' of either dykes at depth, to 
facilitate a link between workings known to be situated on both sides of these 
features.
• The boundaries of these coal workings, on both sides of the dykes, are 'controlled' 
by the horizons of altered strata and the margins of'spoilt' coal.
The proximity of these intrusions relative to the surface is largely unknown, but the 
smaller intrusion has undoubtedly altered the 'line' of the Cameron Bum, at the point where 
it intersects the B803 at Greengairs. The larger intrusion was proven during the 
construction of a bridge along the line of the railway to the far east of the site.
Although the smaller intrusion terminates at the junction of a fault region, the larger 
dyke, the Bedlay-Greengairs Dyke, is of a considerable persistence in 'regional' terms (i.e. 
over 18 kms). If this feature forms a lateral barrier to flows, then groundwater will be 
diverted either to the east, or to the west, of the site. Depending on the facility for these 
waters to 'divert' along fractured zones, joints, packed waste horizons, brecciated 
boundaries of faults, and mine driveroads, the dyke may result in elevated potentiometric 
levels immediately to the south of its boundary. Conversely this 'regional' feature may 
divert large quantities of groundwater along its southern margin, until a combination of 
favourable hydraulic and physical conditions, permit the transmission of groundwater to the 
south. This 'model' would be further compounded by the influence of the extensive fault 




The frequency, orientation, connectivity and aperture size of fractures, will heavily 
influence the mechanism for groundwater flows within a rock mass. In worked coal 
measures strata, groundwater movements may occur as a combination of the following;
a) Major flows along abandoned, but still intact, mine driveroads and shafts.
b) Major flows through abandoned, but intact stoop and room workings.
b) Flows through loosely or tightly packed zones of mine waste.
c) Flows along the brecciated margins of fault zones.
d) Flows through highly fractured bands of sandstone, siltstone, mudstone and coal.
e) Seepage through 'intact' bands of sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone.
The relative magnitude of these 'mechanisms' for groundwater flow is illustrated in 
the table below, which presents permeability values recorded during the ground 
investigation stage, and data documented in previous studies.
TABLE 3.3 PERMEABILITY VALUES FOR NATURAL AND MANMADE 
HORIZONS IN WORKED COAL MEASURES ROCKS
Description Average Permeability (m/s)
Packed waste 1.5xl0-3 [1]
Fault breccia 6.5 x 10-« [1]
(outer margin of brecciated zone) 
Sandstone (fractured) 3.2 x 10-6 [1]
Mudstone (fractured) 4 x 10 -7 [1]
Mudstone and broken coal 1.6 x 10-6 [1]
Coal (intact) Vertical: 2 x 10*7 [2]
Sandstone (intact)
Horizontal: 1 x 10 l [2] 
0.29- 6 x  10 n [3]
NOTES: 1. Packer test results. 2. REDDISH and SMITH [1982]. 3. LOUIS [1969].
This section examines the fracture characteristics of the various components of the 
rock mass within the research area. The primary mechanism for groundwater movements in 
the area, will relate to the artificial features associated with deep mining activities. Open 
channel flows up to 5 litres/sec, directed downdip along abandoned driveroads, were 
documented by ALDOUS, SMART, and BLACK [1986]. However the properties and 
characteristics of the fractures, inherent within the 'overall' system, will facilitate a 
secondary level of pathways for groundwater flow. The ratio of artificial, subsurface 
features, beneficial to fluid movements, to the fracture dominated flowpaths within unmined 
strata, will determine the 'weighting' that can be applied to the influence of each mechanism 
for flow.
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The long and complex history associated with even single fractures, in relation to 
stress, pressure, and temperature variations and their corresponding influence on strain rate, 
makes the statistical nature of such systems erratic and modelling difficult [GABRIELSEN,
1990]. Many researchers have studied the factors that influence fracture spacing in a variety 
of rock types. The relative intensity, geometry, and characteristics of these fractures, will 
be the major influence upon the permeability of the rock mass. LADEIRA and PRICE
[1981], established empirical relationships between fracture spacing and bed thickness, for 
greywacke and limestone rocks. A more comprehensive study by NARR and SUPPE 
[1991], investigated the proportionality between joint spacing and bed thickness in 
sedimentary deposits. The rock types studied indicated a log-normal frequency distribution 
of the joint spacing data, and the observation was made that soft, non-cohesive mudstones 
do not have regular joint sets. RIVES, RAZACK et al, [1992], suggest that the 'initiation 
of fractures according to a random process could explain real joint spacing distributions'.
Information concerning the fracture characteristics of the Coal Measures strata at 
Greengairs, was obtained from the surface mapping of a number of rock exposures, and the 
logging of rock core drilled during the ground investigation. The geological mapping of 
five rock exposures at the site (Outcrop I to V inclusive), provided a total of 147 groups of 
measurements detailing the characteristics of 122 joints, 18 bedding planes, and 7 shear 
zones. Field data sheets detailing the nature and orientation of these discontinuities are 
included, in full, together with an Outcrop location plan, in Appendix B.
A period of drought, throughout the late summer and early autumn of 1994, led to 
the 'drying up' of a number of flooded opencast voids at the south of the site. This led to 
the exposure, at the base of one large void, of a small stretch of fine to medium grained buff 
sandstone (Outcrop I). This exposure displayed evidence of faulting along many parts of its 
length, with slickensided and striated surfaces, accompanied by calcite and/or dolomite 
mineralisation along faces of the shear planes (see Plate 3.1). Folding of the rock structure 
was also evident at this location. Measurements at this position revealed a series of 
movements in this area, indicative of small faults striking between 102 degrees and 152 
degrees. This range of figures, describing strike direction, is associated with the regional 
system of faulting roughly trending northwest. The shear planes, visible at this exposure, 
vary in dip amount from 62 to 86 degrees with a direction of dip to the northeast.
Measurements of bedding plane characteristics recorded at Outcrops I to IV, 
indicate alternating, but related dip directions to the northeast and to the south west. The 
only exception to this trend was evident in one measurement recorded at Outcrop I, which 
was subject to distortion incurred by small scale folding of the rock structure at this 
location.
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PLATE 3.1 SMALL SHEAR ZONE WITH SLICKENSIDED AND 
STRIATED SURFACES (OUTCROP I).
PLATE 3 2 CONJUGATE JOINTS IN SANDSTONE AT OUTCROP V
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The study of the joint systems inherent within the Coal Measures sandstone, based 
upon measurements recorded at four rock exposures (three to the south and one to the 
north of the site), revealed the following characteristics;
i) A subhorizontal joint set, striking northwest and parallel to the plane of bedding, was 
noted at all of the rock exposures. These joints were generally tight (< 1mm aperture), 
smooth, planar, and nearly always infilled with a sandy clay gouge. The spacing and 
persistence of these joints ranged between 0.15 - 0.4 metres and 0.6 - 7.0 metres 
respectively. Outcrop IV situated to the north of the site, and subject to a greater level of 
surface and subsurface disturbance than other mapping positions, displayed a considerable 
number of joints within this set, indicative of bed separation effects attributable to mining 
activities. Conversely the least 'disturbed' rock exposure to be mapped (Outcrop V at the 
south of the site), displayed very few joints of this form. Those present at this location, 
were generally evident at interface positions, afforded by a change in rock type.
ii) Joint measurements taken at Outcrops HI and V indicate a conjugate subvertical to 
vertical joint system, with a 90 degree separation angle, at these locations (see Plate 3.2). 
The joint sets forming this system have the following properties;
• Clean, open, smooth, planar joints striking northwest and dipping at 82 - 90 degrees to the 
south-southwest or north-northeast. Joint apertures are generally between 2 - 9  mm, with a 
joint spacing from 0.1 to 0.75 metres.
• Generally clean, smooth, open, planar joints striking southwest and dipping at 61 - 90 
degrees to the west-northwest, or east-southeast. Joints occasionally rough and undulating 
with calcite mineralisation. Joint apertures between 2 - 1 0  mm with a joint spacing between
0.55 to 1.4 metres.
A similar joint system to that described above, was recorded at Outcrop I, which 
varied slightly in strike direction resulting in a 60 degree difference in angle between joint 
sets. In addition a prominent, and consistent, degree of calcite mineralisation was recorded 
along joints striking northwest. Outcrop IV displayed a series of joints, which although 
falling broadly within the above classification, shows a greater diversity of strike direction, 
which is most probably attributable to the level of disturbance at this position. Mechanical 
activities in close proximity to this exposure, may have induced a series of randomly 
distributed fractures, which 'supplement' and effectively screen the conjugate joint system, 
characteristic of the area.
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The data obtained during the mapping studies was input into a specialist computer 
program (DIPS 3.1 Advanced Version), which presents rock discontinuity information in a 
stereographic projection. Figure 3.15 shows the contour plot of the discontinuities 
measured at the site, and clearly illustrates the conjugate system of jointing, and the almost 
horizontal bedding planes and bed separation joints.
Although relationships have been established between fracture spacing and bed 
thickness for many types of sedimentary rocks, mining activities will heavily influence 
fracture characteristics within the rock mass. Fractures parallel to the plane of bedding, 
induced during, or upon cessation of, deep mining operations, may result in a significant 
level of bed separation. As conventional drilling methods do not permit the accurate 
measurement of these separations, logging of the rock core provides a restricted level of 
fracture data. However properties of the rock core such as Fracture Index and Rock 
Quality Designation (RQD), enable the effects of mining to be assessed, and highly 
fractured zones, beneficial to fluid movements, to be identified.
Using information from the ground investigation phase, the graphical relationships 
between a number of characteristics (geological and physical), have been plotted (Figures 
3.16 to 3.19 inclusive). An assessment of these figures led to the following observations;
• The level of fracturing within the rock mass is not related to depth (Figure 3.16).
• A broad relationship exists between Fracture Index and RQD for sandstone and siltstone 
rock types. A similar trend is not apparent however with data associated with mudstone 
and composite bands of rock (Figure 3.17).
• Within a 20 metre zone surrounding open mine voids and closed working positions, the 
intensity of fracturing in sandstone rocks increases with increasing distance from the mining 
feature (Figure 3.18). However three data points, within 2 metres of a packed waste 
horizon, indicated an immediate increase in fracturing, possibly associated with bed 
separation in the sandstone roof, followed by a sharp decrease in Fracture Index.
• In a similar manner, an increase in distance from the position of old workings, leads to a 
decrease in RQD for sandstone rocks (Figure 3.19). The notable exception to this trend is 
associated with the measurements made immediately adjacent to the packed waste horizon 
referred to above.
• The level of fracturing and rock quality recorded for rock types other than sandstone, is 
independent of their proximity to known subsurface mining features.
These observations are based on a limited set of data representative of a small part 
of the research area. Further studies would be necessary to establish 'firm' relationships 
between fracture patterns and the relative position, and characteristics, of abandoned
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mineworkings. These relationships, if developed on a site specific basis combining known 
geologic and mining characteristics, may facilitate the prediction of fractured zones which 
'control' drainage patterns from, and to, the major flowpaths within the aquifer.
The data does suggest however, that the structural integrity of open mine voids is 
maintained by the bridging action of competent sandstone roof structures under 
compressive stress. Within this zone of compression fractures parallel to the plane of 
bedding will not occur, but the tensile stresses induced by the eventual deformation of the 
roof structure, will facilitate fracturing in a vertical plane. Further deformation and bed 
separation effects will then occur. These vertical fractures are generally 'missed' during 
coring operations, but provide prominent pathways for gravitational movements of 
groundwater.
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FIGURE 3.16 FRACTURE RELATIONSHIPS
FRACTURE INDEX / DEPTH
DEPTH (m)
•  SANDSTONE A MUDSTONE •  SILTSTONE A S/ST AND M/ST
FIGURE 3.17 FRACTURE RELATIONSHIPS:
FRACTURE INDEX / ROCK QUALITY
RQD (%)













FIG U R E  3.18 FR A C T U R E  R E L A T IO N SH IPS:
FR A C T U R E  IN D EX  / P R O X IM IT Y  TO  M IN IN G
•  SANDSTONE A MUDSTONE •  SILTSTONE A S/ST AND M/ST
FIGURE 3.19 FRACTURE RELATIONSHIPS:
ROCK QUALITY / PROXIMITY TO MINING
•  SANDSTONE a  MUDSTONE •  SILTSTONE A S/ST AND M/ST
3.3 EAST LOCH CATCHMENT ASSESSMENT.
3.3.1 Introduction.
The preliminary assessment of the East Loch behaviour (see 2.5.1), had indicated 
that fluctuations in water level did not follow an established pattern relative to effective 
rainfall. The possibility of interaction between the East Loch and the main body of 
groundwater beneath the site, prompted further investigation. These studies would require 
the identification of the East Loch catchment boundaries, and its subsequent runoff 
behaviour, in quantitative terms. The volumetric change in the East Loch due to direct 
rainfall, and surface water runoff entering the feature, could then be directly compared to 
the 'actual' volume change in the East Loch, as indicated by water level fluctuations. This 
comparison should, in theory, be indicative of losses to, or inflows from, the groundwater 
system.
As indicated throughout the previous chapter, the everchanging topography and the 
continual development of the landfill site, made the assessment of the catchment and its 
subsequent runoff behaviour a difficult task. It followed that the method chosen to 
'synthesise' the catchment runoff behaviour during storm events, must make allowance for 
the predominant land types across the site, and their influence upon infiltration/runoff 
characteristics.
3.3.2 Preliminary studies.
In order to evaluate the volumetric change in the East Loch, relative to a rise or fall 
in water level, a level-volume relationship was an essential prerequisite. Using the contour 
plan of the East Loch, in conjunction with the hydrographic survey information obtained 
from the site investigation, a detailed plan of the loch feature was completed (see Figure 
3.20). By subdividing this plan into 10m x 10m squares, the area relative to each principal 
contour line, ranging from 170m to 192m A.O.D., was calculated. A time consuming hand 
calculation method was adopted in preference to the use of a planimeter for this study. The 
area values were entered into a spreadsheet program which, by interpolation, subsequently 
generated surface water area and water volume figures, relative to the East Loch water 
level. By calculating the cumulative volumes relative to each 0.1 metre subdivision in level, 
an estimate of the overall water volume within the East Loch, for any water level measured 
on site, could be determined. Table 3.4 gives an indication of the volume of water within 
the East Loch relative to the surface water level.
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FIGURE 3.20 CONTOUR PLAN OF THE EAST LOCH FEATURE
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TABLE 3.4 EAST LOCH: LEVEL - SURFACE AREA - VOLUME RELATIONSHIP.













The next stage in the investigation involved the study of the East Loch behaviour 
from 1st November 1988 to March 16th 1995. By establishing a datum in November 1988, 
against which all subsequent changes in loch level could be shown in 'relative' terms, the 
measured loch water levels were input into a spreadsheet, and the relative changes in loch 
volume from this time were calculated. A simple example, indicative of the method of 
calculation is shown below;
From May 31st 1990 - June 12th 1990 the East Loch water level dropped from 190.29 to
190.14 mA.O.D.
These figures correspond to water volumes in the East Loch of 877,939 m3 and 859,049 m3 
respectively.
By calculation the volume change during this period was -18,890 m3 (the negative sign 
denotes a decrease in volume).
Using this algorithm the volume change in the East Loch was calculated, between 
each time period when the loch water level was monitored. In addition by using weekly 
rainfall (calculated from daily figures), and potential evaporation values, the influence of 
effective rainfall upon the East Loch was assessed. The example below, which covers a 
similar time period as the previous example, illustrates this process;
Between 30th May 1990 and 12th June 1990 a total rainfall figure of 49.8mm was recorded 
for the Greengairs area. The potential evaporation figure for this time period was 37mm, 
resulting in an effective rainfall value of 12.8mm
The average water level in the East Loch throughout this period was 190.2m A.O.D. which 
corresponds to a surface water area of 125,466 m2.
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The increase in loch volume attributable to direct rainfall on the water surface is;
125,466 x 12.8 x 10-3 = + 1,606 m3
By plotting the cumulative volume changes indicated by loch water level 
fluctuations, against cumulative changes attributable to effective rainfall, a series of 
graphical relationships were developed. Although the 'missing' parameter within the 
catchment study was the catchment runoff volumes, these graphs yielded some interesting 
results. The graphs proved conclusively that on a considerable number of occasions, the 
water volume in the loch decreased during periods of positive effective rainfall, clearly 
indicating a loss of water from the loch. This is shown on Figure 3.21, which presents the 
volume change in the East Loch corresponding to both observed water levels and 'direct' 
effective rainfall patterns between March 1990 and February 1991. Two surface 
hydrological features that may provide a mechanism for this loss, are the central and 
northern perimeter drains leading into the loch feature. During periods of heavy and 
prolonged rainfall, resulting in an associated high water level in the East Loch, these 
features can 'back up' and result in flows leading out from the loch feature. These flows, 
observed during site visits, are generally of a low order, and as previously indicated occur 
only during isolated periods in time, when the East Loch water level is unusually high.
The examples described earlier in this section, relating to the time period from May 
30th to June 12th 1990, indicate an actual loss of water from the East Loch of 18,890m3 
(during a period of positive effective rainfall). It is interesting to note however that the loch 
level throughout this time period, averaging 190.2m A.O.D., is not high enough to facilitate 
the backing up of flows along the central drain to the west of the loch. The other possible 
point of water egress, the northern perimeter drain, did not exist at this time. It seems 
reasonable therefore to conclude that losses are occurring from the East Loch into the 
groundwater system, and the subsurface characteristics bounding the loch feature, provide 
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3.3.3 The Soil Conservation Service (S.C.S.) runoff procedure.
The method used to estimate surface water runoff volumes entering the East Loch 
from the surrounding catchment area, was the Soil Conservation Service (S.C.S.) curve 
number procedure. This method of runoff estimation, originally developed from studies of 
small agricultural watersheds, takes into account the effects of land use and 'treatment' 
across the catchment. In addition, although not designed to estimate infiltration, the 
method does allow values of this parameter to be calculated [KENT, 1968].
After selecting a storm event for analysis, the procedure computes the direct runoff 
by the use of curves on a rainfall-runoff chart. These curves comprise solutions to the
S.C.S. runoff equation;
(p - i . ) 2 
(p - 1 .)+  s
[After KENT, 1968]
where Q = accumulated direct runoff.
P = accumulated rainfall (potential maximum runoff).
Ia = initial abstraction including surface storage, interception, and infiltration prior 
to runoff.
S = potential maximum retention.
The potential maximum retention S, referred to in some texts as the nominal 
catchment storage, is linked to the rainfall curve number by the following relationship;
CN = 1000 [After KENT, 19681
10 + S
where CN = curve number
S = potential maximum retention or nominal catchment storage in inches.
This relationship can be rearranged to give the following equation which permits the 
calculation of S in millimetres, i.e.





In addition to the nominal catchment storage value, the SCS runoff equation 
includes a term relative to initial abstraction losses ( y .  These losses, which include 
evaporation, are taken to be a function of the catchment storage 'S', typically 20% - i.e. Ia =
0.2 x S. Runoff can only occur once the cumulative precipitation figure exceeds the initial 
abstraction value.
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FIGURE 3.22 SOLUTION OF THE RUNOFF EQUATION [AFTER KENT, 1968].
The selection of the runoff curve number, an inherent feature of the rainfall-runoff 
chart, is dependent upon antecedent moisture conditions and soil hydrologic classification. 
Soils are classified into four soil groups, according to the following criteria [ VEESSMAN, 
LEWIS and KNAPP, 1989];
Group A: Soils having high infiltration rates even if thoroughly wetted, resulting in a
low runoff potential. This group consists largely of deep, well drained sands or gravels, 
with a high rate of water transmission.
Group B: Soils having moderate infiltration rates if thoroughly wetted, consisting
chiefly of moderately deep to deep, well drained soils with fine to medium coarse textures.
Group C: Soils having slow infiltration rates if thoroughly wetted and consisting chiefly
of layered soils impeding vertical water movements, with a fine texture.
Group D: Soils having very slow infiltration rates if thoroughly wetted, resulting in a
high runoff potential. These soils are generally clays with a high swelling potential, but 
other soils with a permanently high water table, or with an impeding clay layer near the 
surface, or of shallow depth overlying impervious material, may also be included in this 
group.
The curve numbers shown in Table 3.5, relative to a variety of soil types and 
associated land usage, are applicable to average antecedent moisture conditions (i.e. AMC 
II). The subdivision of these conditions detailed by KENT [1968] are as follows;
AMC I: Lowest runoff potential. Soils in the watershed are dry.
AMC II: The average condition.
AMC III: Highest runoff potential. Soils in the watershed are practically saturated
from antecedent rains.
Having decided upon the curve number relative to the soil/hydrologic condition for 
AMC II, tables provide the means of determining the corresponding curve numbers for 
AMC I or AMC III.
The S.C.S. method was originally developed for use with daily precipitation data, 
and provides the flexibility to account for the potential of a particular soil to absorb 
moisture.
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TABLE 3.5 RUNOFF CURVE NUMBERS FOR HYDROLOGIC SOIL-COVER 
COMPLEXES (AMC B and Ia = 0.2S) [AFTER KENT, 1968],
Land use and treatment Hydrologic condition Hydrologic soil group
or practice A B C D
Fallow
Straight row 77 86 91 94
Row crops
Straight row Poor 72 81 88 91
Straight row Good 67 78 85 89
Contoured Poor 70 79 84 88
Contoured Good 65 75 82 86
Contoured and terraced Poor 66 74 80 82
Contoured and terraced Good 62 71 78 81
Small Grain
Straight row Poor 65 76 84 88
Straight row Good 63 75 83 87
Contoured Poor 63 74 82 85
Contoured Good 61 73 81 84
Contoured and terraced Poor 61 72 79 82
Contoured and terraced Good 59 70 78 81
Close seeded legumes or 
rotation meadow
Straight row Poor 66 77 85 89
Straight row Good 58 72 81 85
Contoured Poor 64 75 83 85
Contoured Good 55 69 78 83
Contoured and terraced Poor 63 73 80 83
Contoured and terraced Good 51 67 76 80
Pasture or range
No mechanical treatment Poor 68 79 86 89
No mechanical treatment Fair 49 69 79 84
No mechanical treatment Good 39 61 74 80
Contoured Poor 47 67 81 88
Contoured Fair 25 59 75 83
Contoured Good 6 35 70 79
Meadow Good 30 58 71 78
Woods Poor 45 66 77 83
Fair 36 60 73 79
Good 25 55 70 77
Farmsteads 59 74 82 86
Roads (including rights of way)
Dirt 72 82 87 89
Hard surface 74 84 90 92
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3.3.4 The S.C.S. model for the East Loch.
3.3.4.1 East Loch catchment area study.
Up until September 1988 surface waters were directed along drainage routes 
inherited from the previous opencast activities. This consisted of a series of ponds in 
opencast voids and natural wetlands, stretching along the centre of the site from the west to 
the east. These isolated features were linked by open ditches, in some cases culverted 
beneath the haul roads. This drainage system directed the greater majority of surface runoff 
firstly to the east, and then by means of another series of ditches back to the northwest, and 
ultimately into a flooded opencast void overlying shallow mine workings (Ref: Drawing No 
II). In September 1988 a central drain was dug linking this system of ditches, ponds and 
marshy ground with the East Loch. This resulted in a steady rise in East Loch water levels 
from 184.4m A.O.D. to 189.5m A.O.D. A further feature that had a major influence upon 
the East Loch catchment behaviour was the development of the southern perimeter drain. 
This drain, constructed between August and September 1992 had the effect of reducing the 
effective catchment size by around 40%.
In addition to these major factors the overall site catchment was constantly evolving 
due to the development of the landfill operations. Table 3.6 provides catchment area 
figures relative to a number of changes between 1988 and 1995. The table also classifies a 
proportion of each catchment area, at any given time, into either Group C or D relative to 
its S.C.S. hydrologic classification.
The information presented in Table 3.6 should theoretically have provided a record 
of catchment area necessary to complete the hydrological analysis of the site, culminating in 
estimates of runoff volumes entering the East Loch. However one prominent feature of the 
catchment behaviour, noted during the site inspection phase, altered the 'effective' 
catchment area figures. After the initial rise in East Loch level, during the winter of 1988, a 
new rest water level was attained about which Loch water levels fluctuated. For a large 
part of the year the central drain did not convey surface waters to the East Loch. It was 
only during periods of prolonged and heavy rainfall that surface water runoff, originating 
from the surrounding catchment to the south and west of the central area, discharged into 
the East Loch. In a number of isolated cases flows were observed leading from the East 
Loch and along the central drain, into a pond feature 250m west of the loch. This feature 
provided an immediate storage for these flows, which upon reaching a level of hydraulic 
equilibrium, relative to the topography and the upstream and downstream water levels, 
halted this outflow process. As losses from the East Loch then occurred, resulting in a drop 
in loch level, the pond feature discharged water into the loch along the central drain.
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TABLE 3.6 CHANGES TO THE OVERALL EAST LOCH CATCHMENT 
AREA IMPOSED BY ENGINEERING WORKS.






1/9/88 Initial catchment 650,625 543,750 106,875
6/9/88 Central drain to East Loch 1,685,625 1,198,750 486,875
1/8/89 Preparation Phase 1A 1,658,750 1,198,750 460,000
3/7/90 Preparation Phase IB 1,632,500 1,198,750 433,750
31/7/90 Leachate treatment works 1,603,125 1,198,750 404,375
30/7/91 Preparation Phase 2A 1,581,875 1,198,750 383,125
28/7/92 Start south perimeter drain 1,581,875 1,198,750 383,125
4/8/92 Work on south perimeter drain 1,477,625 1,094,500 383,125
11/8/92 Work on south perimeter drain 1,373,375 990,250 383,125
18/8/92 Work on south perimeter drain 1,269,125 886,000 383,125
25/8/92 Work on south perimeter drain 1,164,875 781,750 383,125
1/9/92 Completion south perimeter drain 1,060,625 677,500 383,125
22/2/94 Start west perimeter drain 1,060,625 677,500 383,125
1/3/94 Work on west perimeter drain 1,024,688 677,500 347,188
8/3/94 Completion west perimeter drain 988,750 677,500 311,250
12/7/94 Preparation Phase 2B 952,500 677,500 275,000
16/3/95 Final catchment 952,500 677,500 275,000
Notes:
1. 5 week work period for the south perimeter drain.
2. 2 week work period for the west perimeter drain.
3. Catchment areas indicated relate to changes attributable to engineering works after the 
dates shown.
4. The Virgin' surface areas of the site and the areas comprising opencast wastes have been 
classified Group C and D respectively.
As indicated previously a link exists between a number of pond features and marshy 
ground along the centre of the site. The pond feature described above forms the last link in 
this drainage system, conveying flows, during periods of heavy and sustained rainfall, from 
the west and into the East Loch. The central area of the site became increasingly 'wetter' as 
the landfill developed, with markedly increased levels of ponding. The primary reason for 
this was the continued use of this area for the extraction of material necessary to prepare, 
form and operate the landfill. These excavation operations had the effect of changing the 
topography, creating in the process an area of land increasingly isolated in hydrological 
terms from the East Loch. Flows along the central drain and into the East Loch were 
dependent therefore, upon the loch water level, the duration and intensity of a storm event, 
and the level of storativity afforded by the characteristics of the central area of the site.
A revised assessment of the East Loch catchment area was completed based upon 
these observations. This assessment significantly reduced the catchment area that directed 
surface runoff into the East Loch, and greatly simplified the level of change to the
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catchment afforded by the engineering works. Unfortunately the absence of any form of 
hydraulic control along the central drain, prevented the identification of incidents when 
water discharged into the East Loch from the other sections of the catchment. The table 
below shows the revised 'effective' catchment figures.
TABLE 3.7 CHANGES TO THE EFFECTIVE EAST LOCH CATCHMENT
AREA IMPOSED BY ENGINEERING WORKS.






1/9/88 Initial catchment 627,092 543,750 83,342
6/9/88 Central drain to East Loch 653,315 486,875 97,967
1/9/92 South perimeter drain 379,821 281,854 97,967
16/3/95 Final catchment 379,821 281,854 97,967
3.3.4.2 Description of computer analysis.
A conventional computer spreadsheet program was utilised to complete the 
catchment runoff assessment based upon the SCS runoff procedure. This analysis, 
following the principles previously described in 3.3.3, covered the time period from July 
1988 to March 1995. A weekly time step was chosen for the study with initial abstraction 
values calculated at 0.2 x S (where S is the catchment storage). The classification of the 
antecedent moisture condition of the site, relative to each time period, was based upon the 
following conditions;
AMC I No rainfall or consecutive levels of low rainfall and high temperatures.
AMC II Less than 20mm of rainfall in a weekly period (the average case for the 
Greengairs area).
AMC HI Greater than 20mm weekly rainfall with rainfall distributed throughout the 
time period resulting in near saturation conditions.
The soil types across the catchment were classified into either Group C or D, 
depending upon their infiltration characteristics and past land use. The Virgin' ground south 
and east of the East Loch feature fell into the Group C classification, while the backfilled 
areas comprising opencast wastes, with a high clay and shale content and sparse vegetative 
cover, were allocated a Group D classification. As the site was limited to these two 
groupings, the change in curve number attributable to the antecedent moisture condition, 
was found by referring to the table shown overleaf. This table was based directly upon the 
relationships inherent within the SCS runoff procedure theory.
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TABLE 3.8 CURVE NUMBERS FOR AMC I AND III, CORRESPONDING TO THE 
AVERAGE ANTECEDENT MOISTURE CONDITION AMC II, FOR 
SOIL GROUPINGS C AND D.
Average Condition Corresponding Curve Numbers
AMC II AMC I AMC III
Group C curve number 79 62 90
Group D curve number 89 77 95
The sample calculation presented below is indicative of the methodology adopted 
for the analysis, and subsequent generation, of runoff volumes contributing to the East 
Loch. A full set of output data relative to this study is included in Appendix C.
During the week ending 6th December 1988 the total rainfall, as recorded at the 
Longriggend weather station, was 31.3mm.
This gave a total cumulative precipitation figure, from 2nd November 1988 to this time, of
101.3 mm.
The overall catchment area at this time inclusive of the East Loch feature, was 653,315m2.
Based upon water level readings available during this time period, the area of the East Loch
water surface was 82,310m2-
/. The SCS runoff area = 653,315 - 82,310
= 571,005m2
This area comprised 473,038m2 of pasture type ground in a fair hydrologic condition, i.e. 
Group C soil type, and 97,967m2 of opencast wastes and backfill materials in a poor 
hydrologic condition, i.e. Group D soil type.
A  T O  a o  O
Group C weighting = ---- 2----- = 0.828
571.005
97 967
Group D weighting = — ------  = 0.172
571.005
As the daily rainfall figures, relative to this period, indicated rainfall totalling above 20mm 
precipitation depth, the antecedent moisture condition was classed as HI, i.e. AMC III.
=> Class C curve number = 90 
and Class D curve number = 95
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the site curve number = (0.828 x 90) + (0.172 x 95)
= 90.86
Then the catchment storage S = 25.4 x = 25.551mm
and the initial abstraction Ia = 0.2S = 5.11mm
the cumulative depth of runoff
(1013 - 5.11)2
(101.3 - 5.11 +25.551 )
= 76mm
As the cumulative runoff for the previous time period was 46.55mm, the depth of runoff 
relative to the week ending 6th December 1988 is;
76 - 46.55 = 29.45mm.
This figure results in a runoff volume into the East Loch of;
29.45x571,005 x l0-3 = 16,817m3.
This iterative process was continued until a negative runoff value was achieved, 
indicative of the cessation of overland flow attributable to rainfall. The analysis was then 
begun again, with the cumulative precipitation figure reset to zero. Infiltration volumes 
were calculated for each time step by means of the following relationship;
where VF = infiltration volume in m3 
P = accumulated rainfall in mm 
I = initial abstraction in mma
A = S.C.S. area in m2 
R = runoff in mm
( P - R - I a ) . A
1000
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3.3.5 East Loch/Groundwater interaction.
The direct comparison of modelled and observed water volume change within the 
East Loch should, in theory, indicate the level of interaction between the loch feature and 
the underlying groundwater regime. The sample calculation presented below details the 
methodology adopted to estimate, in quantitative terms, flows between the East Loch and 
the groundwater system. A full set of output data detailing the magnitude of this 
interaction, between November 1988 and March 1989, is included in Appendix C.
Between the 13 th and 20th of January 1992 water levels at the East Loch fell from 191.1 to 
190.99 m AOD. This represents an average loss in water volume of 2147.71m3/day.
During the same time period, the modelled increase in water volume within the East Loch 
was, on average, 151.10m3/day. This increase in volume corresponds to a period of 
positive effective rainfall (+5.9mm).
The overall loss in water volume from the East Loch during this time period was;
2147.71 + 151.10 =2298.81m3/day 
= 26.61 litres/sec
This example suggests that a significant level of water loss, from the East Loch to 
the groundwater regime, occurred during this period. The magnitude of this loss will, in 
this instance, be reasonably accurate, as the frequency of monitoring events is high and 
coincides with the weekly time step adopted for the SCS analysis. However as the water 
levels during this period were consistently above 190.8m AOD, water will have discharged 
from the East Loch along the northern perimeter drain. The absence of any hydraulic 
control along this feature, precludes an assessment of the volume of water attributable to 
this mechanism of water loss. These outflows may in fact, fully account for the average 
water loss of 26.61 litres/sec estimated in this instance.
Monitoring records up to October 1992, included a remarks section which made 
reference to events during which water was observed flowing out of the East Loch. This 
enabled the identification of periods in time where estimates of water loss to groundwater, 
from the East Loch, would be grossly inaccurate.
The magnitude of the losses, calculated through the catchment assessment study, is 
presented in graphical form in Drawing No 12. These losses have been calculated during 
time periods of varying length, depending upon the frequency of monitoring data available. 
These time periods have been allocated into one of the following groupings;
• Periods during which flows from the East Loch feature have occurred, via surface routes, 
thereby invalidating the methodology adopted to estimate losses to the groundwater system.
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• Periods of negative effective rainfall, during which the water levels in the East Loch have 
fallen and losses to groundwater have occurred.
• Periods of positive effective rainfall, during which the water levels in the East Loch have 
fallen and losses to groundwater have occurred.
• Periods of positive effective rainfall and rising water levels in the East Loch. Flows to 
and from the loch feature are known to have occurred during these periods.
Figure 3.23 presents estimates of losses to groundwater from the East Loch feature 
between March 1990 and June 1991, and illustrates the allocation of these losses into the 
groupings specified above.
3.3.6 Presentation of results.
The East Loch catchment assessment necessitated the collation, analysis and 
generation of a significant quantity of data. This data is presented in a tabular format in 
Appendix C. Drawing No 12 presents the results of the study in graphical form, and 
provides a clear illustration of the East Loch behaviour, relative to patterns of rainfall 
throughout the assessment period. These results are further extended, as discussed in the 
previous section, to include quantitative estimates of losses to groundwater from the East 
Loch. Drawing No 12 consists of three separate graphical time-series plots, which illustrate 
the following relationships;
a) The water volume change in the East Loch corresponding to recorded water levels 
(monitoring data), and direct effective rainfall on the surface of the loch feature 
(meteorological data).
b) As above, but inclusive of modelled runoff volumes associated with the East Loch 
catchment area (SCS analysis data).
c) Losses to the groundwater regime from the East Loch, estimated by the numerical 
comparison of observed and modelled water volume changes.
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FIGURE 3.23 GROUNDWATER FLUX 
1st MAR 1990 - 30th JUNE 1991
On
i
PERIOD DURING WHICH FLOWS FROM 
THE LOCH INTO THE NORTH PERIMETER 
DRAIN OCCURRED. THIS FACTOR 
INVALIDATES THE GROUNDWATER LOSS 
VALUES CALCULATED FOR THIS PERIOD.
PERIOD OF FALLING LOCH LEVELS AND 
NEGATIVE EFFECTIVE RAINFALL
PERIOD OF FALLING LOCH LEVELS AND 
POSITIVE EFFECTIVE RAINFALL
PERIOD OF RISING LOCH LEVELS AND 
POSITIVE EFFECTIVE RAINFALL
NEGATIVE LOSSES INDICATE FLOWS INTO THE EAST 
LOCH FEATURE THAT REMAIN UNACCOUNTED FOR 
IN THE CATCHMENT ASSESSMENT.
26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42
TIME (MONTHS)
3.3.7 Assessment of results.
3.3.7.1 Level of accuracy.
The East Loch catchment assessment, of which the SCS model was an integral part, 
provided the following information;
a) The volumetric change in the East Loch corresponding to water levels recorded 
during monitoring events.
b) Modelled water volume changes to the East Loch, on a weekly basis, attributable to 
direct effective rainfall and catchment runoff.
The culmination of this study was the facility to estimate water losses, from the East 
Loch to the groundwater system, at any given moment in time between 1st November 1988 
and 16th March 1995.
The accuracy of the catchment assessment is inextricably linked to three distinct 
sources of information. These sources of information are presented below and appraised 
relative to their potential, either individually or in combination, to bring an unacceptable 
level of error to the catchment assessment. This process is essential to permit realistic 
conclusions to be established, based on data resulting from the catchment assessment 
procedure.
• The hydrographic survey, in conjunction with the topographic information obtained 
during the desk study, was used to establish a water level/volume relationship for the East 
Loch. Water levels measured in the East Loch ranged between 184.4m AOD and 191.37m 
AOD. An inaccurate hydrographic survey may have resulted in cumulative volume figures 
that are subject to error. However the volumetric changes, indicated by fluctuations in 
water level within the range specified above, were based on topographic survey information 
alone, which is known to be reasonably accurate. It follows that values corresponding to 
volume changes in the East Loch feature, based upon this survey data, will be within an 
acceptable level of accuracy. As it was the change in water volume with time that was 
assessed, relative to modelled volumes attributable to rainfall, an inherent error associated 
with the actual magnitude of the water volume within the East Loch, would not invalidate 
the subsequent analysis.
• Meteorological data was used to model the catchment behaviour and ultimately quantify 
projected water volume changes in the East Loch. As daily rainfall data obtained from the 
weather station at Longriggend (situated approximately one mile east of the site), in 
conjunction with regional weekly potential evaporation figures, was used to complete this 
study, a very high level of accuracy can be attributed to this data.
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• Site monitoring data recorded by Shanks and McEwan, was used to infer, by means of 
the established East Loch water level/volume relationship, changes in water volumes at the 
loch feature. A number of features were utilised as a datum to establish water levels at the 
East Loch. These features have included tideboards, survey pegs and, during the earlier 
stages of the site monitoring regime, the top of a steel pipe. However an accurate and 
consistent level datum was established for measurements taken after December 1991. The 
main problem associated with this form of data relates to the frequency of monitoring 
events. The absence of any water level records for the East Loch between November 1988 
and March 1989, severely restricted a valid assessment of the East Loch behaviour during 
this time period, other than to identify a 5.13m rise in water level. After March 1989 at 
least two (and sometimes four), water level measurements were taken every month. This 
monitoring frequency was only interrupted by short absences linked to holiday periods, 
although after January 1994 this pattern of monitoring was reduced to one event a month. 
As the assessment process involved the direct comparison of modelled and actual volume 
changes in the East Loch, it follows that a reduced frequency of monitoring data will 
decrease the accuracy of estimates corresponding to water loss from this feature to the 
groundwater system This factor, discussed previously in section 3.3.5, will facilitate the 
greatest source of error within this study.
In addition to the factors outlined above corresponding to data error, two further 
sources of error may affect, and in some instances invalidate, the assessment procedure. 
These are;
• Flows from the East Loch into the northern perimeter drain, unaccounted for in the 
assessment process, which occur when loch water levels are above 190.8m AOD.
• Sudden but significant flows to, and from, the East Loch feature along the central drain, 
associated with pond features at the centre of the site. The response of these features, 
which offer a considerable level of storativity to surface waters during periods of sustained 
and heavy rainfall, is not accounted for in the SCS catchment runoff analysis.
As the East Loch water level which effected discharge into the northern perimeter 
drain was known, times when flows into this feature occurred were identified. Observations 
made during monitoring visits also assisted in this process. This enabled the identification 
of time periods when estimates of losses to groundwater, from the East Loch, would be 
invalid. Conversely it also allowed the validity of a greater proportion of the catchment 
assessment, inclusive of groundwater flux estimates, to be confirmed.
Field observations made during the site inspection phase, had identified the changing 
behaviour of the central area of the site during storm events, which via the central drain led 
to a degree of hydraulic interaction with the East Loch feature. This behaviour, discussed 
in detail in section 3.3.4.1, results in sudden surges of water into the loch feature during
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periods of very heavy and sustained rainfall. In addition, a flash flood event sometimes 
resulted in discharges from the East Loch, along the central drain, into a pond feature 250 
metres to the west. This generally involved small volumes of water, and invariably led to a 
reversal of flow, as the catchment response to the storm developed, resulting in a greater 
volume of water being directed back into the loch feature.
The results of the catchment analysis identified a number of occasions where flows 
into the East Loch, unaccounted for in the assessment process, took place. These may 
relate to the sudden discharges into the loch feature, via the central drain, discussed above.
3.3.7.2 Discussion.
As losses to groundwater from the East Loch have taken place fairly consistently 
throughout the period of catchment assessment, the projected water volumes for the loch 
feature, resulting from the SCS analysis, are grossly inaccurate. This is due to the fact that 
the SCS model does not account for losses to the groundwater system The resulting 
inaccuracy is clearly evident on Drawing No 12, which illustrates an ever increasing margin 
of error between modelled and observed changes in water volume, relative to the November 
1988 datum However a closer scrutiny of the results, confirms that although the actual 
magnitude of modelled volumes is incorrect, an accurate representation of water volume 
'change' is evident, during periods when losses are known not to have occurred. This is 
shown in Figure 3.24, which presents modelled and observed changes in water volume, 
between April 1989 and February 1991, in graphical form Periods when losses to 
groundwater have occurred (identified by the modelling procedure), are highlighted. These 
periods correspond to sudden drops in water level, and subsequently volume, observed 
during monitoring visits. It is notable that during periods outwith these events, and in 
particular the central area of the graphical plot, the SCS analysis has accurately modelled 
the volumetric change in the East Loch.
These observations confirm the reliability of the SCS analysis, to produce an 
accurate representation of the catchment behaviour in quantitative terms. This reliability 
combined with detailed and protracted periods of field observation, has resulted in a 
meaningful catchment assessment. The level of accuracy is limited in this instance by the 
frequency of monitoring data, and the absence of any form of hydraulic control within the 
two prominent surface drainage routes.
Having established that water losses from the East Loch to the groundwater system 
are occurring, a study of the physical mechanism which triggers the initiation of a period of 
water loss, was completed. An assessment was made of two phases of the study period, 
during which influences associated with unpredictable catchment behaviour were negligible. 
The water levels observed at the East Loch during these periods are shown in Figures 3.25 
and 3.26. In addition, the water levels corresponding to the initiation, and subsequent 
cessation, of periods of water loss to the groundwater system are highlighted.
These graphs suggest that there is no particular 'trigger' water level at the East Loch, 
which either initiates, or ends, a period of water loss. Losses to the groundwater system
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may be attributable to one, or a number, of mechanisms, relative to the characteristics of 
both the soil and rock structures which form, in combination, the physical boundaries of the 
East Loch. Water loss will probably result from a particular magnitude of hydraulic 
gradient, thereby necessitating the assessment of trigger water levels in direct relation to the 
energy level of the underlying groundwater regime at that particular moment in time. This 
assessment is discussed further in section 3.5.4.
3.3.8 Conclusions.
The study of the East Loch catchment, assessed relative to factors which affect both 
the accuracy and validity of the results, led to the following conclusions;
a) The comparison of observed water volume changes in the East Loch, and modelled 
water volume changes attributable to direct rainfall alone (i.e. discounting catchment 
runoff), provides clear evidence that a degree of surface-subsurface interaction is 
occurring.
b) The identification of events when the East Loch water level fell, during periods of 
positive effective rainfall, and when influences associated with catchment behaviour are 
known, unequivocally, not to have occurred, provides further proof of groundwater 
interaction.
c) In quantitative terms, three levels of water loss to groundwater from the East Loch, each 
of increasing magnitude, appear to have occurred (Ref: Drawing No 12). These are;
i) Discharges averaging 20 litres/sec forming the predominant level of water loss 
from the loch feature.
ii) An increased level of discharge averaging 60 litres/sec generally occurring for 
isolated time periods.
iii) A very high level of discharge >100 litres/sec which has only occurred twice in the
6.5 year assessment period.
d) Negative loss values resulting from the catchment analysis, indicative of flows into the 
East Loch, have all occurred during periods of positive effective rainfall. While low levels 
of modelled inflow into the loch feature may relate to inaccuracies inherent within the 
assessment procedure, higher levels of discharge are associated with sudden surges of 
surface water, via the central drain, from beyond the immediate catchment area. Scrutiny of 
the time periods when these modelled 'inflows' occurred, revealed that all fall within a storm 
event of considerable intensity and duration. This strengthens the above hypothesis and 
illustrates the importance of field observations, when assessing and interpreting analytical 




FIGURE 3.24 LOCH VOLUME RELATIONSHIP 
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FIG U R E 3.26 LO C H  TR IG G ER  L EV E L S
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3.4 INTERPRETATION OF WATER QUALITY RESULTS.
3.4.1 Introduction.
The existing groundwater quality at the site will result, primarily, from the mixing of 
surface recharge waters, with what remains of the original saline groundwaters associated 
with 'undisturbed' Coal Measures strata. This latter form of groundwater has mostly been 
removed throughout the Central Coalfield of Scotland, as a consequence of extensive 
historic dewatering activities. Other factors associated with previous, and present, land use, 
may have had a strong influence upon the chemical characteristics of waters at the site. The 
three main influences upon the geochemistry of the groundwaters at Greengairs will be;
a) The chemical interaction within the lithologic framework, resulting in a generic 
chemical composition of groundwaters beneath the site.
b) The flush of chemical products, associated with pyrite oxidation, into solution 
during periods of groundwater rebound.
c) The pollution of groundwaters by contaminants associated with landfilling 
operations, via direct infiltration from the surface, or by the migratory movements of 
leachate.
Chemical analyses of water samples, taken at various locations across the site, 
provided the means to assess the quality of both groundwaters and surface waters. This 
was necessary to evaluate the changes in groundwater chemistry, resulting from periods of 
hydraulic interaction between the East Loch and the underlying groundwater regime. 





iv) Boreholes G, H, J, T and W at the northwest of the site.
v) Boreholes K, L and E at the east of the site.
vi) Boreholes M, N and P at the south of the site.
Figures 3.27 and 3.28 indicate the position of sampling points corresponding to both 
surface water and groundwater chemical analyses referred to in this section. The chemical 
results have been presented in two separate ways, namely;
• Piper (trilinear), diagrams to illustrate the percentage composition of the major 
ionic species.
• Graphical plots to illustrate the change in geochemistry, with time, relative to 
sampling position.
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In their study of groundwater investigation procedures BARCELONA and 
HELFRICH [1992], suggest that a more 'cost effective and realistic' approach to most 
studies of this nature, is attainable by the 'thorough consideration of two broad topics'. 
These are: the determination of background levels of chemical constituents, and the 
recognition of sources of error and variability in chemical distributions.
This study has been structured to firstly classify, by means of Piper diagrams, the 
geochemistry of waters at the site in 'broad' terms. The influence of polluting mine waters, 
and contaminants linked to landfill activities, is then assessed relative to this broad 
classification. This information, in conjunction with graphical relationships of chemical 
changes with time, permitted the investigation of the level of interaction between migrating 
landfill leachates and the various bodies of water across the site. The validity of the 
conclusions reached as part of this study is inextricably linked to the accuracy of the 
chemical data, and to what degree this information is representative of the water quality at 
each position. This study therefore includes an overview of the investigative methods which 
may influence these factors.
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FIGURE 3.27 SURFACE WATER SAMPLING POSITIONS
K>
FIGURE 3.28 GROUNDWATER SAMPLING POSITIONS
i
3.4.2 Water quality classification.
3.4.2.1 Surface hydrological features.
Results of chemical analyses, corresponding to water samples taken at the East Loch 
between August 1990 and February 1995, were plotted on a Piper diagram to illustrate the 
quality of surface waters at this location (Figure 3.29). This data indicates a variability in 
the pattern of dominant ions represented on the diagram. This variance precludes any form 
of hydro chemical classification and may indicate that the quality of waters in the East Loch, 
is linked to a number of separate overland sources with differing chemical characteristics. 
However the first three data points, represented by A, B and C, could be classified as 
magnesium and calcium carbonate-bicarbonate, sulphate waters. This broad classification 
could be applied to the East Loch waters until February 1992. After this time the random 
influence of chlorides, sulphates, nitrates and sodium invalidates this classification.
A similar configuration of data is shown in Figure 3.30, which illustrates the 
proportion of dominant ions present in water samples taken from both the Cameron Bum 
and Greengairs spring (one of the two groundwater springs discharging into the Cameron 
Bum). The Cameron Bum sampling point is upstream of both spring discharge positions, 
and above the point of effluent discharge from the local sewage treatment works. The tight 
grouping of data points corresponding to the spring position is representative of calcium 
and magnesium carbonate-bicarbonate waters. A slight difference is apparent upon 
inspection of the Cameron Bum data, which has a wider 'spread' indicative of sodium and 
chloride influences.
The type of classification based on Piper diagrams, will not always be wholly 
representative of the 'full' chemical characteristics of sampled waters. An assessment of 
other water quality indicators, not covered by this form of data presentation, is necessary to 
identify, in a more complete manner, the overall chemical composition of a body of water. 
Table 3.9 presents additional chemical data relative to the East Loch, Cameron Bum and 
Greengairs spring. In some cases the maximum levels recorded have been included, with 
dates, to illustrate abmpt changes in chemical concentrations outwith the 'normal range' 
associated with each position. Inspection of this data led to the following observations;
• The range of pH values recorded at the East Loch, indicates the existence, during a 
number of monitoring events, of increased levels of acidity in its waters. This trend is not 
repeated for either the Cameron Bum or the Greengairs spring. In addition, concentrations 
of zinc, chlorides, potassium, nitrates and suspended solids have been recorded at 
considerably higher levels in the East Loch waters. •
• Values corresponding to Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), Biochemical Oxygen 
Demand (BOD), ammoniacal nitrogen, phosphates, iron and sodium concentrations, are 
generally comparable between all three hydrological features. However markedly increased 
COD and BOD levels were recorded in the East Loch.
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FIGURE 3.29 SURFACE WATER CHEMISTRY: EAST LOCH 
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FIGURE 3.30 WATER CHEMISTRY: CAMERON BURN
AND GREENGAIRS SPRING
JUNE 1992 - NOVEMBER 1994
<— Ca Cations Anions C l— >
TABLE 3.9 HYDROCHEMICAL RESULTS: SURFACE HYDROLOGICAL FEATURES
POSN Cl s o 4 Ca Mg Na K pH COD BOD SS n h 3-n n o 3 P 0 4 Fe Zn
(mg/1) (mg/1) (mg/1) (mg/1) (mg/1) (mg/1) (mg/1) (mg/1) (mg/l) (mg/1) (mg/1) (mg/1) (mg/1) (ppb)





1 3-70 11 -2 4
*44
(15/12/92)
4.9 - 29 
*46
(15/12/92)
2 -5 6 5.8
8.6





0.5 - 10 
*29
(10/5/94)
7 - 1 2 7 0 - 4
*8(16/2/94)
*9(7/6/93)
0.26 -12  





0 - 4 0 - 2 0 0
*400
(24/8/93)








4 - 1 6
*52
(24/8/93)
5 - 2 6
*57
(7/6/93)
0 - 1 3 6.7
7.8
10 - 384 0 .5 -6 1 - 2 3 0 - 4
*8
(28/11/94)







0 - 3 .3 0 -1 0 0
*200
(24/8/93)





4 9 -7 3
*104
(1/12/93)
2 8 - 3 9
*8
(28/11/94)
12-2 3 6 - 1 7 6.5
8.5













0 - 1 . 3 0 - 1 0 0
*190
(1/12/93)
NOTE: LOCH = EAST LOCH, BURN = CAMERON BURN, SPRING = GREENGAIRS SPRING
* TH E MAXIMUM LEVEL RECORDED - ASSOCIATED W ITH AN ISOLATED MONITORING EVENT ON THE SPECIFIED DATE.
(A MINIMUM LEVEL CORRESPONDING TO A Mg CONCENTRATION RECORDED AT GREENGAIRS SPRING IS ALSO HIGHLIGHTED).
3.4.2.2 Groundwater.
Chemical results from the analysis of groundwaters sampled at the northwest of the 
site, are presented in Figure 3.31. These samples were taken at an early stage of the 
monitoring studies between August 1990 and February 1992. This diagram also includes 
data points from East Loch water samples dating from this period in time. Although the 
number of data points is limited, as only sets of data exhibiting less than a 10% ionic 
imbalance were utilised, a clear pattern of ionic dominance is evident.
There appears to be a difference between groundwaters sampled at boreholes J and 
T (both of which fall within the same classification), and groundwater samples from 
borehole G. The former can both be classified as calcium and magnesium carbonate- 
bicarbonate waters, but the Piper diagram indicates waters at borehole G to be sodium and 
potassium carbonate-bicarbonate waters. None of the groundwater samples display any 
similarity to the East Loch water samples also represented on the diagram.
The continued monitoring of groundwater in this part of the site permitted the 
inclusion of water quality data from boreholes W and H. Figure 3.32 presents groundwater 
data for four borehole positions in this area from June 1992 to April 1995. Boreholes W, H 
and J all fall within the calcium and magnesium carbonate-bicarbonate waters classification. 
The initial data points for borehole G followed the trend associated with earlier monitoring 
events, but the latter sets of chemical data (March and May 1994), fall within the 'general' 
groundwater classification for this area. This may indicate a gradual, or sudden, change in 
the chemical characteristics of groundwater at this position, possibly linked to the mixing of 
a previously isolated zone of groundwater in this area. The frequency of water quality 
monitoring does not permit the time scale associated with this change to be established.
Table 3.10 presents additional chemical data, corresponding to groundwater in this 
area, sampled from various borehole positions. These results illustrate that a common 
feature of groundwaters at this part of the site, is the sudden, and in some cases quite large, 
changes in chemical characteristics that have occurred during a number of monitoring 
events. The significance of these results is discussed in further detail in sections 3.4.3 and
3.4.4.
Figures 3.33 and 3.34 present groundwater data, in the form of Piper diagrams, for 
groups of boreholes situated at the east and south of the site respectively. Results 
corresponding to all of these groundwater samples fall within the calcium and magnesium 
carbonate-bicarbonate water classification. However for one sampling position (borehole 
M at the south of the site), groundwaters displayed significantly higher levels of sodium. 
This characteristic is represented by the separate grouping of data points on the Piper 
diagram (Figure 3.34).
Tables 3.11 and 3.12 show, in greater detail, the chemical characteristics of 
groundwaters present in each of these site areas. These results, and in particular the sudden 
changes in chemical concentrations identified in the tables, are assessed in the following 
sections of this study.
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FIGURE 3.31 GROUNDWATER CHEMISTRY:
BOREHOLES G, H AND T
AUGUST 1990 - FEBRUARY 1992
DATE EAST
LOCH
BHG BH J BH T
1/8/90 I- ./ + i m i *
11/2/91 i m zm
8/5/91 2 • 3 + 3 U 3 *
3/2/92 3-
80 60 40 20
<-------Ca Cations
20 40 60 80
Anions C l--------^
<1VO
FIGURE 3.32 GROUNDWATER CHEMISTRY: 
BOREHOLES W, G, H AND J 
JUNE 1992-APRIL 1995
DATE BHW BHG BHH BH J
10/6/92 1 • i ■ 1 +
20/1/93 2 - 2 « 2 +
24/8/93 3« 1 A
1/12/93 4* 2 k
16/2/94 3 +
28/3/94 3 1 3A 4 +
10/5/94
19/7/94 5 • 4-A 5 +
28/11/94 6 • 5A 6 +
10/4/95 7* 7+
80 60 40 20
<— Ca Cations
TABLE 3.10 HYDROCHEMICAL RESULTS: GROUNDWATERS
AT THE NORTHWEST OF THE SITE.
B H G B H H B H J B H T B H W
Cl
(mg/1)
8 - 4 9 6 - 2 7
*62 (18/10/93)




1 - 4 8
*268 (30/7/93) 
*169 (1/12/93)
66 - 358 1 - 6 4
*774 (24/8/93)





8 - 8 0
*360 (1/11/90)
12 - 228 18 - 161 
*360 (1/11/90)
75 - 146 
*480 (1/11/90)






81- 215 25 - 112 
*420(3/2/92)




11 - 180 
*59 - 340 
[APR90-NOV911
3 0 - 4 8 2 - 2 1
*46 (15/3/95)




5 - 1 8
*50 (1/11/90)
8.8 - 23 5 - 2 9
*61 (1/11/90)
12-2 2  
*46 (1/11/90)









1.3 - 576 
*1600 -6900 
[OCT-DEC931
19 - 7500 
[7500:OCT95]
40 - 590 
*16000 (3/3/94)







2 - 3 5
*1000 (24/8/93)
0.5 - 12 
*19 (24/8/93) 
*30 (10/5/94)
1 - 7 0.5 - 20 
*44 (6/7/93) 
*66 (30/4/90) 













0 - 1 0
*20 (11/11/93) 
*80 (1/12/93)












0 - 3 . 9
*40.6 (3/9/90)














0.07 - 2.9 
*10 (24/8/93)











0 - 0.44 0 - 1 0  
*21 - 148 
[APR-DEC90]
0 - 5 2
*156 (3/4/90) 
*151 (5/6/90)





18 - 120 
*220 (10/6/92) 
*600 (2/3/93)
10 - 160 
*200 (16/2/94)




220 - 790 5.6 - 140 
*180 -1400 
[APR90-FEB92]
* THE MAXIMUM LEVEL (OR RANGE OF LEVELS), RECORDED - ASSOCIATED W ITH 
EITH ER AN ISOLATED MONITORING EVENT OR A CONSECUTIVE SERIES OF ELEVATED 
CONCENTRATIONS BETW EEN THE DATES SPECIFIED.
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FIGURE 3.33 GROUNDWATER CHEMISTRY:
BOREHOLES K, L AND E
AUGUST 1993 - APRIL 1995
DATE BHK BHL BHE
24/8/93 i • 1A
5/10/93 a +
1/12/93 z  • Z k s  +
28/3/94 3 • 3 k
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FIGURE 3.34 GROUNDWATER CHEMISTRY 
BOREHOLES N, M AND P 
JUNE 1992 - APRIL 1995
DATE BHN BHM BHP
10/6/92 1 * i ■ l 4
20/1/93 2* 2  ■ 2 k
24/8/93 3 - 3 ■ I k
1/12/93 4  • k U
28/3/94 S' $ ■ 5 4
19/7/94 6 • 6k
28/11/94 7 • 7  ■ 74
10/4/95 « • 8B 84
80 60 40 20
<— Ca Cations
TABLE 3.11 HYDROCHEMICAL RESULTS: GROUNDWATERS
AT THE EAST OF THE SITE.
PARAM ETER B H K B H L B H E
Cl (mg/1) 10-3 0  
*81 (28/6/94)
5 - 2 5 1 - 1 6
S 0 4 (mg/1) 1 - 7 2*258 (30/7/93)
1 - 6 9
*102 (24/8/93)
1 - 6 2
Ca (mg/1) 11 - 152.3 64 - 131 81.9 - 84
Mg (mg/1) 3.6 - 42
3 6 - 5 5 36.9 - 39
Na (mg/1)
1.4 - 14 5.6 - 21 15.9 - 16
K  (mg/1) 1 .1 -11  *60 (24/8/93) 
*24 (29/8/94)




6.19 - 7.97 6.5 - 6.9 
*8.41 (1/12/93)
6.91 - 8.5
COD (mg/1) 10-9 6*313 (28/6/94)
1 9 -9 6
*200 (28/3/94)
1 0 -2 0
BOD (mg/1) 2 - 5*35 (10/5/94) 
*13 (13/2/95)
0 . 2 - 8 2.0
SS (mg/1) 5 - 4 8
1 - 1 8 1 3 - 2 7





N 0 3 (mg/1) 0 - 2 0 - 1 . 8*10 (19/7/94)
1 -5 .0
P 0 4 (mg/1) 0.01 -1.1 *2.9 (5/10/93)
0.01 - 0.4 0 .1 7 -3
Fe (mg/1) 0.01 - 0.4 0.01 - 0.2 0.01 - 0.1
Zn (ppb) 10 - 100 *200 (24/8/93)
10 - 100 
*200 (24/8/93)
100 - 120
* THE MAXIMUM LEVEL RECORDED - ASSOCIATED W ITH AN ISOLATED M ONITORING 
EVENT ON TH E SPECIFIED DATE.
NOTE: VALUES RELATIVE TO BOREHOLE E ARE BASED ON TW O SETS OF DATA.
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TABLE 3.12 HYDROCHEMICAL RESULTS: GROUNDWATERS
AT THE SOUTH OF THE SITE.
PARAM ETER BH M  | BH N B H P
C! (mg/1) 2 - 2 0
1 - 2 5
*47 (5/10/93)
1 - 2 0
S 0 4 (mg/1) 1 - 3 0*125 (1/12/93)
1 3 -5 3  
*1 (24/8/93)
9 - 1 4 0
Ca (mg/1) 4 0 - 5 5 23 - 170 *234 (24/8/93)
58 -144
Mg (mg/1) 17-2 3 4 9 - 9 8  *14 (5/10/93)
47 - 108
Na (mg/1) 3 8 - 5 0 4 - 2 1 4 - 1 4
K  (mg/1) 3 - 1 6*36 (29/8/94)
4 - 2 1 5 - 1 4
pH 6.25 - 8.38 6.3 - 7.5
6.3 - 8.04
COD (mg/1) 10 -192 *2880 (19/7/94)
1 0 -8 0
*1700 (5/10/93) 
*384 (19/7/94)
10 - 100 
*288 (28/11/94)
BOD (mg/1) 2 - 6 1 - 9*24 (5/10/93) 
*77 (19/7/94)
0 . 5 - 4
SS (mg/1) 1 -4 10 2 - 4 4 0*1015 (19/7/94)
1 -1 6 0




0 - 0 .8
*4 (28/11/94)
N 0 3 (mg/1) 0 -1 .0  *3 (28/3/94) 
*27 (7/6/93)
0 - 1 .0
*42 (5/10/93)
0 - 1 .1  
*3 (28/3/94)
P 0 4 (mg/1) 0 - 0 .3 0 - 0.44 *2.9 (5/10/93)
0 - 0 . 8
Fe (mg/1) 0.01 - 0.7 *6.6 (10/6/92) 
*4 (20/1/93)
0.01 - 2 
*14 (10/6/92)
0.01 - 2.7





* THE MAXIMUM LEVEL RECORDED - ASSOCIATED W ITH  AN ISOLATED MONITORING 
EVENT ON TH E SPECIFIED DATE. MINIMUM LEVELS OF S 0 4 AND Mg RECORDED AT 
BOREHOLE N ARE ALSO HIGHLIGHTED.
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3.4.3 Minewater pollution.
The vast matrix of underground driveroads, shafts and blind pits that exist beneath 
the site will have provided, at various stages in their history, channels for the circulation of 
oxygen and water through the Coal Measures strata. The effects of this circulatory process 
upon pyrittic material inherent within the strata, resulting in a chain of chemical reactions, 
can lead to a major source of groundwater pollution [CHOUBEY, 1991., YOUNGER, 
1994 and 1995].
The historical development of coal extraction at Greengairs, will have led to an 
almost cyclic process of dewatering and groundwater rebound. This may have resulted in a 
number of separate pollution events, corresponding to the level of pyrite oxidation achieved 
before rebound occurred, and leading to a 'flush' of these products into the groundwater 
system. Full groundwater rebound may not have occurred at each event, and would be 
dependent on the time interval between the cessation of one deep mining operation and the 
start of pumping operations associated with another.
Although some researchers [YOUNGER, 1994], have noted large fluctuations in 
groundwater levels in heavily mined strata, corresponding to seasonal changes, this is not 
the case at Greengairs. In this instance the limited increase in the area available for pyrite 
oxidation, afforded by falling groundwater levels, will not result, during subsequent periods 
of rising groundwaters, in a marked decrease in groundwater quality.
The decline of deep mining activity in the area, with the abandonment of the last 
deep mine in 1964, did not lead to a full rebound of groundwaters. This was due to the 
continuation of dewatering activities, until the early 1980s, associated with opencast 
operations. The cessation of all mining activity led to the complete rebound of 
groundwaters beneath the site area. However in late 1995 opencast operations have began 
again in areas outwith the site, but close to its boundaries on the western and southern 
sides. These activities, still ongoing, were initiated subsequent to the collection of water 
quality data assessed in this section. It is therefore probable, that changes in both the flow 
direction and geochemistry of groundwaters, adjacent to these areas, will have occurred. 
The magnitude of these effects will depend primarily on the radius of influence associated 
with dewatering activities, and the chemical characteristics of the lithologic framework 
corresponding to the 'adjusted' flowpaths.
The omission of iron and manganese from the ionic species represented by Piper 
diagrams, limits the applicability of subsequent groundwater classification in areas of acid 
mine drainage. A considerable level of data is now available, associated with acid mine 
drainage pollution, to confirm the presence of these ions in significant concentrations in 
minewaters. A classification scheme proposed by YOUNGER [1995], involves the 
assessment of sulphate to chloride ratios (based on % of total milliequivalents), relative to 
the net acidity or net alkalinity of a solution (as % of total Ca C03). The absence of a 'full' 
range of water quality data precludes the application of this classification technique at the 
Greengairs site. However, in general terms, high sulphate concentrations, in groundwaters
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from extensively mined Coal Measures strata, are usually associated with a significant level 
ofpyrite oxidation.
In his study of minewaters SINGH [1989], defines water quality characteristics 
particular to Coal Measures strata, assigning the following features to waters in flooded 
abandoned mines;
• The presence of iron and other sulphates, and low concentrations of HjS, with dissolved 
sulphates remaining in the water indefinitely.
• Stable pH values between 5.3 and 6.8 with a low oxidation potential.
These characteristics, linked to the combination of 'parent' waters and oxidation 
products of pyrite, may contribute to the overall chemistry of surface discharges. 
YOUNGER [1995], in his study of mine discharges in County Durham, identified sulphate 
concentrations in the range 137 to 1358 mg/1, chlorides between 60 and 1012 mg/1, iron 
(total) between 1.8 and 79.8 mg/1, and pH levels between 4.1 and 6.5.
The hydrochemical results for groundwaters at the east and south of the site (Tables 
3.11 and 3.12), indicate that generally, sulphate, chloride and iron concentrations fall well 
below levels associated with grossly polluting minewaters. In addition, pH levels in these 
areas show little indication of significantly acidic groundwaters. The predominance of 
calcite and dolomite within the strata, which can lead to the neutralisation of acid 
minewaters, may explain these observations. Both of these carbonate minerals occur in 
precipitate form along discontinuities within the rock structure and, in the case of calcite, as 
a primary cement component within the sandstones. In addition the regional influence upon 
groundwaters in these areas, afforded by the East Loch feature, may facilitate a significant 
dilution factor.
Mine discharges have been identified with 'circum-neutral' pH and considerable 
levels of alkalinity [YOUNGER, 1995]. However these features are not indicative of a 
reduction in pollution potential associated with these forms of discharge. Although the 
results also show a number of monitoring events when slightly elevated concentrations of 
sulphate and iron were present (maximum levels; 258 and 14 mg/1 respectively), these 
occurred separately and never in combination during one event. It is reasonable to conclude 
therefore that the groundwater chemistry in these areas is not currently dominated by pyrite 
oxidation products.
An assessment of hydrochemical results corresponding to the East Loch, Cameron 
Bum and Greengairs spring, led to a similar conclusion. The recorded maximum 
concentrations of iron, sulphate and chlorides at these features were 4, 120 and 265 mg/1 
respectively (Table 3.9). The various sources of water, with differing chemical quality, 
associated with the East Loch catchment restricts the assessment of possible mine 
discharges into this feature.
By far the most complex area, in terms of groundwater chemistry, is the northwest 
of the site. The widespread and relatively shallow abandoned stoop and room workings in
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this area would suggest an 'ideal' location, during periods of dewatering, for extensive pyrite 
oxidation and the subsequent generation of polluting mine waters. However this area is 
situated along the predominant direction of groundwater flow, down gradient of the active 
landfill site. The migration of leachates, via both surface and subsurface routes, into this 
area has led to elevated chemical concentrations at periodic intervals throughout the 
monitoring studies (Table 3.10). This makes the assessment of groundwater chemistry and 
the effects of polluted groundwaters in this area extremely complex, and beyond the 
required scope of this study.
During the inspection phase of the site investigation the deposition of ochre, 
characteristic of acid mine drainage, was observed on the base of the northern perimeter 
drain. The discharge associated with this polluted section of the drain is thought to be 
linked to the line of a major fault (see 2.3.3), which may permit the ascent of acid mine 
waters from abandoned mineworkings, known to have worked the Airdrie Blackband coal 
and ironstone formation, in the area. Unfortunately water samples for chemical analysis 
were not taken at this position, or at most other surface locations across the site area. 
Surface water samples were restricted to drains conveying effluent from the leachate 
treatment works, and the East Loch and Cameron Bum features.
However a portable water quality meter was used, during the site inspection phase, 
to measure a number of very basic chemical indicators (pH, conductivity, temperature, 
dissolved oxygen and salinity), at various surface water features across the site. A 
prominent feature of these studies related to measurements taken along the course of the 
southern perimeter drain. Eight measurements were taken along this watercourse indicating 
pH levels between 4 and 5, representative of acidity levels not encountered anywhere else 
across the site. The absence of 'fuller' chemical data precludes further detailed assessment, 
but as surface runoff from the south of the site forms the main source of water in this 
feature, these levels may be associated with contaminated runoff. The waters feeding into 
this drain pass over, and in some cases through, considerable quantities of largely 
unvegetated mine/quarry spoil. Pyrittic material within the spoil may create conditions 
favourable to acidic runoff waters. The disturbance of the spoil heaps, leading to the 
exposure of'fresh' pyrittic material, may lead to increased levels of this contaminated runoff
3.4.4 Pollution of waters by landfill leachates.
The limited chemical data available combined with the complexity of groundwaters 
at the site, makes it difficult to establish, unequivocally, a link between elevated chemical 
concentrations recorded during a particular monitoring event, and migratory landfill 
leachates. However the assessment of a number of events, when elevated levels indicative 
of a reduction in water quality were recorded (Table 3.13), allowed a series of observations 
to be made. These observations are presented below, together with an assessment of the 
strength of evidence, relative to each event, to suggest that pollution of waters has occurred 
as a direct result of landfill leachates.
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TABLE 3.13 POLLUTION EVENTS
DATE ELEVATED LEVELS LOCATION
24/8/93 Zn[400] EAST LOCH
(Month 67) Ca[272], Mg[52], Zn[200] CAMERON BURN
K[60], Zn[200] BHK
SO4[102], K[76], Zn[200] BHL
Ca[234] BHN
Zn[300] BHP
S04[774], BODJ19] BH J
BOD[10001, NH3-N[201, PO4[101 BHH
10/5/94 BOD [29] EAST LOCH
(Month 76) BOD [35] BHK
BOD [30] BH J
28/6/94 Cl[265], COD [184] EAST LOCH
(Month 77) Cl[81], COD[3131 BHK
19/7/94 NH3-N[6] BHK
(Month 78) NO3[10] BHL
COD [2880], NH3-N[4] BH M
COD[384, BOD[77], SS[1015], NH3-N[8] BHN
NH3-NJ61 BH J
28/1194 COD [1920] EAST LOCH
(Month 82) NH3-N[8] CAMERON BURN




COD[288], NH3-N[4], Zn[200] BHP
NH3-N[8] BH J
NOTES: Values in the brackets indicate the concentration recorded during the
specified monitoring event. All concentrations in mg/1 except zinc (pg/1).
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a) Very high levels of zinc, between 200 and 400 ppb, were found in both 
groundwaters and surface waters sampled in August 1993. However the absence of other 
chemical parameters associated with landfill leachates, does not permit the possibility of a 
link to landfill activities to be assessed. Groundwaters at the northwest of the site (BH H), 
during this period, contained elevated levels of ammoniacal nitrogen, phosphate and BOD 
which may be associated with the migration of leachates resulting from the initial stages of 
the landfill decomposition process.
b) During consecutive monitoring events between May and June 1994, at the East 
Loch and borehole K, initially high BOD levels were followed by elevated levels of chloride 
and COD. Observations made on site during this period, identified a breakout of leachate 
into the area immediately south of phase 2, through a deep layer of peat bounding the main 
haul road on its southern side. The resulting mixture of leachate and surface waters, which 
led to ponding in the area surrounding borehole K, was conveyed, in a much diluted form, 
along the central drain into the East Loch feature. This behaviour may account, in this 
instance, for the reduction in water quality at both the East Loch (via surface drainage), and 
borehole K (via infiltration processes), recorded during this time period.
The fluctuating water quality in the East Loch is linked, primarily, to the ingress of 
surface waters along numerous drainage paths, inclusive in one pathway of final effluent 
resulting from the leachate treatment process. Changes in water chemistry identified within 
this major surface water feature, between April 1992 and April 1995, are illustrated in 
Figures 3.35 and 3.36. These graphical plots, which present monitoring data corresponding 
to various parameters including pH, ammoniacal nitrogen, chlorides, sulphates, nitrates and 
phosphates, provide the evidence to conclude that the East Loch has been polluted by 
products associated with landfill leachates.
c) Separate pollution events in July and November 1994 resulted in a wide range of 
chemical parameters at elevated levels. A consistent feature of both groundwaters and 
surface waters during each of these events, was the presence of elevated levels of 
ammoniacal nitrogen. This parameter, a characteristic component of landfill leachates, was 
present at very high concentrations (20-80 mg/1), in groundwaters at the northwest of the 
site on a number of occasions. It seems reasonable to conclude that these results are 
indicative of a substantial level of leachate migration into groundwaters in this area. It also 
follows that concentrations of ammoniacal nitrogen found in groundwaters sampled at both 
the east and south of the site, and in waters sampled from the Cameron Bum and 
Greengairs spring positions, may also be linked to migratory leachates. This would imply 
however that groundwater movements are not only occurring in a northwesterly direction, 
but also radially, relative to the position of the active landfill, to areas at the south and east 
of the site.
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The variation in pH, ammoniacal nitrogen, chlorides, sulphates, and phosphates 
within groundwaters sampled at both the northwest of the site (boreholes W, G and J), and 
the south of the site (boreholes M, P and N), are shown on Figures 3.37 to 3.41. These 
plots provide further evidence indicative of pollution incidents which have resulted in 
elevated concentrations of a range of chemical indicators, at separate parts of the site. Of 
particular note (Figure 3.37), is the close relationship between each borehole position 
corresponding to changes in pH. The abrupt change after August 1993 (month 67), in pH, 
representative of a greater level of alkalinity, may be linked to the migration of stable phase 
(methanogenic), leachates.
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FIGURE 3.35 EAST LOCH: WATER CHEMISTRY
OCT 1989 - APR 1995
TIME: (months)






FIGURE 3.36 EAST LOCH: WATER CHEMISTRY






FIGURE 3.37 GROUNDWATER CHEMISTRY:
pH: JUNE 1992 - APR 1995
-----B H W ------ BHG ------BHJ ------ B H M ------BHP ------BHN
FIGURE 3.38 GROUNDWATER CHEMISTRY:
NH3-N: JUNE 1992 - APR 1995
4̂































FIGURE 3.39 GROUNDWATER CHEMISTRY:
Cl: JUNE 1992 - APR 1995
TIME: (months)




















FIGURE 3.40 GROUNDWATER CHEMISTRY:
SQ4: JUNE 1992 - APR 1995
TIME: (months)




















FIGURE 3.41 GROUNDWATER CHEMISTRY:
PQ4: JUNE 1992 - APR 1995
TIME: (months)
---- BH W  BHG  BHJ  BH M  BHP  BHN
3.4.5 Assessment constraints.
The absence of information concerning purging, sampling and storage techniques 
adopted throughout the monitoring studies, precludes the appraisal and possible 
identification, of data inaccuracies associated with gross and/or systematic contamination 
errors. It is therefore assumed throughout this section, that protocols were included aimed 
at minimising the possibility of sample contamination.
A major factor which influences this form of assessment, is the frequency of 
monitoring data available at each sampling position. Table 3.14 presents this information, 
and illustrates three distinct groupings corresponding to separate periods of water quality 
monitoring. The emphasis on chemical analyses for groundwaters at the northwest of the 
site (boreholes G, J, T and W), and surface waters at the East Loch feature, is evident, as is 
the lack of data associated with the southern and eastern areas of the site. This accounts for 
the greater 'weighting' allocated to conclusions reached in this study, concerning the 
northwest of the site and the East Loch feature.
The piezometric response zone within an observation borehole will, if constructed 
properly and provided the integrity of the seals bounding the zone are maintained, facilitate 
groundwater sampling for chemical analysis. However regional groundwater flow 
characteristics may cast doubt upon what these analyses truly represent. In a review of 
observation boreholes situated in areas of both groundwater recharge and discharge, 
BRASSINGTON [1992], presents a number of hypotheses whereby chemical data from 
groundwater samples may mislead researchers;
• The predominantly upward flow in areas of discharge, will result in groundwater samples 
which will represent only the deeper parts of the aquifer penetrated by the response zone.
• Conversely, in recharge areas groundwater samples may be representative of shallower 
aquifer horizons.
In addition, the facility of boreholes to permit the vertical movements of 
contaminants, between aquifer zones, has been discussed by a number of authors [AVCI,
1992., BRASSINGTON, 1992., PRICE and WILLIAMS, 1993]. This will certainly 
constitute a major factor across the Greengairs area, due to the extensive drilling operations 
that have taken place (Ref: Drawing Nos FI and F2).
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TABLE 3.14 PERIODS AND FREQUENCY OF WATER QUALITY MONITORING
SAMPLING
POSITION
GROUP 1 GROUP2 GROUP3






29/4/92 - 10/4/95 [11]
BH G 3/4/90 - 3/2/92 [161 10/6/92 -10/5/94 [161
BH J 3/4/90 - 3/2/92 [131 10/6/92 -10/4/95 [181
B H T 3/4/90 - 3/5/91 [141*
BH W 3/4/90 - 3/2/92 [161 10/6/92 -10/4/95 [271
BH H 24/8/93 - 28/11/94 [91
BH L 24/8/93 - 10/4/95 [61
B H K 30/7/93 - 13/2/95 [111
BH E 5/10/93 - 1/12/93 [21
BH M 10/6/92 - 10/4/95 [111
BH N 10/6/92 - 10/4/95 [111
BH P 10/6/92 - 10/4/95 [111
NOTES: Values in brackets indicate the total number of monitoring events within
each period. * BH T: Standpipe installation was completely dry on subsequent visits.












G WS - 25.6 1.3 16-27 DISCHARGE
J WS - 17.5 4.05 19 - 28.5 DISCHARGE
T WS - 5.1 and 21.75 3.6 18 - 30.5 DISCHARGE
W S - 23.35 4.5 25-35
H WS - 18.5 2.5 20-30 DISCHARGE
L WS - 17.45 6.0 17-27 DISCHARGE
K S - 9.8 3.5 11-21
E S - 16.7 9.0 18.4 - 27
M WS - 31.4 9.6 32 - 42.6 DISCHARGE
N S - 37.5 15.0 35 - 45.5
P WS - 23.8 9.0 23-39 DISCHARGE
NOTES: fWSf indicates water strike and ’S’ indicates seepage at the depths shown.
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Information describing the piezometric response zones and groundwater 
observations recorded during drilling, corresponding to boreholes used for groundwater 
sampling at the site, is presented in Table 3.15. Where possible the groundwater behaviour 
has been classified as characteristic of either a discharge or a recharge area. A fuller 
detailed assessment of these regional flow properties is included in section 3.5.
Most response zones are approximately 10 metres in length and, in all but one case, 
are sealed up to the surface a distance greater than 15 metres. In addition, most of the 
boreholes exhibit behaviour characteristic of discharge conditions (none display the flow 
behaviour associated with recharge areas), it does therefore seem reasonable to conclude 
that samples taken at these positions, will be representative of groundwaters associated with 
relatively deep flow behaviour.
3.4.6 Conclusions.
The interpretation of water quality data at Greengairs, in combination with a 
knowledge of catchment behaviour, linked to extensive field observations and study, has led 
to the following conclusions;
a) Groundwaters beneath the site, sampled both at depth and on the surface (via 
Greengairs spring), can be classified in broad terms as calcium and magnesium carbonate- 
bicarbonate waters. However groundwaters sampled at the northwest of the site (BH G, 
during early stages of the monitoring studies), and at the south of the site (BH M), 
displayed unexplained but consistent higher levels of sodium.
The surface waters in the East Loch, and to a lesser degree the Cameron Bum, 
exhibit a 'wider' spread of data, when presented in the form of a Piper diagram, indicative of 
the random influence of chlorides, sulphates, nitrates and sodium (see Figures 3.29 and 
3.30).
b) Although pyrite oxidation products have undoubtedly been flushed into 
groundwaters at various stages of the sites history, they do not comprise a dominant factor 
in the groundwater chemistry. However the possibility of acidic runoff associated with the 
passage of surface waters across, and through, areas comprising mine/quarry spoil, has been 
identified.
c) The major influence upon the hydrochemistry of both groundwaters and surface 
waters at the site are migratory leachates, generated by ongoing landfill activities. Chemical 
products associated with landfill leachates have entered bodies of water across the site, in 
varying concentrations, via the following pathways;
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• Overland flows from unrestored landfill cells and the drainage (via ditches and/or 
culvert features), of ponded surface waters inclusive of diluted leachates (see Plates
2.25 and 2.26). This includes the passage of diluted final effluent from the leachate 
treatment works, via the central drain, into the East Loch feature.
• Leachate breakout, from the landfilled areas of the site, resulting in the subsurface 
migratory movement of pollutants within the groundwater regime. These 
movements will be determined, both directionally and in quantitative terms, by the 
physical and chemical behaviour of groundwaters directly beneath, and immediately 
adjacent to, the breakout position/s.
d) Pollution events have been identified which, provided the integrity of the chemical 
analyses are accepted, indicate the presence of a range of chemical indicators associated 
with leachates. These 'indicators' have been recorded, in combination, at levels which could 
not be explained, by association with factors, linked to either lithological or acid mine 
drainage characteristics.
e) Although this study has identified events where water quality in the East Loch has 
fallen, this has been directly associated with overland flows and not groundwater 
movements. There is no evidence to suggest that these periods of reduced water quality, 
are linked to the ingress of groundwaters into this feature.
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3.5 GROUNDWATER FLOW RELATIONSHIPS.
3.5.1 Introduction.
The development of a 'realistic' conceptual model requires a full study of the 
groundwater behaviour, and the factors which influence patterns of flow. The information 
used to develop conceptual groundwater flow relationships at Greengairs comprised,
a) Tracer test results.
b) Daily data describing Cameron Burn flowrate and Greengairs spring discharges.
c) Daily meteorological data describing patterns of rainfall.
d) Groundwater levels, recorded during monitoring studies, for a number of 
observation boreholes spread across the site area.
e) Water level fluctuations, recorded during monitoring studies, for the East Loch 
feature.
This considerable quantity of data has been collated, presented and interpreted in a 
number of ways. This has allowed relationships between separate hydrogeological features 
to be defined, and seasonal variations in groundwater flow behaviour to be established.
PLATE 3.3 OPENCAST VOID AT THE SOUTH OF THE SITE 
(Note the dry condition and the prominent water marks on the sides of the feature)
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3.5.2 Interpretation of tracer test results.
Tracer tests, completed at the site during previous investigative studies, had proved 
the hydraulic continuity between a water filled void within the proposed landfill area, and 
the Greengairs springs discharging into the Cameron Bum. The approximate locations of 
both the tracer injection and groundwater sampling positions are shown on Figure 3.42. As 
detailed in the Site Investigation chapter (see 2.2.11), information associated with a tracer 
test completed in winter 1987/1988 was obtained as part of the desk study. However this 
data was incomplete, and no details were available concerning the tracer injection and 
sampling techniques adopted.
The tracer test commenced on the morning of 17th November 1987, with the 
injection of 14kg of lithium chloride into the pond feature. The volume of this surface 
water feature, formed within an opencast void, was estimated at 4000m3, which provided in 
theory an initial tracer concentration of 3.5mg/l. Lithium chloride had been chosen as the 
tracer by the consultant due to its low background levels, and because other commonly used 
tracers were known to be absorbed by Coal Measures strata with high organic content 
[BOWEN, 1987]. As the flooded void was known to breach abandoned mineworkings at 
its base, the test provided a good indication of groundwater movements through the matrix 
of channels, afforded by mining activities, present beneath the site.
The concentrations of lithium chloride detected at the groundwater spring positions, 
are shown in graphical form in Figure 3.43. This plot illustrates the initial flush of lithium 
chloride through the groundwater system, followed by a resurgence event 70 days after the 
time of tracer injection at the source. The application of advective-diffusion theory, in 
conjunction with this data, enabled groundwater velocities to be approximated.
The one dimensional form of the steady state flow advective molecular diffusion 
equation is;
---- HuT —  = s — -<k dx. (h?
where c is the characteristic concentration.
g is the molecular diflusion coefficient, 
and ux is the constant velocity.
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FIG U R E  3.43 T R A C E R  TEST:
IM M E D IA T E  A N D  R E SU R G E N C E  DATA:
TIME: (DAYS)
-----SPRING 1 ------ SPRING 2
In the case of the initial condition c(x, 0) = 0 and the upstream boundary condition 
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[After KOUTITAS 1983]
where erfc = 1 - erf
c is the concentration downstream 
cQ is the concentration upstream 
t is the time.
and x is the distance between downstream and upstream positions.
This equation was applied to the point of initial tracer detection at the groundwater 
spring position, by the input of the following set of values;
The tracer concentration upstream (c) = 3.5 mg/1
The tracer concentration downstream (cQ) = 0.023 mg/1
The distance between injection and sampling positions (x) = 940 metres
The time recorded from injection to initial detection (t) = 3.479 days = 300585.6 seconds
The molecular diffusion coefficient (s) was taken as the kinematic viscosity u,
corresponding to groundwater with a temperature range averaging 10 degrees Celsius.
.'. 8 = 1.306 x 10-6 m2/sec
This gives;
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where a is the argument of the complementary error function.
=> From error function tables for a -» 750 then erf(a) ->  1 erfc = 1 - 1  = 0 which 
indicates that this part of the equation can be discounted.
.\ We have;
6.57142 x 10'3 1  erfc[ 940-300585JU 
2 ‘ertA 1.253099 -
Equation 1.
6.57142 x 10'3 = ^-.erf(c)
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/. 0.0131428 = erf(c) = 1 - erf(a)
=> erf(a) = 0.986857 which leads to a = 1.764285 (from tables)
By substitution into Equation 1;
.764285 = 940 - 300585.U 
1.253099
=> groundwater flow velocity u = 3.12 x 10-3 m/sec
The main assumption of this approach is that groundwater flow occurs in one 
dimension only. The tortuosity of groundwater flows, in both microscopic and macroscopic 
terms, particularly in areas of heavily mined and fractured strata, largely invalidates this 
assumption. Groundwater flows will occur in all three dimensions in a random but 
preferential manner, determined by the physical characteristics of the flow 'channels' and/or 
the Darcian properties of the rock matrix itself. These characteristics, in combination with 
the energy levels corresponding to interacting bodies of water (inclusive in this instance of 
the East Loch), will control groundwater movements in both a quantitative and directional 
sense. This flow 'control' is, in the opinion of this author, better assessed relative to the 
conceptual modelling of hydrogeological factors, based on hard physical data, than by 
artificial simulation based on accepted statistical distributions. This argument is discussed in 
further detail throughout the final chapters of this thesis.
However the results of the tracer test allowed the following observations to be
made;
a) The hydraulic link that exists between the flooded opencast void and the 
groundwater springs, demonstrates the potential for surface water-groundwater interaction, 
afforded by abandoned mineworkings that have been disturbed by surface activities.
b) In this case the direct distance of 940 metres between injection and detection 
positions, was covered by the tracer in less than 3.5 days. This will most probably have 
involved the flow of groundwaters through a considerably longer distance, along a tortuous 
subsurface route. An approximate groundwater flow velocity, albeit subject to the 
unrealistic assumption discussed above, associated with this flow is 3.12 x 103 m/s 
(approximately 270 metres/day). It is notable that this velocity approximation is 
significantly greater than the permeability values, corresponding to various components of 
worked Coal Measures, determined from packer test results (see Chapter 2, Table 2.3).
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c) A considerable time period after the test commenced (70 days), a resurgence of 
lithium chloride was detected at the spring. This resurgence, which continued throughout a 
13 day period, may be associated with the 'detention' of groundwaters within abandoned 
stoop and room workings at the northwest of the site. These subsurface features are 
situated between tracer source and sample positions, along the predominant direction of 
groundwater flow. Any detention of waters within these subsurface reservoirs, would be 
subject to changing hydraulic conditions across this part of the site resulting from 
fluctuating energy levels. The aquifer recharge, which may be largely dominated by rainfall 
patterns, will effect a major influence upon these energy levels. A change in these 
conditions may facilitate the 'release' of these waters, which would then be free to progress 
along its pathway to the spring position. The resurgence occurred during a period of heavy 
and prolonged rainfall, which could have created conditions suitable for this release, and the 
subsequent flush of previously impounded groundwaters.
d) The similarity between tracer detection levels at both spring positions suggests that 
these features are associated with the same source of groundwater. It is highly likely that 
the two routes for surface discharge, represented by the separate spring positions, are 
directly linked to the same subsurface feature effecting the release of groundwaters in this 
area. It may be the case that the two 'springs', which lie in very close proximity to each 
other, are interrelated discharges, corresponding to one groundwater spring position.
3.5.3 Bum-spring-rainfall relationships.
Any form of model, conceptual or computational, describing the groundwater 
behaviour at the site, must include the two prominent spring discharges situated between 
the villages of Greengairs and Wattston. The tracer test proved that these features are an 
integral part of the groundwater system, in direct hydraulic continuity with groundwaters at 
the north of the site area.
MEINZER [1923], in his study of groundwater hydrology, defined 3 principal 
variables which determine the magnitude of spring discharge, i.e.;
• aquifer permeability.
• the area contributing recharge to the aquifer.
• the quantity of recharge.
The composite form of aquifer beneath the site, makes the allocation of an individual 
permeability value both misleading and inaccurate. The quantity of recharge and the 
contributory area involved are also very difficult to define. The assessment of these 
parameters is further compounded in areas subjected to extensive deep mining, where the 
connectivity afforded by abandoned mine driveroads may facilitate a considerably extended 
recharge area. However a separate parameter that can be assessed, indicative of changing 


















FIGURE 3.44 SPRING/BURN DISCHARGE
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FIGURE 3.45 SPRING/BURN DISCHARGE
MINIMUM VALUES: AUG 1988 - PEC 1993
YEAR
-----SPRING 1 -----SPRING 2 -----CAMERON BURN
The variation in maximum and minimum spring discharges, and Cameron Bum 
flowrates, between August 1988 and December 1993, are shown in Figures 3.44 and 3.45 
respectively. These graphical relationships, compiled using monthly data, illustrate the close 
relationship between the behavioural response of the spring and bum positions. An 
assessment of these relationships led to the following additional observations;
• There is a 'general' agreement between the fluctuating spring discharges recorded from 
year to year. Although a large variability in spring discharge occurs at both positions within 
a short time period, the trend associated with seasonal changes is largely consistent.
• The monthly maximum and minimum discharges at spring 1, are consistently higher than 
those at spring 2 throughout the 5.5 year period.
• Events when a rise in Cameron Bum flowrate occur, are mirrored by an increase in spring 
discharges indicative of the influence of rainfall.
• The minimum discharge levels at both spring positions, are consistently greater than the 
corresponding minimum flowrates recorded in the Cameron Bum (Figure 3.45). This 
indicates the lack of baseflow within the bum feature, which relies largely on the 
contribution of waters associated with surface runoff.
In order to establish the time lag between the point of maximum rainfall intensity 
within a storm event, and the subsequent response of both spring and bum positions, 
graphical relationships based on daily monitoring data were compiled. These relationships 
indicated that the Cameron Bum generally responded to a storm event by reaching a peak 
flow within 24 hours. With a high intensity storm event this response time is reduced, 
however the frequency of monitoring data precludes a more accurate assessment. The 
response of both spring positions generally occurs within a 48 hour period and the discharge 
trend mirrors, for a considerable part of the monitoring data, the pattern of rainfall. This is 
illustrated in Figure 3.46 which presents daily monitoring and meteorological data for 
August 1988. A similar relationship is evident until around 1992, when discharge curves for 
both springs appear to be 'smoother', and devoid of abmpt changes associated with 
fluctuating rainfall patterns. This is shown on Figures 3.47 and 3.48 which illustrate these 
relationships corresponding to the months of August and December in 1993. However the 
overall trend associated with changes in spring discharge is still inextricably linked to rainfall 
activity. It is interesting to note that in early December 1993 a prominent storm event, 
which resulted in an almost immediate response in the Cameron Bum, did not effect a 
response in spring 1 until 3 days later (Figure 3.48). This extended lag time may be 
indicative of a period of suppressed groundwater flow, associated with reduced hydraulic 
gradients along the predominant pathways that form the link between the aquifer recharge 
















FIGURE 3.46 HYDROLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS
AUGUST 1988
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FIGURE 3.47 HYDROLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS
AUGUST 1993
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F IG U R E  3 .4 8  H Y D R O L O G IC A L  R E L A T IO N S H IP S
D E C E M B E R  1993
TIME (MONTHS):















Groundwater levels were monitored at twenty borehole positions as part of the site 
monitoring programme. In addition, the four piezometers installed during this study, as part 
of the ground investigation phase, were monitored as an integral part of the research 
programme. The frequency of monitoring data available for each observation borehole 
varied considerably. Table 3.16 presents this information and separates the frequency data 
into a number of groups, based on separate periods of monitoring at the site.



























W 21 29 [note 21 26
G 21 29 26
T 16 [note 31
















Values shown indicate the total num ber of monitoring events within each period. 
NOTES:
[1] - Standpipe installation was completely dry on subsequent visits.
[2] - Borehole vandalised in July 1993. Blockage cleared soon afterwards.
[3] - Standpipe installation was completely dry on subsequent visits.
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The presentation of monitoring data in graphical form, enabled relationships 
between various bodies of water across the site to be identified. The high frequency data 
from boreholes at the northwest of the site, confirmed the close interaction between 
groundwater levels in this area. This is shown in Figure 3.49, which in addition to 
presenting groundwater levels at four borehole positions between August 1993 and April 
1995, includes water level information corresponding to the East Loch feature. This 
illustrates an almost immediate groundwater response in this area to rainfall events, which 
have also resulted in rising water levels at the East Loch. However, although a period of 
positive effective rainfall, between July 1st and November 25th 1994 (months 78 and 82.8 
respectively), resulted in a sharp rise in groundwater levels, water levels in the East Loch 
fell dramatically throughout this time. This period has been shown, as part of the East Loch 
catchment study, to be a time when losses from the East Loch feature to the underlying 
groundwater system (averaging 17 litres/sec), have occurred (Ref: Drawing No 12). It 
would be speculative to postulate that a component of the increased groundwater levels, 
monitored across the site during this period, is attributable to these losses from the loch. 
However this remains a valid hypothesis, which would be difficult to either prove or 
disprove unequivocally with the present data.
Figure 3.50 presents groundwater level data corresponding to boreholes at both the 
northwest (W, G and H), and the south of the site (M, N and X). Although this relationship 
indicates a similar overall pattern of behaviour, a time lag, relative to the groundwater 
response, is evident between the two areas. Groundwaters at the south of the site respond 
in a similar manner to those at the northwest, but are distinctly 'slower'. This behaviour 
could be explained by either of the following hypotheses;
• Hydraulic continuity exists between these two areas, and the direction of groundwater 
flow is from north to south, with aquifer recharge occurring, predominantly, at the north of 
the site.
• Each area behaves as a separate hydraulic system with different recharge positions. The 
behavioural similarity is due to the heavy reliance, within both systems, for recharge via 
infiltrating surface waters resulting from storm events. The recharge characteristics 
associated with the south of the site, effects a slower response to rainfall events.
While either 'system' may theoretically explain the lag behaviour exhibited by each 
area of groundwater, both systems may, in part, exist beneath the site, to form an element of 
the overall characteristics of the groundwater regime. Although isolated areas at the 
northwest of the site may be characterised by limited southerly flows, the overall 
distribution of fluid potential within the groundwater regime, would make the mass 






















FIGURE 3.49 GROUNDWATER RELATIONSHIPS:
AUG 1993-A P R  1995
TIME: (MONTHS)






































FIGURE 3.50 GROUNDWATER RELATIONSHIPS:
AUG 1993 -A P R  1995
TIME: (MONTHS)
BHW ------BHG -------  BHH ------ BHM ------BHN ------- BHX
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The comparison of groundwater level fluctuations between the northwest and east 
of the site, does not reveal a similar pattern (Figure 3.51). In this instance only a 'broad' 
similarity is evident between groundwaters at the east (boreholes D4 and D6), and 
groundwaters at the northwest (boreholes W and G). The groundwater behaviour at the 
east, during the period July 1st to November 25th 1994 (discussed earlier in this section), 
initially mirrors the East Loch response associated with falling waters. However this is 
followed by rising groundwater levels, similar to those occurring throughout the whole of 
this period at the northwest of the site. Borehole D7 situated to the east of the loch feature 
displays a groundwater response dissimilar to the rest of the site. This may be due to its 
isolation, in hydrogeological terms, afforded by the large fault bounding the East Loch 
along its northern and eastern edges.
The combination of groundwater behaviour across the whole site, and the response 
of the East Loch feature, is indicative of partial recharge of the groundwater system from 
the east of the site (and ultimately the East Loch). This partial recharge, although 
intermittent, effects a radial pattern of groundwater flow towards the west and south of the 
site. This mechanism of recharge, in addition to the conventional aquifer recharge 
associated with infiltrated rainwaters, may explain the groundwater relationships presented 
in this section. To assess this hypothesis further, groundwater levels, recorded at a number 
of carefully chosen positions, were plotted alongside the East Loch water levels (Figure 
3.52). This data covered a time frame inclusive of the period of water loss from the East 
Loch referred to above. This led to the following observations;
• The East Loch and borehole D6 both exhibit a pattern of behaviour, corresponding to 
surface waters and groundwater respectively, indicative of a period of water loss. This 
period of loss ceases at borehole D6, resulting in a rise in groundwater levels, before a rise 
in the loch water level was recorded. This indicates a movement of waters from the East 
Loch, and the area immediately to its north, to other parts of the site (see borehole location 
plan, Figure 3.53). Groundwater levels 150 metres southwest of the loch (borehole L), and 
at the far south of the site (borehole P), rose steadily during this period.
• Groundwater levels monitored at an observation borehole positioned at the western edge 
of the loch (borehole D5), show sudden and abrupt fluctuations. These fluctuations are also 
discernible at borehole D4, situated approximately 230 metres west of the loch. These 
sudden changes in groundwater level may be associated with periods of water loss from the 


























FIGURE 3.51 GROUNDWATER RELATIONSHIPS:
AUG 1993-A P R  1995
TIME: (MONTHS)
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FIGURE 3.52 BH/EAST LOCH RELATIONSHIP:
DEC 1993 - APR 1995
----- EAST LOCH — — BHL ----- BHP


























FIGURE 3.53 OBSERVATION BOREHOLE LOCATION PLAN.
These observations strengthen the hypothesis of partial recharge, from the East 
Loch feature, resulting in a radial pattern of groundwater flow towards the west and south 
of the site. This hypothesis may be further extended, to include an additional contributory 
area of recharge to the north of the loch. It is notable however that groundwater levels in 
this area are generally between 8 and 10 metres lower than the rest water level in the East 
Loch. This suggests the existence of a complex hydraulic system in this area, laterally 
confined by the limited extent of mining activity which was restricted by extensive faulting, 
and the presence of intrusive rocks. Groundwater flows at the north, outwith these areas, 
will be predominantly fracture dominated and devoid of flowpaths resulting from mining 
activities. Groundwaters with a sufficient energy level will therefore, migrate preferentially 
within the 'easier' routes afforded by features either directly, or indirectly, associated with 
abandoned mineworkings.
However if these groundwaters form a part of the hydraulic system inclusive of East 
Loch interaction, this migration will not be directed towards the south due to the huge 
deficiency in energy, demonstrated by the contrasting groundwater levels, between the two 
areas. The losses that appear to be occurring in this area, may be entirely unrelated to the 
'main' groundwater system. Unrecorded mineworkings may provide migratory pathways to 
the northeast and/or northwest or, alternatively, the brecciated margin of the 47.5 metre 
fault may facilitate a drainage pathway in the manner described in section 3.2.3.3. The rock 
structure at borehole D6 included brecciated zones, and a significant level of calcite 
mineralisation in cavities, veins and as coatings on joint surfaces. The piezometer at this 
position was installed within a heavily fractured band of sandstone, which had resulted in a 
slight loss of air during drilling operations. These observations place additional weighting 
on the fault breccia - drainage pathway hypothesis outlined above. It is clear that there is a 
significant barrier at the north and east of the loch feature, which prohibits the level of 
groundwater interaction displayed at boreholes D4, D5 and L, from occurring at boreholes 
D6 and D7. The integrity of this barrier, afforded by the 47.5 metres fault, is demonstrated 
by the 8 to 10 metres fall in head between the East Loch and borehole D6, situated less than 
40 metres from the waters edge (Ref: Drawing No G5).
The main groundwater system at the site has been shown to interact with surface 
waters at the East Loch. It was noted during the desk study phase that in 1988, a rest water 
level of 184.4 m AOD was recorded at three separate positions, i.e.;
• The East Loch.
• A flooded opencast void (the tracer test injection position).
• A pond feature overlying an old sink position.
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To assess the possible interaction of these features with groundwaters across the 
site, at this time, a map of the potentiometric surface was compiled. This was based on the 
following forms and sources of data;
• Groundwater observations recorded on drillers logs (Northern Strip Mining and British 
Coal records).
• Site investigation information (Aspinwall and Shanks and McEwan).
The limitation of this data, and the primary reason for any inaccuracy, is that the 
groundwater observations are from a variety of sources, corresponding to investigations 
carried out at different times. However the information has allowed assessment of the 
regional groundwater characteristics, and the identification of a number of groundwater 
flow anomalies.
The potentiometric surface is shown, in a reduced form, in Figure 3.54 ( a larger 
representation is included as Drawing No J1 A). A study of this potentiometric map led to 
the following observations;
a) The predominant groundwater flow direction is from the south of the site, and 
towards the northwest. This appears to be supplemented by flows, of a lower order of 
magnitude, towards the west of the site from the east.
b) The steep hydraulic gradient shown at the east of the loch feature is based on a 
sparse amount of data, and may be indicative of two separate hydraulic systems positioned 
either side of a prominent fault, which effects a barrier to groundwater movements across it.
c) Two radial subsurface groundwater recharges, which locally disturb the regional 
flow pattern, are shown at the northwest of the site (A and B on Figure 3.54). Flow pattern 
B is directly above the location of Braes No 1 Pit, which worked the Upper and Lower 
Kiltongue coal seams (Ref: Drawing No B3). Flow pattern A can not be associated with a 
distinct mining feature, but is directly above old workings, situated at a shallow depth, 
recorded on mine abandonment plans as being totally submerged.
d) The flow pattern at position C, indicative of a discharge feature, is located directly 
above the head of an adit entrance to No 10 mine, which worked the Ladygrange coal (Ref: 
Drawing No B2). In addition slightly north of this feature, but still within the discharge 
area, an abandoned mineshaft, associated with No 8 Pit which worked the Kiltongue coal 
seam, is situated (Ref: Drawing No B3). The conjectural boundary which effects a 
separation between these discharge features, is coincident with a fault regime in this area 
notable for its association with a prominent erosion hollow (see 3.2.2 a) and Figure 3.2).
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SPRINGS
184-41 Surface water level (mAOD) 
Primary contours (mAOD)
----- Secondary contours (2m interval)
Direction of groundwater flow 
«w Observation borehole position
FIGURE 3.54 POTENTIOMETRIC SURFACE MAP 1988: VARIOUS SOURCES.
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e) An elongated flow pattern centred around a pond feature overlying an old sink 
position (D), is situated directly above the adit entrance to No 3 Mine, which worked both 
the Virtuewell and Ladygrange coal seams (Ref: Drawing No's B1 and B2). The water 
feature at this location may be an expression of the potentiometric surface associated with 
flooded mineworkings directly beneath this area of recharge.
f) The distortion to the regional flow pattern effected by a conjectural potentiometric 
high at position E, is associated with ponded features in this area. This area includes an 
abandoned mineshaft entrance to No 4 Pit, which worked the Upper Drumgray coal seam 
(Ref: Drawing No B4). The pond features may be associated with groundwater recharge 
via the shaft position, or alternatively they may comprise perched waters unrelated to the 
underlying groundwater regime. The water levels recorded for the ponds, 191.6 and 192.1 
m AOD, are significantly higher than the 184.4 m AOD rest water level corresponding to 
the three separate surface water features described previously. One of these features (the 
flooded opencast void and tracer injection position), is known to be in hydraulic continuity 
with the groundwater regime. This would suggest that these pond features are most 
probably perched waters, and the pattern of the potentiometric surface in this area is a 
distortion that in reality, does not exist.
An alternative hypothesis for the 'highs' at this position is associated with the depth 
of the shaft (> 84 metres), and the level of connectivity it affords. This feature may 
facilitate a continuity with deep groundwaters which directly interact, via abandoned mine 
driveroads, with the extensive reservoir of groundwater at the south of the site with its high 
potentiometric levels. The extent of mineworkings associated with the Upper Drumgray 
coal seam could, theoretically, facilitate such a mechanism.
g) The potentiometric low (F), into which groundwaters from both the north and south 
of the site will migrate, is associated with an extensive area of mining. This includes 
mineshaft entrances to Pit No's 1 and 2, which having worked the Virtuewell, Ladygrange, 
Kiltongue and Upper Drumgray coals, form vertical conduits for groundwater flows with a 
potentially extensive degree of connectivity (Ref: Drawing No's B l, B2, B3 and B4). These 
shafts may act as huge vertical french drains 'feeding' groundwater between each level of 
abandoned mineworkings, therefore effecting a pattern of discharge in this area.
h) The pattern of flow into a linear feature, shown at position G, may be associated 
with the brecciated margins of a fault documented at various levels of mining activity. Its 
position, at a relatively shallow depth in the Virtuewell coal seam, is coincident with this 
linear feature (Ref: Drawing No B5). There is no other feature, either natural or manmade, 
which would account for the flow behaviour in this area.
Using a smaller quantity of data, but exclusive to a particular monitoring event, 
potentiometric surface maps were developed for a number of days between August 1993
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and June 1994. These maps were solely based on quality groundwater level data, recorded 
during monitoring studies at the site. It was apparent when inspecting these potentiometric 
maps, that although small variations in head occurred relative to seasonal changes, the 
directions of groundwater flow across the site were remarkably consistent. A further 
consistent feature of these maps was a number of groundwater anomalies which 
necessitated interpretative study. The potentiometric surface map for February 3rd 1994 is 
shown, in a reduced form, in Figure 3.55 (this is included at a larger scale as Drawing No 
J2A). The comparison of this figure with the potentiometric map for 1988 (Figure 3.54), in 
conjunction with an assessment of groundwater anomalies evident on the February 1994 
map, led to the following observations;
i) Although a broad similarity is evident on both maps between the magnitude of the 
potentiometric levels at the south of the site, groundwater levels at the northwest and 
eastern areas of the site have risen considerably since 1988. However at the southeast of 
the site, groundwater levels have fallen from around 210 m AOD in 1988, to 196 m AOD in 
February 1994. This has resulted in a reduction in the hydraulic gradient, which effects a 
control on the magnitude of groundwater flow from the south to the northwest. Although 
the overall pattern of groundwater flow still exhibits a tendency to direct waters towards the 
northwest of the site, by far the greatest influence on the flow behaviour is the interaction of 
the East Loch feature. The energy level associated with this feature drives flows in a 
northwesterly and southerly direction.
Although the figure depicts groundwater flows from the loch feature towards the 
east, the comments made previously (in subsection b), still apply to groundwater behaviour 
in this area.
ii) An elongated pattern of recharge is evident at the west of the site, which is difficult 
to relate, in a confident manner, to any form of subsurface feature. This area (position A on 
Figure 3.55), could be linked southwards to another potentiometric high (position D), 
which effects a subsurface recharge condition in a similar manner upon the surrounding 
area. These two features appear to be connected by a potentiometric ridge which lies in a 
northwesterly orientation. These features, when assessed collectively, may indicate either a 
hydrogeological barrier and/or conduit affecting groundwater flow behaviour. Although 
this suggests the characteristics of a fault, none are present in the area which either 
positionally, or directionally, could facilitate this form of structure.
This necessitates the individual assessment of these features. The wheelwash 
facility, situated immediately south of the site offices and slightly west of position A, may 
result in a significant quantity of surface runoff entering the ground in this area. The regular 
and continuous use of this facility, may provide an almost constant daily rate of recharge 
within its immediate vicinity. Very old shallow mineworkings that exist beneath this area 
(Ref: Drawing No Bl), may facilitate an immediate subsurface storage 'reservoir' in this 
area. The slow dissipation rate of these waters into the adjoining strata, which may be
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considerably less than the rate of recharge associated with the wheelwash facility, may result 
in elevated potentiometric levels.
The integrity of the piezometric response zone at borehole 2, which displays the 
consistently high groundwater levels upon which this 'high1 is primarily based, was 
confirmed in March 1994. Studies at this time indicated the base of the piezometer to be 
situated at 173.95 m AOD. The wheel wash hypothesis would explain the absence of this 
potentiometric high in the 1988 representation, but a more detailed assessment would be 
required to establish the mechanisms which dictate the groundwater behaviour in this area.
The recharge pattern at position D has not been fully accounted for in this study, but 
it is thought to be associated with abandoned mineworkings from Pit No’s 9 and 11, which 
worked the Virtuewell coal seam (Ref: Drawing No B5).
iii) A potentiometric low exists towards the east of the site (position B on Figure 3.55), 
which is associated with a similar feature represented on the 1988 potentiometric map 
(position G on Figure 3.54). These mapping features are thought to be associated with the 
discharge of groundwaters into the brecciated margins of a prominent fault, facilitating 
recharge to other parts of the site. The apparent change in the configuration of these 
features, between the two maps, is due to the differences in the quantity of monitoring data 
available, and the relative position of the observation boreholes corresponding to this data.
iv) The distortion to the potentiometric contours at the southwest of the site, evident on 
the February 1994 map (position C), and also discernible on the 1988 map, may be 
associated with two distinct subsurface features in this area. The distorted flow pattern, 
indicative of subsurface groundwater recharge, is coincident with the position of the main 
shaft that afforded access to No 12 Pit. This shaft, which is over 115 metres deep, is in 
close proximity to an unknown number of small dykes, which have intruded along the zones 
of weakness provided by the fault patterns which bound the workings, both to the south and 
northwest of the shaft position (Ref: Drawing No B7). The confinement afforded by these 
features, may facilitate a build up of groundwaters resulting in the potentiometric high 
shown on the figure. This may include a barrier to groundwater flows provided by the dyke 
feature immediately north of position C, which is known to have 1)01111' coals in the 
adjoining strata. This latter hypothesis would account for the severe hydraulic gradients in 
this area, which may in fact relate to separate, and locally disconnected, bodies of 
groundwater either side of the fault/dyke feature.
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The study of the potentiometric maps illustrated that groundwater across the site, 
inclusive of both recharge and discharge characteristics, is in many cases associated with the 
configuration and relative position of abandoned deep mining features. This was more 
apparent on the 1988 map, which was based on a far greater (but potentially inaccurate), set 
of data, than the subsequent potentiometric plots developed for daily monitoring events in
1993 and 1994. A number of these features may be ’hidden' in the February 1994 
representation, due to this reduced level of data and the inevitable increase in distance 
between monitoring borehole positions. It is conceivable therefore, that the subsurface 
recharge features evident at the northwest of the site in 1988 (positions A and B on Figure 
3.54), may still exist, but the absence of data in this area has prevented their exposure on 
subsequent potentiometric maps. This could equally apply to other groundwater anomalies 
shown on the 1988 map.
However there are two fundamental differences between the potentiometric surfaces 
from 1988 and February 1994. Firstly, the potentiometric levels at the northwest of the site 
have risen significantly since 1988 by over 10 metres. This factor, in combination with the 
slight reduction in piezometric levels at the southeast of the site, reduced the magnitude of 
the hydraulic gradient which drives groundwater towards the northwest. Secondly, by far 
the largest influence on flow behaviour over a large proportion of the site, depicted on the
1994 map, is associated with the interaction between the East Loch feature and the 
underlying groundwater regime. This has resulted in groundwater flows from the east, 
towards the northwest and south of the site.
The significant increase in the quantity of groundwaters at the northwest of the site, 
which is recharged intermittently by a combination of infiltrated waters from storm events 
and surface waters from the East Loch, may account for the change in spring discharge 
behaviour discussed in 3.5.3. This would explain the 'smooth' spring discharge curves for 
August and December 1993 (Figures 3.47 and 3.48), which are dissimilar to the spring 
behaviour shown for August 1988 (Figure 3.46), which reacts, primarily, to patterns of 
rainfall.
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3.6 THE CONCEPTUAL GROUNDWATER FLOW MODEL.
3.6.1 Introduction.
The purpose of this section is not to reiterate the in-depth analysis that has been 
completed in the preceding sections of this chapter. The aim of this section is to present a 
brief overview of this information, and to highlight the primary factors which afford a 
control upon the groundwater behaviour at the site. This has been completed, primarily, by 
the presentation of various figures, indicative of key elements associated with groundwater 
flows. These figures illustrate the prominent recharge and discharge features across the site, 
and show the relative position of no-flow boundaries identified within the study.
This section also supplements the preceding interpretative work by addressing, in 
detail, the characteristics of the superficial materials overlying rockhead, and the 
configuration of the rockhead profile itself. These aspects collectively form the basis of a 
simple conceptual model, describing water movements within the unsaturated zone.
3.6.2 Factors affecting flows in the unsaturated zone.
The soils which overlie rockhead across the site comprise of either sandy boulder 
clay or made ground deposits, the latter type consisting primarily of opencast waste 
materials. Both of these soil types impede the rapid infiltration of surface waters, and 
facilitate a significant level of ponding across the site during periods of prolonged and heavy 
rainfall. It follows therefore that the thickness of these low permeability materials, will be a 
major factor influencing the rate of aquifer recharge, corresponding to infiltrating rainfall. 
The thickness of the sandy clay layer at the extreme northwest of the site, is generally 
between 1.5 and 2.0 metres. However this soil cover increases in two areas to around 3 
metres in thickness (Ref: Drawing No G3). The superficial deposits in this area are 
considerably thinner than those across the remainder of the site. This characteristic, in 
combination with the presence of extensive abandoned mineworkings at shallow depth, 
establish this part of the site as the predominant area of immediate groundwater recharge 
associated with precipitation. The close proximity of this area to the spring positions, 
would account for the dependence, and behavioural similarity, between spring discharge and 
patterns of rainfall.
The thickness of superficial deposits increases in both southerly and westerly 
directions (Ref: Drawing No's G4 and G5), and includes bands of opencast wastes which, in 
some areas, exceed 20 metres in depth. The integrity of the natural cohesive layers will be 
compromised, locally, at positions where mineshafts (or adits), have been sunk through 
these deposits to facilitate access to the underlying coal seams. Even in an abandoned state, 
these features will convey infiltration waters into areas of abandoned mineworkings, or
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conversely they may permit the release of groundwaters in areas subject to elevated 
potentiometric levels.
It is very difficult to envisage a rapid movement of waters from the East Loch 
feature into the surrounding superficial deposits. These deposits comprise opencast wastes 
to the west of the loch, with sandy boulder clay (up to 14 metres thick), bounding the 
feature on the north, east and southern sides. Although this hypothesis was suggested as a 
possible mechanism for water loss from the East Loch (see 2.5.1), the low intrinsic 
permeability of these materials would discount the existence of this form of interaction, at 
anything but a minor scale. It is feasible however that the potential variability of the 
opencast waste materials, which bound the feature to the west, may permit the development 
of permeable routes for the migration of waters. If this mechanism, which would be driven 
by the energy level of the East Loch, was directly attributable to the loch water loss, then its 
influence would be largely bounded by the extent of the opencast, and subsequently 
backfilled, areas immediately adjacent to the loch feature. This has been shown, as a 
consequence of this study, not to be the case. It is also notable that water strikes in this 
area occurred within the rock strata, and the potentiometric levels are indicative of the 
confining effect afforded by the overlying cohesive deposits.
The progressive development of the site, linked to landfill operations, will have also 
affected the recharge characteristics associated with rainfall. Two major influences upon 
this process, associated with the landfill development, are;
• The engineered surface water drainage system, will now divert a considerable 
proportion of surface water runoff into the East Loch feature. This may have reduced the 
quantity of groundwaters infiltrating through the superficial deposits, thereby placing a 
greater 'emphasis' on partial aquifer recharge via the loch feature.
• The excavation and removal of clay from areas south of the main haul road, may 
facilitate an area of immediate recharge during storm events, through the exposed rock 
structure. Consequently this area may now serve as an additional recharge position in 
association with the extreme northwest of the site.
The sandy clay and boulder clay horizons within the superficial deposits have a 
confining influence upon the groundwater resulting in many cases, upon the breaching of 
these layers, in an upsurge of groundwater corresponding to a release of fluid pressure. The 
overall system can be visualised as a series of leaky confined aquifers, fed from below by 
deeper groundwaters under confining pressures, and from above by infiltration waters 
subject to gravitational flows in the unsaturated zone. Localised zones of materials with 
high transmissivity characteristics may, by virtue of their rapid response, act as infiltration 
mounds that locally disturb the otherwise steady state groundwater behaviour, during 
periods of prolonged and heavy rainfall.
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These conditions can also induce flows along the interface between materials of 
sharply contrasting permeability, until conditions alter sufficiently to allow a continued 
downwards flow under gravity, usually as a result of a change in soil/material properties. 
These pathways may be afforded by heavily fractured zones associated with either faulting 
or mining activity. The prominent interface between the superficial deposits and rockhead 
may facilitate such a behaviour. A rockhead contour plan is presented in Figure 3.56, which 
is also included at a larger scale as Drawing No J3(A). This figure also shows the 
conjectural direction of flow corresponding to water movements along the soil-rock 
interface. However if the piezometric level in an area is significantly higher than the 
rockhead level, and the rockhead comprises of a largely fractured and 'permeable' structure, 
then these flows will undoubtedly not occur. Conversely the presence of low permeability 
strata at rockhead, which effectively confines the artesian groundwater pressures that exist 
at depth, will facilitate conditions where these flows may occur. The inspection of this 
contour plan in conjunction with the potentiometric plots led to the following observations;
• There is a considerable distortion to the overall characteristics of the rockhead 
profile, associated with extensive historic opencast operations. This is particularly evident 
in the area of the East Loch.
• A small rockhead hollow exists in an area known to comprise a potentiometric high 
(position A on Figure 3.55). This feature, shown as T  on Figure 3.56, may allow an 
accumulation of infiltrated waters which may account, in part, for the elevated groundwater 
levels in this area.
• The distortion in the rockhead contours in the area of the East Loch (position '2'), is 
associated with a 12.8 metre fault, recorded on abandonment plans detailing workings in the 
Virtuewell coal seam (Ref: Drawing No Bl). A similar form of distortion exists at the 
southeast of the site (position '3'), which may be linked to the extensive faulting in this area.
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3.6.3 Groundwater flow characteristics.
The main observations, and in some cases conclusions, made during the preceding 
sections of this chapter are shown below. These points combine to describe, in conceptual 
terms, the major factors which influence groundwater flow behaviour at the site.
a) The composite form of aquifer present beneath the site comprises, as its framework, 
cyclic sequences of sandstone, siltstone and mudstone, interspersed with seams of fireclay 
and coal. The groundwater response, monitored during drilling operations, has illustrated 
the confining effect of the mudstone layers with their comparatively low intrinsic 
permeability.
b) Open voids, recorded between 0.4 and 2.4 metres in thickness, are indicative of the 
continued structural integrity of mine driveroads within the rock structure, which afford 
channels for groundwater flows between many parts of the site.
c) Abandoned stoop and room workings, that exist at the northwest of the site, act as 
subsurface reservoirs of a considerable size. If hydraulic conditions are suitable, then these 
significant storage areas provide a zone of'detention' for groundwaters. A change in these 
conditions may then facilitate a 'release' of these waters, which locally disturbs the regional 
flow patterns.
d) The extensive number of shafts and adits across the site comprise significant 
conduits for groundwater and surface water movements. These features facilitate localised 
zones of recharge or discharge, depending upon the potentiometric surface in the area, and 
the level of connectivity afforded by the feature.
e) The site is traversed by numerous faults which, in some cases, form important 
hydrogeological features. The 47.5 metre fault which bounds the northern and eastern 
edges of the East Loch feature, acts as a barrier to both groundwater flow and surface 
water loss from the loch. A number of heavily faulted zones have been identified across the 
site, which are bounded by prominent 'primary' fault positions (see Figure 3.57). These 
zones will affect groundwater movements, and in particular may accelerate the dissipation 
of stored waters impounded within abandoned mineworkings.
f) The absence of monitoring borehole positions, either side of the dyke features 
situated at the north of the site, precludes a full assessment of their role in controlling 
regional groundwater movements. However they have been designated in this conceptual 
model as 'no flow* boundaries, based on the historic role of these features as impermeable 
structures to groundwater flows (see Figure 3.57).
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The small dyke features that exist at the southwest of the site facilitate localised 
barrier structures to groundwater flows. However these features are limited in persistence 
and do not constitute a major influence upon regional flow patterns.
g) The East Loch feature is interacting, intermittently, with the underlying groundwater 
regime, providing a partial recharge of the composite aquifer system. The predominant 
level of water loss to groundwater from this feature averages 20 litres/sec, although isolated 
periods of loss of up to 60 litres/sec have occurred. The mechanism for this migratory 
process is provided, primarily, by mineshafts in the base of the loch, linked to abandoned 
mineworkings, inclusive of intact mine driveroads, beneath the loch area. Highly fractured 
zones of rock emanating downwards from the base of the loch, attributable to the 
mechanical disturbance associated with opencast operations, form a link with the fractured 
zones above abandoned workings in the Virtuewell coal seam This effects a secondary 
mechanism of water loss from the loch feature.
This study has shown that there is no particular 'trigger' water level at the East Loch 
which either initiates, or ends, a period of water loss. It is highly likely that these losses will 
be governed by a particular magnitude, or rate of change, of hydraulic gradient. An 
assessment of these controlling criteria would necessitate a period of continuous monitoring 
of the loch feature, groundwater levels and meteorological conditions. It would also require 
the installation of hydraulic controls, within the surface drainage features leading into the 
loch.
h) Groundwaters beneath the site, inclusive of the groundwater springs, can be broadly 
classified as calcium and magnesium carbonate-bicarbonate waters. The chemistry of 
surface waters in the East Loch is indicative of its interaction with separate overland 
sources, with differing chemical characteristics. Events have been identified where the 
water quality in the loch feature has fallen. This is directly attributable to overland flows, 
inclusive of diluted leachates and final effluent from the leachate treatment works, and not 
groundwater movements.
Pollution incidents have been identified which have resulted in elevated 
concentrations of a range of chemical indicators, within groundwaters at separate parts of 
the site. These 'indicators', inclusive of ammoniacal nitrogen, have been recorded, in 
combination, at levels that can not be directly linked to either lithological or mine drainage 
influences. The major adverse influence upon the hydrochemistry of groundwaters at the 
site, is associated with migratory leachates generated by ongoing landfill activities.
The areas where groundwater samples have indicated the presence of these 
indicators, are directly compatible with the conceptual migratory movements of leachates, 
within the groundwater regime directly beneath and outwith the landfill development. 
These pathways, inferred from potentiometric maps, are included within the composite 
potentiometric surface for the site (Figure 3.58).
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i) A potential exists for surface water-groundwater interaction, afforded by abandoned 
mineworkings that have been disturbed by surface activities. This may apply to a number of 
pond features across the site that have formed within voids resulting from opencast 
operations. The hydraulic continuity between one of these features and the groundwater 
springs was confirmed by tracer testing. The rapid transit time demonstrated by this test, is 
indicative of the presence of flowpaths which convey groundwaters considerably faster than 
rock matrix dominated Darcian flow. In addition, permeability values corresponding to 
fractured bands of strata, are significantly less than the groundwater velocity approximation 
associated with the tracer test. This would suggest that even in areas where fracture 
dominated flows will predominate, the channels afforded by abandoned mine features will 
facilitate a primary mechanism of flow.
The absence of monitoring data associated with the surface water features across the 
site, with the notable exception of the East Loch, precludes their inclusion within the model. 
However, groundwater anomalies evident on potentiometric maps have been shown, in a 
number of cases, to be directly linked to these features.
j) The primary discharge positions for groundwaters moving through the site, are the 
springs situated between the villages of Greengairs and Wattston. The approximate level of 
these spring discharges are 170.8 and 171.4 m AOD, but both appear to be directly linked 
to the same subsurface feature which effects the release of groundwaters in this area. A 
considerable proportion of these discharges is provided by infiltrated waters associated with 
rainfall. The response of the springs to a storm event is generally within a 48 hr time 
period. The change in the characteristics of the spring discharges, between 1988 and 1992, 
indicates an increased level of groundwater 'availability1. This is associated with the rise in 
groundwater levels at the northwest of the site, and the increased influence of the East Loch 
feature, which effects an increased level of partial aquifer recharge.
The possibility of groundwater discharges at Arden Glen and Roughcraig Glen were 
identified in the 1986 site investigation report. These positions are a considerable distance 
from the site, but may comprise discharge points for groundwaters at the southwest of the 
area. Neither of these locations has been assessed in this study, to explore the possibility of 
this interaction. It is highly improbable that the groundwaters across the site, discharge at 
the Greengairs spring positions alone. However the detailed study of the northern areas of 
the site, and the identification of no flow boundaries afforded by igneous structures to the 
north, enable the groundwater regime within this area to be accurately described in 
conceptual terms.
k) Artesian groundwater conditions predominate across the site, with various levels of 
confinement afforded by layers of mudstone within the Coal Measures strata, and at 
rockhead by clay soils which characterise the superficial deposits. The overall 'composite' 
aquifer system is best described, as a series of leaky confined aquifers, fed from below by 
deeper groundwaters under confining pressures, and from above by infiltration waters 
subject to gravitational influences in the unsaturated zone. These aquifers are locally
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disturbed, and in hydraulic terms 'short circuited', by the highly permeable channels afforded 
by packed waste horizons and mine driveroads, that comprise open, partly collapsed or fully 
collapsed structures. These structures facilitate the primary mechanism for groundwater 
movements across the site.
1) A general agreement exists between potentiometric levels at various parts of the site. 
The interaction of these potentiometric surfaces, which is inclusive of the East Loch rest 
water level, creates a predominant pattern of groundwater behaviour. This behaviour has, 
since 1988, resulted in a steady rise in groundwater levels at the northwest of the site, and a 
reduction in the hydraulic gradient which drives groundwater towards the northwest from 
the south. The minimal interaction of the East Loch, evident in 1988, has increased to the 
degree where the partial aquifer recharge associated with this feature, is the main influence 
on groundwater flow behaviour. This has resulted in groundwater flows from the east, 
towards the northwest and south of the site (see Figure 3.58).
It is 'customary* when describing a conceptual groundwater flow model, to present 
simplified sections through the site, usually along the predominant direction of groundwater 
flow. These sections invariably depict, in addition to the potentiometric surface, conjectural 
flow paths through the site relative to simplified stratigraphic horizons. The combination of 
these features constitutes a form of flow net which is purported to be indicative of the 
groundwater behaviour.
The geological complexity identified at Greengairs, combined with the extensive 
subsurface features associated with mining activities, would make the allocation of 'generic' 
flow paths through the strata totally inaccurate and misleading. It is important with the 
development of any conceptual model of 'real' worth, to maintain a direct link with the 
physical characteristics of the aquifer identified by hard investigative data. This will 
sometimes necessitate the informed exclusion of a particular method of analysis, and will 
result in the realisation that a number of hypotheses are totally invalidated. The blind 
acceptance, and subsequent adoption, of a small number of methodologies that are known 
not to be totally representative of the physical processes observed, will soon compromise 
the overall validity, and applicability, of the conceptual model.
The three dimensional connectivity of mineworkings, shafts and adit positions, 
which collectively constitute the primary flowpaths throughout the site, cannot be readily 
incorporated in a conventional vertical cross section. The geological cross sections already 
presented in this thesis, are sufficiently detailed to characterise the aquifer and indicate the 
approximate position of the potentiometric surface. These sections, in conjunction with the 
composite potentiometric surface map, illustrate the primary controls associated with the 




4 GROUNDWATER FLOW STUDIES.
4.1 INTRODUCTION.
Groundwater, which provides a vital element to human survival, has been, and still 
remains, a primary concern for many geologists, hydrogeologists, hydrologists and 
engineers. The ability to locate aquifers, predict supply and recharge characteristics, and 
relate geological conditions to these parameters is of great importance. The development of 
geotechnical engineering has necessitated a clearer understanding of the effects upon a 
variety of soil characteristics, imposed by changes in groundwater conditions, and has led to 
extensive research into soil-water relationships. The danger to public water supplies by 
groundwater contamination linked to industrial activities, has emphasised the need for 
accurate contaminant transport relationships, whereby prediction of pollutant movements in 
groundwater can lead to effective protection and remediation strategies.
The development of groundwater supply, geotechnical engineering, and pollution 
assessments, are but three of many related fields of study, that have led to the generation of 
a Vast' amount of literature, concerning both groundwater flow theory and groundwater 
modelling. It is important when embarking on any form of groundwater study, and 
confronted by this 'mountain' of literature, not to lose sight of the elementary relationships 
that still remain the basis of all workable solutions. The development of the theories of 
Bernoulli, Darcy, and Reynolds, and the application of these relationships to a variety of 
groundwater modelling techniques, has brought with it an associated series of assumptions 
and simplifications.
The main aim of this chapter, is to briefly describe the theoretical basis of the 
various approaches to groundwater flow studies, showing both the link back to the original 
elementary relationships, and the inherent assumptions and subsequent 'limitations' afforded 
by each approach. The applicability of a particular theory or technique to a field situation is 
open to argument and debate. HUBBERT [1940] discounts velocity potential approaches 
as largely inapplicable to groundwater conditions, whereas SCHEIDEGGER [1974] 
maintains that this approach provides a workable solution to groundwater flow problems. 
Points for and against each approach and modelling technique, must be carefully considered. 
In the case of this research work, which ultimately aims to propose a methodology for 
modelling groundwater flows in extensively mined rock strata, the applicability of each 
approach must be, and has been, considered before being either objectively discounted, or 
adopted.
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4.2 GROUNDWATER FLOW THEORY.
4.2.1 Elementary groundwater relationships.
By considering incompressible fluid flow, without friction, for a non-viscous fluid, 
Daniel Bernoulli [BERNOULLI, 1738], provided a relationship linking the elevation, 
pressure and velocity at a point along a given flowline, which is shown below in its most 
recognisable form
P V2z H------- 1----- = constant
P  g 2g
where z is the elevation above a standard datum 
P is the pressure, 
p is the density.
g is the acceleration due to gravity, 
and V is the average (uniform) velocity of the fluid.
Each term in the equation has the dimension of energy per unit weight and 
subsequently they are referred to as the elevation head, pressure head, and velocity head 
respectively. The constant term, referred to by HUBBERT [1940] as the fluid potential O, 
is more commonly known as the total hydraulic (or energy), head. This equation, which 
links directly to the concept of an 'ideal' fluid, infers that each unit of mass along any given 
flow path within a fluid, will have identical energy values.
The experimental work of Henry Darcy [DARCY, 1856], investigating the flow of 
water through a cylinder of sand, provided a relationship linking the rate of fluid flow to the 
hydraulic gradient causing the flow. This fundamental law of groundwater flow (Darcy's 
Law), was expressed by HUBBERT [1940] in the form;
Q = -K A .
dh
dl
where Q is the flow rate,(shown with a negative sign to indicate that the flow is in the 
direction of decreasing hydraulic head, h).
A is the cross sectional area of the cylinder, 
is the hydraulic gradient.




where q is the specific discharge.
FIGURE 4.1 DARCY'S LABORATORY APPARATUS.
The main assumptions of Darcy's Law are;
a) The medium is homogeneous and isotropic with respect to both porosity and 
permeability.
b) The solid framework is insoluble and chemically inert with respect to the fluid 
passing through it, and ideally rigid.
In his investigation into the factors which determine the direction of the fluid motion 
in a porous medium HUBBERT [1940], demonstrated that neither elevation or pressure 
directly account for the direction of groundwater flow. Indeed the replacement of the 
hydraulic gradient term in Darcy's Law by a pressure gradient makes the incorrect 
assumption that the rate of flow is proportional to the pressure gradient.
Hubbert recognised that for a viscous fluid, friction is a dominant influence in the 
process of flow through porous rocks. By relating this factor to the second law of 
thermodynamics and considering the flow as a 'mechanical process', Hubbert concluded that 
for a flow to occur, 'it must be accompanied by an irreversible transformation of mechanical 
to thermal energy through the mechanism of fluid friction'. Hubbert extended Bernoulli's 
Theorem to groundwater flow, which due to friction continually dissipates energy along its
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flow path. By reasoning that a further consequence o f this friction would be to limit the
magnitude o f groundwater velocity, Hubbert neglected the kinetic energy term as being
negligible.
i.e. constant = O = gz + -------
P
where P is the pressure at a point in the system.
PQ is the atmospheric pressure.
For a point in a flow system fitted with a manometer tube in which the liquid rises to 
a height h above the datum, the absolute pressure at the point is given by;
P = pg (h - z) + P.
By substitution;
^  , [ p g ( h - z )  +  P * ] - P .O = gz + ----------------- ------- = gh
P
The concept of fluid potential, (i.e. the mechanical energy per unit mass), was 
subsequently introduced, and the direction of flow in a system was shown to be away from 
regions of high potential and towards regions of lower potential. The height h of the 
manometer in Darcy's experiment is an indication of this potential; the magnitude being 
equal to h multiplied by the acceleration due to gravity.
i.e. <I> = g.h
where O is the fluid potential.
and; „  1 dOq = -K.—.----
g dl
dOwhere —jj- is the potential gradient.
In his investigation into Darcy's proportionality constant K, HUBBERT [1940] 
developed an expression for fluid flow under any condition, limited only by the requirement 
that flow velocities must be small enough to ensure that the magnitude of the inertial forces 
are minimal and may be neglected.
A2 1 dh q = -N .d .p .—.g.—
rj o\
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K  = N.d2./?.—.g  = k .p .—.g  
tj rj
=> k = N.d2
where k is the coefficient of permeabihty or intrinsic permeabihty. 
p is the density of the fluid. 
r| is the dynamic viscosity, 
d is the mean grain diameter of the sand.
and N is a dimensionless shape factor taking into account effects of stratification, 
packing, arrangement of grains, size distribution and porosity.
Consequently the 'constant' of proportionality K, from Darcy's Law was recognised 
as a variable parameter dependent upon a number of factors describing both the properties 
of the fluid and the medium. The facility for a given material to transmit fluids, described by 
the coefficient of permeabihty for a medium, k, should not change value irrespective of fluid 
properties.
Hubbert noted;
q = 7] 51
which led to; [Equation 4.1]
where a  is the specific fluid conductivity, a property of both the medium and the fluid.
Only if the fluid under consideration is a homogeneous liquid with constant density 
and viscosity, will the specific conductivity vary proportionately to the coefficient of 
permeabihty. Hubbert made a further notable and very important observation, when he 
reahsed that the factor a  was directly analogous to specific electrical conductivity from 
Ohm's Law.
Osborne Reynolds [REYNOLDS, 1883] in his experimental investigation of laminar 
and turbulent flow regimes through pipes, reasoned that the nature of such flows were 
influenced by three distinct factors, i.e. the viscosity and density of the fluid, and the 
diameter of the pipe. This led to the development of a dimensionless ratio R (Reynolds 
number), linking these factors, which is defined as;
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= p . p v  = i l v  
M v
where D is the diameter of the pipe 
p is the density of the fluid.
V is the mean flow velocity, 
p is the dynamic viscosity, 
and v is the kinematic viscosity.
Reynolds found that for values of R < 2000 the flow through a pipe is always 
laminar. Further work established the presence of a transition stage between laminar and 
turbulent flows where R is greater than 2000 and less than 4000, it being generally regarded 
that for R > 4000 a turbulent flow regime is in existence.
Reynolds number represents the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces that exist in 
the flow field and has an application far beyond pipe flows, particularly for establishing 
kinematic similarity between flow systems. This necessitates the replacement of the pipe 
diameter term in the equation by L which is indicative of a 'characteristic length'.
Darcy's Law and the linear relationship between the rate of flow and the potential 
gradient, requires that flow velocities are limited to a range where the inertial forces 
produced are negligible. If these forces of inertia are of a similar magnitude to the driving 
forces supplying energy to the fluid fd, and the resistive forces arising from frictional 
resistance fn distortions to the streamlines can occur [HUBBERT, 1940]. Notably at 
higher velocities, but still within the range of strictly laminar flow, eddies in the wake of 
grains can occur indicating streamlines 'pulling' away from the grain surfaces.
FIGURE 4.2 REPRESENTATION OF THE DISTORTION OF FLOWLINES BY 
INCREASE IN FLUID VELOCITY. [AFTER HUBBERT, 1940] 
a, b, and c represent flowlines and corresponding forces acting upon fixed volume element 
dV at successively higher velocities. Darcy's Law is valid only for case a.
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Hubbert outlines three values of Reynolds' number of particular significance, R = 0 ,  
R =  R * ,  and R =  R c r i t  corresponding to zero flow, the point at which inertial forces become 
effective, and the point at which turbulent flow begins. The point is also made that the 
validity of Darcy's Law is dependent on R *  and not R c r i t . Unlike the flow of liquids 
through rectilinear tubes where R *  and R c r j t  coincide, accelerations occurring only at the 
unstable and turbulent flow regime, in groundwater flow with curvilinear motion R *  and 
R c r j t  may be two separate values.
Hubbert defined Reynolds' number for sediments to be;
q.d
v
where d is the mean grain diameter, 
q is the specific discharge, 
rj is the dynamic viscosity, 
and v is the kinematic viscosity.
Hubbert concluded, by application of this equation to the movement of water 
through sand, that 'only exceptionally will rates of flow in groundwater be encountered 
outside the upper range of validity of Darcy's Law1.
DUDGEON [1985] recognised that a lower limit of validity exists in relation to 
Darcian flow. He noted that non-Darcian flow of groundwater falls into 'two distinct and 
independent categories', either side of the linear relationship between hydraulic gradient and 
flow velocity, inherent within Darcy's law. i.e.
a) Pre-linear regime non-Darcy flow, dependent upon small microscopic flow channel 
cross sections and low hydraulic gradients.
b) Post linear regime non-Darcy flow, caused by inertial and turbulent 'loss' of energy 
at the microscopic level.
4.2.2 The study of porous media.
The variation in the porosity of rock masses, are, according to MEINZER [1923], a 
result of 'the difference in minerals of which they are composed, and from the great 
diversity of geologic processes by which they are produced or later modified'. Meinzer goes 
on to state that rocks of the same kind can display such a variation in porosity that specific 
data are of little general value. In direct reference to sedimentary deposits the porosity is 
shown to be dependent upon a number of factors;
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a) The shape and arrangement of its constituent particles.
b) The degree of assortment of its particles.
c) The level of cementation and compaction to which it has been subjected since its 
deposition.
d) The removal of mineral matter through solution by percolating waters.
e) Fracturing of the rock resulting in joints or other openings.
FIGURE 4.3 THE RELATIONSHIP OF ROCK TEXTURE TO POROSITY. 
[AFTER MEINZER, 1923]
A. Well sorted sedimentary deposit with high porosity. B. Poorly sorted sedimentary 
deposit with low porosity. C. Well sorted sedimentary deposit consisting of pebbles that are 
themselves porous, so that the deposit as a whole has a very high porosity. D. Well sorted 
sedimentary deposit whose porosity has been diminished by the deposition of mineral matter 
in the interstices. E. Rock rendered porous by solution. F. Rock rendered porous by 
fracturing.
Meinzer recognised that porosity in natural sedimentary deposits is related to the 
size, shape and degree of assortment of the grains, and he explores these relationships with 
regard to the specific yield and specific retention of a rock or soil. The retaining force, 
being largely adhesion, increases with the area of rock surfaces in contact with the water, 
hence a decreased grain size is shown to increase the specific retention. The additional 
retention of water within a system of connected fractures or pores can also occur by 
capillarity.
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FIGURE 4.4 CAPILLARITY EFFECTS IN ROCKS. [AFTER MEINZER, 1923]
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Meinzer briefly mentions the fact that a percentage of rock voids may be isolated 
within the mass, and he links the specific yield characteristic to the term 'effective porosity1. 
He also makes a simplified assumption that the sum of specific yield and specific retention 
equals the porosity of the rock, which neglects this 'unconnected' pore space within the rock 
mass.
The two principal forces that control the behaviour of water in rocks are gravity and 
molecular attraction. Meinzer observed that the force of gravity acting in a highly fractured 
system of rocks is analogous to a system of service connections for water supply, and both 
systems are subject to the laws of hydraulics. However the smaller fractures in a rock mass 
brings into effect the force of molecular attraction between the walls of the fractures and the 
adjacent water molecules. These adhesive forces set up a 'train' of water molecules held by 
cohesive forces sufficient to affect the behaviour of the water flow through the fractures.
Although correlations have been sought linking porosity, pore size distribution, and 
grain size distribution with permeability, no 'general' empirical relationship has been 
established. The effects of these factors, with specific reference to a particular form of 
porous media, have been presented in the form of influence curves. However all attempts at 
specific equations to quantify these effects has necessitated the inclusion of'representative' 
factors linked to the geometrical properties of the medium. These factors must remain 
constant to validate the equations, but remain undefined in real terms and are obviously so 
dependent upon material type that no sensible empirical relationship can be derived.
One of the more commonly used formula, linking intrinsic permeability and the 
effective size of a soil, was established by HAZEN [1892]. This relationship, which is 
limited in its applicability to clean sands, is normally expressed in the form;
k = 10D102
where k is the coefficient of permeability in mm/s 
and D10 is the effective size in mm.
The specific discharge q through a porous medium is based upon the bulk volume of 
the medium, which is not indicative of the true volume available for fluid flow. It follows 
that the pore velocity v will be larger than q, and a common expression connecting these 
properties is the Dupuit-Forchheimer assumption, expressed by SCHEIDEGGER [1974] in 
the form;
P
where v is the pore velocity.
q is the filter velocity, 
and P is the porosity.
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This expression assumes an average pore velocity with no fluctuations, and in 
addition is based on the direct continuity of all the pore spaces to facilitate fluid flow, 
neglecting the concept of effective porosity.
As depth increases below the surface, the weight of the overlying strata eventually 
exceeds the strength of the rocks, which has the effect of closing any open spaces within the 
rock mass [MEINZER, 1923]. As this theory is dependent upon the strength characteristics 
of the rock it is feasible to assume that bands of weak rock with no open fractures, may be 
underlain with stronger and still porous rock strata. The relationship between porosity (and 
subsequent groundwater capacity), and depth below the surface is highly dependent upon 
rock type and the geologic processes they have been subjected to. LOUIS [1969] considers 
within his study of flow through fractured rocks, the adsorbed water at the fracture walls 
and its dependence upon fracture dimensions. This water forms a layer bordering the 'free 
flowing' or 'gravitational' water, and if these adhesive layers touch as a consequence of the 
fracture dimension, then no flow will occur. This no flow boundary at depth, would still be 
entirely subject to the geological characteristics mentioned above, and subsequent fracture 
pattern geometry.
WALSH [1981] states that two factors are responsible for the decrease in fracture 
permeability under increasing compressive stress, i.e.
a) The decrease in fracture aperture size which increases the resistance to flow.
b) The increase in points of contact on the fracture surfaces thereby causing further
resistance to fluid flow, and inducing a higher level of tortuosity.
The effect of overburden pressures upon intrinsic permeability provoked many 
studies particularly with respect to petroleum engineering [FATT and DAVIS, 1952],
FIGURE 4.5 THE DEPENDENCE OF INTRINSIC PERMEABILITY ON
OVERBURDEN PRESSURE. [AFTER FATT AND DAVIS, 1952]
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TILLER [1953] presented a porosity-pressure relationship allowing for the 
existence of an overburden pressure.
i.e. P = P * .( r -p ) 'c
where P0 and c are constants.
x is the scalar total pressure on the porous system (i.e. overburden pressure), 
and p is the pressure in the fluid.
SCHELDEGGER [1974] recognised that although this relationship is widely 
applicable, allowance should be made for an anisotropic overburden stress.
Many researchers, e.g. SNOW [1968] have proposed a logarithmic or exponential 
relationship for the decrease in permeability with depth. LEE and FARMER [1990] 
although accepting that fracture aperture is a function of normal stress, largely induced by 
the weight of the overlying rock, make the important point that measurements taken at the 
same depth, within a particular site, may produce greatly varied permeability values.
A number of researchers have applied the methods established for studying flows 
through porous granular materials, to the case of groundwater flow through fractured rock 
masses. This seems a reasonable analogy as the same hydrodynamic principles will apply to 
both flow systems. LEGRAND [1979] identifies a number of characteristics fundamental to 
fractured rock systems, that have to be carefully considered before applying relationships 
established for porous granular materials;
a) The uneven distribution of permeability.
b) The indistinct base of an aquifer or of the groundwater circulation system
c) A tilted or complex structural setting.
d) Soils on parts of rock which provide a complex multi-media system
Legrand also makes the important point that the complex regimes of permeability 
associated with many rock systems, place limitations on the applicability of many of the 
analytical equations developed in groundwater theory.
4.2.3 Fluid properties of groundwater and their relationship to Hydraulic Conductivity.
The properties of density and viscosity for a single homogeneous fluid are functions of 
temperature and pressure. HUBBERT [1940] stated that any point underground will be 
located upon two families of field surfaces relating to both pressure and thermal fields, 
which will directly influence the density and viscosity values of the fluid in question. As the 
relationship between pressure (P) and temperature (T) with depth is approximately linear 
Hubbert noted;
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P = -p .g .z  + constant
and; T = - 0. z + constant
dP
dz -P- g
« :  = 
dz
where z is the elevation of the point.
p is the density of water, 
and 0 is the geothermal gradient.
Hubbert developed a link between the temperature and viscosity of water as a 
function of depth. Viscosity values could then be used to investigate the effect upon 
hydraulic conductivity incurred by depth in a porous material with uniform intrinsic 
permeability.
TABLE 4.1 VARIATION OF VISCOSITY AND HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY 









0 10 1.308 x 10-2 1
100 13 1.207 x 102 1.08
200 16 1.112 x 1 0 2 1.18
300 19 1.032 x 10-2 1.27
400 22 0.961 x 10-2 1.36
500 25 0.894 x 10-2 1.46
1000 40 0.656 x 10-2 2.00
2000 70 0.406 x 10-2 3.22
3000 100 0.284 x 10-2 4.61
4.2.4 Velocity and force potential theory.
HUBBERT [1940] limits his study of fluid motion to the steady state flow 
condition, assuming stationary 'fields' in his investigation of hydrostatic pressure p, gravity 
potential U (where U = g.z), and fluid potential O. Each of these scalar quantities has its 
separate family of field surfaces and were considered by Hubbert to be paramount to the 
study of groundwater flow. Normal to these field surfaces an associated set of field lines 
correspond to the vector fields grad p, grad U and grad O.
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a b
FIGURE 4.6 a) THE VECTORIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GRADIENTS OF 
THE SCALAR FIELDS OF GRAVITY POTENTIAL, PRESSURE AND 
FLUID POTENTIAL, b) THE CONDITION NECESSARY FOR STATIC 
EQUILIBRIUM. [AFTER HUBBERT, 1940]
Hubbert also considered the vector field relating to the flow of the fluid, showing 
that the specific discharge q with a definitive magnitude and direction at every point, and 
being tangential to the flowlines at every position, represented the vector of the field of 
flow. Hubbert at the end of his famous work, concludes that 'the flow vector q at every 
point in an isotropic permeable medium is given in both direction and magnitude by ';
q = -cr.gradO [Equation 4.2]
where grad O is the gradient of the fluid potential, which represents the force per unit of 
mass acting upon the fluid.
and a  is the specific fluid conductivity a -
n .
As indicated earlier Hubbert avoided the analysis of the transient stages of flow and 
assesses any 'imposed' changes on field values with time, by investigating the steady state 
conditions in existence before and after the transient stage of change.
In his review of groundwater flow theory Hubbert examines the velocity potential 
approach originated by SLICHTER [1897-98]. A velocity potential is defined as 'the line 
integral of velocity along a path in a flow field', (just as a force potential is the line integral 
of a force), its value at any point being;
Q = Qo - f q.cos&ds
where Q0 is the velocity potential of the initial point.
Q  is the velocity potential of the final point, 
q is the magnitude of the specific discharge (or velocity vector), 
and 0 is the angle between the direction of flow and the displacement ds.
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FIGURE 4.7 THE LINE INTEGRAL DEFINING A VELOCITY POTENTIAL Q. 
[AFTER HUBBERT, 1940]
Hubbert presents a relationship linking velocity and force potentials in the form;
Q = K.h = — .(p + pgz) = c.<I> 
*7
and by definition of a velocity potential; 
q = -gradQ = - grad(cr.O)
For Darcy's law to be valid then grad (a.<X>) must be equal to a.grad <D (Equations 4.1 and
4.2 ), but;
grad(a.O) = cr.gradO + O. grader
Therefore only when O.grad a  is zero can the expression be valid, which as Hubbert states, 
means that a  must be constant, i.e.
k .p
<j = —— = constant 
*1
Additionally, Hubbert noted that for a velocity potential to exist, for all closed paths 
in a singly connected region;
£q.cos#.ds = 0
This condition, applicable only to an ideal frictionless fluid, is not applicable to 
groundwater and its inherent friction characteristics, necessitating a departure from zero of 
the line integral around a closed curve. Hubbert concluded that a velocity potential theory 
can only be applied to the flow of fluids of constant density and viscosity through a 
homogeneous and isotropic material, thus severely restricting its use in groundwater flow
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investigations. The dynamic expression and its inherent use of fluid potential theory, 
proposed by Hubbert, is applicable to fluid flow with variable fluid properties. Additionally 
it has the versatility to deal with flows in anisotropic materials, evoking the use of a 
permeability tensor to replace the scalar intrinsic permeability value relative to isotropic 
media.
SCHEIDEGGER [1974] presents an analysis of non-steady state gravity flow using 
a velocity potential vj/, which is developed in terms of groundwater flow.
dy/ dy/ dy/i.e. u = — , v = — , w = — , lap vp = 0 
ox dy dz
where u, v, and w are the projections of the seepage velocity on the horizontal orthogonal 
directions x and y, and the vertical direction z respectively.
, 5u d \  dw
then; —  + —  + —  = 0
dx dy dz
and yr — -K . + z
Pg
= -K .H
where K is the hydraulic conductivity, 
p is the pressure.
and H is the head in the groundwater system.
Scheidegger links the seepage velocities to the pore velocities by including the porosity 
value P in a manner implied by the Dupuit-Forchheimer assumption;
^  dx ^  dy _ dz
u = P .— , v = P .— , w = P .— , 
dt dt dt
If the equation of the free surface is written as;
F (x, y, z, t) = 0
this leads to:
„  d¥ dF dF dF
dt dx dy dz
= 0
which for the equation of the free surface in the form;











At the free surface the pressure p must be constant. 
v|/ (x, y, z, t) + K.z = constant
Scheidegger argues that the velocity potential approach to groundwater flow, 
provides an adequate 'general formulation of the problem'. The method's applicability 
hinges on the maintenance of a constant fluid viscosity and density, which Scheidegger 
infers is largely the case for groundwater flow problems. The variation of the viscosity and 
density of groundwater with depth, invalidates this reasoning. The short comings of the 
velocity potential approach, outlined by Hubbert, is not discussed in Scheidegger's later 
work.
The velocity potential approach, and its inherent limitations, is deemed by many 
authors to vindicate its use for simplified hydrogeologic problems [DAVIS and DE WIEST, 
1966]. Its 'advantage' lies in its ability to combine with a stream function with identical 
dimensional definition, i.e. [L]2/[T]. As so often occurs in groundwater studies, and in 
modelling in general, the ease of solution by adopting a more 'accessible' line of approach 
seems to cloud the harsh divide between theoretical 'constants' and the reality of the field 
situation.
Arguments against a groundwater potential approach stem from its association, in 
hydrodynamic theory, with irrotational flow, contradictory to the rotational character of 
viscous flow associated with groundwater movement. As indicated by various authors 
[JACOB, 1950., DAVIS and DE WIEST, 1966], only the specific discharge is derived from 
a potential. An assumption is made with use of the potential concept, that for a large 
number of channels, the balancing out of the rotations in the individual interstices, leads to 
an 'average' resultant irrotational flow.
4.2.5 Pipe flow relationships.
Darcy recognised, as a consequence of his experimental work into the friction 
factors associated with pipe flow formula, that a striking similarity exists between 
groundwater flow and laminar pipe flow. The subsequent development of empirical 
hydraulic relationships is of direct relevance to the study of groundwater motion, and the 
principles utilised to 'model' these flows.
The Navier-Stokes equation for incompressible viscous fluids [STOKES, 1845], 
describes the mechanism of viscous fluid flow. SCHEIDEGGER [1974] expresses the 
equation in the form;
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v.gradv + dv
at =  F  - •gradp -
.curlcurlv
where v is the local velocity vector of a point of the fluid, 
t is the time.
F is the volume force per unit mass, 
and p, p, and \x are the density, pressure and viscosity of the fluid.
The boundary conditions dictate that the velocity vector v is zero at the walls of the 
container. The application of this expression for straight circular tubes, conveying laminar 
flow in a fluid, led to the Hagen-Poiseuille equation;
i.e. Q =
;r.a4.(po-pi)
8 . / i . L
where Q is the total discharge, 
a is the tube radius.
and p0 and pj , are the pressures at the beginning and end of a tube portion of length L.
This equation, neglecting the inertial terms inherent within the Navier-Stokes 
equation, becomes invalid if applied to flow regimes where inertial forces can no longer be 
ignored. In this case the pressure drop Ap and flowrate Q, are no longer subject to a linear 
relationship. Conversely, for reasons outlined by HUBBERT [1940] (and mentioned earlier 
in this text), and noted by SCHEIDEGGER [1974], such a relationship between Ap and Q 
is not indicative of laminar flow.
An important step in the development of pipe flow relationships, was the 
introduction of a dimensionless coefficient, called the friction factor, into formulae 
describing friction losses in pipes. This coefficient (A,), representative of several variables 
such as the diameter and roughness of the pipe, and the velocity of flow, was introduced as 
a result of experimental work by many investigators, including Darcy. A common 
expression of these relationships became known as the Darcy -Weisbach equation, i.e.
M /l.L .V 2
hr = -----------
2g.d
where hf is the head loss.
X is the friction factor.
D is the pipe diameter, 
and V is the velocity of flow.
[Equation 4.3]
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The pioneering work of Reynolds (see 4.1.1), led to a greater understanding of 
laminar and turbulent flow regimes, and provided a mechanism for the derivation of further 
pipe flow laws, which invariably included Reynolds number in most expressions. BLASIUS 
[1913] concluded that two types of pipe friction exist in turbulent flows, smooth pipes 
where X is dependent solely on Reynolds number, and rough pipes where in addition to the 
influence of Reynolds number, pipe roughness is the determining factor upon the value of A,. 
For smooth pipes Blasius derived the following expression;
X =
0.316
R 025 which by substitution in Equation 4.3 gives; hr oc V175
The concept of boundary layer theory [PRANDTL, 1905] allowed the definition of 
turbulent smooth and turbulent rough flow. These theoretical definitions were largely 
supported by the experimental work of NIKURADSE [1932,1933], who is notable for his 
contribution to studies of turbulent flow in rough pipes. The boundary layer theory proved 
the existence of a laminar sub-layer separating turbulent flow from a rigid boundary, such as 
the wall of a pipe, by a thin layer in which the flow is laminar.
FIGURE 4.8 VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION ADJACENT TO A PIPE WALL.
[AFTER WEBBER, 1971]
The physical effect of surface roughness upon the laminar sub-layer allows the 
classification of pipe flow 'zones' from smooth turbulent through transitional to rough 
turbulent. In the case of the latter, the surface roughness is such that a considerable 





FIGURE 4.9 THE EFFECT OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON THE LAMINAR 
SUB-LAYER. (8L is the laminar sub-layer thickness) [AFTER WEBBER, 1971]
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The value of Reynolds roughness number (R*), is used as an indicator of the 'zone' 
appropriate to the flow and pipe conditions within a system. This form of Reynolds number 
can be shown to be directly related to the three most important parameters in pipe flow 
studies.
R* y .  k
V
= R 5 7  Jl
/ 8 -d
where V* is the shear velocity and is equal to ( To ls the boundary shear stress).
k is the effective roughness height, 
and k/D is the relative roughness where D is the pipe diameter.
Work by COLEBROOK and WHITE [1937, 1938-39], led to the derivation of an 
expression representative of pipe flows ranging from smooth turbulent through to rough 











The Navier-Stokes equation remains the fundamental equation of fluid flow, and 
serves as the 'origin' for a variety of groundwater flow concepts. Use of the Poiseuille 
equation led to the parallel plate flow analogy applied to the study of flow in fractured rocks 
[e.g. NEUZIL and TRACY, 1981]. The hydraulic relationships developed through pipe 
flow studies have been adapted by numerous authors studying the analogous behaviour 
between flow in jointed rocks and pipe networks, [e.g. WITTKE and LOUIS 1966, LOUIS 
1969, WITTKE, RISSLER and SEMPRICH, 1972, and SOYEAUX, 1990.]
4.2.6 General equations for groundwater flow.
In his derivation of a general equation for groundwater flow in a homogeneous 
isotropic medium DE W EST [1966], develops the earlier work of JACOB [1950], and 
presents an equation of the form;
*72 u >> Q Ss dhV .h - l .g .p .p .-—  = — .—  [Equation4.4]
cl K  d t
52
where V2 is the Laplacean operator and; V2 = — -  + — 7  + — 7
on oy cl
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Ss is the specific storage and; Ss = p.g [(1 - n).ct + n.p]
n is the porosity.
a  is the compressibility of the aquifer, 
and P is the compressibility of the fluid.
Equation 4.4 is the general equation for unsteady flow in an unconfined aquifer. For 
the case of unsteady flow in a confined aquifer of thickness b, this equation reduces to;
V2.h A
t ‘ at
where the storage coefficient S = p.g (a + n.P)
the transmissivity of the aquifer T = K .b
and h is the hydraulic head.
The factors S and T are known as the formation constants of the confined aquifer. 
If for an unconfined aquifer the compressibility of the medium and the fluid are regarded as 
relatively unimportant in comparison to fluctuations of the phreatic surface then Equation
4.4 becomes;
V2.h = 0
This equation (the Laplace equation), describes steady and unsteady unconfined 
flow, but it is also the equation for confined steady flow. Essentially, in groundwater terms, 
Laplace's equation describes the combination of Darcy's Law and the continuity equation, in 
the form of a second order partial differential equation. For simple boundary conditions 
within geometrically simple groundwater flow regimes, analytical solutions to Laplace's 
equation can be found. However these solutions become too complex in relation to the 
field constraints necessary to solve most groundwater problems, and computer methods are 
required to derive 'site relevant' solutions. The applicability of a solution is largely 
dependent upon the input of consistent, complete and accurate boundary conditions, namely 
head and/or flow values bounding the groundwater flow region.
As the Laplace equation is satisfied by conjugate harmonic functions <t> and 
(potential and stream functions respectively), which represent mutually orthogonal 
trajectories, graphical solutions are widely used in the form of a flow net. These flow nets 
are composed of two sets of orthogonal curves known as flowlines and equipotential lines, 
and form a particularly useful tool for engineers investigating two dimensional steady state, 
Darcian flows, in homogeneous porous soils. Flow net construction can be adapted to 
solve a simple level of anisotropy and can indicate behaviour at interfaces of different
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materials, but they are limited in scope, and are best utilised in relation to flows through 
earth embankments and dams, and for dewatering problems in porous soils.
Various attempts have been made to solve more complex groundwater problems by 
using computer 'assisted' flow net analysis. FAN and TOMPKINS [1992], describe a 
method of generating flow nets by post processing a finite element solution, and suggest its 
applicability to inhomogeneous and anisotropic ground conditions. SCOTT [1992], studies 
the theoretical transmissivity distribution for complex piezometric surfaces, by means of 
computer generated flow nets, although the author concludes that for many field situations, 
there are severe restrictions upon the applicability of the technique.
In the conclusions of his classic work HUBBERT [1940], presents a list of 
fundamental rules to be observed when applying graphical solutions to groundwater 
problems. The 'rigid observance' of these rules (which have not lost any of their relevance 
and importance), will, in Hubbert's words, 'prevent the making of serious blunders'.
4.2.7 Permeability tensor and hydraulic radius theories.
The study of flows in anisotropic materials and the associated need to define the 
directional permeability characteristics led to the application of tensor theory. 
SCHEIDEGGER [1974] states that for anisotropic porous media, permeability is best 
described in the form of a symmetric tensor k, noting that three orthogonal axes exist in 
space along which the force potential gradient grad <X> and velocity have the same direction. 
Scheidegger then defines two forms of directional permeability providing a link with the 
components of the permeability tensor.
where k l5 k ,̂ and k3 are the permeability values corresponding to the principal axes of the 
permeability tensor.
a, p, and y are the angles between the principal axes and 'n', where n is the direction 
under consideration.
and kn' and kn" are two forms of directional permeability.
Either expression will form the central equation of an ellipsoid, giving the respective
i.e.
ki k 2 k3






V k T 7
Scheidegger found that in most cases the two types of directional permeability gave 
values which differed negligibly. Using data from previous studies, investigating the 
physical measurements of directional permeability, Scheidegger illustrated the close fit of 
measured values of l /  Vk to an ellipse, thus reinforcing the validity of the tensor theory of 
permeability.
60* 70* 80* 90* JOO* IIP* l?0*
300* 290* 280° 270* 260* 250° 240*
FIGURE 4.10 POLAR PERMEABILITY DIAGRAM. [AFTER SCHEIDEGGER, 1954]
ODA [1985] develops a permeability tensor for highly fractured rock masses, 
making the assumption that for a sufficiently high number of discontinuities, the flow 
behaviour of the rock mass is analogous to a porous medium, and hence Darcy's law is 
applicable. A method is shown whereby statistical data, from stereoscopic plots and 
geological mapping of discontinuities at surface, provide the basis of a 'crack' tensor. This 
symmetric tensor, whose principal directions are co-axial with the permeability tensor, 
describes the geometry of rock mass discontinuities and expresses the permeability tensor 
for the medium, their interrelationship being;
k ij(c) = M P k k -5 ij  - P ij) where = Pn + P22 + P33
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where Py is the crack tensor.
ky (c) is an equivalent permeability tensor responsible for the crack system
Sy is the Kronecker delta.
and X is a dimensionless constant such that 0 < X < 1/12 (for a highly fractured rock
mass X approaches 1/ 12).
Permeability estimation from joint surveys using the 'crack' tensor approach was 
shown to be a valid method [SUZUKI, MARUYAMA, and HIRAMA, 1988]. The 
hydraulic properties of jointed rock were shown to be related not to the visible discontinuity 
aperture, but to its hydraulic aperture. A method of estimating hydraulic aperture values, 
from Packer (Lugeon) test data and RQD values, assuming cubic law, is presented. This 
assumes however that the water flowing through the discontinuities is analogous to the fluid 
flow through smooth parallel walls described by the Hagen Poiseuille form of flow equation.
The applicability of this method in general terms, dependent as it is upon the cubic 
law and the maintenance of laminar flow with negligible inertial forces, is linked to geologic 
formation characteristics. The roughness, aperture openings and potential for high localised 
flow velocities through fracture channels, afforded by some geological strata may bring into 
question its validity for particular types of 'site'. Fluid pressure effects are considered as 
unimportant, in order to maintain the validity of the cubic law, and the experimental work 
by many authors, e.g. GALE, ROULEAU and ATKINSON [1985], has shown the necessity 
to incorporate constants and variables into cubic law equations, to account for fracture 
roughness and its affects. DOMENICO and SCHWARTZ [1990] note that most of the 
expressions derived from various sources, describing hydraulic conductivity in rough 
channels are of the form;
K  _ g-b2
12//[l + C .(x )“]
where b is the fracture opening.
C is a constant larger than one.
X is a group of variables that describe the roughness, 
and n is some power greater than one.
The recognition that permeability has the dimension of a length squared led to the 
reasoning that the permeability of a porous medium should have a characteristic length. 
This characteristic length or 'hydraulic radius' led to the development of hydraulic radius 
theory which according to SCHEIDEGGER [1974] assumes that; a)bc
a) No pores are sealed off.
b) The pores are distributed at random.
c) The pores are reasonably uniform in size.
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d) The porosity is not too high.
e) Diffusion (slip) phenomena are absent.
f) Fluid motion occurs like motion through a batch of capillaries.
The basic expression for permeability in all hydraulic radius theories is;
k = c.m 2 [After SCHEIDEGGER, 1974]
F ( P )
where k is the permeability.
m is the hydraulic radius.
F(P) is the porosity factor, 
and c is a dimensionless constant.
Prominent in this field of study was KOZENY [1927], who represented a porous 
medium by a collection of channels using Navier- Stokes equations to solve for fluid flow. 
This led to the Kozeny equation;
where c is the Kozeny constant.
P is the porosity.
and S is the specific surface of a cylindrical stream tube ( i.e. describing a characteristic 
length or hydraulic radius).
Modifications to the Kozeny equation have been made by numerous authors. 
SCHEIDEGGER [1974] introduces a tortuosity factor into the expression which although 
theoretically viable, is in Scheidegger's words 'alien to the Kozeny theory1. Indeed the 
Kozeny theory and subsequent equation does not have the facility to evaluate either the 
influence of tortuosity, or the expansion and constriction of flow channels. CARMAN 
[1939], in his much applied Kozeny-Carman equation, uses a specific surface value S0 
representing the surface exposed to the fluid. All modifications however have maintained 
the basic and notable feature in that the permeability is proportional to 1/S2, indicating a 
proportionality to the square of a defined hydraulic radius. However limitations to 
hydraulic radius theories exist, and as indicated by Scheidegger, 'as neither the porosity nor 
the internal surface is a directed quantity1 , the Kozeny equation cannot provide a measure 
of anisotropic permeability, thus limiting its applications in real terms.
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4.2.8 Investigations into non-Darcian flow.
SEN [1987] conducted a study of non-Darcian flow in fractured rocks, presenting 
an analytical solution to the turbulent flow through discontinuities, that predominate at high 
flow velocities. By considering linear flow patterns (i.e. where streamlines in the medium 
are perpendicular to the main fracture or discontinuity plane), Sen produces a series of type 
curves for non-Darcian flow which are indicative of aquifer parameters in highly fractured 
media. The validity of the classical type curves (invariably based on Darcy's law), applied to 
porous and fractured media in the field of well hydraulics, is questioned by Sen. The 
method of approach uses the Forcheimer law [FORCHEIMER, 1901], which is presented 
by Sen in the form;
5s . x _ i ,------= a .v (x ,t)  + b.v (x ,t)
5x
dswhere —  is the instantaneous hydraulic gradient.
dx
v(x, t) is the groundwater specific discharge at a distance x and time t. 
and a and b are constant parameters.
This expression is identical to Darcy's law for the condition b=0 and provided that 
the hydraulic conductivity is equal to 1/a. The constant *b' is therefore referred to as a 
turbulence factor, hence its direct applicability to transitional and turbulent flow regimes. 
Unfortunately Sen in his studies assumes a homogeneous, isotropic aquifer amongst his 
other assumptions, in order to make the mathematical solution more manageable, limiting its 
real application in direct relation to geologic formation.
Studies of non-Darcian groundwater flows and the Forcheimer law in particular 
have shown its validity when applied to a variety of porous media. DUDGEON 
[1964,1985] investigated permeameter data describing differing flow regimes in river sands, 
gravels, and crushed dolerite. By attributing Forcheimer coefficients for both Darcian and 
non-Darcian flow patterns (i.e. constants 'a' and V  in the above equation respectively), in 
relation to this data, and by plotting the Forcheimer equation with single pairs of 
coefficients for each material type, a very good fit was obtained. The practicality of the 
Forcheimer equation in predicting characteristics of both Darcian and non-Darcian 
groundwater flow, was clearly demonstrated in this work.
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FIGURE 4.11 PERMEAMETER TEST RESULTS AND FORCHEIMER EQUATION CURVES 
FOR DIFFERENT POROUS MATERIAL TYPES. [AFTER DUDGEON, 1964]
4.2.9 Rock mechanics theory and its application to fractured rock masses.
In his investigation into the effects of surface scratches on the mechanical energy of 
solids, GRIFFITH [1920] extended existing minimum energy theorems to explain a 
mechanism of rupture in a solid. The assumption was made that solid materials are filled 
with cracks whose collective growth may facilitate fracture. Griffith showed experimentally 
that tensile stresses in the comers of a crack in a thin plate of glass, were more than ten 
times greater than the conventionally derived value of the tensile stress of the material. This 
magnification of stress, at or near the tip of a crack, explains the growth of cracks under 
small external stresses. This stress increase was shown to be dependent upon the 
orientation, length, and radius of curvature at the tip of the crack. Inevitably the Griffith 
theory prompted a series of investigative studies and subsequent modifications, to test its 
applicability to rocks. BRACE [1960] gives an overview of these extended works and 
presents a number of important points. The Griffith theory does not predict the orientation 
of the macroscopic fracture, but the orientation of the most severely stressed crack, from a 
range of cracks within a material, with different length and orientation characteristics. The 
propagation of this 'critical' crack is not predicted in the theory. Modified Griffith theory is 
shown to be identical with the Coulomb law in the region of compression. Brace suggests 
that this implies that the Griffith mechanism of crack growth may be operating in the 
fracture of rocks at low pressures. This relationship is further linked by Brace to the 
Anderson theory of faulting [ANDERSON, 1951], which is based upon the Coulomb law of 
failure, which by association may be theoretically linked to the Griffith theory of fracture.
MURRELL [1963] investigated further modifications to the Griffith theory to study 
fracture due to pore pressure, where a mode of failure unlike the modes observed in solids 
can occur due to the pore fluid. This mode of failure, termed by TERZHAGI [1945] as a 
'splitting failure', results from internal fluid pressure initiating a tensile failure of the porous 
structure. The main factor influencing the fluid pressure is the total stress on the medium, 
and it is generally accepted that splitting failure will occur when the effective pressure falls 
below zero, (assuming that the porous medium has no internal strength). WALSH [1981] 
noted that an increase in internal fluid pressure within a fractured rock mass increases the 
fracture permeability, due to the increase in aperture size, and the reduction in surface 
contact across the fracture walls.
Discrete (or discontinuum ) models of flow through fractured rock masses, require 
detailed deterministic or statistical data describing the geometry and spatial distribution of 
fractures facilitating the flow. Consequently links have been established between rock 
mechanics theory and subsequent fracture pattern models, and discontinuum approaches to 
fluid flow through rock. Work by LAMKIN, WAWRZYNEK and INGRAFFEA [1989], 
which uses an established rock mechanics finite element model to simulate the propagation 
and interaction of fractures in rock, has a direct relevance to the prediction of fracture 
connectivity, so important to fracture flow studies.
LEE and FARMER [1990] present a series of methods for the determination of the 
hydraulic properties of fractured rock masses, based on rock mechanics concepts. It is
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worthy of note however that the assumptions made, throughout the development of these 
relationships, necessitate laminar fluid flow through parallel walled fractures. The 
importance of fracture connectivity is mentioned in this work, as is the difficulty in 
formulating a practical means of directly measuring this parameter.
Work by ODLING [1992] provides a further insight into the importance of 
connectivity, and the difficulty in obtaining a measure of this parameter when using fracture 
network simulations. Connectivity is a concept describing the properties of groups of 
objects in space. The intersection of these objects can lead, at a particular density, to the 
formation of an infinitely large 'cluster' [STAUFFER, 1985]. With regard to fractured rock 
masses, this infinitely large cluster is essentially a level of fracture intensity, at which initially 
impermeable rock becomes effectively permeable. This point is known as the percolation 
threshold.
Odling compares the inherent network properties of a natural two dimensional joint 
system, mapped from an exposed surface of Devonian sandstone, to an analytically 
determined randomly located fracture pattern. Information concerning the orientation and 
density of the natural joint sets was used to derive a statistical distribution that would 
effectively describe the natural fracture pattern. Fracture orientation and trace length data, 
were statistically described by von Mises and lognormal distributions respectively. These 
statistical distributions were then used to generate randomly located line segments as a 
fracture pattern. The orientation and trace length distributions for each of the ten generated 
patterns (or realisations), were then tested against the statistical distributions describing the 
natural pattern. A 95% confidence level of statistical similarity was achieved between the 
two systems. The spatial distribution of the joint sets, obtained from the mapping exercise, 
was not used to assist in the fracture pattern generation, so as to facilitate the assessment of 
this parameter between the simulated and natural patterns.
FIGURE 4.12 NATURAL AND SIMULATED FRACTURE PATTERNS. 
[AFTER ODLING, 1992]
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The differences due to the spatial distribution of the joint sets, between the natural 
and simulated fracture patterns, apparent through visual inspection, are outlined by Odling;
a) The joint orientation sets are more easily identified in the natural pattern.
b) The feature of'en echelon' geometry, visible in the natural pattern is totally absent 
from the simulated pattern.
c) The simulated pattern shows the fracture intersection geometry as being of a 'cross' 
type in the majority of cases, where in the natural pattern 'cross', 'L' and'T types of 
intersection exist.
The effects upon connectivity resulting from these differences is considerable. The 
natural pattern indicates, by virtue of the cluster distribution, a connectivity linking all four 
sides of the sample region (i.e all four directions). In comparison Odling notes, that often 
fracture simulations made, four were connected in one direction and only one in both 
directions.
A more notable result of this investigation, though not touched upon by the author, 
is the disturbing differences between the two fracture systems. Indeed in this study very 
good information was available to input into the fracture simulation technique, as indicated 
by its high level of statistical confidence. However this level of statistical confidence is not 
indicative of a fracture simulation that 'resembles' the field situation, and in effect produces a 
misleading representation. The work of GRIFFITH [1920], TERZHAGI, [1945], 
ANDERSON [1951] and PRICE [1960] have all shown (indirectly in the case of Griffith), 
the dependence upon rock mechanics theory and the inherent geological stress patterns 
encountered in the field, of fault and fracture patterns in rock masses. The prediction of 
fracture distributions, and ultimately the simulation of hydraulic properties of fractured 
rocks, is surely better sought from established and proven rock mechanics theories, as 
averse to *best fit' statistical modelling packages.
4.2.10 Fracture flow studies.
It must always be borne in mind when considering groundwater flow through rock, 
that the properties of the rock material differ widely from the properties of the rock mass. 
The intrinsic porosity and permeability of rock as a material are often negligible, particularly 
in relation to the high rock mass permeability afforded by joints, bedding planes, and other 
discontinuities. The spatial and directional distribution of fractures within a rock mass, is 
assumed by many to allow the treatment of many rock types as 'homogeneously fissured 
media'. NONVEILLER [1968] states that in most cases, rock masses are directly 
analogous to the generally assumed porous media of groundwater flow theory. This 
'continuum' approach vindicates the continued use of Darcy's law in assessing the flow of 
water through fractured rock.
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Work by many authors e.g. WITTKE and LOUIS [1966], has illustrated the effects 
upon groundwater flow due to 'strongly1 directional joint orientations in a rock mass. In a 
further work by LOUIS [1969], a different approach was suggested in relation to 
groundwater flows through rock. Louis assumed that the rock mass is impermeable and the 
theories of flow in homogeneous porous media are not applicable to fractured rocks. The 
assumption that the rock mass is 'practically impermeable' is made on the basis of a 
collection of laboratory data, describing 'solid' rock permeability and fractured rock mass 
permeability, for a variety of rock types.
TABLE 4.2 COMPARISON OF THE PERMEABILITY OF SOLID ROCK kG AND 
ROCK MASS kF. [AFTER LOUIS, 1969]
SOLID ROCK ROCK (with one joint perm).
Rock Type: ^G Gap width kF [In joint direction]
(cm/sec) (mm) (cm/sec)
1. Limestones - 0.36-23 x 10' 13 0.1 0.7 x lO’4
2 . Sandstones
Carboniferous - 0.29-6 x lO' 11 0.2 0.6  x 10-3
Devonian - 0 .21-2 x 10'11 0.4 0.5 x 10' 2
3. Mixed Stone
Sand-lime - 0.33-33 x 10*12 0.7 2.5 x 10-2
Clay-sand - 0.85-130 x l0 ‘ 13 1.0 0.7 x 10"1
Lime-clay - 0.27-80 x 10- 12 2.0 0.6
4. Granite - 0.5-2 x 10' 10
5. Slate - 0.7-1.6 x 10"10 4.0 0.5 x 10l
6 . Limestone - 0.7-120 x 10‘9
7. Dolomite - 0.5-1.2 x 10"8 6.0 1.6 x 101
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The factors which will influence the flow in a fractured rock mass were divided by 
Louis into the parameters caused by the geometry of joint and fracture planes;
1. Direction and location of joints and fractures.
2. Spacing.
3. Degree of separation.
4. Gap width.
5. Surface properties such as roughness and clay deposits.
6 . Filling materials, e.g. clay, sand, etc..
In this laboratory based study, Louis developed flow equations for seepage through 
open or filled joints, considering both laminar and turbulent flow regimes. His 
'discontinuum' approach was based on the laws of resistance developed in hydraulic research 
for pipe flow studies, and their analogous application to groundwater flow in joints. Louis 
effectively used these empirical relationships to develop flow equations through jointed 
rock. His work illustrates the range of validity of the different flow laws in relation to the 
nature of the flow regime (laminar, transitional or turbulent), and the geometry of the joint 
and fracture planes.
Borders tydraulicalty smooth-completely rough
FIGURE 4.13 COMPILATION OF THE DIFFERENT FLOW LAWS AND THEIR 
RANGE OF VALIDITY. [AFTER LOUIS, 1969]
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TABLE 4.3 COMPILATION OF THE LAWS OF RESISTANCE AND 
CORRESPONDING FLOW RATES. [AFTER LOUIS, 1969]
FLOW REGIME FLOW LAW FLOW RATE (per unit width)
PARALLEL FLOW k / Dh < 0.033
Laminar 96Poiseuille: X =  —  [1] 
Re
m -  8  ,(2ai)3.Ji 
1 2 v y J
Turbulent Blasius: X =  0.316Rr1/4
g
[2] qi =  - s - .
.079
' 2\V*  T/7





























12v l + 17(k/Dh)
TTi(2a')3'J'
g
12v l + 8 .8(k/Dh)‘!
1.24 ^
,(2ai)J .Ji
i = S . l l j g  log—— .(2ai)‘\Vh
k k/DhJ
q i = 4 4 iogS ' (2a,)U- ^
where X is the resistance coefficient.
Jj is the effective hydrauhc gradient in a joint direction i. 
qj is the flow rate in a joint section.
2a[ is the gap width of a joint.
k is absolute roughness
Dfr is the hydraulic diameter equal to 4.R^.
Rh is the hydraulic radius where = wetted cross section / wetted circumference, 
k / Djj is the relative roughness.
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Studies of both the continuum and discontinuum (or discrete), approaches to three 
dimensional flows through fractured rocks have been made by many authors [NEUMAN,
1987., YU, LEE and LIU, 1993]. One investigation of note [WITTKE, RISSLER and 
SEMPRICH, 1972], applies both methods by means of finite element modelling techniques. 
The discontinuum approach uses a modified form of the Navier-Stokes equation relative to 
laminar flow in open fractures, which reduces to;
g.(2ai) 2 ah j , ,  g.(2ai) 2 ah
Vxm = - —-— —.—  and Vym = - —-— —.—
12v dx 1 2 v  dy
which for fractures with infilling becomes;
\7  V  d h  A  \ 7  t  5 hVxm = -k .—  and Vym = -k .—
ax ay
where Vxm and are the components of the average flow velocities of the fracture
water in the direction of the co-ordinates x and y.
2aj is the fracture width.
k is the permeability of the fracture infill material, 
and h is the piezometric head.
Using the above equations a derivation of the Laplace differential equation can be 
obtained, describing the piezometric head as a function of the co-ordinates x and y, which 
he in the mid-plane of the fracture. In order to incorporate turbulent flow regimes into the 
discontinuum model, the flow laws of Blasius and Nikuradse, describing the hydraulically 
smooth and completely rough flow relationships respectively, are used to calculate the 
turbulent flow velocities.
The continuum model described in this study, utilises the permeability tensor 
approach in a similar manner to that described previously (see 4.1.7). This methodology 
uses a modified Darcian three dimensional equation, describing anisotropic laminar flow, 
leading eventually (as in the case of the discontinuum model), to a form of the Laplace 
differential equation.
One concept of particular importance when considering the applicability of 
continuum and discontinuum approaches to flows in fractured rock masses, is that of the 
Representative Elementary Volume (REV). This characteristic was defined as that volume 
where there are no significant statistical variations in the value of a particular property (e.g. 
porosity, permeability, etc..), incurred by an increase in element size [BEAR, 1972]. As 
pointed out by DOMENICO and SCHWARTZ [1990], this representative volume may 
exist on several scales depending on the geological characteristics and history of the 
fractured rock mass. The fact that continuum based models, employed to investigate large 
scale field problems, are invariably based on data (usually laboratory derived), measured on 
a significantly smaller scale, brings into question the validity of these methods. This point is
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expanded by NEUMAN [1987] who suggests that both laboratory and field tests, used to 
calculate the hydraulic conductivity of fractured rocks, are at a scale markedly less than a 
REV. Conversely the point is also made that where a REV can be defined, it is usually on a 
scale making physical testing highly impractical. An alternative method is presented where 
fractured rock permeability is inferred from hydraulic tests, conducted for sample volumes 
less than a REV, whose results are analysed in a statistical manner. This method utilises 
stochastic theory, to relate data collected on vastly different scales, and subsequently 
characterise the effective hydraulic conductivity of the rock mass under consideration. The 
acceptance by many authors that fracture flow studies on a large scale require a statistical 
treatment has led to the use of a variety of 'volumetric' averaging methods [WEI and 
HUDSON, 1988],
The ability of a fracture to transmit water is largely dependent upon the fracture 
aperture. The Poiseuille equation which describes laminar flow between two parallel plates 
has been applied to the study of fracture flow. NEUZIL and TRACY [1981] develop a 
modified Poiseuille equation by use of a conceptual fracture model, applicable to fractures 
in rock with uneven walls and a variable aperture.
FIGURE 4.14 CONCEPTUAL FRACTURE MODEL.
[AFTER NEUZIL AND TRACY, 1981].
This approach maintains the parallel plate concept in the direction of flow, but 
normal to this flow direction a variation in aperture size can be modelled. This feature of 
the model allows a variation in aperture to be represented by the aperture distribution in the 
fracture. For small changes in aperture and ignoring the fluid to fluid shear effects between 
segments, Neuzil and Tracy state that the flow through each segment is described by the 
cubic law, expressed by LAMB [1945] in the form;
Q = -Z—.L.b3. J12/i
where Q is the flow through each segment.
J is the gradient of piezometric head.
L is the segment length normal to flow, 
b is the segment aperture.
(i is the dynamic viscosity, 
y is the specific weight of water.
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Neuzil and Tracy develop this relationship and investigate flow through fractures 
under different stress conditions, considering the effects of both extension and compression. 
The point is made that flow occurs in fractures under compressive stress, which infers that 
the aperture walls are, and indeed must, be in contact at a number of locations. This feature 
brings into question the main simplification inherent within the parallel plate analogy, and 
vindicates the need for its modification when applied to fractured rock masses. Simplified 
conceptual models, of these compressive and extension processes, are presented to enable 
theoretical changes in aperture and subsequent flow values to be calculated, using the 
modified Poiseuille equation.
FIGURE 4.15 MODEL OF APERTURE CHANGE DUE TO COMPRESSION AND
DEFORMATION OF FRACTURE WALLS. 
[AFTER NEUZIL AND TRACY, 1981]
FIGURE 4.16 MODEL OF APERTURE CHANGE DUE TO EXTENSION OF 
FRACTURE (Changes in aperture size at 'a' and V are the same).
[AFTER NEUZIL AND TRACY, 1981]
The simplifying assumptions made, in that the model does not account for the 
crushing of apertures or for the creation of new points of contact, are clearly outlined by the 
authors.
The increase in stress conditions within a fractured rock mass, has the effect of 
increasing tortuosity and decreasing the level of connection between flow paths, the latter 
being a result of additional points of fracture contact. TSANG [1984] investigates the 
effect of tortuosity and additionally questions the applicability of the smooth parallel plate 
analogy for fracture flow, as real fractures have predominantly rough walled surfaces.
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A theory is developed from which the aperture density distribution of a rough 
fracture is derived from stress-strain measurements. These aperture variations were 
modelled by electrical resistance, using the long proven analogy between the flow of 
electrical current through a resistive medium, and groundwater flow through a porous 
medium In conclusion Tsang states that tortuosity effects upon fluid flow rate, are 
dependent upon the fracture roughness characteristics, and may, as indicated by his work, 
have an important influence upon fluid flow in a fractured medium As the popular parallel 
plate concept of fracture flow suggests that tortuosity and fracture roughness have no effect 
upon fluid flow, this work was a very important development.
This line of study was continued by BROWN [1987], who modelled flow between 
rough surfaces in order to quantify the level of error, between results derived using a 
parallel plate model, and actual flow values through rough walled fractures. The 'rough' 
surfaces were generated using a fractal model of surface topography, assumed to describe 
rock fracture surface characteristics. Reynolds equation [REYNOLDS, 1886,1894], 
describing flow between 'slightly1 non-planar and non-parallel surfaces, forms the basis of 
Brown's flow calculations. When considering steady state flow of an incompressible fluid 
between stationary surfaces, Brown states that this equation can be written as;
V. r  d3
v !2 /i
•Vp = 0
where d is the local thickness of the fluid film, 
and p is the local fluid pressure.
Brown's results suggest that as the surfaces of a rough walled fracture are brought 
closer together, the results derived from the parallel plate model, with its subsequent use of 
cubic law equations, become inaccurate. This led the author to reiterate the suggestions of 
Tsang, that in order to incorporate effects related to tortuosity and the 'real' area of surface 
contact, a modification of the cubic law is necessary for its application to fracture flow 
studies.
The study, and subsequent modelling, of flows through fractured media is largely 
dependent upon the hydraulic properties determined through a variety of field tests, which 
may or may not be representative of the larger scale flow domain. The commonly used 
Lugeon (or Packer) test has been suggested by some authors [ANDRADE, 1989], to be 
severely limited in its application to fractured rock. Andrade states that the main problem 
with this form of testing, is that the test is not indicative of 'where' the water flows within 
the test section. An alternative range of field testing was proposed, which initially identifies 
discontinuities within the test section subject to water flow, by means of a permeable sleeve 
and dyed water. This Hydraulic Register Test has shown that groundwater flow in 
fractured rock is predominantly channelled through a limited number of major
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discontinuities. Andrade developed a type of water injection test to test the hydraulic 
properties of a water bearing discontinuity, previously identified by the Register test. This 
mode of testing has been successfully applied to water flow studies in fractured rock dam 
foundations.
ABELIN [1994] uses a series of single and double hole packer tests in conjunction 
with tracer migration experiments, to investigate transmissivity and aperture variations in 
fractured rock. The two hole tests allowed hydraulic and tracer testing to provide a relative 
measure of connectivity along the plane of a previously identified fracture. Even with an 
apparently simplistic experimental setup, these studies indicate the complexity of the rock 
system in hydraulic terms, and the inability to effectively correlate Visible' aperture patterns 
to fluid flow rates. This investigation brings into question the conclusions of previous 
studies, used to vindicate the use of discrete fracture network models, particularly with 
respect to their simulation of fracture aperture variation [STRATFORD, HERBERT and 
JACKSON, 1990., NORDQVIST, TSANG et al, 1992.]
STRATFORD, HERBERT and JACKSON [1990], in their study of the influence of 
aperture variation on fracture flow, concede that the direct measurement of this parameter 
along a fracture plane is not possible. A statistically based aperture variation model, using 
finite element methods, is introduced, which is used to indicate changes in fracture 
transmissivity. Although recognising that borehole test results are indicative of localised 
fracture properties alone, the methodology used still hinges upon the 'link' between visible 
aperture patterns and subsequent statistically generated aperture variations, and the 
hydraulic properties essential for the modelling of fluid flows by discrete fracture 
techniques. The validity of this 'link' is questionable, as is the concept of whether an 
acceptable limit of statistical confidence between isolated field observations and 'generated' 
geometric or hydraulic properties, is a measure of a modelling technique's 'true' applicability.
WITHERSPOON and LONG [1987] describe the use of vertical seismic profiling 
for the investigation of fractured rock masses. A highly fractured shear zone surrounded by 
a 'lightly1 fractured matrix is used to show how the analysis of amplitude data, attenuated as 
it passes through a fracture, yields results that have a considerable potential for indicating 
hydraulic properties of fractured media. The potential relationships between seismic results 
and directional permeability is discussed, but the authors do make the important point, that 
the calibration of geophysical tools, essential to their use as 'indicators', is a complicated and 
largely unsolved issue.
It has long been recognised that the acoustic properties of fractured rocks, are 
influenced by the movements of fluids between the solid and aperture interface. A study by 
DVORKIN, MAVKO and NUR [1992] investigated the effects upon acoustic resonance 
caused by, seepage from a fluid filled fracture into the surrounding rock, the widening or 
tapering of a fracture, and the varying permeability of fracture infill materials. This form of 
investigation has an obvious potential in relation to the prediction of aperture variation, 






















models. This 'potential' is offset however by the fact that rough walled fractures and 
saturated infilled fractures may in some cases totally suppress the fluid acoustic resonance.
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FIGURE 4.17 THE EFFECT OF SHAPE VARIATION IN A FRACTURE UPON THE 
ACOUSTIC RESONANCE PROPERTIES OF THE FLUID.













































4.3 MODELLING OF GROUNDWATER FLOW.
4.3.1 Introduction.
The analogous behaviour of a number of physical systems to that of groundwater 
flow, led to a multitude of studies. Notable among these was the investigation of non­
steady flow around a well by THEIS [1935]. Theis uses an analogy to heat diffusion to 
present a workable solution, although as pointed out by HUBBERT [1940], he makes an 
incorrect assumption, in that hydraulic pressure is analogous to temperature, (temperature 
being in effect analogous to Tiead'). The overall analogy remains valid however, and the 
relationships between heat flow and specific discharge, thermal conductivity and hydraulic 
conductivity, are well documented.
Many researchers, including Hubbert, also recognised the similarity between Darcy’s 
Law and Ohm's Law, which led to the use of an electrical analogy to groundwater flow 
studies. The flow of electrical current through a resistive medium, where changes in voltage 
are analogous to changes in groundwater head, provided a popular form of analogue model.
As groundwater flow theory progressed, and acceptable forms of differential 
equations describing groundwater behaviour became available, mathematical models were 
adopted, whereby either analytical or numerical solutions to flow problems could be 
obtained. Generally, to solve a mathematical model by an analytical solution, usually 
requires a number of assumptions necessary to 'simplify* the problem. This usually leads, in 
the case of groundwater modelling, to the adoption of homogeneous and isotropic ground 
conditions, thereby restricting the applicability of the solution in most 'field' cases. The 
development in computer technology, enabled more complicated ground conditions to be 
retained within a numerical solution. These numerical solutions are generally of a higher 
level of realism and applicability than their analytical counterparts. Groundwater modelling 
and available model packages, has expanded dramatically, with its heavy dependence upon 
the methods of finite difference and finite element, to effect the numerical solutions.
The study of groundwater flows in fractured media and its reliance upon non- 
Darcian flow theory, and in particular the fracture geometry of rock masses, has led to the 
use of stochastic models. The geometry, connectivity, and hydraulic properties of fractured 
rock masses, is essentially too complicated to describe accurately in 'frill'. Knowledge of 
limited areas within a groundwater flow domain, can be achieved by extensive field testing 
and surface geological surveys, but 'complete' familiarity with the factors necessary to 
model flows in a fractured medium is, at this moment in time, impossible. Subsequently 
although the groundwater flow within such a system is a deterministic process, other means 
need to be employed to achieve a solution. Statistical mechanics theory approaches this 
form of problem, by replacing the deterministic behaviour of a system by its 'probable' 
behaviour. This can be extended to describe fracture generation, aperture variation, 
subsequent hydraulic characteristics, and eventual groundwater flow relationships. This has 
led to the extensive use of statistically based discrete (or discontinuum), fracture models. A 
point expressed by SCHEIDEGGER [1974], should always be remembered when using this
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FIGURE 4.18 FINITE DIFFERENCE AND FINITE ELEMENT REPRESENTATIONS 
OF AN AQUIFER REGION. [AFTER WANG AND ANDERSON, 1982] l i t
o Source/sink node 0 Source/sink node
a) Map view of aquifer showing well field, observation wells, and boundaries, b) Finite difference grid with block-centred nodes, where Ax is the spacing in the x direction, Ay is the spacing in the y direction, and b is the 
aquifer thickness, c) Finite difference grid with mesh-centred nodes, d) Finite element mesh with triangular elements where b is the aquifer thickness.
form of model, in that a stochastic model of a process is a reflection of the 'fact', that the 
knowledge of a complicated deterministic process is incomplete.
Plans to dispose high-level radioactive waste in deep, subterranean repositories have 
resulted in extensive hydrogeological investigations and the application of 'liberally1 funded 
modelling techniques. The predominant modelling methods currently being adopted in this 
field are of the discrete fracture network (DFN) type.
4.3.2 The use of Finite Element, Finite Difference and Finite Layer methods.
With the notable exception of Hubbert, the majority of studies prior to 1960 into 
groundwater movement, involved the relatively smaller scale investigations dealing with 
flows in and around wells. This lack of continued research into regional groundwater flow 
on a larger scale, prompted a number of important landmark studies [TOTH, 1962,1963, 
FREEZE and WITHERSPOON, 1966,1967].
FREEZE and WITHERSPOON [1966] outline the development of a mathematical 
model for three dimensional flow in a non-homogeneous groundwater basin. Four main 
points listed within their assumptions are worthy of note.;
a) The groundwater basin is bounded at the base by a horizontal impermeable layer, 
on the top by the ground surface, and at the sides by imaginary vertical 
impermeable boundaries representative of major groundwater divides.
b) All formations above the impermeable base are permeable.
c) The upper boundary of the saturated flow is the water table, considered as an 
imaginary surface at which the absolute pressure is atmospheric.
d) The position of the water table is 'steady*.
Using Hubbert's hydraulic potential theory, a mathematical model is developed, 
utilising two approaches of solution: analytical with its use of 'formal' mathematics, and 
numerical using the method of finite difference. The analytical method presented is 
restricted to two dimensions and uses the Laplace equation, necessitating the treatment of 
non-homogeneous conditions by considering layered homogeneous materials with isotropic 
permeability. The numerical method of solution utilises the permeability tensor theory and 
the elliptical directional permeability relationship. Solution is then by finite difference 
equations allowing for the three dimensional treatment of a non-homogeneous anisotropic 
medium. A comparison of results indicates a good correlation between each method of 
solution, although in conclusion a series of distinct advantages of the numerical method, and 
in particular the finite difference approach, is presented by the authors.
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In a later, but related work, FREEZE and WITHERSPOON [1967] present a series 
of two dimensional flow diagrams illustrating the effects upon regional groundwater flow, 
afforded by water table configuration and variations in permeability.
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FIGURE 4.19 EFFECT OF ANISOTROPY ON REGIONAL GROUNDWATER FLOW.
[AFTER FREEZE AND WITHERSPOON, 1967]
It seems an unquestionable assumption with many approaches to groundwater 
models, to define the lower level of flow by means of an impermeable base. Although in 
other ’directions' positions of known flux or head constitute a 'linked boundary' (Neumann 
or Dirichlet conditions), few authors seem to have adopted this approach in terms of depth. 
This assumption is derived from the theory that fractures 'close' with increasing depth, 
resulting in a significant decrease in permeability. However as indicated earlier in this 
review (see 4.2.2), in some instances zones of weak and effectively impermeable rock may 
be underlain by stronger rock strata, with a significant level of permeability. This situation 
is analogous to the presence of clay deposits within a soil structure, that facilitate perched
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waters and in some cases constitute an aquitard. It follows that just as a hydrogeologist 
must concern himself) with the properties of any aquifer confined beneath zones of 
impermeable clay, then the groundwater modeller must account for the influence of highly 
porous rock beneath an impermeable base'. This scenario could have a serious effect upon 
groundwater behaviour, particularly if geological features such as faulting, with its 
accompanying high level of fracturing, constitutes a 'link' between the two dissimilar zones.
The degree of geometric flexibility afforded by finite element techniques, give a 
distinct advantage over finite difference methods. This flexibility allows the accurate 
discretization of groundwater boundaries, and the facility to realistically model internal 
changes in aquifer characteristics, such as anisotropic conditions.
A study by WITTKE, RISSLER and SEMPRICH [1972], describes the successful 
application of finite element methods to evaluate three dimensional percolation through 
fissured rock (see 4.2.10). KOBAYASHI and YAMASHITA [1990] present a similar 
model for fractured rock, which unlike other studies uses a combination of discontinuous 
and continuous approaches. Large fractures and faults are modelled by discontinuous 
techniques as the main flow paths, and the enclosed rock masses bounded by these features, 
but inclusive of smaller families of fractures, are represented as equivalent porous media 
using the continuous approach. In order to combine these techniques, an automatic 
generator of a three dimensional finite element mesh is used, to define isolated regions of 
rock surrounded by randomly distributed fracture planes. The method allows the hydraulic 
pressure distribution at a fracture plane to be determined, and groundwater movement is 
inferred across positions of differing hydraulic pressures. The authors concede however 
that the problems of channelling associated with flows through fractured rock masses, and 
the difficulties in obtaining representative values of the hydraulic properties, and in 
particular values of the equivalent permeability of the rock matrix, still constitute a major 
influence on the methods applicability.
A study by ELSWORTH [1985] was another example of combining modelling 
methods to suit a particular field situation. In this case fluid flow in a rock fissure is 
separated into two flow domains, i.e. linear and non-linear, this parameter being dependent 
upon the inter-relationship of discharge and hydraulic gradient. The non-linear portion of 
the flow domain is modelled by finite element methods, and the linear portion is represented 
by a direct boundary element analysis. The author notes that significant savings in 
'computational effort' can be made using this procedure, which he maintains, provides a 
satisfactory solution for groundwater problems involving 'localised' areas of non-linear 
behaviour.
The computer intensive calculations necessary for the analysis of groundwater flow 
models, utilising conventional finite element techniques, led to the development of the finite 
layer method [SMITH, ALLEN et al 1992]. This method discretizes one dimension of the 
groundwater spatial domain using finite elements, variations in the remaining two 
dimensions being approximated using truncated Fourier series. The basis of the method 
necessitates a rectangular shaped confined aquifer, in which Darcy's law is valid. The co­
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ordinate axes are assumed to coincide with the principal directions of the hydraulic 
conductivity tensor. The principal hydraulic conductivity values are assumed to vary only in 
relation to elevation, which the author suggests is largely applicable to sedimentary 
formations with parallel bedding planes. The paper describes the application of the method 
to a number of hydrogeological problems, but stresses its restricted suitability to modelling 
aquifers, such as sedimentary strata, with a regular and layered geometry.
Work is progressing on the development of discrete element method models, 
originally utilised to model the mechanical and kinematic behaviour of jointed rock masses, 
but now being used to simulate hydraulic behaviour [WEI and HUDSON, 1991]. This 
method has a potential applicability to the modelling of flows induced by underground 
excavations.
4.3.3 Discrete fracture network models.
WITHERSPOON and LONG [1987] present a study of three techniques used to 
investigate the geometry of fracture networks. The main approach was to consider the 
limited field data available within a flow domain as a statistical sample. This allowed a 
stochastic model describing the fracture system to be defined, which was used to 
characterise the overall flow domain, with particular reference to fracture locations and 
intensities. This approach is the basis of all stochastic discrete fracture network models, 
where the statistics of the fracture orientation, density and trace lengths, obtained from 
geological mapping studies, enable the geometrical construction of two or three dimensional 
fracture networks. In addition the hydraulic properties of these fractures are also 'assigned' 
on a statistical basis from field or laboratory measurements [NEUMAN, 1987., HAKAMI,
1989].
The use of the Strip a Mine in Sweden as a site for international research into 
radioactive waste disposal, between 1977 and 1991, generated a vast amount of 
accompanying literature, particularly with respect to discrete fracture modelling. The main 
aim of this co-operative research was to validate the methodology proposed for the 
'geophysical, hydraulic and geologic characterisation' of the site, and the subsequent 
modelling of the fractured rock masses by DFN model techniques [DERSHOWITZ and 
GEIER, 1993].
GALE [1990] describes the use of two and three dimensional stochastic DFN 
models, for the study of water inflows into a series of drift mines at the Strip a site. Results 
from these studies clearly indicate a close relationship between modelled flowrates through 
the fractured rock masses, and the measured drift inflows. However the fluid velocities in 
the fracture network, resulting from the model, were grossly inaccurate. Work by 
HAKAMI [1989], who made a laboratory based study of core samples from Stripa, also 
found large velocity variations between different flow paths. Gale remarks that the flow 
laws utilised for both the interpretation of field data and with respect to the network models 
themselves, are responsible for these unacceptable velocity variations. The point is also
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made that the variation of geological factors apparent in the field situation, e.g. fracture 
origin, fracture type, and type of mineral infilling, is not mirrored by a 'change' in the 
aperture distribution model.
As DFN model techniques developed, it soon became apparent that the aperture 
variation that exists along a single fracture plane, would need accurate representation in any 
viable network model (see 4.2.10). NORDQVIST, TSANG et al, [1992], present a variable 
aperture fracture network model consisting of 'plane circular discs randomly, and 
independently, distributed in space'. The model relies on stochastic variables to characterise 
the fracture network. By discretizing sections along the plane of each fracture, and 
assigning a variety of aperture sizes, the model allows for a variation in fracture aperture. 
The laboratory based studies of many researchers, including HAKAMI, [1989], led to the 
choice of a lognormal distribution for the generation of fracture aperture model input data.
V
FIGURE 4.20 THE INTRODUCTION OF VARIABLE APERTURE FRACTURES 
INTO THE FRACTURE NETWORK MODEL.
[AFTER NORDQVIST, TSANG ET AL, 1992]
When assessing this or any form of investigative DFN study, a number of issues, 
upon which the basis of this form of modelling technique is founded, are open to scutiny 
and question. Are the 'plane circular discs' in this model, or the fracture patterns of any 
DFN model, representative of the natural fracture patterns that exist within a rock mass? 
The differences between natural and statistically generated fracture patterns, outlined by 
ODLING [1992], is a very important issue (see 4.2.9). Throughout this review the 
importance of connectivity has been remarked upon by numerous authors, but this 
parameter seems missing from many DFN approaches, and as shown by Odling, is poorly 
represented by statistically generated networks.
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The difficulty in relating field data to accurate input data for model networks, has 
led inevitably to the 'acceptance' by many researchers, of the use of statistical distributions 
for defining virtually all geologic and hydraulic parameters. The above paper relates in 
explicit detail the sensitivities and confidence levels achieved for the distributions chosen for 
each parameter, but little, if anything, is mentioned in relation to the role of 'field' data 
within the modelling technique.
YU, LEE and LIU [1993], in their study of connectivity in fractured rocks, conclude 
that although direct measurement of this parameter is largely impractical, the use of a 
representative index would greatly increase the applicability of DFN models. A method is 
presented whereby percolation theory provides a means of determining the connectivity of 
fractured media. The authors suggest that this approach is acceptable as a first 
approximation, and present a table of comparative results indicating that field measured and 
model derived permeability values, are within acceptable limits. The use of percolation 
factors and percolation frequencies as indicative indices for connectivity, is shown to have 
considerable potential, but as the authors point out, more case studies are required to 
validate this approach.
In order to allow model calibration by field measurement MORENO and 
NERETNIEKS [1993], introduce a 'simple' model based upon fluid flow in a network of 
channels. All channel properties used in the model, e.g. conductivity and volume, are 
stochastically generated, and the model is structured to accommodate tracer test data. A 
reasonable agreement was found between simulated and field derived flow rate 
distributions, but more importantly the model displayed the ability to 'simulate' the 
channelling effects not accounted for in conventional DFN model techniques.
A dual porosity approach to DFN modelling was introduced by DERSHOWITZ, 
DOE and WALLMANN [1992], which is illustrated by means of a series of case histories to 
have a potential application in many areas, such as the hydraulic behaviour of fractured 
reservoirs. The interaction of flows from fractures into the surrounding rock matrix, and 
visa versa, is approximated with this method. The main advantage in this approach is the 
ability to model flows that are 'structurally controlled' by faults and natural fracture 




FIGURE 4.21 DISCRETE FEATURE DUAL POROSITY APPROACH.
[AFTER DERSHOWITZ, DOE AND WALLMANN, 1992]
In a later work DERSHOWITZ, DOE et al [1993], present a review of the DFN 
modelling undertaken at the Stripa test site, and affirm the applicability of this approach for 
groundwater modelling. This work outlines the importance of field data, derived from 
geological mapping and borehole testing, in formulating the fracture geometric and 
hydraulic properties essential to the model construction. Mention is also made, that as the 
research progressed, problems with the DFN techniques were addressed, and new 
procedures for data analysis were formulated that provided a closer link to geological 
attributes evident in the 'field'. Tracer testing was used to compare modelled and measured 
results, which indicated predictions within the specified 'validation criteria'.
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FIGURE 4.22 DISCRETE FRACTURE ANALYSIS APPROACH. 
[AFTER DERSHOWITZ, DOE ET AL, 1993]
4.3.4 The application of groundwater models.
Many researchers have debated the validity of mathematical models, and the 
applicability of modelling in general to groundwater flow problems [e.g. LEGRAND, 1979., 
MERCER, 1991., MAYO and SLOSSON, 1992., CARRERA, MOUSAVI et al, 1993]. 
The process of investigation and monitoring essential to the formation of an effective model 
with a predictive capacity, has prompted many studies [e.g. REGAN, CONTE and 
MITCHELL, 1991., BARCELONA and HELFRICH, 1992].
The useful application of a mathematical model to groundwater flow through 
fractured rock masses, requires careful consideration and scrutiny. The 'averaging' of 
permeability changes apparent in multi-layered aquifers may cause, unacceptable 
simplifications of the flow system [LEGRAND, 1979].
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In his investigation of the application of models to groundwater flow problems,
MERCER [1991], outlines a number of common mistakes resulting in the misuse of
groundwater models;
a) Overkill - making the model too complex in relation to the study objectives and the 
data available.
b) Poor conceptualisation - basing the model on incomplete and/or inadequate site 
data.
c) Improper model selection - the user must be fully aware of the underlying theory 
and assumptions, particular to the model chosen for use.
d) Improper specification of boundary conditions.
e) Use of a generic model to a specific site.
f) Inappropriate prediction - using the model to predict conditions vastly different to 
those used for calibration.
g) Misinterpretation - poor hydrologic analysis of model output.
h) Misuse of the numerical approximation - replacement of differential by algebraic 
equations, caused by large space and/or time increments.
i) Undetected coding error - usually attributable to the output of contradictory and 
totally unexpected results.
A notable work by MAYO and SLOSSON [1992], describes the failure of two 
fundamentally different groundwater models, to accurately simulate the behaviour of a large 
aquifer region in California. A four layer finite difference, and a single layer, two 
dimensional finite element groundwater flow model, were used in the study. Both models 
were clearly shown to be totally inaccurate in their predictions of the aquifer behaviour. A 
very important point is made that,' both models place unreasonable and, in some instances, 
unbelievable constraints on the biology, geology and hydrogeology of the groundwater 
system', rather than allowing these parameters to constrain the models. This work provides 
an excellent detailed case study of the potential dangers of having 'blind' faith in model 
techniques, and not fully appreciating the applicability and 'limitations' of the models used.
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5 THE COMPUTER MODEL.
5.1 INTRODUCTION.
The conceptual model confirmed the interaction between surface waters at the East 
Loch feature and the underlying groundwater regime. The primary mechanism associated 
with this interaction, which was identified as a discontinuous loss to the groundwater 
system, corresponds to flows along 'conduits' resulting from deep mining activities. A high 
degree of connectivity is afforded by these pathways, which link at least four major coal 
seam horizons beneath the site. In addition, groundwater movements will undoubtedly 
occur through pathways afforded by discontinuities in the rock structure. These features 
will provide in this instance, a secondary flow mechanism of a considerably lower order of 
magnitude than that associated with mining features. To incorporate these features 
collectively, and with a realistic degree of weighting, within the form of groundwater model 
currently available is very difficult. A review in 1993 of groundwater flow and contaminant 
migration models, available for hydrogeological study, confirmed the dominance of Darcian 
type models [QUERCIA, 1993]. Very few models were available which dealt exclusively 
with fracture dominated groundwater flows.
The analogy between groundwater flows through a highly fractured rock mass, and 
the movement of water through a network of pipes, was noted by many researchers 
[MEINZER, 1923., LOUIS, 1969., SOYEAUX, 1990]. This led to the development of a 
number of discrete models aimed, primarily, at the prediction of flow behaviour through 
jointed rock formations beneath hydraulic retaining structures. These models invariably 
develop the laws of flow and resistance for pipes, for application to groundwater flows 
through jointed rocks. However this analogy has not been extended, in a more literal 
manner, to attempt the modelling of flows through the various forms of 'channels' afforded 
by deep mining activities. As these features constitute the primary pathways for 
groundwater movement in extensively mined areas, their inclusion in any Valid' form of 
computer model is essential. The simplifications, and subsequent chain of assumptions, 
required to simulate this form of flow behaviour in many models, places an increasing level 
of emphasis upon the statistical generation of data. This inevitably leads to a model which 
is not truly representative of the groundwater system, and can only satisfy calibration 
procedures by the unrealistic manipulation of hydrogeological parameters.
This chapter presents an attempt to develop a computer model, specific to the site at 
Greengairs, which is truly representative of groundwater flow behaviour in extensively 
mined coal measures rocks. The input parameters used throughout the development of the 
model are solely based upon hard investigative data. The primary aim throughout this phase 
of the study, was the maintenance of a close link between the configuration of the model 
and the hydrogeological characteristics at the site.
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5.2 MODEL REQUIREMENTS.
In order to incorporate the results of the conceptual modelling phase of the study, 
within the form of a computational model, a number of basic modelling requirements must 
be satisfied. These requirements, outlined in detail below, include a number of factors 
specific to the Greengairs site, whose importance have been clearly defined as part of the 
hydrogeological investigation.
a) The model must represent the three dimensional network of 'channels' afforded by 
abandoned driveroads, shafts and adits, as the primary mechanism of groundwater flow 
across the site. Details corresponding to the physical characteristics of these features, 
describing their position, configuration and relative connectivity, must be fully incorporated.
b) The model must simulate, in addition to the movement of water along these features, 
the seepage of waters from these primary channels. This will be inextricably linked to the 
physical properties of the surrounding strata, in particular their permeability, and the 
magnitude of the hydraulic gradient between each end of these major flowpaths.
c) Losses to the groundwater system from the East Loch feature, quantified during the 
conceptual modelling phase, must be represented by the model as the primary input, via 
abandoned mineworkings, to the groundwater system This simulation must also account 
for changes in the East Loch water level, which effects a major control upon the underlying 
groundwater behaviour.
d) The Greengairs springs, which collectively comprise the main position of 
groundwater discharge, must be represented in the model as the primary output. This will 
incorporate the connectivity between these features and the network of mine channels 
across the site, and the discharge conditions recorded during monitoring events.
e) The inclusion of a series of control points, located at strategic positions within the 
network, will allow the sensitivity of the model to be assessed. Site data, describing the 
groundwater potential at these control positions, will permit the progressive development 
and calibration of the model.
It was decided, on the basis of these requirements, to develop a groundwater model 
for the site, by adapting a graphical computer program designed for the analysis and 
simulation of water networks. The program chosen was the WATNET3 computer 
program, produced by the Water Research Centre.
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5.3 THE WATNET3 COMPUTER PROGRAM.
5.3.1 Principles of operation.
The WATNET3 program is designed to assist water engineers to assess the 
behaviour of existing water networks, and design new systems in line with changing supply 
requirements. The ability of the program to accept field derived data permits both the 
calibration of the model, and the simulation of the network response imposed by a change in 
operational characteristics.
The program models a wide variety of features associated with water supply, 
including fixed and variable head reservoirs, pumps and valves. These features are 
positioned within the network model, which represents an array of pipes with distinctive 
hydraulic characteristics. Consumer and/or industrial demand is modelled at node positions 
throughout this network.
The model performs a steady state network analysis which obeys 'the fluid 
requirements of Kirchoffs Laws' [WATER RESEARCH CENTRE, 1987]. An iterative 
form of solution is employed which utilises the loop-model method described by STIMSON 
and BRAMELLOR [1981]. For each modelled network component the following hydraulic 
principles must be satisfied;
a) The algebraic sum of all flows entering or leaving a node is zero.
b) The sum of all pressure drops around any closed loop is zero.
c) The headloss across pipes and pumps is a function of flow.
A further feature of the model is its ability to simulate the operation of a water 
supply and distribution network over a specified period of time. This simulation process, 
which is basically an extension of network analysis, provides the basis for 'predictive' 
modelling studies.
5.3.2 Network model characteristics.
5.3.2.1 Introduction.
The network model forms the basis upon which the mathematical processes of 
analysis and simulation depend. The program allows the input of data necessary to translate 
the 'actual' (or indeed proposed), water supply network, into the form of a mathematical 
model. In this section a description is given of these data requirements corresponding to a 
number of key water supply features. This information is then extended, in an analogous 
manner, to illustrate the application of this program to the modelling of groundwater flows 
in worked coal measures strata.
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S.3.2.2 Nodes.
Defined within the user manual, in a singular sense, as 'the junction of two or more 
branches, or the location of a network input or demand', nodes form the building blocks of 
the network model. Each node has a unique function and is classified as one of the 
following;
a) Fixed head.
b) Pump or valve inlet/outlet.
c) Pipe end or pipe junction.
In the groundwater model the nodes largely represent positions where mine features, 
such as driveroads, shafts and adits, physically connect. However they also enable 
monitoring borehole positions, with known groundwater head characteristics, to be included 
within the network (i.e. as fixed head nodes for steady state network analysis). A 'level', 
relative to an accepted datum, and a unique 'name' is allocated to each node position, the 
former data being readily available from interpretative studies of the mine abandonment 
plans.
5.3.2.3 Pipes.
These 'branch' features are assumed to be uniform in diameter, roughness and 
gradient. The WATNET3 model does not permit the input or output of water at any 
position along the pipe length, other than at its ends. The data requirements corresponding 
to these features are;




The notation of the model is such that flows, headloss and velocity results will have 
a positive value if their direction is from the inlet node to the outlet node. The model 
permits the allocation of a friction value for the pipe, on the basis of either a 'C' value 
corresponding to the Hazen-Williams flow equation, or alternatively a roughness value (k), 
fundamental to the Colebrook-White equation. WATNET3 uses an 'explicit approximation' 











where; A is the head loss (m)
L is the pipe length (m) 
q is the flow (litres/sec) 
d is the diameter (mm)
k is the Colebrook-White roughness value (mm) 
g is the acceleration due to gravity (m/sec2) 
v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid (m2/sec)
The versatility of the Colebrook-white flow equation, which essentially bridges the 
transition zone between the smooth and rough pipe laws, led to its adoption throughout the 
modelling phase in preference to the Hazen-Wilhams equation.
Shaft, driveroad and blind pit features were input within the model as 'pipes'. Data 
describing the position, length and level characteristics of these features, were obtained 
from the collation and interpretation of mine abandonment plans. Equivalent pipe diameter 
values were calculated from dimensions corresponding to each of the mining features. 
These dimensions were derived from coal seam characteristics (documented on mine plans), 
drilling records and historical data. Friction values, as described later in this section, 
remained a variable parameter throughout the development of the model.
5.3.2.4 Reservoirs.
Large reservoirs, whose level variation are unimportant, are modelled within the 
program as fixed head nodes. This requires the assignment to the node, of a value 
describing the head of water at the reservoir position, relative to an established datum 
However the program has the facility to model Variable head' reservoirs, provided the 
following information is available;
a) The relative level of main and subsidiary nodes.
b) The effective bottom water level above datum.
c) The effective top water level above datum.
d) The level/volume characteristic of the reservoir.
This facility permitted the inclusion of the East Loch feature, with its fluctuating 
water levels, within the model. However for steady state analysis, based upon data 
corresponding to a single monitoring event, the East Loch was modelled as a fixed head 
node.
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5.4 DEVELOPMENT OF THE GROUNDWATER MODEL.
5.4.1 Network geometry.
As part of the site investigation studies, a series of drawings were completed to 
illustrate the extent of deep mine workings beneath the site (see Drawing No's B1 to B7). 
These drawings, based on a considerable number of mine abandonment plans, allowed the 
generation of a series of connectivity drawings, which subsequently permitted the direct 
input of mine characteristics into the computer model (see Drawing No's J1 to J4). The 
main aim of the connectivity drawings was to simplify, in geometric terms, the position, 
direction and persistence of the subsurface features detailed in mining records. This is 
shown in Figures 5.1 to 5.4, which illustrate the original configuration of mining features at 
two areas of the site (as detailed on abandonment plans), and the subsequent simplified 
connectivity details adopted for modelling purposes.
These plans formed the basis of the network model, representative of the boundary 
conditions corresponding to channel/pipe type flows beneath the site. The accuracy of the 
original mine plans was maintained throughout this exercise, and level information and 
formation dip values were reproduced for each of the four connectivity plans. These two 
sources of data, when assessed collectively, permitted the allocation of level values to each 
node position throughout the network.
5.4.2 Pipe characteristics.
5.4.2.1 Mine driveroads.
The collation of information from drilling records resulted in the compilation of 
Drawing No G10, which illustrates the intensity of subsurface features associated with 
mining activities. The open, partly open or fully collapsed mine workings and packed waste 
horizons depicted were assigned to a particular coal seam. The dimensions of open mine 
workings, corresponding to each major coal seam in the area, are shown in Table 3.2. As 
coal seam characteristics, and subsequent driveroad dimensions, often change across the site 
area, values are shown relative to their recorded positions.
Input dimensions for the WATNET3 program, representative of abandoned mine 
driveroads in each coal seam, were established from this data. In some instances this 
necessitated the zoning of the network model to account for changes in seam/mine working 
characteristics. This information is shown in Table 5.1, which identifies site zones in both a 
descriptive sense and relative to a unique group of node numbers.
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FIGURE 5.1 CONNECTIVITY DETAILS: EAST LOCH AREA - VIRTUE WELL COAL SEAM
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FIGURE 5.2 CONNECTIVITY DETAILS: NORTHWEST OF THE SITE - LADYGRANGE COAL SEAM
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FIGURE 5.3 CONNECTIVITY DETAILS. NORTHWEST OF THE SITE - KILTONGUE COAL SEAM
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FIGURE 5.4 CONNECTIVITY DETAILS: EAST LOCH AREA - UPPER DRUMGRAY COAL SEAM
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MUSSELBAND 1.10 Seam characteristic for area to be modelled at the north of the site.
AIRDRIE BLACKBAND AB1 1.48 Workings north of the 12.7 m etre fault at the east of the site.
AB2 1.0 280-282,298,507 and 508 Workings south of the 12.7 m etre fault at the east of the site.
VIRTUE W ELL VW1 1.50 250,251,252,253,254 and 
255
Voids encountered measuring between 1.35m and 1.9m. Seam characteristic in this 
western area of the site is 1.14m.
VW2 1.50 290,291,292,293, and 
link to 289
Seam characteristic around the area of Mochriesinch Mine, a t the north of the site.
VW3 1.63 Seam characteristic for the East Loch area.
LADYGRANGE 1.0 Voids encountered measuring between 0.85 and 1.8m. Seam characteristic across the 
site is similar, i.e. 0.71m plus the allowance required for mudstone removal in the 
roof of the mine.
KILTONGUE KT1 1.20 189 to 203 Voids encountered measuring from 1.0m to 1.5m at the northwest of the site. Seam 
characteristic in this area is 0.9m.
KT2 0.55 157 to 164 Two levels worked in this area at the western edge of the site. Voids encountered 
measuring from 0.45m to 0.65m.
KT3 1.0 General seam characteristic is 1.12m. Applied to the centre and east of the site.
UPPER DRUMGRAY 0.6 Most voids encountered fall in the range of 0.5m to 0.65m. Seam characteristic value 
is 0.43m to 0.81m.
5 A . 2 . 2  Shafts.
Although shaft positions across the site were well documented, with base and 
surface levels and/or shaft depths usually available, site specific information describing the 
cross sectional dimensions of these features was non-existent. In his excellent study of coal 
mining methods KERR [1914], states that at working depths of up to 200 yards (183 
metres), shafts were usually 10 to 11 feet in diameter (3.04 to 3.35 metres). However 
rectangular shafts, which were the usual type sunk in the Central Coalfield of Scotland, 
normally measured 14 to 15 feet by 5.5 to 6 feet (4.26 to 4.57 metres by 1.67 to 1.83 
metres), in size. This corresponds, approximately, to a shaft with a cross sectional area of 
7.7m2 (4.4m x 1.75m), which gives an equivalent diameter value of 3.13 metres. It was 
decided therefore, on the basis of this historical data, to include shafts within the model as 
pipe features with an equivalent diameter of 3.2 metres.
Although shafts were generally constructed as vertical features, a small inclination 
was assigned to each pipe within the model representative of a shaft. This was necessary as 
part of the WATNET3 program requirements. These details are shown in Table 5.2, which 
describes the change in level corresponding to each shaft, the pipe length attributed to the 
shaft feature, and the node identity numbers linking each stratigraphic level.
TABLE 5.2 MINESHAFT DATA FOR INPUT IN THE WATNET3 PROGRAM.
NODES LEVEL DIFFERENCE (m) ASSIGNED PIPE LENGTH (m)
120-2 12.85 15
120 - 209 25.34 28
123 - 212 20.82 22
144 - 53* 13.48* 15*
150 - 81 12.22 14
209 - 256 16.41 18
212 - 269 17.6 19
227 - 50 36.65 40
261 - 298 51.0 55
298 -600LOCH 3 5
262 - 600LOCH 25.6 28
287 - 297 7 9
* Drift mine linking Kiltongue and Upper Drumgray coal seams.
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5.4.3 Reservoir characteristics.
The inclusion of the East Loch as the primary input into the groundwater system, 
was an identified modelling requirement. This feature was modelled as a reservoir, linked 
to the underlying pipe network by two almost vertical pipes, representative of shaft 
positions. These shaft positions, associated with No 9 and No 4 Pits which worked the 
Virtuewell and Airdrie Blackband coal seams respectively, are shown on Drawing No B1 
and Figure 5.1.
Input requirements necessary to model the East Loch feature as either a fixed head 
node (steady state analysis), or variable head reservoir (network simulation), are shown 
below in Table 5.3.
TABLE 5.3 RESERVOIR DATA FOR INPUT IN THE WATNET3 PROGRAM.












1. Bottom water level (BWL) = 169 mAOD (assumed to be zero capacity).
2. Top water level (TWL) = 192 mAOD.
3. A level of 170 mAOD is assigned to the node number 600LOCH, which links the 
reservoir (i.e. the East Loch feature) to the pipe network (i.e. subsurface mining 
features), via the shaft positions detailed in Table 5.2.
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5.4.4 Minewater seepage.
In addition to the movement of groundwaters along the channels afforded by 
abandoned mine features, a continual seepage of waters, albeit of a much lower order of 
magnitude, will undoubtedly occur at the groundwater/rock interface forming the boundary 
of these major flowpaths. This minewater seepage was recognised as a modelling 
requirement at an early stage in the study. However the WATNET3 program does not 
permit a 'loss' to occur at any location in the pipe network, other than at a node position. It 
was therefore necessary to evaluate seepage losses along particular sections of the network 
relative to each node position. The collective magnitude of these losses were then 
incorporated within the model as a demand assigned to each node. In this way the model 
was able to simulate the process of minewater seepage throughout the entire network.
The configuration of an abandoned mine driveroad, and the mechanism effecting 
seepage losses at its boundaries, is shown in conceptual terms in Figure 5.5. This figure 
also indicates the configuration of the driveroad as modelled by the WATNET3 program. 
The rock types used to define the boundaries of the mining feature are dependent upon the 
physical characteristics detailed on mine abandonment plans, and/or information gained 
from drilling activities, and can subsequently be altered accordingly. As a Darcian approach 
was adopted to calculate seepage losses, permeability values from packer tests, 
corresponding to various natural and manmade horizons, were utilised.
A spreadsheet program was written to calculate seepage losses which accounted for 
the physical characteristics unique to each mining feature. However the one variable, 
crucial to the accuracy of the method, was the magnitude of the hydraulic gradient between 
each node position. This parameter is inextricably linked to the potentiometric surface 
across the site, whose characteristics were previously identified during conceptual modelling 
studies. Having established a date to facilitate calibration of the model (5th August 1993), 
each node throughout the network was assigned a total head value, corresponding to 
potentiometric levels measured on that day at monitoring borehole positions across the site. 
These values then permitted the calculation of hydraulic gradient figures for each pipe in the 
network, and ultimately allowed seepage losses to be established.
The sample calculation presented below is indicative of the methodology adopted, 
for the generation of minewater seepage losses throughout the network.
Node number 189 represents the intersection of three mine driveroads associated with 
workings in the Kiltongue coal seam. The physical characteristics of these 'channels' are 
shown in the table below;












A 189 190 1.2 120.01 171.3 170
B 189 195 1.2 93.12 171.3 172.5
C 189 187 1.0 102.0 171.3 174.6
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Consider channel 'A' (node 189 to node 190).
The hydraulic gradient along this feature = — :----------  = 0.01083
120.01
The surface area of the driveroad boundary = n x 1.2 x 120.01 = 452.427m2
This area can then be distributed relative to the rock/material type present in the roof, floor 
and sides of the mining feature. The configuration of the mine driveroad in this case is 
similar to that shown in Figure 5.5.









452.427m2 226.213m2 113.107m2 113.107m2
By applying Darcy's Law in direct proportion to these characteristics, the total magnitude of 
groundwater seepage effected by the hydraulic gradient can be calculated. The permeability 
values used, corresponding to each of the rock/material types, were;
Fractured sandstone 3.2 x 10"6 m/s (forming the roof of the driveroad).
Packed waste 1.5 x 10-5 m/s (at each side of the driveroad).
Fractured mudstone 4.0 x 10"7 m/s (forming the floor of the driveroad).
.•. we have;
Q roof = H3.107 x 3.2 x lO 6̂ x 0.01083 = 3.92 x lO 6̂ m /s  = 3.92 x 10’3 1/s
Q floor = 113.107 x 4.0 x 10'7 x 0.01083 = 4.9 x 10'7 m /s  = 4.9 x 10". 1/s
Q w a lls=  226.213 x 1.5 x 10'5 x 0.01083 = 3.675 x 10‘5 m /s  = 0.0367 1/s
The combination of these values gives a total seepage figure of 0.0411 litres per second.
This seepage is modelled as a shared demand between each node forming the driveroad 
feature. In this instance this figure is divided between nodes 189 and 190 (i.e. 0.0205 1/s 
allocated to each node).
This process was repeated for every mining feature, relative to each node within the 
network, and cumulative demand values were then assigned within the model. In this 
example the final demand value assigned to node 189 was the combination of seepage losses 
calculated for the three driveroads to which it is uniquely linked.
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FIGURE 5.5 THE CONFIGURATION OF A MINE DRIVEROAD: ACTUAL AND MODELLED
ACTUAL CONFIGURATION
POTENTIOMETRIC SURFACE
MINEWATER SEEPAGES FROM 
DRIVEROAD PERIMETER








5.5 THE MODELLING PHASE.
5.5.1 Introduction.
The preceding section described the development of the groundwater model, and 
how modelling features inherent within the WATNET3 program, were adapted to facilitate 
the input of hydrogeological characteristics. However these methods evolved during a 
protracted modelling phase, where errors were identified, documented and assessed. 
Refinements were then incorporated within the groundwater model to address these 
shortcomings, and the modelling process continued. During this iterative process, which 
was ultimately aimed at the calibration of the model, the understanding of the groundwater 
regime at Greengairs, in conceptual terms, increased significantly. Consequently changes to 
the network configuration and the characteristics assigned to pipe, node and reservoir 
features, were based upon this increased level of knowledge. At no point in time was the 
model altered, to further the calibration process, in a manner which was not representative 
of the hydrogeological characteristics at the site.
Calibration of the groundwater model was not achieved, and this section is therefore 
limited in scope. However details are provided of various stages in the modelling process, 
and how the output of the model was assessed, realistically, relative to the controls upon the 
groundwater behaviour identified by the conceptual model.
5.5.2 Stages in the modelling process.
The following is a cumulative record of each stage in the modelling process 
completed as part of this study. Changes to the data input are documented for each stage, 
as are the observations made relative to errors identified in the model output. Each stage 
was aimed at simulating the groundwater movements beneath the site on the 5th August 
1993. The combination of spring discharges recorded on this day averaged 50 litres per 
second, and the rest water level at the East Loch was 189.8m AOD.
Boundary conditions throughout the network were afforded by the position, extent, 
level and persistence of the mine workings across the site. The dyke to the north of the site 
and the large 47 metre fault to the east, effected a limit to mining operations, and ultimately 
a 'no flow1 boundary, in both of these areas. The lack of continuity regarding mine 
workings at the west of the site, associated with the outcrop of the lower coal seams mined 
in the area (i.e. Kiltongue and Upper Drumgray), provided another 'no flow* boundary 
condition in this direction. However mine workings were known to persist to the south of 
the site, and this necessitated the provision of a notional boundary in this area. Control 
nodes along this notional boundary permitted the input of head conditions at prominent 
positions along its line. Flow conditions across this boundary were not known, although the 
direction of groundwater flow was established from potentiometric mapping. The inclusion 
of monitoring borehole positions as nodes throughout the pipe network, permitted the 
accuracy of the model output to be assessed.
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The progression of the modelling phase led to the continued refinement of the 
network layout. Both the initial and revised WATNET model configurations are included 
as Drawing No's J5 and J6 respectively. The scale of the model prevents the inclusion of a 
representative figure within this section of the thesis, and the following information is best 
assessed in conjunction with the Drawings contained in Volume n.
5.5.2.1 Initial phase.
a) Filename: MINE1 (Ref: Drawing No J5Y
The East Loch was modelled as a variable head reservoir, with a rest water level value of 
189.8m AOD. Two pipes connect to this feature via nodes 262 and 298, representative of 
the shaft positions beneath the East Loch. Fixed head sources were modelled at the 
following positions;






A demand of 50 1/s was allocated at node 601 (Spring), which was assigned a level of 170m 
AOD. A roughness value of 3mm was assigned to each pipe in the network. This 
configuration was ran under a variety of times and iterations, but displayed errors 
throughout. Study of the diagnostic file led to the following observations;
• The flow demand at node 601 was linked to the fixed head source at node 504 via nodes 
152, 150, 148 and 149, thereby short-circuiting the majority of the pipe network.
• The boundary conditions defined as fixed head nodes, with infinite capacity, prevent the 
distribution of waters from the East Loch throughout the network. •
• A number of pipe features may in fact be running only part full, which invalidates the 
modelling approach.
b) Filename: MINE2 (Ref: Drawing No J5V
As MINE1 but with the fixed head sources removed. Errors throughout.
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c) Filename: MINE3 (Ref: Drawing No J5Y
The variable head reservoir was removed and the East Loch was modelled as a fixed head 
source at node 600. The elevation of node 601(Spring) was changed from 170m AOD to 
169m AOD. Errors throughout.
d) Filename: MINE4 (Ref: Drawing No J5V 
As MINE2 with the following changes;
• The elevation of node 601(Spring) was changed from 170m AOD to 169m AOD.
• Demands of 50 1/s were allocated to boundary nodes 501 to 505 inclusive, to simulate 
groundwater flow towards the south of the site, from the northeast, across the notional 
boundary established between 'control' nodes (i.e. monitoring borehole positions).
• An assessment of mine connectivity details and groundwater contour information, had 
identified a series of driveroads, associated with workings in the Virtuewell coal seam, 
which will be conveying flows less than their full capacity (i.e. pipes in a part full condition). 
This necessitated the removal of nodes 250 to 255 and 265 to 268 inclusive.
• The elevation value for node 272 was changed to 180m AOD as it had been incorrectly 
input as 190m AOD.
Errors throughout. Incorrect length characteristics assigned to pipes inclusive of node 272.
e) Filename: MINE5 (Ref: Drawing No J5V
As MINE4 but with a change to the length characteristics for pipes 272-269 and 272-274. 
In addition, the bottom water level (BWL), of the variable head reservoir was reduced to 
169m AOD to effect a lower level than that assigned to node 601(Spring).
Errors throughout. Diagnostic files were obtained for iterations 8, 22 and 29, which led to 
the following observations;
• The very low flows evident in iteration 8 were further reduced as the program 
progressed. Flows were channelled along 'preferential' routes.
• Flows were predominantly distributed via the main shaft position at the south of the East 
Loch feature. This is representative, in conceptual terms, of the groundwater regime.
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• A major route for groundwater movement is along the notional boundary linking control 
nodes at the south of the network. This is incorrect in conceptual terms.
• The limited influence of many pipes throughout the network may relate to the global pipe 
roughness characteristic of 3 mm.
f) Filename: MINE6 (Ref: Drawing No J5Y
The overlay of the groundwater contours on to the pipe network layout, indicated that a 
divide in the groundwater pattern exists around the position of node 503(borehole K). This 
necessitated a break in the notional boundary within the pipe network, to prevent flows 
crossing this divide. In addition, the conceptual data also indicated that a lower level of 
demand was necessary at the boundary nodes to the east of node 503, and to the west of 
this position demands could be removed, as the groundwater movements are perpendicular 
to the boundary. Subsequent to this assessment the following changes were made to 
MLNE5;
• Removal of the pipe between nodes 503 and 223.
• Demand values of 5 1/s were allocated to nodes 223, 142, 138, 40, 502, 270, 135, 38, 37, 
276 and 501. Other demands at the boundary were removed.
• The roughness value for all pipes in the network was adjusted to 0.3mm
• To link flows across the 12.7m fault west of the East Loch, between workings in the 
Airdrie Blackband and Ladygrange coal seams, an additional pipe was input between nodes 
507 and 240.
• To link previously isolated areas of workings, associated with the Kiltongue coal seam, 
an additional pipe was input between nodes 198 and 150.
Errors throughout.
g) Filename: MINE7 (Ref: Drawing No J5k
The configuration of the boundary at the south of the network was deemed to be unrealistic. 
Although pipe features are included along the southern boundary to link control nodes, they 
do not in fact exist. Levels for these pipe branches are based on the lower position of 
response zones established within monitoring boreholes. Where driveroads cross this 
boundary, pipe elevation characteristics have been assigned by interpolation. These 
observations led to the following changes;
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• Links at the southern boundary were limited to pipes between individual control nodes 
and the nearest node representative of a mine driveroad junction. All other links were 
removed. Control node elevations were set at a comparable level to the nearest mine 
working.
• Nodes 87, 165 and 255, and their associated network, were removed. These represented 
isolated mine workings in the Upper Drumgray and Kiltongue coal seams, and in the case of 
node 255 a redundant mine driveroad.
• Demands were removed at nodes 501 and 502 as these now facilitate control points only.
• A demand of 5 1/s was assigned to nodes 223, 142, 138, 40, 270, 135, 38, 37 and 276.
• An input flow of 1 1/s was assigned to nodes 156, 82, 151, 149, 71, 54, 55 and 143.
• An additional node was established at the southern boundary, i.e. node 204, to effect the 
continuity of flows in the Upper Drumgray coal seam in this area. This was linked to node 
144 (Kiltongue coal seam), to simulate the interaction between these horizons provided by a 
shaft position situated immediately south of the boundary.
Errors throughout. A diagnostic file was obtained which indicated a continual imbalance 
between flow and pressure outputs. In addition the network was still providing demand 
values at input node positions at the west of the southern boundary.
h) Filename: MINE8 (Ref: Drawing No J5Y
The configuration of the network was changed considerably to establish if the complexity of 
the network was preventing calibration procedures. These changes were;
• Only closed network loops were retained in the model.
• Node 261 was deleted to prohibit groundwater movement between the Airdrie Blackband 
and Virtuewell coal workings beneath the East Loch feature. Although this link was 
assumed during previous runs of the model, there is an absence of documentary evidence to 
confirm its existence. The removal of this node permitted the sensitivity of this link to be 
addressed.
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The following demand profile was adopted;
NODE DEMAND: AREA 1
1/s


















Errors throughout. No flows were provided by the model between the East Loch feature 
and the Airdrie Blackband workings, via the shaft position at node 298.
i) Filename: MINE9 (Ref: Drawing No J51.
As MINE8 with the following changes;
• The link between nodes 507 and 240 was replaced by a link between nodes 507 and 166. 
This effects a continuity between Airdrie Blackband coal workings and Kiltongue coal 
workings at the east of the site. An indirect link was established from Ladygrange coal 
workings at node 240, to both of these coal seams via the shaft position at node 166.
• The variable head reservoir was removed and replaced by a fixed head source at node 
600, with an elevation of 170m AOD and a head value of 189.8m AOD. Links to this 
feature were afforded by the shaft positions at nodes 262 and 298.
Errors throughout. The diagnostic files led to the following observations;
• The links established at the east of the site are unrealistic, in that no continuity exists 
between workings in this area. This is associated with the prominent, and persistent, 
northwest-southeast fault which passes through this area. This feature is not crossed except 
by workings in the Ladygrange and Upper Drumgray coal seams at the southeast of the site.
• The link established between separate areas of mineworkings in the Kiltongue coal seam, 
at the west of the site, is not representative in conceptual terms.
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j) Filename: MINE9A and MINE9B (Ref: Drawing No J5V
As MINE9 with the following changes;
• Node 198 was removed thereby separating mineworkings in the Kiltongue coal seam at 
the west of the site.
• Node 1 was entered back into the network and a link was established between the East 
Loch and mineworkings in the Upper Drumgray coal seam via nodes 600 and 1.
Errors throughout. No flow condition evident in the shaft at node 298.
k) Filename: MINE 10 (Ref: Drawing No J5V
In an attempt to 'balance' the system the pipe network was dramatically reduced to include 
only what was considered to be the primary routes for groundwater movement. An 
additional fixed head source was established at node 602 to facilitate an input into Upper 
Drumgray workings at the east of the site. Pipe roughness was set at 2mm.
Errors throughout.
l) Filename: M1NE11A and MINE 1 IB (Ref: Drawing No J51,
The network was further reduced with the removal of Upper Drumgray workings situated 
at the east and northeast of the shaft position linking at nodes 2, 120, 209 and 256.
Errors throughout.
5.5.2.2 Final Phase.
The preceding phase of modelling had attempted, by means of continually reducing 
the size of the pipe network, to effect a crude calibration. The next stage would then have 
necessitated the input of sections of the network to re-establish the true extent of 
mineworkings at the site. However little benefit was derived from network reduction 
studies, with various refinements effecting very little influence upon the level of error 
encountered. Indeed it was very difficult to establish if these changes had either a beneficial 
or adverse effect upon the accuracy of the model. Subsequently the next stage of modelling 
was initiated with the configuration of the model representative of the entire mining 
network.
The emphasis throughout this subsequent phase of the modelling was to assess the 
sensitivity of the various input parameters, and in particular the methodology used to model 
the southern boundary of the network. It was at this stage of the modelling process that
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minewater seepage losses were simulated within the model, by assigning demand values at 
node positions throughout the network.
a) Filename: MINE A1 (Ref: Drawing No J6V
The configuration of the network was as previously described for MINE7 with the 
following additional refinements;
• Node 261 was removed, which effected a break between the Airdrie Blackband workings 
and Virtuewell coal workings beneath the East Loch at the shaft node 298 (as described in 
MINE8).
• The link between nodes 198 and 150, which served as a link between Kiltongue coal 
workings at the west of the site, was removed (as described in MINE9A).
• The direct link between node 260 and the shaft position at node 256 was removed, as the 
configuration of driveroads between these features are discontinuous. An indirect link, 
through a continuous series of driveroads, is afforded by the network via nodes 260, 258 
and 256.
• Minewater seepages were calculated relative to each mining feature, and node demands 
were allocated accordingly. A continuous boundary of fractured sandstone along each 
driveroad feature, formed the basis for the seepage calculations.
• Nodes 600 and 602 comprised fixed head sources collectively representative of the East 
Loch feature.
• Pipe roughness was set at 10mm.
• No demand value was assigned to node 601(Spring).
This version of the network was run under a variety of conditions. Errors throughout.
b) Filename: MINEA2 (Ref: Drawing No J6Y 
As MINEA1 with the following changes;
• Shaft diameters were reduced to 2 metres to simulate flow restrictions imposed by loose 
debris and rubble.
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• A demand of 45.047 1/s was assigned to node 601(Spring). This figure was established 
by subtracting the total value of seepage losses (i.e. node demands), from the average spring 
discharge.
• The southern boundary of the pipe network was divided into a southwest inflow 
boundary (west of node 503, which approximates to the position of the groundwater divide 
in this area), and a southeast outflow boundary (east of node 503). The southeast boundary 
nodes (i.e. nodes 37, 38, 40, 270, 135, 138, 142 and 223), were assigned individual 
demands of 1 1/s to simulate outflow in this area. Positions along the southwest boundary 
were modelled as Pressure Reducing Valves (PRVs), linked to fixed head sources whose 
values were set relative to control nodes (monitoring borehole positions), in the area. The 
use of PRVs allowed consistent hydraulic conditions to be established along the southwest 

















603 701 156 172.0 0.55 1.0
604 702 82 177.9 0.6 1.0
605 703 165 187 1.0 1.0
606 704 151 193.6 1.0 1.0
607 705 149 194.2 1.0 1.0
608 706 54 187.0 0.6 1.0
609 707 204 187.0 1.0 1.0
610 708 55 186.8 0.6 1.0
611 709 143 186.3 1.0 1.0
This version of the model was run under a variety of conditions with pipe roughness values 
ranging from 0.3mm to 2mm. Assessment of the diagnostic files, obtained at every run of 
the model, indicated an inability of the network to balance head and flow characteristics. 
Changes to the network configuration and feature characteristics invariably led to either 
reasonable flow or head results, but never in combination. As one output parameter 
improved, the quality of the other diminished, making sensitivity studies particularly 
difficult.
c) Filename: MINEA3 (Ref: Drawing No J6V 
As MINEA2 with the following changes;
• The minewater seepage calculations were revised to account for packed waste horizons 
bounding each side of the driveroad features. This necessitated an update of the demand 
profile assigned to nodes throughout the network. This revision, which subsequently 
increased the level of seepage loss throughout the network, further reduced the demand 
value assigned to node 601(Spring), to 35.91/s.
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• Pipe roughness was set at 2mm, and the pipe links between fixed head sources and PRV 
features at the southwest boundary, were increased in length to 5 metres.
Errors throughout.
d) Filename: MINEA4 (Ref: Drawing No J6Y 
As MINE3 with the following changes;
• The PRV features were removed at the southwest boundary, but the fixed head sources 
in this area were retained.
• Demand values at the southeast boundary were increased to 10 Vs.
Errors throughout.
e) Filename: MINEEXP (Ref: Drawing No J6Y
As MINE3 (i.e. inclusive of PRV features at the southwest boundary), with the following 
changes;
• Pipe roughness was set at 1mm.
• The demand allocated to node 601(Spring), was based upon the loss to groundwater, 
from the East Loch feature, calculated using output data from the East Loch SCS study. 
The magnitude of this loss, calculated for 5th August 1993, was 19.3 1/s. This figure 
represented the input to the system from the East Loch. Conceptual studies had indicated 
that the spring discharges at the northwest of the site would not be fully accounted for by 
water losses from the East Loch. This version of the model was aimed at setting the spring 
output at this value, while still simulating losses throughout the network. These losses 
would hopefully be balanced by the additional inflow into the system via the southwest 
boundary.
• Seepage losses throughout the network were only calculated for discontinuous features, 
such as the ends of mine driveroads. In this way the model was configured to simulate 




It was decided during the final phase of the modelling process, that there was an 
insufficient level of resources and time available, to continue with this particular aspect of 
the research. The sensitivity assessment was not fully completed, and calibration of the 
groundwater model was not achieved. To complete a modelling study of this nature and 
complexity, which is essentially a completely new approach, would necessitate a protracted 
period of research. This would be best effected by a separate, but related, research study 
which could review, refine and progress the modelling methodology presented in this thesis.
However an alternative method for modelling groundwater flows in extensively 
mined strata, has been presented in this chapter of the thesis. The close link between the 
conceptual and computational modelling studies, permitted the identification of a number of 
hydrogeological controls/mechanisms not fully accounted for in the WATNET model. 
These are detailed below, together with an overview of the main observations made 
throughout this phase of the research.
a) Many of the features inherent within graphical computer programs such as 
WATNET3, designed for the analysis and simulation of water networks, can be adapted to 
characterise hydrogeological features within extensively mined strata. However the 
program was unable to 'directly1 simulate seepage losses occurring at the groundwater/rock 
interface along a mining feature. This necessitated the inclusion of a separate, and 
unwieldy, spreadsheet program to calculate seepage losses based on potentiometric data 
measured at the site.
b) The complexity of the groundwater regime at the Greengairs site, combined with a 
absence of groundwater flow data, made sensitivity studies aimed at the eventual calibration 
of the model, very difficult to assess. The constant imbalance between head and flowrate 
characteristics throughout the network compounded these difficulties.
c) The outflow at the spring position is not fully accounted for by the input to the 
system afforded by the East Loch feature. However the limited hydrological data available 
relative to a number of other surface water features at the site, prevented their inclusion 
within the model. d)
d) Conceptual modelling studies had identified areas of groundwater recharge at the 
northwest of the site. A rapid infiltration of surface waters occurs in these areas, along 
mine adit and/or shaft features which form a link between the surface, and stoop and room 
workings at shallow depths beneath the site. These workings, which collectively comprise 
subsurface reservoirs of considerable size, can then facilitate (if hydraulic conditions are 
favourable), a recharge to the groundwater system However many of the mining features 
in these areas were known to be above the potentiometric surface, and would therefore not 
be completely filled with water. Model requirements necessitated the removal of these
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features throughout the network, which prevented the inclusion of these localised recharges 
within the model. The omission of these additional 'inputs' to the system will have seriously 
affected the validity of flow patterns throughout the west of the network, and towards the 
primary output position (i.e Greengairs spring).
e) In addition to the recharge patterns discussed above, an additional area of recharge 
was identified at the west of the site, which was thought to be associated with a wheelwash 
facility. The infiltration pathway in this instance may be associated with mineworkings in 
the Virtuewell coal seam. A further, and more detailed, study of this area would be 
required to permit its inclusion within the model as an additional input.
f) A consistent feature of the model output was that the majority of the network 
comprises of an array of pipes in a largely hydrostatic condition, with groundwater flows 
occurring along a limited number of preferential pathways. The positions of these 
groundwater channels are primarily dictated by the degree of connectivity afforded by each 
individual mining feature, and secondly by their proximity to input and output positions 
throughout the network.
g) A rather simplistic approach was adopted to the problem of calculating groundwater 
seepages at the boundaries of each mining feature. A more representative method of 
calculation may be derived from applying, in a converse but analogous manner, relationships 
developed to quantify groundwater inflows into tunnels advanced through rock (e.g. 
GOODMAN et al, 1965).
Upon reflection, the size and complexity of the aquifer at the Greengairs site, 
although defined in detail in conceptual terms, made the application of a new groundwater 
modelling technique particularly difficult. The modelling study should have initially 
concentrated upon a small section of the site, with a high intensity of both monitoring 
borehole positions and hydrogeological knowledge. This form of study would then have 
permitted the full appraisal of the modelling approach, and subsequent refinements to the 
overall methodology could then have been incorporated in a phased manner. The gradual 
development of the modelling area, which ultimately would include the entire site, could be 
effected in a staged manner, where the level of accuracy achieved at each stage was 
sufficiently high enough to proceed to the next. However this form of investigation, and in 
particular the time required to complete it, would constitute a separate research study.
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6 C O N C L U S I O N S  A N D  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S  F O R  
F U R T H E R  R E S E A R C H .
The nature of this study has necessitated a detailed appraisal, and subsequent 
expansion, of a variety of investigative methods and approaches. Many aspects of the 
hydrogeological investigation presented in this thesis, will be of use to future research 
studies concerned with worked coal measures strata. However as this research was 
inextricably linked to the Greengairs site, the site specific conclusions of this study have 
been presented separately.
In a number of cases throughout this study, a particular investigative approach 
revealed a potential for further research. The hydrological modelling of the East Loch, and 
the application of the Soil Conservation Service runoff procedure, is a notable example. In 
addition, the methodology presented in this thesis for modelling groundwater flows in 
extensively mined strata, will hopefully form the basis for further modelling studies, aimed 
at developing this new approach to this complex hydrogeological problem
6.1 PRIMARY CONCLUSIONS.
It is not the intention within this section to reiterate, in full, the detailed level of 
observations presented in the preceding chapters of this thesis, but to briefly summarise the 
primary conclusions reached throughout various stages of the research.
6.1.1 Site specific.
a) The composite form of aquifer present beneath the site comprises, as its framework, 
cyclic sequences of sandstone, siltstone and mudstone, interspersed with seams of fireclay 
and coal. Artesian groundwater conditions predominate across the site, with various levels 
of confinement afforded by layers of mudstone within the Coal Measures strata, and at 
rockhead by clay soils which characterise the superficial deposits. The overall 'composite' 
aquifer system is best described, as a series of leaky confined aquifers, fed from below by 
deeper groundwaters under confining pressures, and from above by infiltration waters 
subject to gravitational influences in the unsaturated zone. These aquifers are locally 
disturbed, and in hydraulic terms 'short circuited', by the highly permeable channels afforded 
by packed waste horizons and mine driveroads, that comprise open, partly collapsed or fully 
collapsed structures. These structures facilitate the primary mechanism for groundwater 
movements across the site.
b) The site is traversed by numerous faults which, in some cases, form important 
hydrogeological features. The 47.5 metre fault which bounds the northern and eastern 
edges of the East Loch feature, acts as a barrier to both groundwater flow and surface 
water loss from the loch. A number of heavily faulted zones have been identified across the 
site, which are bounded by prominent 'primary1 fault positions (see Figure 3.57). These
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zones will affect groundwater movements, and in particular may accelerate the dissipation 
of stored waters impounded within abandoned mineworkings.
The throw amount, persistence, and strike direction details of 159 fault positions, 
recorded in a variety of coal seams, were assessed as part of this study. This indicated that 
the predominant fault strike direction is northwest-southeast, although a small number of 
north-south faults are present, in addition to the 'older', but less frequent, east-west faults. 
Out of 24 fault positions with a persistence greater than 300 metres, 22 form part of the 
northwest-southeast system of faulting.
c) The absence of monitoring borehole positions, either side of the dyke features 
situated at the north of the site, precludes a full assessment of their role in controlling 
regional groundwater movements. However they have been designated in the conceptual 
model for the site as 'no flow1 boundaries, based on the historic role of these features as 
impermeable structures to groundwater flows (see Figure 3.57).
The small dyke features that exist at the southwest of the site facilitate localised 
barrier structures to groundwater flows. However these features are limited in persistence 
and do not constitute a major influence upon regional flow patterns.
d) The extensive number of shafts and adits across the site comprise significant 
conduits for groundwater and surface water movements. These features facilitate localised 
zones of recharge or discharge, depending upon the potentiometric surface in the area, and 
the level of connectivity afforded by the feature. Although a large number of mine adits 
have been recorded opencast operations will have destroyed many of these features. 
However some adits still exist, in a partly or fully collapsed form, which facilitate a direct 
link to zones of shallow mineworkings.
At the northwest of the site a number of mine adits are linked to abandoned stoop 
and room workings, which act as subsurface reservoirs of a considerable size. If hydraulic 
conditions are suitable, then these significant storage areas provide a zone of 'detention' for 
groundwaters. A change in these conditions may then facilitate a 'release' of these waters, 
which locally disturbs the regional flow patterns. These mine features collectively behave in 
a manner analogous to a french drain structure, which during a period of prolonged and 
heavy rainfall, effect a localised recharge of the groundwater regime, with a life cycle 
proportional to the duration and intensity of the storm event, and the intrinsic permeability 
of the surrounding strata.
It follows that a potential exists for surface water-groundwater interaction, afforded 
by abandoned mineworkings that have been disturbed by surface activities. This may apply 
to a number of surface water features across the site, other than the East Loch, that have 
formed within voids resulting from opencast operations.
e) The study of the fracture systems inherent within the Coal Measures strata at 
Greengairs, based upon measurements recorded at four rock exposures (three to the south 
and one to the north of the site), revealed the following characteristics;
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i) A subhorizontal joint set, striking northwest and parallel to the plane of bedding, was 
noted at all of the rock exposures. These joints were generally tight (< 1mm aperture), 
smooth, planar, and nearly always infilled with a sandy clay gouge. The spacing and 
persistence of these joints ranged between 0.15 - 0.4 metres and 0.6 - 7.0 metres 
respectively. Outcrop IV situated to the north of the site, and subject to a greater level of 
surface and subsurface disturbance than other mapping positions, displayed a considerable 
number of joints within this set, indicative of bed separation effects attributable to mining 
activities. Conversely the least 'disturbed' rock exposure to be mapped (Outcrop V at the 
south of the site), displayed very few joints of this form. Those present at this location, 
were generally evident at interface positions, afforded by a change in rock type.
ii) Joint measurements taken at Outcrops IQ and V indicate a conjugate subvertical to 
vertical joint system, with a 90 degree separation angle, at these locations (see Plate 3.2). 
The joint sets forming this system have the following properties;
• Clean, open, smooth, planar joints striking northwest and dipping at 82 - 90 degrees to the 
south-southwest or north-northeast. Joint apertures are generally between 2 - 9  mm, with a 
joint spacing from 0.1 to 0.75 metres.
• Generally clean, smooth, open, planar joints striking southwest and dipping at 61 - 90 
degrees to the west-northwest, or east-southeast. Joints occasionally rough and undulating 
with calcite mineralisation. Joint apertures between 2 - 1 0  mm with a joint spacing between
0.55 to 1.4 metres.
A similar joint system to that described above, was recorded at Outcrop I, which 
varied slightly in strike direction resulting in a 60 degree difference in angle between joint 
sets. In addition a prominent, and consistent, degree of calcite mineralisation was recorded 
along joints striking northwest. Outcrop IV displayed a series of joints, which although 
falling broadly within the above classification, shows a greater diversity of strike direction, 
which is most probably attributable to the level of disturbance at this position. Mechanical 
activities in close proximity to this exposure, may have induced a series of randomly 
distributed fractures, which 'supplement' and effectively screen the conjugate joint system, 
characteristic of the area
f) The East Loch feature is interacting, intermittently, with the underlying groundwater 
regime, providing a partial recharge of the composite aquifer system The predominant 
level of water loss to groundwater from this feature averages 20 litres/sec, although isolated 
periods of loss of up to 60 litres/sec have occurred. The mechanism for this migratory 
process is provided, primarily, by mineshafts in the base of the loch, linked to abandoned 
mineworkings, inclusive of intact mine driveroads, beneath the loch area. Highly fractured 
zones of rock emanating downwards from the base of the loch, attributable to the
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mechanical disturbance associated with opencast operations, form a link with the fractured 
zones above abandoned workings in the Virtuewell coal seam This effects a secondary 
mechanism of water loss from the loch feature.
This study has shown that there is no particular 'trigger' water level at the East Loch 
which either initiates, or ends, a period of water loss. It is highly likely that these losses will 
be governed by a particular magnitude, or rate of change, of hydraulic gradient.
g) Groundwaters beneath the site, inclusive of the groundwater springs, can be broadly 
classified as calcium and magnesium carbonate-bicarbonate waters. The chemistry of 
surface waters in the East Loch is indicative of its interaction with separate overland 
sources, with differing chemical characteristics. Events have been identified where the 
water quality in the loch feature has fallen. This is directly attributable to overland flows, 
inclusive of diluted leachates and final effluent from the leachate treatment works, and not 
groundwater movements.
Pollution incidents have been identified which have resulted in elevated 
concentrations of a range of chemical indicators, within groundwaters at separate parts of 
the site. These 'indicators', inclusive of ammoniacal nitrogen, have been recorded, in 
combination, at levels that can not be directly linked to either lithological or mine drainage 
influences. The major adverse influence upon the hydrochemistry of groundwaters at the 
site, is associated with migratory leachates generated by ongoing landfill activities.
h) The primary discharge positions for groundwaters moving through the site, are the 
springs situated between the villages of Greengairs and Wattston. The approximate level of 
these spring discharges are 170.8 and 171.4 m AOD, but both appear to be directly linked 
to the same subsurface feature which effects the release of groundwaters in this area. A 
considerable proportion of these discharges is provided by infiltrated waters associated with 
rainfall. The response of the springs to a storm event is generally within a 48 hr time 
period. The change in the characteristics of the spring discharges, between 1988 and 1992, 
indicates an increased level of groundwater 'availability'. This is associated with the rise in 
groundwater levels at the northwest of the site, and the increased influence of the East Loch 
feature, which effects an increased level of partial aquifer recharge.
i) A general agreement exists between potentiometric levels at various parts of the site. 
The interaction of these potentiometric surfaces, which is inclusive of the East Loch rest 
water level, creates a predominant pattern of groundwater behaviour. This behaviour has, 
since 1988, resulted in a steady rise in groundwater levels at the northwest of the site, and a 
reduction in the hydraulic gradient which drives groundwater towards the northwest from 
the south. The minimal interaction of the East Loch, evident in 1988, has increased to the 
degree where the partial aquifer recharge associated with this feature, is the main influence 
on groundwater flow behaviour. This has resulted in groundwater flows from the east, 
towards the northwest and south of the site (see Figure 3.58)
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6.1.2 General.
a) There is no substitute for a comprehensive desk study to initiate an accurate and 
economic site investigation. In areas such as Greengairs, where quarry and mining 
operations have significantly affected the hydrogeological characteristics of the site, a high 
quality approach to this phase of investigation is necessary. If an investigative study is 
aimed at modelling the relative movements of both surface waters and groundwaters, then 
a concise study should be completed of both abandonment plan information and aerial 
photographic records.
Abandonment plans provide a wealth of information essential to realistically assess, 
the hydrogeological characteristics of areas subjected to extensive mining operations. Many 
plans detail the location and geometry of the faults encountered within the workings, and in 
addition to providing a subsurface map describing mine driveroad, shaft and adit positions, 
they often include notes of difficulties encountered within the workings. These notes can 
include details of water ingress and rock instability, which is of great assistance in the 
investigative process. The collation and assessment of these details permits the compilation 
of subsurface connectivity maps which can form the basis for computational modelling 
studies.
Aerial photographs provide a very good indication of how sites have developed over 
the years, and greatly assist and supplement the site investigation process, particularly in 
relation to features not evident at ground level. Bodies of surface water, easily identified on 
the photographs, and watercourses linked within the overall drainage system, allow 
catchment boundaries and areas of water retention to be identified. These features are 
invaluable in the investigation of how surface water catchment characteristics have altered 
across a site.
The information obtained through the desk study, allows the identification of 
additional data requirements necessary to proceed with a hydrogeological investigation, 
which in turn permits the design of an economic ground investigation stage.
b) The East Loch catchment assessment completed as part of this research study 
confirmed the reliability of the Soil Conservation Service (SCS), runoff procedure, to 
produce an accurate representation of the catchment behaviour in quantitative terms. This 
reliability combined with detailed and protracted periods of field observation, resulted in a 
meaningful catchment assessment. The level of accuracy was limited in this instance by the 
frequency of monitoring data, and the absence of any form of hydraulic control within two 
prominent surface water drainage routes. This study also illustrated the importance of field 
observations, when assessing and interpreting analytical data describing catchment 
behaviour.
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c) The frequency, orientation, connectivity and aperture size of fractures, will heavily 
influence the mechanism for groundwater flows within a rock mass. In worked coal 
measures strata, groundwater movements may occur as a combination of the following;
• Major flows along abandoned, but still intact, mine driveroads and shafts.
• Major flows through abandoned, but intact stoop and room workings.
• Flows through loosely or tightly packed zones of mine waste.
• Flows along the brecciated margins of fault zones.
• Flows through highly fractured bands of sandstone, siltstone, mudstone and coal.
• Seepage through 'intact' bands of sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone.
The primary mechanism for groundwater movements in the area, will relate to the 
artificial features associated with deep mining activities. However the properties and 
characteristics of the fractures, inherent within the 'overall' system, will facilitate a 
secondary level of pathways for groundwater flow. The ratio of artificial, subsurface 
features, beneficial to fluid movements, to the fracture dominated flowpaths within unmined 
strata, will determine the 'weighting' that can be applied to the influence of each mechanism 
for flow.
d) The complexities of this form of groundwater system necessitates the formation of 
an accurate conceptual model, which draws together hydrological, geological and 
geochemical data in a realistic manner. The combination of relationships corresponding to 
each aspect of the study, permits a conceptual model to be developed representative of the 
processes, and their boundaries, which control groundwater flow behaviour at a site.
The conceptual modelling phase of a hydrogeological investigation, is an essential 
prerequisite to numerical modelling studies and should not in any circumstances be omitted.
e) Although there are innumerable forms of groundwater modelling packages available, 
the complexities of groundwater movements in extensively mined rock strata, limit the 
applicability of virtually every type of modelling approach to this hydrogeological setting. 
As detailed above 'channels', afforded by deep mining activities, constitute the primary 
pathways for groundwater movement in extensively mined areas. It follows therefore that 
the full inclusion of these features is essential within any Valid' form of computer model.
Neither Darcian or Discrete Fracture Network modelling approaches, permit the 
level of interaction afforded by these features, to be incorporated within a groundwater 
model. Although a number of researchers noted the analogy between groundwater flows 
through a highly fractured rock mass, and the movement of water through a network of 
pipes, nobody had extended the analogy in a more literal manner to model groundwater 
flows through abandoned mineworkings.
This study has shown that a graphical computer program, designed for the analysis 
and simulation of water networks, can be adapted to characterise hydrogeological features 
within extensively mined strata. However this study has also identified deficiencies in the
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model, but not in the modelling approach, which necessitates a considerable level of further 
research to develop to its full potential. The methodology for groundwater modelling 
presented in this thesis should, for the first time, provide a firm basis for the development of 
a model which is 'truly1 representative of flow behaviour in extensively mined coal measures 
rocks.
f) On the basis of this study, an assessment of fault characteristics suggests that there
is no connection between fault throw and persistence in Middle and Lower Coal Measures 
rocks. Indeed there is a considerable number of persistent faults with very small throw 
values. The persistence of northwest faults in the Greengairs area, is largely controlled by 
the relative position of earlier faults associated with the east-west fault system It follows 
that the adoption of fault throw to length ratios, must be subject to the conditions imposed 
by the 'regional' geological characteristics. These regional conditions that can, as in this 
case, effect an erratic but 'definite' control upon fault character, may preclude the use of 
'general' relationships. Studies attempting to link fault throw, persistence, breccia type and 
thickness, as a means to inferring hydraulic conductivity values for fault regions, should 
always account for these 'site specific' characteristics.
Evidence exists to suggest that the change in throw amount with stratigraphic depth, 
may comprise a fracture pattern which will resemble an elliptical crack. This is conditional 
upon the assumption that these changes indicate the 'dying out' of a fault, along the fault 
plane. However this study has shown that in some cases faults exhibit the tendency to 
decrease, and subsequently increase, their throw amount, quite arbitrarily, with increasing 
depth. The repeated expansion and contraction of the fractured zones associated with these 
changes in throw would invalidate, in this instance, the analogy to the 'Griffith' form of 
crack.
In a horizontal direction this 'dying out' of a fault would result in a decrease in throw 
amount along its length. This feature is evident on many faults, but further studies of a 
considerable number of fault patterns would be required to ascertain if the 'erratic' change in 
throw, that can occur with depth, can also occur along the strike of a fault. The stress 
conditions that can impose these erratic changes, may also directly affect many forms of 
discontinuity inherent within the rock structure. These features may question the validity of 
modelling flows, in fracture dominated coal measures strata, by the statistical generation of 
elliptical fracture patterns.
The combination of heavily faulted and extensively mined Coal Measures strata at 
sites such as Greengairs, may induce differential movements along fault planes of a 
considerable magnitude. The mining activities at Greengairs, in close proximity to major 
fault positions, were often at a multitude of levels. In many cases a considerable time 
period existed between the cessation of mining in one coal seam, and the extraction of coal 
at a lower level. Differential movements, such as those described above, will have 
undoubtedly occurred. This may account for the 'erratic' changes in throw amount recorded 
at a variety of levels.
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6.2 FURTHER WORKS.
a) Unless the modelling of groundwater flows in extensively mined strata is to become 
yet another feature of stochastic modelling techniques, further research is required to 
increase the accuracy of investigative methods applied in these areas. In an ideal situation 
the development of a groundwater model in these complex hydrogeological settings would 
include the following;
• The collation and interpretation of abandonment plan data in order to compile 
subsurface-surface connectivity maps, and to characterise in broad terms the configuration 
of mineworkings at various stratigraphic levels across the site.
• Investigation of shallow mineworkings by geophysical techniques.
• A co-ordinated programme of confirmation drilling and the establishment of test 
boreholes throughout the site area, to permit hydraulic, geophysical and tracer testing.
• The installation of monitoring borehole positions at strategic positions, relative to the 
configuration of mineworkings beneath the site area.
These studies would assist in the development of a model which would represent not 
only the movement of groundwaters through 'channels' afforded by mining activities, but in 
addition, groundwater flows associated with fracture patterns throughout the rock mass. 
Further research would also be necessary to incorporate fault patterns as hydrogeological 
characteristics within the model, affording barrier and/or conduit features throughout the 
network.
Ultimately the accurate simulation of groundwater flows in these areas, will require 
a multi-layered approach to the modelling process, representative of the complexities of the 
aquifers in these areas. The alternative approach, where the complexities of the system are 
represented in an oversimplified manner, will never result in a model which can truly adopt a 
'predictive' role.
b) Additional site based studies should be carried out to further assess the applicability 
of the Soil Conservation Service (SCS), runoff procedure, in areas with diverse hydrological 
characteristics, to facilitate an assessment of surface water-groundwater interaction. This 
method is particularly well suited to areas which have been subjected to extensive opencast 
activities that have disturbed, and partly exposed, areas of abandoned deep mineworkings.
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